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1

By the time of his untimely death in 1983, Herman Kahn was recog-
nized by both friends and intellectual adversaries as “one of the

world’s most creative and best minds.” He was one of the preeminent and
best known futures studies scholars, a founding father of the field, with
extensive and vital contributions to the debates on the nature of global
economic development and its impact on human societies and their envi-
ronment, as well as a key figure in the field of strategic studies, an area
where he was also considered a founder and a leader. His work was fol-
lowed all over the world and the directions he traced in the public debate
on very sensitive issues of crucial public concern have continued to be un-
altered today, more than twenty years after his unexpected death. Yet, in
spite of the incessant influence of his arguments and ideas, today his in-
tellectual legacy is still to be accounted for and the breath and depth of his
contributions are still to be reviewed and analyzed in a systematic way.

Given that Kahn was a prolific author and that his line of reasoning
touched on so many issues and topics, capturing the essence, unity, and co-
herence of his argument hasn’t been very easy. This difficulty has been
compounded by two factors: First, by the prolixity and complexity of some
of his writings that made the study and systematization of his work diffi-
cult. Second, by the reality that the ideas advanced by Kahn had a very
profound and subtle impact on the public discourse. The measure of this
impact is given by the fact that an important part of the ideas he promoted
meanwhile have become part of the public discourse in such a profound
manner that now we tend to take them for granted. All of the above ex-
plain why there are very few, if any, books summarizing Kahn’s essential
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contributions and why his work, scattered into so many publications, is
not as well known as it should be.

This volume is an attempt to cope with this predicament and offer the
public for the first time an anthology consisting of the essence of Kahn’s
work. The two decades that have passed since his death allow us today to
approach his intellectual legacy undisturbed by the “sound and fury” of
the many public debates and controversies he participated in and to focus
on some of the deepest and most enduring dimensions of his contribu-
tions. The book will try to bring together out of the several thousands
pages published by Kahn during his life, the “essential Kahn,” the most
relevant, consequential and interesting themes, ideas, and arguments of
his work. Thus the anthology will met the needs of those interested in
Kahn’s ideas but who do not have the time and energy to access his
(mostly out of print) books, to make their way through the ample number
of pages, and to sort out the essential from the accidental, the perennial
from the contextual.

A careful overview of Kahn’s work reveals that a consistent internal
logic is running through it, connecting all its different parts. However, his
negligent way of presenting his ideas left that overall consistency hidden
and never explicitly articulated. It is always for the student to reconstruct
the logic bringing together the elements of the system. And given the di-
versity of themes covered by Kahn and the variety of approaches he em-
ployed, that task is always daunting. That lack of systematization and or-
der was thus probably the crucial shortcoming affecting in the long run
Kahn’s impressive intellectual legacy. In this respect, this anthology
should be seen as a first step in the effort of intellectual reconstruction and
revitalization of that legacy.

In terms of substance, the issues that Kahn took as focal points for his
work (the geostrategy of war and peace; the relationship between culture
and economic development; the practical, epistemic, and methodological
problems of dealing with the future and the necessity of broad and future-
oriented studies; the tension between the academic approach and the 
decision-makers’ approach; the ideological dimensions of cultural change 
in affluent societies; the morality and feasibility of global economic
development—to name just a few of them) continue to be as relevant to-
day as thirty years ago. This book tries to put together a sample covering
as many such topics as possible. At the same time, it tries to systematize
this sample into thematic clusters, organized in a manner that sets in the
clearest possible light the internal logic of Kahn’s thought. That being
said, we should also note that our effort has deliberately avoided any at-
tempt to impose our own interpretation of this logic. Given the challeng-
ing nature of many of Kahn’s arguments, we consider that it is more sen-
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sible and constructive to let the readers use their own interpretive frame-
works when they assess the nature and implications of these arguments.

With these ends in view, the anthology is organized into four sections,
each concentrating on one of the main dimensions of Kahn’s work. The
first section introduces the topic that has made Kahn famous: grand strat-
egy and thermonuclear war. The selection focuses on his analysis of key
strategic notions such as “deterrence” and “escalation,” his assessment of
the “revolution in warfare” brought on by the atomic bomb, the major pit-
falls in the debates regarding thermonuclear strategies, and the moral and
political dimensions of these debates. In other words, the section includes
the arguments that caused the uproar that reportedly led film director
Stanley Kubrick to pattern the main character of the classic film Dr.
Strangelove after Kahn, and to the remarkable celebrity Kahn enjoyed
thereafter.

The second section brings together Kahn’s analyses of the problem of
economic growth and cultural change, seen from a “long view” perspec-
tive. After making his seminal contributions to the debates regarding ther-
monuclear war, Kahn turned his attentions to economics, politics, and
their cultural underpinnings as he began devoting more and more of his
time to topics related to economic development, technology, and their im-
pact on human nature and the environment. He very soon became a key
contender in the disputes regarding the “doomsday,” “limits to growth”
theses advanced by the Club of Rome and its followers. In his spirited and
optimistic arguments he made a strong case for the feasibility, desirability,
and morality of global economic growth, arguing that even given all the
likely human, environmental, and material costs and risks, “the case is
close to if not fully overwhelming.” This section of our anthology brings
together some of the most interesting and powerful arguments made by
Kahn in this respect as well as his fascinating analysis of the relationship
between on the one hand, economic growth and affluence and on the
other, cultural and ideological change.

Due to his work on geostrategic issues and the “limits to growth” the-
ses, a work heavily involving predictions and scenarios, Kahn was very
soon recognized as one of the intellectual leaders of the emerging field of
“futures studies” or “futurology.” The third section of the book reunites
the main texts defining Kahn’s perspective on the methodological and
epistemological problems of dealing with the future. The section covers
issues such as: the methodological framework for building alternative fu-
tures; the objectives of future-oriented policy research; the agnostic use of
information and concepts; scenarios and scenario building; the uses of the
method of classes of variables in predictions; and the problem of techno-
logical innovation and impact assessment. In reading this section, one
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should keep in mind that for Kahn the research process is always action-
oriented and thus future-oriented. Consequently, the ultimate test of any
intellectual endeavor has to be its relevance for policy and social action.

Kahn was a strong believer in the role of ideas on social change. The ul-
timate end of his efforts was always to have an impact on the public de-
bates shaping the future. The last section of the book groups together un-
der the label “Observations, Recommendations, and Parting Polemics” a
miscellany of his most eloquent and representative pages in this respect.
In them his normative stances are explicitly stated, his critical position re-
garding the “Western cultural trends” made crystal-clear, his views on the
“the tasks ahead” outlined, and his vision about futurology as an ideo-
logical force and a cultural bulwark for economic development, explicitly
discussed as a “growth-oriented ideology based on futurology.”

In order to get a better understanding of the way Kahn viewed his
work, it is important to note that he always considered that the “broad,”
future-oriented studies he was envisioning were possible only as a collec-
tive effort. Hence, the profoundly collaborative nature of his intellectual
endeavors. Kahn’s vision of interdisciplinary collaboration went beyond
the idea of putting together in an orderly way different pieces of analysis
and conclusions coming from different disciplines. He thought that al-
though it is impossible to have a complete specialized interdisciplinary
personal knowledge of an issue, it is always possible to assemble teams of
experts and combine their knowledge in a useful manner. Or, at least, it is
possible to engage in as many bilateral intellectual partnerships and as
many dialogues as possible. That is the reason why Kahn’s work has such
a collaborative bent and why many of the arguments and ideas included
in the present selection were coauthored or presented as a “Hudson Insti-
tute product.”

Herman Kahn’s work was bounded by a spectacular series of para-
doxes: thinking the unthinkable, disciplining the interdisciplinary, insti-
tutionalizing the imaginative, anchoring in facts the counterfactual, pre-
dicting the unpredictable. Seen from the perspective of the beginning of
the third millennium, Herman Kahn’s methodological and substantive
contributions to the development of a modern way of approaching the fu-
ture and the large scale and multifaceted problems confronting humanity
in his age, gain a new and clearer perspective. By the time he was making
these contributions his voice and name were overwhelmingly associated
with his influential participation in various controversial public debates
such as the nuclear strategy of the United States or the “limits to growth”
dispute. Now, that those controversies have moved to new dimensions,
and new protagonists are occupying the forefront of the public debate, the
new circumstances allow us to go beyond the controversial and contex-
tual and to fully appreciate in an detached and unbiased way the foun-
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dational contributions brought by Herman Kahn not only to the intellec-
tual development of strategic studies, futurology, and policy sciences but
also to the materialization of the major themes defining the contemporary
public discourse. Our hope is that this anthology will amount to a con-
structive contribution in this respect.
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I

THINKING ABOUT THE
UNTHINKABLE:

SCENARIOS, GRAND
STRATEGY, AND

THERMONUCLEAR WAR





9

Seventy-five years ago white slavery was rampant in England. Each
year thousands of young girls were forced into brothels and kept there

against their will. While some of the victims had been sold by their fami-
lies, a large proportion were seized and held by force or fraud. The vic-
tims were not from the lower classes only; no level of English society was
immune to having its daughters seized. Because this practice continued in
England for years after it had been largely wiped out on the Continent,
thousands of English girls were shipped across the Channel to supply the
brothels of Europe. One reason why this lasted as long as it did was that
it could not be talked about openly in Victorian England; moral standards
as subjects of discussion made it difficult to arouse the community to nec-
essary action. Moreover, the extreme innocence considered appropriate
for English girls made them easy victims, helpless to cope with the situa-
tions in which they were trapped. Victorian standards, besides perpetuat-
ing the white slave trade, intensified the damage to those involved.

Social inhibitions which reinforce natural tendencies to avoid think-
ing about unpleasant subjects are hardly uncommon. The psychological
factors involved in ostrich-like behavior have parallels in communities
and nations. Nevertheless, during the sixty years of the twentieth cen-
tury many problems have come increasingly into the realm of acceptable
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public discussion. Among various unmentionable diseases, tuberculosis
has lost almost all taint of impropriety; and venereal disease statistics can
now be reported by the press. Mental illness is more and more regarded
as unfortunate instead of shameful. The word “cancer” has lost its stigma,
although the horror of the disease has been only partially abated by med-
ical progress.

Despite the progress in removing barriers in the way of discussing dis-
eases formerly considered shameful, there are doubtless thousands going
without vital medical treatment today because of their inhibitions against
learning, thinking, or talking about certain diseases. Some will not get
treatment because they do not know enough to recognize the symptoms,
some because they are consciously ashamed to reveal illness, and some
because they refuse to think about their condition—it seems too horrible
to think about.

It may now be possible to condemn unequivocally the extremes of Vic-
torian prudery, but less doctrinaire forms of ostrichism must be consid-
ered with more care; they are, after all, often based on healthy instincts.
Everyone is going to die, but surely it is a good thing that few of us spend
much time dwelling on that fact. Life would be nearly impossible if we
did. If thinking about something bad will not improve it, it is often better
not to think about it. Perhaps some evils can be avoided or reduced if peo-
ple do not think or talk about them. But when our reluctance to consider
danger brings danger nearer, repression has gone too far.

In 1960 I published a book1 that attempted to direct attention to the pos-
sibility of a thermonuclear war, to ways of reducing the likelihood of such
a war, and to methods for coping with the consequences should war oc-
cur despite our efforts to avoid it. The book was greeted by a large range
of responses—some of them sharply critical. Some of this criticism was
substantive, touching on greater or smaller questions of strategy, policy,
or research techniques. But much of the criticism was not concerned with
the correctness or incorrectness of the views I expressed. It was concerned
with whether any book should have been written on this subject at all. It
is characteristic of our times that many intelligent and sincere people are
willing to argue that it is immoral to think and even more immoral to
write in detail about having to fight a thermonuclear war.

By and large this criticism was not personal; it simply reflected the fact
that we Americans and many people throughout the world are not pre-
pared to face reality, that we transfer our horror of thermonuclear war to
reports about the realities of thermonuclear war. In a sense we are acting
like those ancient kings who punished messengers who brought them
bad news. This did not change the news; it simply slowed up its delivery.
On occasion it meant that the kings were ill informed and, lacking truth,
made serious errors in judgment and strategy.
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In our times, thermonuclear war may seem unthinkable, immoral, in-
sane, hideous, or highly unlikely, but it is not impossible. To act intelli-
gently we must learn as much as we can about the risks. We may thereby
be better able to avoid nuclear war. We may even be able to avoid the
crises that bring us to the brink of war. But despite our efforts we may
some day come face to face with a blunt choice between surrender or war.
We may even have war thrust upon us without being given any kind of a
choice. We must appreciate these possibilities. We cannot wish them
away. Nor should we overestimate and assume the worst is inevitable.
This leads only to defeatism, inadequate preparations (because they seem
useless), and pressures toward either preventive war or undue accommo-
dation.

Many terrible questions are raised when one considers objectively and
realistically the problems created by the Cold War and the armaments race.
For some years I have spent my time on exactly these questions—both in
thinking about ways to prevent war, and in thinking about how to fight,
survive, and terminate a war, should it occur. My colleagues and I have
sought answers to such questions as these: How likely is accidental war?
How can one make it less likely? How dangerous is the arms race today?
What will it be like in the future? What would conditions be if a nuclear
attack leveled fifty of America’s largest cities? Would the survivors envy
the dead? How many million American lives would an American Presi-
dent risk by standing firm in differing types of crises? By starting a nu-
clear war? By continuing a nuclear war with the hope of avoiding surren-
der? How many European and Soviet and other lives would he risk?

These questions can be put in a more concrete and hence more upset-
ting form. Consider, for example, the debate about the defense of Europe.
We have increased our nonnuclear forces to meet without initial use of
nuclear weapons a possible Soviet conventional attack in Europe. But our
present doctrine also seems to indicate that if the strengthened forces
prove inadequate to repel the attack, we will initiate the use of nuclear
weapons.

The questions now become more unpleasant since we must acknowl-
edge the likelihood that this use of nuclear weapons might not be limited.
Whether we intend it or not, we may have obligated ourselves to go to an
all-out central war. Attempts at restraint may turn out to be unreliable;
passion, irrationality, and technical difficulties of control and discrimina-
tion might cause escalation into all-out war. In this context we must ask
ourselves several questions. First, would we in fact initiate an all-out war
if the Soviets attacked Europe? Would we even risk one by initiating a
lesser response which could easily escalate into all-out war? What would
be the European attitude toward fighting a “limited” nuclear (or even a
large conventional) war on their territory?
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In seeking the answers to these questions, the President must estimate
the cohesion of the Alliance, and weigh the possibility of tens of millions,
possibly hundreds of millions, of American and European casualties—not
to speak of Russians and others. He must ask himself whether he is will-
ing to sacrifice, or so much as risk, New York in order to defend Paris or
London or revenge their destruction. If he concludes that he is not—and
there are many who think that he would not willingly make the trade—
then he must ask himself whether he wishes to change either his commit-
ments or his preparations.

He may conclude that even if he is not willing to initiate a war or a lim-
ited reprisal that could easily develop into war, he must maintain a pre-
tense of being willing. Perhaps the facade will work. After all, even if he
is not willing to go to an all-out war, the Soviets cannot rely on this. The
uncertainty regarding his response may deter them from testing his re-
solve.

The President may be unwilling to go to all-out war, and also unwilling
to rely on the deterrent effect of Russian uncertainty about our response act-
ing as a deterrent. In that case he has to have realistic contingency plans for
lesser responses than all-out war, to be used in the event the Soviets are not
deterred. He must then ask himself: Should he disclose these contingency
plans to the Soviets so as to make credible the action we will take to make
their aggression unprofitable? Should he keep these plans secret so that the
Soviets will not be encouraged to expect a less than all-out response? How
will our allies react to either policy? Will their attitude change in an intense
crisis? Would we prefer an ally to be involved in a disastrous local war
rather than see its resources added to the Communist bloc?

Perhaps, in addition to having a “wider choice than humiliation or
holocaust,” the President may wish to prepare for the possibility of holo-
caust, and for the problems involved in lessening the damage. Even if we
are not willing to fight an all-out thermonuclear war, it may still be forced
on us, or occur inadvertently.

Consider as well the problem of deterring the Soviets from striking the
United States either because they may be planning an aggression or be-
cause there is some crisis in which U.S. policy (perhaps the mere existence
of the United States) may threaten their ability to surmount the crisis. In
desperation they may feel that striking the United States would be less
risky than not striking. How risky must we make such an action? What
kind of punishment would deter the Soviets even if they were desperate?
The threat of 100 million dead Russians? Ten million? The destruction of
Moscow and Leningrad? With their citizens? Without their citizens, i.e.,
evacuated? How certain must this threat be? Just how stable, then, is our
present “balance of terror”? How is it most likely to break down? If it does
break down what will be the consequence?
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Consider another unpleasant question. When the movie On the Beach
depicted a war in the early sixties, the result of which was the total anni-
hilation of all humanity by radioactivity, almost all the reviewers and
many scientists indicated that it was a realistic estimate of the results of a
nuclear war. Are we really risking an end to all human life with our cur-
rent system? If true, are we willing to risk it? Do we then prefer some de-
gree of unilateral disarmament? If we do, will we be relying on the Rus-
sians to protect us from the Chinese? Will the world be more or less
stable? Should we attempt to disarm unilaterally? If the answers to these
last questions depend on the degree of damage that is envisaged, are we
willing to argue that it is all right to risk a half billion or a billion people
but not three billion?

There seem to be three basic objections to asking these types of ques-
tions:

1. No one should attempt to think about these problems in a detailed
and rational way.

2. What thinking there is on these problems, should be done in secret
by the military exclusively, or at least by the government.

3. Even if some of this thinking must be done outside the government
the results of any such thought should not be made available to the
public.

1. NO ONE SHOULD ATTEMPT TO THINK ABOUT THESE
PROBLEMS IN A DETAILED AND RATIONAL WAY.

The arguments against hard thinking by anyone at all about the realities of
thermonuclear war break down into a number of categories: First, it is ar-
gued that thinking about the indescribable horror of nuclear war breeds
callousness and indifference to the future of civilization in our planners
and decision-makers. It is true that detailed and dispassionate discussion
of such questions is likely to look incredibly hard-hearted. It should also
be clear, at least to thoughtful readers, that such questions must be con-
sidered. The reality may be so unpleasant that decision-makers would pre-
fer not to face it; but to a great extent this reality has been forced on them,
or has come uninvited. Thanks to our ever increasing technology we are
living in a terrible and dangerous world; but, unlike the lady in the cartoon
we cannot say, “Stop the world, I want to get off.” We cannot get off. Even
the most utopian of today’s visionaries will have to concede that the mere
existence of modern technology involves a risk to civilization that would
have been unthinkable twenty-five years ago. While we are going to make
major attempts to change the nature of this reality, accepting great risks if
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necessary, most of us are unwilling to choose either a pronounced degree
of unilateral disarmament or a preventive war designed to “settle” our
problems one way or another. We therefore must face the facts that ther-
monuclear bombs now exist in the hands of at least four powers; that at
least one of these powers has announced it is interested in the destruction
of our society, albeit by peaceful means if possible; that the number of
thermonuclear powers may grow; that the power most likely to obtain
these weapons next, China, stands on the thesis that war with us is in-
evitable; and, finally, that the possibilities of an immediate solution by ne-
gotiation are indeed slim. Unless we are willing to abdicate our responsi-
bilities we are pledged to the maintenance of terrifying weapon systems
with known and unknown, calculable and incalculable risks, unless and
until better arrangements can be made.

If we are to have an expensive and lethal defense establishment, we
must weigh all the risks and benefits. We must at least ask ourselves what
are the likely and unlikely results of an inadvertent war, the possibilities
of accident, irresponsibility, or unauthorized behavior on the other side as
well as on our own.

A variation of the objection to careful consideration of these problems
focuses on the personality of the thinker. This argument goes: Better no
thought than evil thought; and since only evil and callous people can
think about this, better no thought. Alternatively, the thinker’s motives
are analyzed: This man studies war; he must like war—much like the sus-
picion that a surgeon is a repressed sadist. Even if the charge were true,
which in general it is not, it is not relevant. Like the repressed sadist who
can perform a socially useful function by sublimating his urges into sur-
gery, the man who loves war or violence may be able to successfully sub-
limate his desires into a careful and valuable study of war. It does indeed
take an iron will or an unpleasant degree of detachment to go about this
task. Ideally it should be possible for the analyst to have a disciplined em-
pathy. In fact, the mind recoils from simultaneously probing deeply and
creatively into these problems and being conscious at all times of the hu-
man tragedy involved.

This is not new. We do not continually remind the surgeon while he is
operating of the humanity of his patient. We do not flash pictures of his
patient’s wife or children in front of him. We want him to be careful, and
we want him to be aware of the importance and frailty of the patient; we
do not want him to be distracted or fearful. We do not expect illustrations
in a book on surgery to be captioned: “A particularly deplorable tumor,”
or “Good health is preferable to this kind of cancer.” Excessive comments
such as, “And now there’s a lot of blood,” or “This particular cut really
hurts,” are out of place although these are important things for a surgeon
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to know. To mention such things may be important. To dwell on them is
morbid, and gets in the way of the information. The same tolerance needs
be extended to thought on national security.

Some feel that we should consider these problems but view them with
such awe and horror that we should not discuss them in normal, neutral,
professional everyday language. I tend to disagree; at least so far as tech-
nical discussions and research are concerned. One does not do research in
a cathedral. Awe is fine for those who come to worship or admire, but for
those who come to analyze, to tamper, to change, to criticize, a factual and
dispassionate, and sometimes even colorful, approach is to be preferred.
And if the use of everyday language jars, that is all the more reason for us-
ing it. Why would one expect a realistic discussion of thermonuclear war
not to be disturbing?

The very complexity of the questions raised is another reason why
many object to their consideration. There is no doubt that if we reject hard
thinking about alternatives in favor of uncritical acceptance of an extreme
position we make the argument simpler—and most of us prefer simple ar-
guments. Consider, for example, the following statement by C. P. Snow.

We are faced with an either-or, and we haven’t much time. The either is ac-
ceptance of a restriction of nuclear armaments. This is going to begin, just as
a token, with an agreement on the stopping of nuclear tests. The United States
is not going to get the 99.9 percent “security” that it has been asking for. This
is unobtainable, though there are other bargains that the United States could
probably secure. I am not going to conceal from you that this course involves
certain risks. They are quite obvious, and no honest man is going to blink
them. That is the either. The or is not a risk but a certainty. It is this. There is
no agreement on tests. The nuclear arms race between the United States and
the U.S.S.R. not only continues but accelerates. Other countries join in. Within,
at the most, six years, China and several other states will have a stock of nu-
clear bombs. Within, at the most, ten years, some of those bombs are going off.
I am saying this as responsibly as I can. That is the certainty. On the one side,
therefore, we have a finite risk. On the other side we have a certainty of dis-
aster. Between a risk and a certainty, a sane man does not hesitate. (“The
Moral Un-neutrality of Science,” Science, January 27, 1961)

The speech from which the above excerpt was taken attracted much fa-
vorable comment.

In spite of the wide acclaim, and the scientific and literary distinction of
the author, the statement is neither accurate nor responsible. The United
States is not asking for 99.9 percent security via the arms control route. In
fact, we seem to be willing to accept agreements of a much lower reliabil-
ity than almost anybody—even passionate arms controllers—would have
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been willing to accept a few years ago when they did not know how dif-
ficult it is to get reliably enforceable agreements. Much more important,
the “or” described by C. P. Snow is not a certainty. Unless he has infor-
mation denied to the rest of us, he cannot know that within ten years
some of these bombs are going off. Even more important, he cannot know
that some of these bombs going off will result in a certainty of disaster.

The reader may feel, possibly correctly, that I may have been unfair to
C. P. Snow by taking his remarks too literally. Let me concede the possi-
bility. What is startling is not so much that Sir Charles made the remarks,
but that there was so little criticism of them. Imagine the uproar that
would have occurred if an equally distinguished man had said that,
“There is no probability at all of war in the next ten years.” If the actual
probability had been one-half, each remark might be equally off, at least
in the arithmetical sense, but only the first would be regarded as an ac-
ceptable position by most people. It should be noted that either remark
can be dangerous: The first by increasing the pressure for undue accom-
modation or preventive war; the second by decreasing the pressure for a
reasonable compromise, and safety precautions.

I believe that the reason for the widespread acceptance of the attitude
expressed by Sir Charles lies in his last sentence. It would be very simple
indeed if all we had to do was to choose between a certainty and a risk of
disaster. Responsible decision-makers would not need to hesitate. Unfor-
tunately for their peace of mind, however, it is by no means clear on
which side the certainties and risks lie. It may even be true that there is a
certainty of disaster no matter what we do. It is even conceivable that this
certainty can be demonstrated; that some detached and infinitely wise ob-
server can prove that it is impossible for us poor creatures on earth to get
out of the difficulties we are in. He may even be able to show that, having
weapons of mass destruction, we must sooner or later use them, and
maybe more than once, until only the peace of utter destruction puts an
end to the repetition.

On the other hand, there may be different paths to safety, each involv-
ing degrees of risk and varying outcomes. I believe there are. But I recog-
nize that balancing the risks is difficult. It cannot be done rigorously,
though analysis should help. In the end, the best of policies must involve
judicious guesses, informed acts of faith, and careful steps in the dark. It
is well to recognize these for what they are, to be conscious that some new
and seemingly appealing path that avoids the familiar horrors may be
riskier than the present perilous one.

The automatic balance of terror is not only a falsely simple view of the
world, it is in some ways a comforting view. To see why this is so, con-
sider Richard Nixon’s remark to Khrushchev, “We must live together or
die together.” That is indeed a comforting remark because it indicates an
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easy choice between national sanity and insanity. Nixon could have said,
“We must live together or one of us will die.” This is not a comforting re-
mark. It not only has a threatening sound, it indicates that carelessness
can be dangerous and that survival is not necessarily dependent on one’s
own acts.

Both remarks are inaccurate, of course, but if I had to choose, I would
say that the second is probably more accurate than the first for the time
being. If one wishes to be accurate in these matters, he must be lengthy
and complex. He can start by saying that we must live together or one of
us will be hurt to a great degree and the other to a lesser degree, the exact
amounts depending on such “technical details” as how the war starts,
how it is fought, and how it is terminated.

The mutual annihilation view is also comforting to many idealistic in-
dividuals, particularly those who intrinsically abhor any use of force. The
bizarreness of a war in which both sides expect to be annihilated confirms
their intuition that this whole business of military preparations is silly: A
stupid and dangerous game which we ought to discourage nations—our
own country, at least—from playing. Those who believe this can afford to
scoff at attempts to reduce casualties from, say, 100 million to 50 million
Americans; the situation is hopeless anyway; the only respectable cause is
the total elimination of war.

To summarize: Many people believe that the current system must in-
evitably end in total annihilation. They reject, sometimes very emotion-
ally, any attempts to analyze this notion. Either they are afraid of where
the thinking will lead them or they are afraid of thinking at all. They want
to make the choice one between a risk and the certainty of disaster, be-
tween sanity and insanity, between good and evil; therefore, as moral and
sane men they need no longer hesitate. I hold that an intelligent and re-
sponsible person cannot pose the problem so simply.

Interestingly enough, my view is somewhat comforting too. If C. P.
Snow is right and if Bertrand Russell is also right in proclaiming that our
irrational desire to maintain an obsolete system jeopardizes the future of
the human race, one can make a very persuasive case for almost any kind
of arms control, including unilateral disarmament and preventive war (to
achieve forcible arms control), as being better than the current system.
Disagreeing with both these gentlemen, I can counsel strongly against
both. However one reason why many do not wish to consider these ques-
tions objectively is the fear that a case will be made for one of these ex-
treme views.

Often the reluctance to think about these problems is not caused by the
advocacy of any particular Weltanschauung. Rather it is based on noth-
ing sounder than a supernatural fear of the magical power of words (to
talk about cancer is to bring on cancer) or of actions (to build shelters is
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to create the need for their use). Many have this primitive belief that
speaking of evil or preparing for evil creates evil. Some years ago there
was a great outcry at the news that a study had been made of the possi-
ble conditions under which the United States might surrender during a
war. Legislation was passed preventing appropriations for studies of this
subject. One might ask whether failure to think about all the ways in
which a war might end makes it more likely for us to win a war, or
whether it merely prevents thinking about possible Soviet strategies de-
signed to bring about our surrender. Or does it even prevent thinking
about the possibility of achieving a peace treaty under relatively advan-
tageous terms while sparing unnecessary slaughter?

An objection is frequently made on a more sophisticated level. An ex-
ample is the so-called self-fulfilling prophecy: If you are hostile and sus-
picious toward someone, you will often act so. Even if he was innocent be-
fore, he will notice your attitude, which arouses hostility and suspicion in
him. With your suspicions now confirmed you become more hostile, thus
intensifying his suspicions. The mutual counteractions lead either to im-
mediate violence or to a level of tension at which the possibility of vio-
lence is ever present.

The self-fulfilling prophecy sometimes occurs both between individu-
als and between nations, but realizing this does not settle the question. In
1959 and 1960, I gave a series of lectures. At almost every one of them,
someone urged that mutual trust could act as self-fulfilling prophecy. Just
before the first time it was brought up, I had been through a relevant ex-
perience. I described it then and have used it several times since to illus-
trate that prophecies can be self-defeating as well as self-fulfilling.

A person I know is an embezzler who has served time in jail twice. At
the time I was first asked the question about self-fulfilling prophecies he
was under indictment for the third time, and out on bail. After he had
been indicted I asked him, “Why did you do it? You have already been
caught twice. Why do you keep repeating this behavior? It’s not only im-
moral, it obviously isn’t successful. Why do you do it?” He looked me
right in the eye and said, “I can’t help it. People trust me.”

He put the blame where he thought it belonged, on the excessive trust
of others. He is an outgoing fellow; he does not have much character and
he just cannot control himself when he is excessively tempted. His story
is an example of a “self-defeating prophecy.” His victims trusted him and
did not guard against him; so they were victimized. If one worries about
having funds embezzled one may take precautions that defeat an attempt
at embezzlement. Self-defeating prophecies probably play a bigger role in
human affairs than self-fulfilling prophecies. Similarly, if one prepares for
war, one may possibly deter war. This can happen. Indeed it has often
happened in the past.2
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For this reason we simply cannot reject programs solely because they
reflect some hostility and suspicion of the Soviet Union. Hostility and sus-
picion are justified. These occur even in ordinary private and commercial
life; people have contracts, courts, and police. There are even better rea-
sons to reject a totally trusting international policy toward the Soviet
Union. Our suspicions were not created by our own imaginations work-
ing overtime. Indeed, some suspicion would exist even in an atmosphere
of cordiality and entente. A policy that cannot coexist with a degree of sus-
picion is not a viable policy in today’s world, or indeed any world. The
last objection to detailed thought on thermonuclear war rests on the view
that the subject is not only unpleasant but difficult.

Many people feel that it is useless to apply rationality and calculation
in any area dominated by irrational decision-makers. This is almost com-
parable to feeling that it would be impossible to design a safety system for
an insane asylum by rational methods, since, after all, the inmates are ir-
rational. Of course, no governor or superintendent would consider firing
the trained engineer, and turning the design over to one of the lunatics.
The engineer is expected to take the irrationality of the inmates into ac-
count by a rational approach. Rational discussions of war and peace can
explicitly include the possibility of irrational behavior.

Of course, analysts may be misled by oversimplified models or mis-
leading assumptions, and their competence readily attacked. However,
except for irrelevant references to game theory and computers, such at-
tacks are rare, and are usually so half-hearted that it is clear that their
main motivation is not to expose incompetence. Given the difficulty of the
problems, one would expect the critics to work more effectively on the ob-
vious methodological problems and other weaknesses of present-day an-
alysts.

These weaknesses may make it impossible for the best-trained analyst
to arrive at any better policy suggestions than relatively informed intu-
itions, no matter how objectively and carefully he works. In fact, the net
effect of his research might be to make the analyst’s recommendations
persuasive rather than correct. Moreover, in his objective discussion of the
case, he might weaken moral barriers, customs, and sanctions which
might better be left strong. It is also conceivable that by raising these is-
sues, he might automatically create a controversy which would impede
the development of ideas or programs deriving from trial and error or
originating in a spirit of compromise. Last, and possibly most important,
by making recommendations which help make the current system ac-
ceptable, he may prevent the “patient” from going to the doctor and ac-
cepting the drastic surgery which is really necessary to cure his ills. There
may be a great deal of wisdom in the ancient proverb that “the good is the
enemy of the best.”
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For all of the above and other reasons it is possible that the most objec-
tive and careful discussions may still influence events in a wrong direc-
tion. Indeed, the final outcome of decisions that are well meaning, in-
formed, and intelligent can be disastrous. However, few would argue that
this is a good reason to be malevolent, uninformed, or stupid. Those of us
who have not received any divine revelation as to the correct course must
do the best we can with the knowledge and intellectual tools we have
available. I for one do not believe that it makes sense to depend any more
than can be helped on blind luck or faith—even though I concede we will
need both if we are to negotiate safely the treacherous terrain before us.

2. WHAT THINKING THERE IS ON THESE PROBLEMS, SHOULD
BE DONE IN SECRET BY THE MILITARY EXCLUSIVELY, OR AT

LEAST BY THE GOVERNMENT.

The second class of objections seems to be that the study of warfare
should be left to professional military officers. In fact, one reviewer of
OTW said:

I can understand and respect career military officers who have chosen the “hon-
orable profession of arms” as a way of life, often at a sacrifice in comfort and
emoluments and who are subsequently assigned the duty of formulating war
plans to meet all eventualities. But Mr. Kahn is a physicist, a scholar and a civil-
ian. To be blunt, his book makes me ashamed that we are fellow countrymen.

Clemenceau once said, “War is too important to be left to the generals.”
A colleague of mine, Albert Wohlstetter, has paraphrased the remark to the
even more appropriate, “Peace is too important to be left to the generals.”

If we treat all questions of the deterrence and fighting of war as a sub-
ject to be entrusted solely to those in uniform we should not be surprised
if we get narrow policies. The deterring or fighting of a thermonuclear
war certainly needs specialists in and out of uniform; but it involves all of
us and every aspect of our society.

Many liberals feel more confident knowing that civilians not directly in
the governmental apparatus can influence military policy by the thought
they give to its problems. But others do not; in fact, the research corpora-
tion working under contract with the United States government has be-
come a whipping-boy for certain sectors of the liberal press. There are
many and good reasons, however, why these organizations exist, and will
in all probability grow in the future.

The principal advantages of the private consultant are two-fold: a lack of
compulsion to deal with “first things first,” and an independent point of
view. As to the first of these, most people do not appreciate just how ill-
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equipped our government is to perform long-range planning. The most able
officials are constantly involved in the meeting of day-to-day crises, Con-
gressional investigations, budgetary problems, and administrative detail,
with little time to devote to the long-range problems in which the civilian
nongovernment research corporation specializes. Rarely, if ever, can a gov-
ernment agency allow one man to be free from what Professor Samuel Sharp
calls the “tyranny of the in-and-out box” for more than just a few months.
Moreover, it is especially unlikely that a man can be spared to work on a
long-range problem that in all probability will never arise. However, we
know that just this sort of problem can be vitally important.

The independence is equally important. Unless the researcher is al-
lowed to make mistakes—indeed to be “irresponsible”—it is unlikely that
he will consider carefully enough the full range of alternatives or make
the kind of constructive advance in thinking that is, in effect, a devastat-
ing criticism of current thinking. We must even allow researchers to be
wrongheaded and stubborn, since it is rare that new controversial ideas in
the policy field are created fully documented, or that the documentation
can be obtained without additional research or work that will only be
done if the undocumented, unpopular idea is vigorously supported or
pressed even in the absence of the necessary research. In effect, one of the
main purposes of the independent research institution is to be a sort of
loyal opposition which is privy to most of an agency’s “secrets,” and yet
can be disowned by the agency.

There are other less important but still, by themselves, sufficient reasons
for the existence of the independent research institute. They tend to be
somewhat competitive and thus provide a freer market for ideas and
skilled professional review and criticisms. It is difficult for “outsiders” to do
this partly because of security reasons but mainly because technology is
growing at an increasingly rapid rate. Paradoxical as it sounds, reality has
left experience far behind, and central as “common sense” is, it is not
enough. Even the simple study of weapons effects has grown so compli-
cated that many scientists have spent almost a lifetime working on them
alone. A detailed analysis of a military-political problem may occasionally
involve computer studies or even fairly sophisticated problems in mathe-
matics; it may involve economic analyses both of the input-output type and
the more conventional kinds; it will unquestionably draw on engineering
and physics, and, most important, it will require, in the words of William
Lee Miller, “profound historical imagination, a playing on the possibilities
in every direction, and an acute moral sense.”3 As in many other fields, life
has become so complex that the individual must be supplemented and
aided by the team. The question then arises as to why these groups cannot
be employed solely and directly by the government. Some of them can be,
and in fact are. However, on many problems independent research workers
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bring to their groups specialties and skills in short supply. Such institutions
often provide a more efficient way to utilize scarce human resources.

Inevitably the fact that most people studying national defense are paid
by some agency of the government gives rise to the allegation of sub-
servience rather than independence, that their studies are bought. Alter-
natively, it is argued that the corruption is more subtle than purely mone-
tary influence; the analyst is attracted by the excitement of knowing about
or influencing national policy, or he is bought by being given access to in-
formation, to laboratories, etc. According to this view, the government gets
the analyst, one way or another, to cooperate in producing distorted work.

There may be some germ of truth in such accusations, but by and large
ad hominem charges are irrelevant. Any serious analysis should be stud-
ied, discussed, and answered on its own merits. The analyst’s motivation
may have some place in the discussion, but surely it is a minor one if the
analysis is serious. I am reminded of a remark by Leo Szilard on the dif-
ference between politicians and scientists. He made the point that politi-
cians always ask, “Why did he say it?” whereas scientists ask, “Is it
true?”4 Of course, a man’s motives are important. But in a discussion of
national security they are probably less important than, “Is he right?” Part
of our national maturity must be the ability to discuss issues on their mer-
its, whether they are brought up by generals, politicians, researchers, aca-
demicians, right-wingers, left-wingers, Russians, neutralists, or others.

It is undeniably true that research organizations vary in their indepen-
dence and individuals in the most independent research organizations do
sometimes seem to act more as advocates than as impartial scientists. Man
is incurably partisan, but so long as the primary loyalty of the private re-
search organization is clearly to intellectual integrity, the harm done by
partisan individual researchers is small. Indeed their partisanship can
have value. It increases the probability that a thorough study and a vigor-
ous case will be made for the various partisan causes. Moreover, the de-
mand for competent researchers is today so large that few of them could
feel any economic pressure to slant their work. Finally, even if their free-
dom is not always complete, it is very large compared to that of a consci-
entious government official who is “locked in” by the commitments of his
superiors. The government official is often torn by conflicting departmen-
tal and national loyalties as well as restricted by official channels. The pri-
vate organization, where those who negotiate contracts are often divorced
from those who perform the study, has many fewer such problems.

Critics frequently refer to the icy rationality of the Hudson Institute, the
RAND Corporation, and other such organizations. I’m always tempted to
ask in reply, “Would you prefer a warm, human error? Do you feel better
with a nice emotional mistake?” We cannot expect good discussion of se-
curity problems if we are going to label every attempt at detachment as
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callous, every attempt at objectivity as immoral. Such attitudes not only
block discussion of the immediate issues, they lead to a disunity and frag-
mentation of the intellectual community that can be disastrous to the
democratic dialogue between specialist and layman. The former tends to
withdraw to secret and private discussions; the latter becomes more and
more innocent, or naive, and more likely to be outraged if he is ever ex-
posed to a professional discussion.

3. EVEN IF SOME OF THIS THINKING MUST BE DONE OUTSIDE
THE GOVERNMENT THE RESULTS OF ANY SUCH THOUGHT

SHOULD NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.

Finally, there is the objection that thermonuclear war should not, at least
in detail, be discussed publicly. Even some who admit the usefulness of
asking unpleasant questions have advocated raising them only in secret.
One objector pointed out to me that if a parent in a burning building is
faced with the problem of having to save one of two children, but not
both, he will make a decision on the spur of the moment; it wouldn’t have
made any difference if the parent had agonized over the problem ahead
of time, and it would have been particularly bad to agonize in the pres-
ence of the children. This may be true, but other considerations dominate
our nation’s choices; our capabilities for action and the risks we are as-
suming for ourselves and thrusting on others will be strongly influenced
by our preparations both intellectual and physical. Other reasons for this
objection to public discussion range all the way from concern about
telling the Soviets too much, and a fear of weakening the resolve of our
own people, through a feeling that public discussion of death and de-
struction is distastefully comparable to a drugstore display of the tools,
methods, and products of the mortician. Perhaps some or all of these ob-
jections to public discussion are well taken. I do not know for sure, but I
think they are wrong.

They are wrong if we expect our people to participate rationally in the
decision-making process in matters that are vital to their existence as in-
dividuals and as a nation. As one author has put it: “In a democracy, when
experts disagree, laymen must resolve the disagreement.” One issue is
whether it is better that the lay public, which will directly or indirectly de-
cide policy, be more or less informed. A second issue is whether the dis-
cussion itself may not be significantly improved by eliciting ideas from
people outside of official policy-making channels.

There are in any case at least two significant obstacles to full public de-
bate of national security matters. The first, of course, is the constantly in-
creasing problem of communication between the technologist and the
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layman, because of the specialization (one might almost say fragmenta-
tion) of knowledge. The other lies in the serious and paramount need to
maintain security. Technical details of weapons’ capabilities and weak-
nesses must remain classified to some degree. Nonetheless, technical de-
tails may be of vital importance in resolving much broader problems.5
Moreover, those who feel that in some areas “security” has been unnec-
essarily extended must concede that in certain areas it has its place. To
that extent the functioning of the democratic processes must be compro-
mised with the requirements of the Cold War and modern technology.
Certainly the wisdom of the Turkish Radar or the U-2 overflights were
not amenable to the usual democratic processes of discussion. Fortu-
nately, nonclassified sources often give reasonable approximations to the
classified data. I would say that many of the agonizing problems facing
us today can be debated and understood just about as easily without
classified material as with—provided one carefully considers the facts
that are available.

It is quite clear that technical details are not the only important opera-
tive facts. Human and moral factors must always be considered. They
must never be missing from policies and from public discussion. But emo-
tionalism and sentimentality, as opposed to morality and concern, only
confuse debates. Nor can experts be expected to repeat, “If, heaven for-
bid,” before every sentence. Responsible decision-makers and researchers
cannot afford the luxury of denying the existence of agonizing questions.
The public, whose lives and freedom are at stake, expects them to face
such questions squarely and, where necessary, the expert should expect
little less of the public.

NOTES

1. On Thermonuclear War (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press), hereafter
referred to as OTW.

2. For example, it is fair to say that from 1871 until its failure in 1914 through a
series of coincidences, deterrence kept the peace. During this period the major na-
tions of Europe remained at peace despite the fact that large segments of each na-
tion desired war on numerous occasions, that there were bitter national antago-
nisms, and the consequences of war were not only nowhere near as serious as
today, but were regarded as far less serious than they actually were. Both Soviet
and U.S. behavior today over such controversies as Berlin indicate prudent be-
havior as a result of fear of war. Indeed the Soviet doctrine of coexistence sprang
directly from an appreciation of the power of modern nuclear weapons. None of
the above implies that deterrence is bound to work indefinitely (indeed the first
example indicates how it might fail); only that it is possible to worsen our current
situation by unwisely weakening deterrence.
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3. From a review of OTW in Worldview, Apr. 11, 1961. The review goes on to
state, “Mr. Kahn, consequently, is surely right when he says that we need the
thought of persons outside military strategy and mathematical calculation to deal
with world politics in our strange era. And this, precisely, is what is lacking in On
Thermonuclear War.” I would not disagree too much with any part of this com-
ment. Although it is important to keep strategists in their place, it is also impor-
tant to realize that they have their place. Technical studies should not be allowed
to dominate our thinking but should be taken into account. Nor should these tech-
nical treatments of thermonuclear war be considered unacceptable unless they in-
clude extensive accounts of such related problems as foreign policy, limited war,
arms control, or the moral and theological problems of war and peace. I certainly
agree that every one of these related problems is of vital concern and the special-
ist on thermonuclear war must consider them either explicitly or implicitly. But
the importance of related topics hardly diminishes the need for specialized stud-
ies of thermonuclear war—in itself a subject too vast to be completely grasped. It
is certainly the case that technical and specialized studies on foreign policy, lim-
ited war, or arms control that do not include an extensive account of thermonu-
clear war seldom meet objection on this score.

4. Szilard is probably being too respectful of his scientific colleagues who also
seem to indulge in ad hominem arguments—especially when they are out of their
technical specialty.

5. For instance, who can presume to say whether military advantages of atomic
weapons testing outweigh the obvious political and physical disadvantages un-
less he knows what the military advantages are?
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The debate over nuclear war and national security policy is often more
confused and confusing than informative and productive. In order to

make it as useful and accurate as possible, it is important to separate is-
sues that are relevant to government policy from issues that may be valid
from some perspectives but are not serious policy options. Misconcep-
tions and illusions do not contribute to the formulation of substantive rec-
ommendations and programs.

TWELVE NONISSUES

The following twelve assertions, however common and sincerely held, in
terms of policy-making are basically irrelevant, impractical, inaccurate, or
foolish and should be eliminated from the debate at the outset.

1. We must halt the nuclear “arms race” in order to achieve the redemption 
of mankind. This concept has recently been popularized in a book by
Jonathan Schell:

. . . today the only way to achieve genuine national defense for any nation is
for all nations to give up violence together . . . if we had begun with Gandhi’s
law of love we would have arrived at exactly the same arrangement E. M.
Forster told us, “Only connect!” Let us connect. Auden told us, “We must
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love one another or die.” Let us love one another Christ said, “I come not to
judge the world but to save the world.” Let us, also, not judge the world but
save the world. (The Fate of the Earth [New York: Alfred A. Knopf. Inc., 1982],
pp. 224 and 230)

This concept has also been suggested in “A Pastoral Letter on War and
Peace” by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (“The Challenge
of Peace: God’s Promise and Our Response,” reprinted in Origins, May 19,
1983). Redemption may be an appropriate and correct concern for a
church, but it has nothing to do with any policies that the government
can—or should—carry out. If there is a “redemption of mankind,” it will
not occur as a result of a great debate on national security policy or de-
fense. It is, then, the “nonissue” of least relevance to government policy
on nuclear war.

2. The control of nuclear weapons should be pursued through the creation of
an effective world parliamentary government and/or total worldwide disarma-
ment. A world government of sorts already exists: the UN Security Coun-
cil. It is definitive on almost any issue on which a majority, including the
five great powers (the United States, Soviet Union, China, Great Britain,
and France), can agree. History, however, has proven its basic ineffec-
tiveness.

The effort of trying to establish a more effective world government
would itself involve major problems. In fact, it is very doubtful if the cre-
ation of the Security Council, or a successor body, could be negotiated to-
day. The small nations intentionally turned over their power to the great
nations of the world in crisis; today they fight fiercely to retain it by vot-
ing in blocks, changing allegiances and alliances as it suits their purposes.
And there could be no chance of agreement today on who would have the
veto power.

But even assuming a new world government were negotiable, how
would it be structured? If it followed the “one man–one vote” principle, it
would be dominated largely by Asian nations; under “one country–one
vote,” it would be run largely by the small states; and with “one dollar–
one vote” it would result in domination by the United States, Japan, the
Soviet Union, and Western Europe. All three options are unacceptable,
and a compromise seems almost impossible. Under the circumstances, the
Security Council is the best we have, and while a consensus by that body
potentially could still have enormous impact (e.g., theoretically it is able
to overrule national laws and possibly even the Constitution of the United
States), it is unrealistic to expect a major and “binding” UN resolution on
nuclear weapons to have much real-world significance.

As for total disarmament, there are almost 50,000 nuclear weapons in
the world today; even if they were banned, not all would be destroyed.
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And even if they were destroyed, there is still a large amount of weapons-
grade uranium and plutonium available, plus the knowledge of how to
turn these materials into nuclear devices. It would not be acceptable to
have a disarmament “solution” that allowed those with hidden weapons
or weapons-grade material to gain an extraordinary advantage over the
rest of the world.

3. Even if it cannot be total, the goal should be disarmament rather than arms
control. The objective of nuclear-weapons policy should not be solely to
decrease the number of weapons in the world, but to make the world
safer—which is not necessarily the same thing. World War I broke out
largely because of an arms race, and World War II because of the lack of
an arms race. Similarly, many scenarios for the outbreak of nuclear war
which are now “implausible” would become “not implausible” or possi-
bly even “plausible” if the existing U.S. and Soviet nuclear arsenals were
reduced to very small, less intimidating, and probably more vulnerable
forces.

Developments that contribute to a safer world need not be the result
of negotiations to reduce the number of nuclear weapons. For example,
between 1967 and 1983, the number of weapons in the U.S. nuclear
stockpile actually declined by 30 percent. The aggregate megatonnage in
the stockpile declined by 75 percent between 1960 and 1983. These
changes are attributable more to narrow military considerations (e.g.,
improvements in delivery accuracies diminished the utility of multi-
megaton warheads in many missions) than to arms-control influences.
Nonetheless, the drop in the number of weapons and total explosive
yield did lessen some of the dangers associated with nuclear war. Ap-
propriate arms control could increase the trend toward decreased mega-
tonnage and even toward fewer weapons, but unwise disarmament
could set it back.

4. There should be a total nuclear freeze. A total nuclear freeze is counter-
productive—especially now, when technology is rapidly changing and
the Soviets have some important strategic advantages. An effective and
verifiable freeze would worsen the U.S. position by “institutionalizing”
apparent Soviet military superiority, and no freeze would be reliably ver-
ifiable, despite many claims to the contrary. More important, a freeze
would prevent agreement on better arms-control measures by eliminating
the incentive for useful negotiations and for the development of beneficial
technology.

In fact, the most important reason for rejecting a freeze is that much of
the weapons technology ahead is, relatively speaking, beneficial. Many
people seem to believe that any change in weapons technology has to be
for the worse, but that is demonstrably untrue. For example, almost all
military analysts agree that the change from bombers to missiles in the
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early and mid-1960s made the world safer, since at that time missiles were
much less vulnerable and accident-prone than the bombers. In addition, a
freeze would preclude many adjustments and refinements that could
make existing systems and forces safer. Nuclear-arms reductions or trade-
offs are unlikely to take place under a freeze, but if our objective is to
make the world safer, we must have the option of increasing, decreasing,
or changing forces to achieve this goal.

As a first step toward a bilateral nuclear freeze, some antinuclear ac-
tivists urge a unilateral halt to the development, testing, and deployment
of U.S. nuclear forces. They believe this token of good faith will induce re-
ciprocal restraint by the Soviet Union. Such support for a unilateral U.S.
freeze betrays a gross ignorance of the history of the U.S.-Soviet arms
competition for the last decade and a half.

From 1967 to 1983, the numbers of U.S. intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs) and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) remained rela-
tively constant, declining somewhat in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
number of U.S. strategic bombers decreased by 6o percent. During the same
period, the number of Soviet ICBMs and SLBMs drew even with and then
surpassed the inventories of U.S. ICBMs and SLBMs, while the size of the
Soviet long-range bomber force grew slightly. In addition, the Soviets were
very active in modernizing their strategic ballistic missile force. Over the
sixteen-year period, the United States introduced two new or modified
types of ICBMs; the Soviets fielded thirteen. The United States fielded two
new or modified SLBMs; the Soviets deployed ten.

When in 1980 NATO withdrew one thousand theater nuclear weapons
from Europe, in part to show good faith toward the upcoming negotia-
tions on intermediate-range nuclear forces, no one paid much attention—
least of all the Soviets. They increased, rather than decreased, the num-
ber of nuclear warheads trained on Western Europe. In short, the Soviets
find it less than morally and psychologically compelling to match any
unilateral U.S. efforts to dampen the arms competition. A unilateral
freeze would most likely be exploited by the Soviets to augment their
margin of military advantage over the United States and its allies.

But assuming a freeze were negotiated, it would not prevent either side
from working on nonnuclear systems (e.g., modernized air defense net-
works, improved capabilities for antisubmarine warfare) which would
not be frozen. Both parties would also have to worry about a technologi-
cal “breakthrough” or a “breakout” by the other side.1 Each side could
justify its own attempt to achieve a breakthrough and then a breakout by
“discovering” that the other side was cheating. New nuclear and nonnu-
clear systems could both be made extraordinarily effective against an op-
ponent whose current systems were frozen.

As a political maneuver, the call for a nuclear freeze has turned out to
be an effective way of telling national leaders in the West that something
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must be done to allay public fears of nuclear war. But it has also been
counterproductive by sending Soviet decision-makers the message that
they can gain more by manipulating Western public opinion than by mak-
ing genuine attempts at arms control. As a national policy, however, there
is simply no case for a freeze.

5. Deterrence must be made 100 percent reliable. This is a nonissue simply
because there is no way to make any complex human (let alone technical)
system 100 percent effective.

6. Deterrence must fail eventually, and probably will fail totally. There is no
way we can ignore this possibility. But many doomsayers argue that since
it might fail, it eventually has to fail. This is technically incorrect, but not
entirely unreasonable (unless it assumes that the failure must be total).
My guess is that nuclear weapons will be used sometime in the next hun-
dred years, but that their use is much more likely to be small and limited
than widespread and unconstrained.

Deterrence would then have failed—but not totally. This is why the fol-
lowing points are so important.

7. Useful “damage limitation” in a nuclear war is infeasible; or
8. One can achieve totally reliable damage limitation. If counterforce attacks

and strategic defenses2 could reduce damage in a nuclear war to, perhaps,
10 million to 40 million deaths instead of the 50 million to 100 million that
might occur in their absence, and if various other measures could im-
prove the effectiveness and rapidity of recovery from a nuclear war, then
they would be worth the effort. Some people believe that the develop-
ment of such capabilities would be reckless because they would encour-
age U.S. complacency about nuclear war and U.S. risk-taking in crises,
and/or excessive Soviet fears which would lead them to preempt a U.S.
strike. Others believe systems and operations intended for damage limi-
tation must be made foolproof to be worthwhile.

There is no such thing here as total reliability, but if appropriate efforts
could mitigate the effects of a nuclear war, then perhaps even an un-
precedented catastrophe would not be a total disaster. There are many
contexts in which even marginally effective damage-limitation programs
might be very effective.

The usual discussion about counterforce wars and strategic defenses
does not recognize this in-between position, i.e., that some reduction is
better than none and that efforts to limit damage will not produce a ma-
terial increase in the likelihood of nuclear war. I would argue that it is im-
moral for a nation not to take at least the relatively simple and inexpen-
sive measures it can to achieve an “improved war outcome” in the event
that deterrence fails.

9. A nuclear war can be reliably limited; or
10. There is no possibility of a limited war. No one can guarantee that either

of these predictions would accurately describe an actual nuclear war. In
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some circumstances, some kinds of limited nuclear war are clearly possi-
ble. There are very large and very clear “firebreaks” between nuclear and
conventional war. In nuclear war, the primary firebreak might be “no at-
tacks on the homeland,” the next might be “no attacks on cities,” and so
on. Both sides may choose to observe these firebreaks, though no one can
absolutely guarantee they will. But one also cannot be sure they will be to-
tally flouted.

11. There can be no victory in nuclear war (i.e., “nobody wins a suicide
pact”), or

12. Either the United States or the Soviet Union could rely on victory. These
issues have become a morality test: to say that “a nuclear war might be
limited” or that “there might be a victor in a nuclear war” is to label one-
self as a nuclear war hawk (one who seeks to start a nuclear war) or a de-
fender of similarly monstrous positions. To me, it is outrageous to make a
morality test out of a realistic and important observation—and both of the
quoted remarks are realistic and important.

It is incorrect to say that victory in nuclear war is impossible. It is espe-
cially possible if either side, or both, have low levels of nuclear forces that
are vulnerable to destruction through creative or clever enemy tactics.
Unfortunately, it is even quite conceivable at current levels of nuclear 
armament—but neither nation is likely to choose to go to war just because
it has developed some ingenious war plan that might work; the risk is too
frightening, and the present governments on both sides are too prudent
and cautious. However, that differs from saying that victory could not
happen. Indeed, some reasonable facsimile of victory could be achieved
even by a nation forced into war. The Soviets, for example, won the war
started by Nazi Germany despite suffering 20 million deaths and losing a
quarter of their capital stock.

It is unwise to judge realistic analyses and preparations as a lust for
war. There are no two sides to the nuclear debate: no one is “for” war;
everyone is against it—some categorically so and others only to the de-
gree that it does not result in an even less desirable alternative.

These twelve “nonissues” are important because many of them are
deeply held beliefs and reflect genuine concerns. But they offer no sub-
stantive guidance in dealing with nuclear dangers, cannot be translated
into constructive programs, and often stand in the way of serious discus-
sions of useful and necessary programs.

TWELVE ALMOST NONISSUES

One step removed from these “nonissues” are twelve propositions that
are equally popular, widely held, and emotionally defended, but offer al-
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most as little practical guidance on how to make the world safer from the
threat of nuclear war. The difference is that while we are comfortable in
our belief that the first twelve are truly irrelevant, we are not as sure about
these (i.e., they involve a “Scotch verdict”).

1. Nuclear war would result in the destruction of the created order, and/or
2. Nuclear war would result in the destruction of all human life. There are no

respectable objective analyses or calculations to indicate that either of
these is likely. But the data and theory are so lacking one cannot be ab-
solutely certain. From a scientific perspective there is some indication that
a nuclear war could deplete the earth’s ozone layer or, less likely, could
bring on a new Ice Age—but there is no suggestion that either the created
order or mankind would be destroyed in the process. From a religious
perspective these assertions are almost heretical, since only God can fash-
ion or destroy the universe (but some believe that He may choose nuclear
war as His means of doing so). As a practical matter, however, these con-
cerns do not offer any useful policy guidelines.

3. The threat of a nuclear war would mean “everybody Red, dead, or neutral.”
In Europe, when the only alternatives were presented as “Red” or “dead,”
the obvious choice was “Red.” However, sophisticated Europeans are
now formulating the choice to include “everybody neutral.” A further re-
vision of the slogan—“everybody Red, dead, neutral, or NATO”—is
much more reasonable. Indeed, the purpose of the Atlantic Alliance is to
make the last option the most attractive one.

4. Nuclear weapons are intrinsically immoral. Nuclear war is such an emo-
tional subject that many people see the weapons themselves as the com-
mon enemy of humanity. Nuclear weapons are intrinsically neither
moral nor immoral, though they are more prone to immoral use than
most weapons. But they can be used to accomplish moral objectives and
can do this in ways that are morally acceptable. The most obvious and
important way is to use them or their availability to deter others from us-
ing nuclear weapons. The second—of much lower, but still significant
priority—is to use them to help limit the damage (human, social, politi-
cal, economic, and military) that could occur if deterrence fails. Anything
that reduces war-related destruction should not be considered altogether
immoral.

On the other hand, the position that nuclear weapons are “just an-
other” weapon and therefore as moral as any other is not accurate either.
I would judge them as moral when used solely to balance, deter, or cor-
rect for the possession or use of nuclear weapons by others, and immoral
when deliberately used against civilians, for positive gains, or to save
money and effort on nonnuclear military alternatives. This rule pre-
cludes the first use of nuclear weapons to defend Western Europe (cur-
rent NATO policy), simply to avoid the more complicated capabilities,
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plans, and costs required for improved conventional defenses. It likewise
stamps as immoral the targeting of enemy cities simply to avoid the prob-
lems of counterforce weapons and attack planning (countercity targeting
is endorsed by many supporters of the nuclear freeze).

It is unacceptable, in terms of national security, to make nonuse of nu-
clear weapons the highest national priority to which all other considera-
tions must be subordinated. It is immoral from almost any point of view
to refuse to defend yourself and others from very grave and terrible
threats, even as there are limits to the means that can be used in such de-
fense.

5. Expenditures for strategic nuclear forces are bankrupting the United States
and the Soviet Union. U.S. strategic expenditures are now less than one-
tenth of 1 percent of the gross national product (and have been less than
2 percent for almost two decades), while Soviet expenditures are probably
about 2 percent of the Soviet GNP. The cost of U.S. strategic forces repre-
sents only about 10 percent of total U.S. military expenditures; roughly
15–20 percent of the Soviets’ defense budget is allocated to strategic
forces. So while reducing the cost of arms is a desirable goal, it is simply
not an overriding priority in terms of bringing about a dramatic turn-
around in U.S. fiscal solvency.

6. Defense expenditures should be reallocated to the poor. A healthy and fully
functioning society must allocate its resources among a variety of compet-
ing interests, all of which are more or less valid but none of which should
take precedence over national security. This is not an argument for paper-
ing over instances of wasteful or excessive spending in the Department of
Defense, but simply a recognition that national security programs have a le-
gitimate and fundamental claim on the nation’s resources. Furthermore,
even if defense expenditures were cut, the savings would be divided along
the lines of current federal fiscal allocations. Only those who are ideologi-
cally opposed to military programs think of the defense budget as the first
and best place to get resources for social welfare needs.

7. “War-fighting” measures are simultaneously too ineffective and too effec-
tive, and

8. “Deterrence only” is the least undesirable policy; any “war-fighting” policy
is fatally flawed. As used by most strategists, “deterrence only” implies an
all-or-nothing strategy: first, a very strong belief that deterrence can and
must be made to work for the foreseeable future, and second, that if it fails
we are all doomed—because the cities on both sides would be deliber-
ately and automatically destroyed at the outset of a war. The policy of
“mutual assured destruction” (MAD) is the clearest form of “deterrence
only.”

It is often believed that any attempt to mitigate the damage a nuclear
war would cause, or even to reinforce deterrence with “war-fighting” ca-
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pabilities, is “destabilizing” or a waste of resources. For its supporters, a
“deterrence-only” policy offers a simple, clear and, by itself, unaggressive
“solution” to the threat of nuclear war. But the term “war fighting” does
not mean one wants to fight a war: the position simply recognizes that de-
terrence can fail and says that it is prudent to have programs both to re-
inforce deterrence and to alleviate such failure should it occur. As I will
argue later in more detail, these efforts are likely to be effective enough to
be worthwhile (i.e., they could have a positive effect on the course and
outcome of a war), but would not be likely to cause or contribute to an ap-
preciable increase in the risk of war.

9. No significant weakening of deterrence is acceptable. In most situations,
some small “destabilizing” or weakening of deterrence is not likely to be
significant. In some instances, an intentional weakening might be an ac-
ceptable part of a trade-off for other gains. For example, a minor and rel-
atively insignificant decrease in deterrence would be justified if it would
bring about an enormous reduction in the damage done if deterrence
failed. Deterrence itself is not a preeminent value: the primary values are
safety and morality.

10. If retention of nuclear weapons is unavoidable, then “simplistic stability” is
preferable to “multistability.” If we recognize nuclear deterrence as a means to-
ward attaining a safer overall security environment, then simplistic stability
(stability only against a first strike) should not be the sole objective of strate-
gic forces. In fact, it is not the only mission of U.S. forces: their purpose is
multistability—i.e., to deter serious provocations against the United States
(and its allies), as well as to prevent an actual first strike.

Multistable deterrence imposes much more stringent—and necessary—
requirements on our strategic forces than simple deterrence. While the
U.S. can no longer have the kind of extended deterrence that covers all
areas where provocation is possible, it still needs a “not-completely-
incredible” ability to punish an opponent for a variety of (extreme) provo-
cations.

11. Nuclear war would be fought mainly to achieve positive gains. Both the
Soviet Union and the United States are essentially very prudent and cau-
tious—the Soviets probably even more than the Americans—and both are
unlikely to risk a nuclear war for positive gains (i.e., to fulfill or advance
national or personal ambitions), even if they think they can do it success-
fully. Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union believes in “war by
calculation” (i.e., planned and carried out as scheduled), but rather by
miscalculation (plans always go awry). Calculated wars have not worked
in either country’s history, leading both to the realization that even theo-
retically sound plans are almost certain to go astray. Consequently, only
desperation could persuade the leadership of either country to initiate a
nuclear war.
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The belief that war has become virtually obsolete as an instrument for
advancing positive ambitions (as opposed to averting disaster) is not
completely the result of nuclear deterrence. It is also because, increasingly,
the most effective and reliable way to achieve affluence, power, influence,
status, and prestige is through economic development, and not through
territorial or political gains. While war between two major powers may
still be an important way for one or both of them to avoid what appear to
be more severe alternatives (e.g., for the Soviet Union, the loss of political
control), primarily it has become largely dysfunctional. And yet, main-
taining a credible (or “not incredible”) capability to resort to nuclear war
remains basic to an adequate defense and foreign policy.

12. Normally, there is an automatic and increasingly dangerous “arms race.”
This concept is plausible and has sometimes been accurate—for example,
the arms race preceding the outbreak of World War I. Post–World War II
history has witnessed some automatic increases in armaments. New de-
velopments in weapon systems during the 1950s and early 1960s created
a situation that was most dangerous, and even conducive to accidental
war. In retrospect, we were fortunate that none occurred.

However, it appears that in both the United States and the Soviet Union
the radical development of military technology since World War II has
been a greater engine of weapons development than has any sense of de-
tailed measure/countermeasure competition. A careful study of the de-
velopment of Soviet and American strategic weapons suggests that in al-
most all cases weapons were developed in conformity with strategic and
technological thinking that took remarkably little account of the other
side’s real or likely programs and other strengths and weaknesses. If each
side must more or less commit itself to a weapon system as much as ten
to fifteen years before it enters service in any quantity, then there is little
chance that the concepts being developed in one country will serve as a
guide for the other.

The world became much less dangerous in the 1960s because of im-
provements in equipment (e.g., submarine-launched ballistic missiles—
SLBMs), tactics (e.g., alert procedures), and thinking (e.g., planning for
limited counterforce campaigns). But even with advances in U.S. and So-
viet weaponry and defense planning, there was no “arms race.” For ex-
ample, from 1963 to 1980, the U.S. defense budget was more or less con-
stant (if computed in constant dollars, except for the operational expenses
of the Vietnam War), while the Soviet budget increased by 4 or 5 percent
a year—about the rate of increase for the Soviet GNP.

More accurate than the “race” metaphor is the observation that if it was
a contest at all, the Americans walked while the Soviets trotted. There was
no race—but to the extent that there was an arms competition, it was al-
most entirely on the Soviet side, first to catch up and then to surpass the
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Americans. The United States barely competed: except for some retro-
fitting (e.g., equipping ICBMs and SLBMs with multiple warheads), the
U.S. defense establishment languished. The present controversy over the
expense and morality of “rearming” the United States is a result of two
decades of a very lax U.S. defense effort; the controversy could largely
have been avoided if a consistent pace and pattern of defense prepared-
ness had been maintained all along. The United States and the world
would be much safer today, and the current anxiety-provoking defense
program would not be necessary. But even this recent attempt to redress
the balance is very different from being involved in an inevitable and in-
creasingly dangerous “arms race.” In fact, as discussed later, many of the
innovations in defense that we expect over the next decade or two are as
likely as not to make the world safer.

The accuracy of these twelve oft-cited assertions is, then, dubious at
best. Those who uncritically accept their validity are less likely to help
make the world safer from the threat of nuclear war than those who ques-
tion them. So while we doubt that these “givens” are relevant to govern-
ment policy, they are less irrelevant than the first set of commonly held as-
sumptions.

NOTES

1. In general, “breakout” involves the relatively sudden, explicit, and unilateral
abrogation of an arms-control agreement through the fielding of new or addi-
tional weapons that had been constrained by the broken treaty. With the illegal de-
ployment, the violator hopes to gain significant military advantages or political.

2. “Counterforce” attacks are strikes directed against the enemy’s military as-
sets (e.g., land-based missiles, bombers, command-and-control facilities). “Strate-
gic defenses” are systems providing protection against nuclear attack. Ballistic
missile defense and air defense systems are “active” defenses; civil defense mea-
sures are “passive” defenses.
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This chapter considers some of the most important ways in which nu-
clear weapons have and have not changed the theory and practice of

modern warfare and defense planning. We begin by noting that the idea
that a “revolution” in warfare has taken place is imprecise; it gives the im-
pression that the changes caused by the development of nuclear weapons
occurred all at once. In fact, from 1945 to 1982, there were many “revolu-
tions” in the technology and policies of nuclear warfare, bringing about
changes as great as those that occurred between the Civil War and World
War I, or between World War I and World War II.

The most fundamental of these “revolutions” clearly involves nuclear
warheads and the increased efficiency in kilotons deliverable per pound
of payload, going from .002 kt/lb for the Hiroshima bomb to a reported 
2 kt/lb in the mid-1970s—a factor of 1,000 in thirty years, or ten in every
decade, or more than three every five years. There have also been spec-
tacular developments in ballistic missile technology, missile accuracy, nu-
clear submarines, antiballistic missile capabilities, cruise missiles, and so
on. Piled one on top of the other, this progression has been so continuous
it has appeared almost evolutionary.

The invention and development of nuclear weapons signaled the onset
of the “nuclear era,” but these revolutionary accomplishments would not
have been nearly as dramatic had it not been for the many nonnuclear
technological developments occurring at the same time. The debate over
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precisely what and how much has changed in the nuclear era, and how
much of the prenuclear military wisdom is still valid, does not usually al-
low for the “mixed” position we take. Some students of military science
argue that nothing much has changed from the days of the Greeks and the
Romans—that war is still war, and its basic principles are the same; in par-
ticular, the objective is to defeat the enemy and compel him to surrender
or otherwise accede to your demands. To accomplish this, a nation em-
ploys many of the same tactics and strategies that nations have always
used. The opposing argument holds that traditional military concerns
with the detailed strategies and tactics of conflict are irrelevant in the nu-
clear age; they claim that the only valid strategy today is total deterrence
of war.

An extreme variation of the first position compares strategic forces to-
day with the six-gun fighter epitomized in an earlier culture of the Amer-
ican West—whoever draws first and fires accurately still wins. An ex-
treme variation of the other view is illustrated by the metaphor of two
scorpions in a bottle—the inevitable result of a struggle is mutual suicide.
Such phrases as “nobody wins a suicide pact,” and “mutual assured de-
struction” are the typical rhetoric of this last position.

We believe that both of the above positions are largely incorrect or out
of perspective. There are significant continuities with prenuclear warfare
that military planners must still consider. But there are also significant dif-
ferences that will influence developments in military procurement, doc-
trine, strategy, and tactics. In particular, we believe there is perhaps even
more to be learned about the potential use of nuclear force in terms of the
historical role of war than about any new uses of conflict. More than ever,
there are lessons in the application of the nuclear threat “as a continuation
of politics/policy by other means” (Clausewitz) and as an instrument for
advancing the national interest by deploying military forces, though some
important caveats and modification are needed.

If this discussion appears biased in favor of the continuities (rather than
the differences) between the nuclear and prenuclear era, it is because the
Western world has generally adopted such an intense belief in the dis-
continuities. Most people simply accept as obvious the idea that a nuclear
war would be the end of history, and that it is therefore unproductive (or
even counterproductive) to think creatively about strategy and tactics.
From this perspective, thermonuclear weapons are the equivalent of the
doomsday machine, an attitude that, while exaggerated, highlights one of
the most fundamental changes between the prenuclear and nuclear eras—
the unprecedented destructive potential of nuclear warfare.

A nuclear war, even if limited in scope, could easily cause between 10
and 50 million immediate fatalities, plus millions more wounded or ill.
Such casualty levels have been reached before, but over a long period of
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time and among many nations (the estimated number of military and
civilian fatalities during World War II was approximately 50 million).
Coping with such huge numbers of casualties all at once would place
tremendous (and unprecedented) strains on the resources and very fabric
of society. Moreover, since these figures are estimated only from the
known effects of nuclear explosions, it is possible that unknown and
unanticipated effects could make damage even greater.

Uncertainty is another significant new development of the nuclear
age—the creation of weapons whose unknown effects may be more im-
portant, and more harmful, than the known ones. Except for Hiroshima,
Nagasaki, and a limited number of nuclear tests, we have no recent or ac-
tual experience from which to make judgments or assessments regarding
the use of these weapons, especially on the scale (thousands of megatons)
that would be involved in a major war.

Because of the concentrated destructive power and instantaneous im-
pact of nuclear weapons, the question of how a nuclear war begins is an
important factor in determining its ultimate destructiveness. The initia-
tion of the conflict is also a critical determinant of whether the attacked
society can survive and ultimately recover. This, too, is a change from past
eras when the outbreak of hostilities had little bearing on the war itself. If
a nuclear attack were to come out of the blue, without any warning or op-
portunity for evacuation or other civil defense measures, the casualty fig-
ures could be far greater than if a nation’s citizens were given time and
opportunity to protect themselves. If a war were preceded by a period of
heightened tensions or even conventional conflict, and if government
leaders either officially ordered an evacuation of major urban centers or
people spontaneously decided to take their own precautions, casualties
could be reduced significantly.

The fear of nuclear weapons has prompted many dramatic slogans and
rallies (as well as many fallacies and myths). In 1955, fifty-two Nobel
Prize winners signed their names to the so-called Mainau Declaration,
which stated that “All nations must come to the decision to renounce
force or war as a final resort of policy. If they are not prepared to do so
they will cease to exist.” Such positions summed up the typical Western
view that nuclear warfare was “unthinkable,” and that the very survival
of mankind was at stake as never before. A not uncommon thought, even
among military generals, was that “if these buttons are ever pressed, they
have completely failed in their purpose. The equipment is useful only if it
is not used.” [ . . . ]

All efforts, in other words, must be on prevention; none on fighting a
war should prevention fail. Not surprisingly, advocates of this view be-
lieve that military preparations are stupid and dangerous. They scoff at
attempts to reduce wartime casualties from, say, 100 million to 50 million,
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believing that any casualty level in that range is “unacceptable” and that
the only acceptable option is the total elimination of war. They may dis-
agree over which policies can best achieve this, but they share a horror
and distrust for scenarios that suggest there could be a nuclear war in
which one or both sides emerged with damage no greater than that suf-
fered in wars of the prenuclear age.

Another position, which is not completely dissimilar but is much more
acceptable to us, contends that in a reasonable world, the only rational
and moral role for nuclear weapons is to deter, balance, and/or correct for
the possession and/or use of nuclear weapons by an opponent. Unfortu-
nately, the conclusion drawn from this defendable (if controversial) posi-
tion often “degenerates” into a much less defensible assertion: that the
only way to deter the use of nuclear weapons is through some form of
mutual assured destruction. This deterrence-only position is actually
quite close to that of the pacifists who also believe that war can be ration-
ally eliminated—the former believe the constraint is fear, the latter believe
it is a profound abhorrence of violence in any form. Both hope that the
world eventually will disarm completely, but neither takes that possibil-
ity very seriously.

It is generally acknowledged that in the unlikely event nuclear
weapons did become generally unavailable, a nation that somehow re-
tained even a single weapon would represent a terrible threat to the rest
of the world. Consequently, some supporters of disarmament simultane-
ously support a world government that would have a monopoly on nu-
clear weapons. The practical problems of this alternative, namely, the pos-
sibility that such a government itself could become oppressive, or could
be taken over by an oppressive group, are rarely considered.

Another argument frequently made by nuclear pacifists and/or sup-
porters of deterrence only is that war has become an inappropriate way to
resolve international disputes in the nuclear age and an age of economic
and technological interdependence. Modern developments have either
obviated, lessened, or made transitory the strategic value of many geo-
graphic areas; nations can rarely gain wealth, commercial advantage, or
political security by attacking a neighbor and conquering its territory.
(The Middle East and to some degree the Soviet bloc nations, may be ex-
ceptions to the rule.) Power, prestige, and influence are today attained pri-
marily through successful economic development, not through military
might or aggressive expansion.

While all of the above observations are true, the pacifist conclusion that
“war never pays” is simply not correct. Wars have paid and paid hand-
somely in the past and could again in the future. In addition, the mere be-
lief in an ultimate world without war does little to help resolve the ten-
sions and strains of the current international system. To arrive at any kind
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of utopian accommodation in the future, we still have to get through the
rocky and unstable 1980s and 1990s and had best be prepared to do so.

Deterrence-only positions can be dangerous. The most obvious ques-
tion is—what happens if deterrence fails? Equally troublesome is what
happens if there is a significant imbalance in the reliance on deterrence—
if one potential adversary believes in it much more strongly than the
other? One of the biggest changes of the nuclear era is that such fun-
damental philosophical differences about the nature of war can exist—
differences about its prevention, its consequences, and its likely outcome.
Based on the available evidence, it seems clear that the Soviet Union does
not accept the West’s apocalyptic view of nuclear war, nor do they sup-
port deterrence-only policies. Soviet military writings depict nuclear war
as a survivable experience, and back up their reliance on deterrence with
war-fighting capabilities, that is, the ability to fight a nuclear war and de-
feat the enemy.

Yet a belief in deterrence—including reliance on some degree of unilat-
eral restraint in the acquisition, deployment, and role of nuclear
weapons—has been a great deal more successful than most “realists”
thought it could be (realists tend to discount the importance of voluntary
unilateral restraint). [ . . . ]

Deterrence has become the most basic politico-military strategy of the
nuclear era. Bernard Brodie recognized that in the past the chief purpose
of our military establishment was to win wars: “From now on its chief
purpose must be to avert them” (The Absolute Weapon, 1946, p. 76). To be
meaningful, however, deterrence must take place in a specific context:
who deters whom, from what actions, by what threats and counterac-
tions, in what situations, in the face of what counterthreats and counter-
counteractions? Some analysts argue that since we can do unacceptable
damage to the Soviet Union, they will not provoke us; in fact, the Soviets
may be able to deter our response to their provocation through threats or
counteractions.

Deterrence, therefore, is not just a matter of military capabilities; it has
a great deal to do with perceptions of credibility, i.e., the other side’s esti-
mates of one’s determination, courage, and national objectives. For exam-
ple, in the early days of the nuclear era, the British nuclear force probably
could have inflicted much greater damage to the Soviet Union in either a
first or second strike than the Soviet Union could have inflicted on the
United States in a first or second strike. However, we are reasonably sure
the Soviets were not too concerned about the British, whereas we were
very concerned about the Soviets. The reasons, of course, have very little
to do with theoretical military capabilities—they are a function of politi-
cal realities. If the enemy is (correctly) convinced that you will not use
your weapons, then it does not matter how sophisticated or powerful
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your weapons are. In many cases it is what allies and others think, or
what they think the main opponents think, or what the opponents think
the allies and others think, and so on, that is decisive.

This issue of perception and credibility often comes up in reference to
the American commitment to NATO to deter a Soviet conventional attack
on Europe through the threat of strategic retaliation. While the U.S. is
clearly capable of such a response, it is increasingly doubtful that the
United States would actually resort to nuclear weapons. The force of U.S.
deterrence in Western Europe has therefore been substantially under-
mined by a visible weakening of U.S. resolve, a weakening clearly related
to the buildup of Soviet intercontinental offensive forces, hence a revision
in the strategic balance. Yet the Soviets still could not be “sure” that we
would refrain from strategic retaliation, an uncertainty that would proba-
bly be sufficient to deter the Soviets from an attack on Western Europe.

The emphasis on deterrence in the nuclear age has led to a decline in
the study and formulation of appropriate strategies and tactics for using
the special qualities of nuclear weapons in guaranteeing the security of
the U.S. When the atom bomb was first invented, many people felt that
military strategy and tactics had virtually become obsolete since the in-
evitable result of a nuclear war would be world destruction, and that de-
struction would occur no matter what tactics were used. Tactical theory
was therefore considered irrelevant. In addition, since the annihilation of
the nation or the world could not be a national objective (strategy), strat-
egy has become equally irrelevant. Clausewitz’s concept of war as an in-
strument of foreign policy was no longer valid if war would destroy hu-
manity.

The invention of the atomic bomb, therefore, seemed to end any con-
structive thinking about strategy and tactics. Nuclear war was simply un-
thinkable—both literally and figuratively.

This phenomenon, known as psychological denial, meant that while
one side (ours) did little or no thinking about nuclear weapons, the other
side simply regarded them as “bigger bombs,” or “higher-quality weapons,”
and also did not undertake any fundamental rethinking of classical polit-
ical and strategic assumptions. Indeed, on both the U.S. and Soviet sides,
strategic concepts and tactics remained almost identical to those used in
World War II. Attempts were made to correct the mistakes of World War
II (e.g., the Strategic Bombing Survey prompted the selection of power
stations as high-priority targets), but these “corrections” merely empha-
sized the absence of any new and creative thinking about the possible mil-
itary value of nuclear weapons.

In the early 1950s strategic thinking had a partial revival. There was
some discussion of the options open to a potential nuclear attacker—
threats the attacker might make, tactics he might use if the threats failed,
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and the counteroptions available to the defender. For a time, the discus-
sion reached a relatively high level of sophistication as it considered mix-
tures and levels of active and passive defense and of counterforce and
counter value targeting. But not for long. Strategic considerations came to
an abrupt conclusion with the development of the H-bomb, which
seemed so close to being a doomsday weapon that the details of war fight-
ing really were irrelevant. Multimegaton weapons appeared to be unus-
able for any rational (and most irrational) purposes. There seemed to be
no need for further strategic thinking.

In a well-known article, “Strategy Hits a Dead End,” Bernard Brodie
wrote:

In a world still unprepared to relinquish the use of military power, we must
learn to effect that use through methods that are something other than self-
destroying. The task will be bafflingly difficult at best, but it can only begin
with the clear recognition that most of the military ideas and axioms of the
past are now or soon will be inapplicable. The old concepts of strategy . . .
have come to a dead end. (Harper’s magazine, October 1955)

If anything, this position has become more extreme over time. A more
recent commentator expressed much the same position:

. . . the sheer destructiveness of nuclear war has invalidated any distinction
between winning and losing. Thus, it has rendered meaningless the very idea
of military strategy as the efficient deployment of force to achieve a State’s
objectives. . . . (Leon Sigal, “Rethinking the Unthinkable,” Foreign Policy,
Spring 1979)

We would argue that both statements are incorrect. While both Brodie
and Sigal admit that nuclear forces can and should be deployed for polit-
ical and military purposes, they have difficulty seeing how a central nu-
clear war could achieve any policy objectives.

We believe the need remains for coherent and credible nuclear-use poli-
cies, including the need for clear and imaginative tactics. Terrible as nu-
clear weapons are, they exist and therefore may be used. Even if they are
used only as a threat, such threats, if credible, in themselves represent a
kind of use. When we deter the Soviets by the threat of escalation if they
provoke a limited war, we are in fact using the potential application of our
nuclear weapons. Even pure deterrence-only policies “use” nuclear
weapons in the attempt to institutionalize a mutual paralysis through
fear.

Military and civilian professionals understandably find it very difficult
to deal with the impact of nuclear weapons on the actual waging of war
and the handling of international crises. The uncertainty about nuclear
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war means that many alternatives and options have to be considered in
the abstract. In addition, the complexity of nuclear issues and the aware-
ness of the potential physical and political devastation caused by nuclear
weapons have caused many strategic planners to opt out. But this is a
mistake.

While nuclear weapons have certainly changed the ways in which wars
will be initiated, fought, and won, they do not necessarily make war ob-
solete. As far as we can calculate, no plausible employment of current and
likely future weapon systems would result in the end of the world or the
end of the human race or anything close to it. But the fact that we have to
add the caveat “as far as we can calculate”—and such phrases as “plausi-
ble employment” and “likely future weapon systems” is another example
of how much has changed since these weapons were created. Nuclear
weapons can do more damage than any other weapons in history, partic-
ularly if used in large quantities and in uncontrolled fashion.

But consider the possibility—both menacing and perversely comforting—
that even if 300 million people were killed in a nuclear war, there would
still be more than 4 billion people left alive. Studies of the likely casualty
rates of nuclear conflict range from less than a million to some tens of mil-
lions (unless the war is totally uncontrolled, in which case the casualties
might reach hundreds of millions). The worst-case scenarios of hundreds
of millions dead and widespread destruction would be an unprecedented
global calamity, but not necessarily the end of history. And a power that
attains significant strategic superiority is likely to survive the war, per-
haps even “win” it, by extending its hegemony—at least for a time—over
much of the world. Indeed, throughout history there have been leaders
who were willing to pay a great cost in national wealth and lives for a
chance to take over the world.

While almost no one would take the position that thermonuclear
weapons are “just another” advance in the technology of warfare, it is im-
portant to realize that these weapons, like others, may be fired. Accord-
ingly, we would like to argue that one of the most important continuities
of the nuclear era is that wars can still be fought, terminated, and sur-
vived. Some countries will win a nuclear conflict and others will lose, and
it is even possible that some nuclear wars may ultimately have positive
results (as World War II did). Reconstruction will begin, life will continue,
and most survivors will not envy the dead. (Inhabitants of a country that
loses a nuclear war and is very badly treated by the winner might envy
the dead, but this, too, is nothing new in man’s history.) It is important for
people to continue to think of war as an experience that can be survived
and recovered from if proper preparations are made, and important for
national leaders to recognize that they will be judged by how well they
exercise their responsibility to help their country prevail.
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Like wars of the past, the extent and duration of nuclear wars could
differ greatly, depending largely on the causes of the war and its political
objectives. Nuclear war will not necessarily be an all-out strategic ex-
change, with each side firing most or all of its arsenal in a single spasm
of destruction. It could well be limited, either by region and theater of
battle or by constraints (either self-imposed or coerced) on the number of
weapons used and/or the targets attacked. A conflict in the Middle East
or Europe involving battlefield nuclear weapons would be a nuclear war,
but would not be comparable to a nuclear war involving large-scale
strategic strikes by the U.S. or Soviet Union against each other’s territory.
These two extremes, and the range of possibilities in between, require en-
tirely different resources, planning, and preparations. None of them
should be totally neglected if the U.S. expects to defend itself and its in-
terests adequately.

Another similarity with wars of the past is that a nuclear conflict could
occur over an extended period of time. History provides examples of ex-
tremely short wars (the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, the Arab-Israeli Six
Day War of 1967) as well as extremely long ones (the Thirty Years War, the
Hundred Years War and, though less prolonged, the two World Wars).
The standard picture of nuclear war envisions a conflict of only a few
hours or days, but it is possible that a war could last weeks or perhaps
months. In fact, a number of military analysts are now arguing that a pro-
longed or protracted conflict with limited exchanges of nuclear weapons,
followed by periods of bargaining and struggle for supremacy in limited
theaters of operations, is a more realistic scenario. These analysts argue
that neither side will use its entire strategic force in an initial attack, pre-
ferring to maintain a reserve force for post attack contingencies.

This new conception of nuclear war raises questions of command and
control, as well as other aspects of endurance. It is not clear that strategic
forces can be operated in a controlled and flexible manner in a poststrate-
gic nuclear attack environment, nor is it clear that the forces can be main-
tained at high alert levels for long periods of time. However, the point we
wish to emphasize is simply that, as with wars of the past, nuclear wars
could last longer than generally imagined.

But issues of war fighting, termination, and recovery are much more
complicated in the nuclear era than ever before. To a degree that really is
unprecedented, the analysis of these issues depends on the examination
of many different factors, as shown in table 3.1. In order to argue persua-
sively that it is possible to fight nuclear war, to survive, and to rebuild, one
must be willing to argue that it is possible to handle every one of these is-
sues in some adequate, or at least minimal, fashion. Many sober, compe-
tent, and distinguished observers claim this cannot be done, but what most
of them probably mean is that they foresee terrible difficulties or problems
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in dealing with these issues. That is not the same as saying with certainty
that survival is not an option.

An examination of the issues in table 3.1 should make clear why so much
attention is paid to the range of uncertainty regarding the outcome of a
nuclear war. The unknowns can both increase and decrease the leverage
of nuclear threats in peacetime negotiations. Stressing the dangers of es-
calation and the need for restraint by the opponent becomes a standard
tactic. But is also reassures the weaker side that the stronger side is not
likely to put great faith in the flawless execution of its plans; there is no
track record of the weapons working reliably. Thus, it is often pointed out
that war planning (a) must deal persuasively and convincingly with every
point raised in table 3.1; (b) will necessarily be both a difficult and com-
plex process; and (c) is still likely to be highly speculative because of the
uncertainties.

One typical ploy in a potential nuclear crisis is for one of the negotia-
tors to point out the insanity of subjecting the entire world to the risks of
nuclear war, regardless of the importance of the issues at stake to the two
countries involved. Diplomats and military leaders have made antiwar
arguments in the past, but the global dangers and risks are much greater
in the nuclear age. The negotiator can urge a reasonable resolution by
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Table 3.1. How Many Survivors? Would They Envy the Dead?

1. Prewar preparations (including lack of realistic “hands-on” experience) 
2. Outbreak scenario 
3. Immediate weapons effects such as: 

A. Blast and prompt radiation 
B. Thermal radiation and fire 
C. Acute effects of fallout, electromagnetic pulse, earth shock, etc., and

the likelihood of some unexpected weapons effects (including difficult
operational problems) 

4. War-fighting and war-termination scenario 
5. Postwar scenario:

A. Reorganization period (including role of neutrals and developing coun-
tries) 

B. Medium-term environmental problems
C. Rate and character of recuperation 
D. Social and political changes 

6. Long-term effects: 
A. Medical aftereffects 
B. Genetic effects 
C. Long-term environmental effects 
D. Long-term political and cultural changes



pointing out the disparity between some immediate crisis-prone “minor”
issue and the almost infinite risks of a major war. Then he can suggest that
“one of us has to be reasonable, and it isn’t going to be me.” This could
end the bargaining and lead to war if his opponent’s response is, “It’s not
going to be me, either.” Or it could lead to capitulation by the opponent
who realizes that compromise, or concession, is the only sane option, es-
pecially if the balance of forces is not on his side.

Some analysts, however, argue that superiority in the balance of forces
can easily be dismissed as irrelevant in a nuclear war. This is probably too
glib. In particular, the side with the advantage can argue that his govern-
ment spent a great deal of money on these forces, something it would not
have done if it thought they were irrelevant. In fact, if one side firmly be-
lieves that it has significant superiority (whether or not it is actually true),
then the perceived balance is indeed relevant. A successful negotiator
must be able to persuade the other side (as well as his own allies and
sometimes even neutrals) that he believes in his own superiority. One
purpose of procuring nuclear forces is to be able to make such a point in
a bargaining session, and one purpose of a bargaining session is to explain
why one side should back down and not the other. The influence and im-
portance of courage, commitment, morale, and perceptions of strength
have not changed in the nuclear era.

And there may still be rational reasons for going to war in the nuclear
age. Not all nuclear wars will be accidental, inadvertent, or unintended,
though such wars are, of course, possible. In the prenuclear era, acciden-
tal war was not a realistic possibility; today it is. In the nuclear age, how-
ever, war may still result from many of the same causes for which wars
have always been fought: For immediate national, ideological, or reli-
gious gains (where gains would outweigh possible costs, including con-
sequences of mistakes, bad luck, and critical uncertainties); in the belief
that long-range national, ideological, or religious prospects will be im-
proved or for abstract motives such as glory, plunder, boredom, power.
Under pressure to: (a) Preempt a potential first strike by the enemy; 
(b) Avert some other immediate disaster; (c) Resolve some ongoing but in-
creasingly desperate crisis; (d) Avoid some long-range disaster by initiat-
ing a preventive war.

It is reasonably clear that the most likely reasons for a modern nuclear
war are a or b above; indeed, these possibilities have been much dis-
cussed. Some observers also seem to believe that c and d are not unlikely,
but there seems to be widespread agreement that ideological reasons re-
cede into the background as a cause of nuclear war (but might play a crit-
ical role in tipping the balance when reasons listed in were not quite good
enough by themselves). In that sense deterrence, especially deterrence be-
cause of uncertainty, seems to work quite well.
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As noted earlier, few nations are likely to go to war for positive gain in
the nuclear age. Wars are unlikely to be started deliberately, unless they
result from efforts to avoid what is perceived as an even greater immedi-
ate disaster [ . . . ]. Nonetheless, in some cases war might still be viewed
and/or used as a continuation of politics “by other means.”

Although largely overlooked in modern defense planning, another con-
tinuity between the prenuclear and nuclear era is the potential value of a
formal declaration of war. Such a declaration would make clear the ex-
treme seriousness of the issue at stake without necessarily producing or
requiring an immediate resort to armed conflict. But by keeping the casus
belli open it would also prevent immediate de-escalation of the crisis.
Once a war is formally declared, the crisis cannot be resolved until a peace
treaty of some sort is signed. The resolution of the conflict remains pend-
ing until a response is made by the “wounded” party. A formal declara-
tion of war could be an extremely important device for the U.S. if, for ex-
ample, it were unable to respond effectively to serious aggression in a
distant region. In such a case the U.S. would probably not want to initiate
a nuclear war, but would want to declare its opposition and its determi-
nation to do something eventually. A formal declaration would give the
U.S. time to mobilize its economy and its society.1

A declaration of war might be followed by a period of “phony wars” as
happened in World War II. The U.S. and Soviet Union might, for example,
have deployed their missile-carrying submarines, dispersed their strate-
gic bomber forces, and placed their land-based missiles on high alert. An
effective disarming counterforce attack would then be extremely difficult.
And given the strength of the balance of terror and the fear of starting a
major nuclear conflict, each side would be extremely cautious. They
would seek to gain advantages through bargaining, threats, and harass-
ment while avoiding a major confrontation that could easily lead to esca-
lation. However, a “phony war” cannot last forever—either the crisis will
be resolved (by negotiation or capitulation if one side is especially afraid
of escalation) or it will escalate (to confrontation, as was the case during
World War II).

A “calculated war” is another phenomenon that precedes the nuclear
era and has not been conceptually affected by the development of nuclear
weapons. A calculated war has at least four components: (1) An outbreak
scenario (i.e., early stages of the war) that includes a variety of communi-
cation, bargaining, and tactical options that are dealt with rationally (even
if the war starts irrationally). (2) If there is no rationality in the outbreak
scenario, each side will still make rational attempts to protect its impor-
tant values through: intrawar deterrence, self-restraint, counterforce, ac-
tive and passive defense. (3) Either side would probably continue to bar-
gain by: improving its threat position using abatement tactics special
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attacks and messages. (4) A more or less rational attempt at war termina-
tion by use of what might be termed “end game” tactics—particularly
cease fires and ultimatums.

In many ways, the importance of the traditional options of warfare has
not changed much in the nuclear era, except that many new problems
have been added, particularly problems of timing and control. In the age
of nuclear weapons, it is much more difficult to learn how to improve
one’s capabilities during a conflict, or to make the necessary corrections
quickly enough to matter. The outcome of a nuclear war may well be de-
termined in the first few hours, or on the first day, making the outbreak of
a war much more important than it was in the prenuclear era.

A final continuity between the prenuclear and nuclear era is the need
for realistic military preparations. The ability of a country to mobilize for
war, to protect and defend its people to the fullest extent possible, and to
develop plans and capabilities for postwar recovery, remains an essential
fact of national life. It can mean the difference between a “successful” war
outcome and national disaster. Advocates of deterrence-only strategies of-
ten argue that preparedness in the nuclear era is irrelevant because nu-
clear weapons will destroy everyone and everything no matter what pre-
cautions are taken. As noted, I disagree.

The evacuation of civilians from potential target areas and the con-
struction of an adequate system of shelters could substantially reduce the
number of casualties caused by a nuclear attack on the United States. Civil
defense is also important to enhance the credibility of our deterrent
threat—the United States cannot threaten to attack urban targets in the So-
viet Union (in retaliation for some Soviet aggression) if a Soviet counter
retaliation will kill huge numbers of unprotected Americans. But if they
have been evacuated and have a reasonable chance of survival, our de-
terrent threat becomes far more believable.

Active defense, through the development of antiballistic missile sys-
tems, can also plan an important role in the protection of our military
forces and (in the future) of our population centers. Defense against in-
coming missiles is difficult to achieve, and complete protection can prob-
ably never be guaranteed, but this does not make the effort any less valu-
able. If ten missiles are headed toward a city and eight can be destroyed
before they explode, the level of damage done would be drastically re-
duced.

A final element of civil defense preparedness planning for postattack 
recovery—clearly a process that must be organized before a crisis occurs—
should be designed to restore essential services as quickly as possible, in-
cluding the ability to regain military strength if necessary. In a protracted
nuclear war, where fighting would continue beyond the initial strikes,
there would be a need for ongoing military production. Even with prior
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planning, recovery would require an enormous effort and probably take
a fairly long time, but it could make a big difference.

In the nuclear as in the prenuclear era, the United States must still be
able to fight and survive a war. It is not enough to take out insurance
against nuclear war’s occurring; the U.S. must also be able to stand up to
the challenge of fighting. We must have a credible “alternative to peace,”
so long as the possibility of war—nuclear or conventional—remains. That
possibility of war is one of the more important historical constants carried
over into the nuclear era.

NOTE

1. No nation has declared war in the traditional manner since the end of WW
II when the United Nations charter outlawed war. This being the case, a classic
statement of intentions might be especially forceful.
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ESCALATION IN BRIEF

Escalation, in the sense used here, is a relatively new word in the Eng-
lish language.1 In a typical escalation situation, there is likely to be a

“competition in risk-taking”2 or at least resolve, and a matching of local re-
sources, in some form of limited conflict between two sides. Usually, either
side could win by increasing its efforts in some way, provided that the
other side did not negate the increase by increasing its own efforts. Fur-
thermore, in many situations it will be clear that if the increase in effort
were not matched and thus resulted in victory, the costs of the increased
effort would be low in relation to the benefits of victory. Therefore, the fear
that the other side may react, indeed overreact, is most likely to deter es-
calation, and not the undesirability or costs of the escalation itself. It is be-
cause of this that the “competition in risk-taking” and resolve takes place.

There are many reasons why a nation might deliberately seek to esca-
late a crisis. Each of the criteria given later to measure the degree of esca-
lation might also be a means or objective that one side or the other seeks.
That is, one side might wish to escalate specifically to threaten the other
side with all-out war, to provoke it, to demonstrate committal or reckless-
ness, and so forth.

A nation may also escalate for prudential as well as coercive reasons: to
prevent something worse from happening, to meet a problem, to prepare
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for likely escalations on the other side, and so on. A nation might evacu-
ate its cities simply because it wished to protect its people, without nec-
essarily thinking through or even facing the thought that by making its
people less vulnerable it increases its bargaining and military power, per-
haps to such an extent that the other side may feel under pressure either
to take some direct action or to back down. Sometimes the reasons for es-
calation, whether prudential or pressure-producing, will affect the tech-
nique and consequences of the escalation, and other times they will not.

THREE WAYS TO ESCALATE A LIMITED CONFLICT

There are at least three ways in which a would-be escalator can increase,
or threaten to increase, his efforts: by increasing intensity, widening the
area, or compounding escalation. For example, let us assume that there is
some kind of limited conflict or “agreed battle”3 going on. The most ob-
vious way to escalate is by a quantitative increase in the intensity of the
conflict by doing more of what one already is doing—perhaps using more
equipment, using new equipment, or attacking new targets such as the
enemy’s logistics. A large intensive increase, or escalation, would be the
use of nuclear weapons against these targets. The area of the conflict may
also be increased; in particular, some local sanctuary could be violated.
This could mean taking such actions as “crossing the Yalu,” retaliatory
raids or bombings of North Vietnam or hot pursuit, or other violations of
geographical sanctuaries. It could constitute a permanent widening of the
area of conflict or simply of the area of a local battle. In almost all the in-
tense conflicts and crises that have occurred since World War II, there
have been important local sanctuaries. There have also been pressures—
usually one assumes, on both sides—to violate such sanctuaries.

Finally, one can escalate by precipitating a new crisis or conflict else-
where than in the local area. This “compound escalation”4 could consist
of an attack on an ally or client of the principal opponent—though it
could also be an attack on troops or colonies of the principal, but geo-
graphically outside the central sanctuary. The compound escalation might
also violate the central sanctuary, but in the case of such opponents as the
Soviet Union and the United States, this would be a very high-level esca-
lation. Even in a conflict between, say, the Soviets and a powerful country
such as Japan or a West European nation, this would be considered a high
escalation.

Thus, in any escalation, two sets of basic elements are in constant inter-
play: the political, diplomatic, and military issues surrounding the partic-
ular conflict, and the level of violence and provocation at which it is
fought. The latter merges with those considerations raised by the possi-
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bility of escalation to higher or more extensive levels of violence, includ-
ing the possibility of a deliberate, provoked, or inadvertent conflict erup-
tion5 leading directly to central war.

Just as there are two basic sets of elements in the escalation situation, so
there are two basic classes of strategies that each side can use. One class
of strategies makes use of features of the particular “agreed battle” that is
being waged in order to gain an advantage. The other class uses the risks
or threat of escalation and eruption from this agreed battle.

Users of the second class of strategies can deliberately try to eschew the
ultimate eruption threat by establishing a fixed limit on how high they will
go. This limit can be kept secret, in which case one side may run some risk
of a full-scale preemptive eruption by the other side; or it can be announced
in advance, with varying degrees of solemnity and credibility.

Strategies that emphasize the possibility of escalation or eruption are
associated with the term “brinkmanship.” (We will sometimes refer to the
game of “chicken” when the brinkmanship is overtly two-sided.) They in-
clude strategies that use the risks of escalation to induce an opponent to
let one maintain a position that cannot be maintained solely by use of lo-
cal capabilities and actions. But whatever is emphasized, some mixture of
both classes of strategies is combined in almost any move by either side.

Thus, the conditions of two-sided escalation situations can be summa-
rized as follows:

1. Either side can usually put enough into the particular battle to win if
the other side does not respond.

2. The value of victory is usually great enough so that it would be worth-
while for either side to raise its commitment enough to win the escala-
tion if it were certain that the other side would not counter the rise.

3. Upper levels of escalation are both dangerous and painful, and each
side wishes to avoid them. Therefore, the risks of escalation even to
limited heights, as well as to undetermined heights, and the risks of di-
rect “eruption” to general war are all major deterring elements in al-
most all decisions about escalation or de-escalation—even when one
expects to be able to “prevail” at the upper levels.

4. Typically, both sides are interested in “systems bargaining” in preserv-
ing precedents (thresholds) that reduce the likelihood of escalation,
eruption, or other undesirable long-term effects.

5. There are two basic types of escalation strategies that each side can fol-
low:
a. strategies based on factors relating to particular levels of escalation

(agreed battle) or the specific situation.
b. strategies based on manipulation of the risks of escalation or erup-

tion.
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6. Generally, each side will attempt to avoid looking like a cool mathe-
matician or cynical blackmailer in its tactics, and will emphasize the
agonistic, stylistic, or familial aspects of its behavior.

Escalations are thus relatively complex phenomena. They are not to be
ordered in a simple fashion, yet for some purposes we wish to do exactly
this, even if it does some violence to reality.

Very roughly, at any particular instant in a crisis or war, the degree of
escalation might be measured by such things as:

1. Apparent closeness to all-out war
2. Likelihood of eruption
3. Provocation
4. Precedents broken
5. Committal (resolve and/or recklessness) demonstrated
6. Damage done or being done
7. Effort (scale, scope, or intensity of violence)
8. Threat intended or perceived

In practice, the “measurement” of the degree of escalation at any par-
ticular instant will depend on the criteria used. Thus, there is no objective
reason why the apparent closeness to all-out war (as measured by popu-
lar concern) need be a very good measure of the objective likelihood of
eruption. This is clearly true for accidents “out of the blue,” and it may be
true for many other situations. In fact, in a crisis, concern over the possi-
bility of eruption may make the probability of eruption very much less.
There may also be a great deal of provocation without much likelihood of
eruption or much apparent closeness to all-out war. In general, the crite-
ria given above measure different things, but all have been used by vari-
ous authors as measures of escalation. For our part, we will be deliber-
ately vague and not usually specify the criteria being used to determine
the degree of escalation. However, in most situations the context (or the
correlation between the possible criteria) will be clear enough to avoid
confusion.

THE STRIKE AND “CHICKEN” METAPHORS

There are two interesting analogies, or metaphors, that one can apply to
escalation: the strike in labor disputes and the game of “chicken.” Neither
of these analogies is entirely accurate, but each of them is useful in expli-
cating the concept of escalation and in conveying a feeling for the nuances
and tactics.
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The strike analogy operates primarily on the lower levels of escalation.
In a strike situation, labor and management threaten to inflict harm on
each other, do so, and under pressure of the continuation of this harm,
they seek agreement. It is usually assumed that events will not escalate to
the limit (i.e., erupt): we do not expect workers to starve to death or busi-
nesses to go bankrupt. In a strike, each side is expected to hurt or threaten
to hurt, but not to “kill” or even permanently injure the other side. Under
pressure of continuing threats of harm, it is assumed that some compro-
mise will be arrived at before permanent or excessive damage is incurred.
Occasionally, these expectations are not fulfilled; a business does go bank-
rupt, or the workers do look for jobs elsewhere. But this is rare. Usually,
the strike is settled long before such limits are approached.

In this context, the question immediately comes up, “Why go through
this expensive, dangerous, and uncomfortable route to settle disputes?
Why have a strike at all? Why not settle the dispute?” The answer is ob-
vious. In the absence of enforceable or acceptable adjudication, the side
most afraid of a strike will tend to get the worst of the bargain. A “no
strike” policy—the analogy, in labor disputes, to nonviolence—rarely
works for any length of time. And even when it seems to work for some
years and disputes are settled without strikes, a strike situation or a seri-
ous strike threat may eventually arise. The threat of a strike or a lockout
is ever present as a last-resort pressure for compromise.

Escalation has one major feature that is not present in most strike 
situations—the possibility of eruption. In the usual strike, the maxi-
mum punishment that the workers can inflict on the management is to
deny it one day’s production at a time. The maximum punishment that
management can ordinarily inflict on the workers is to deny them one
day’s wages at a time. There is, therefore, a natural limit to the rate of
punishment—an accident or spasm of anger is not likely to force either
side over the brink. Escalation in international relations is quite different,
since each side decides at what rate it wishes to inflict harm on the other
side. This makes escalation incomparably less stable than the strike situ-
ation. A moment of anger, a surge of emotion, a seemingly innocuous
miscalculation or accident, or a “wrong” decision can have catastrophic
consequences.

Another useful—if misleading—analogy which brings this aspect to the
fore is the game of “chicken.” While it is a very popular metaphor, partic-
ularly with peace groups, the analogy to the game of “chicken” greatly
oversimplifies international conflicts. “Chicken” is played by two drivers
on a road with a white line down the middle. Both cars straddle the white
line and drive toward each other at top speed. The first driver to lose his
nerve and swerve into his own lane is “chicken”—an object of contempt
and scorn—and he loses the game. The game is played among teenagers
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for prestige, for girls, for leadership of a gang, and for safety (i.e., to pre-
vent other challenges and confrontations).

Escalation is much more complicated than this game. Still, the game
provides a useful analogy because it illustrates some aspects of interna-
tional relations that are important and should be emphasized—for exam-
ple, the symmetrical character of many escalation situations. Some
teenagers utilize interesting tactics in playing “chicken.” The “skillful”
player may get into the car quite drunk, throwing whisky bottles out the
window to make it clear to everybody just how drunk he is. He wears
very dark glasses so that it is obvious that he cannot see much, if any-
thing. As soon as the car reaches high speed, he takes the steering wheel
and throws it out the window. If his opponent is watching, he has won. If
his opponent is not watching, he has a problem; likewise if both players
try this strategy.

One of the reasons people do not like to use the “chicken” analogy is
that it emphasizes the fact that two sides can operate in the same way. It
seems to me that some who object to this label want to play a limited
game of “chicken,” but do not like to concede that that is what they are
doing. I believe it is a good thing to label the tactics, and I also think that,
under current conditions, we may have to be willing to play the interna-
tional version of this game whether we like it or not.

It is clear from the above why many people would like to conduct in-
ternational relations the way a teenager plays “chicken.” They believe
that if our decision-makers can only give the appearance of being drunk,
blind, and without a steering wheel, they will “win” in negotiations with
the Soviets on crucial issues. I do not consider this a useful or responsible
policy. We may be willing to run some risks, and we may not want to hem
ourselves in tactically by seeming completely sober, clear-visioned, and in
full control of ourselves, but we will obviously benefit by having a rea-
sonable degree of sobriety, a reasonable degree of clear vision, and a rea-
sonable degree of self-control. The Soviets are likely to pursue a similar
policy.

But escalation often has a crucial point of similarity to the game of
“chicken”: one side must convey the impression to the other side that the
opponent must be the one to give way, or at least accept a reasonable com-
promise, yet both sides are trying to get this message across.

The strike and the game of “chicken” both cast some light on the con-
cept of escalation. But almost any analogy can be misleading, and these
cases are not exceptions. Therefore, although we will use both analogies,
we must now consider some points at which these analogies break down.

In the case of the strike in labor disputes, both sides are likely to recog-
nize their absolute need for each other, and this basic community of in-
terest will tend to dominate the negotiations. There will be no attempt by
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one side to eliminate the other. In fact, no strategy that envisages a great
possibility of grievous harm to the other side is likely to be acceptable.
Thus, while we will point out later that “familial” considerations may
play an important part in escalation situations, the strike analogy proba-
bly overstates the shared sense of a community of interests in interna-
tional conflict.

In the “chicken” analogy, the difficulty is the exact opposite. This in-
volves no give-and-take bargaining. There are no natural pauses or stops,
or even partial damage—only all-out collisions. Even more important, the
primary objective of the game is the total humiliation of the opponent.
There can be no possibility of compromise or face saving. In international
relations, escalation is used to facilitate negotiations or to put pressure on
one side or both to settle a dispute without war. If either side wanted a
war, it would simply go to war and not bother to negotiate. For this rea-
son, the common observation that “neither side wants war” is not partic-
ularly startling, even though it is often delivered with an air of revealed
truth. Neither side is willing to back down, precisely because it believes
or hopes it can achieve its objectives without war. It may be willing to run
some risk of war to achieve its objective, but it feels that the other side will
back down or compromise before the risk becomes very large.

“Chicken” would be a better analogy to escalation if it were played
with two cars starting an unknown distance apart, traveling toward each
other at unknown speeds, and on roads with several forks so that the op-
posing sides are not certain that they are even on the same road. Both
drivers should be giving and receiving threats and promises while they
approach each other, and tearful mothers and stern fathers should be lin-
ing the sides of the roads urging, respectively, caution and manliness.

There is another way in which escalation differs from these analogies.
In escalation situations, both sides understand that they are likely to play
repeatedly. Therefore (as discussed below), “systems bargaining” is im-
portant. Neither side wishes to gain an advantage at the cost of creating a
psychological or political situation that will make eruption probable on
the next play. Indeed, both sides may become anxious to work out some
acceptable methods of adjudicating the game or to adopt general rules
embodying some principles of equity or fairness. In fact, both sides may
become so interested in getting such rules of procedure or rules of adju-
dication accepted that either side might be willing to lose a particular is-
sue occasionally simply because trying to win that issue would set a
precedent that would reduce the applicability of the basic rules.

In any case, the balance of terror is likely to work well enough to induce
some degree of restraint and prudent behavior on each side. Precisely be-
cause both sides recognize that deterrence strategies are unstable, they are
likely to refrain from testing the stability of the situation too often or too
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intensely, and to avoid the kind of behavior that might provoke an im-
prudent response from the other side. Both sides will understand that a
strategy of deterrence requires the support of precedents and depends on
widely understood and observed thresholds if it is to be reliable for any
length of time.

One may still ask why we are buying this time. Why don’t we settle
these matters now, without running such great risks? Unfortunately, in
this respect, the situation is much like the “chicken” and strike analo-
gies. There is no reason, in principle, why manufacturers and workers
should not be able to reach settlements without threatening or undergo-
ing the great mutual harm of the strike. But, unfortunately, if either side
desperately desires to make a settlement without harm or risk of harm,
it is likely to get a very bad bargain. In fact, if one side does this repeat-
edly, it is possible that both sides might suffer harm: the manufacturer
might go bankrupt through repeated concessions, or the workers might
receive such low wages that they would be forced to leave the industry.
The analogy in escalation would be to one side or the other becoming
rigid or desperate as a reaction after having made repeated concessions,
even though these were made in the hope of conciliation. In the absence
of accepted or compulsory peaceful methods of adjudication, both sides
must be willing either to escalate or to endure the settlements imposed
upon them.

Thus, even if a nation is not willing to run great risks to achieve posi-
tive national goals and objectives, it may be willing to run great risks in
order to prevent disasters or costly imposed settlements. In general, it is
easier for a community to agree on what it is against, even if it cannot
agree on what it is for. But we need alternatives other than all-out spasm
war or peace at any price—i.e., war or surrender.

Conceding all the above, we see that the probability of war eventually
occurring as a result of “chicken” being played once too often may be very
high. In particular, in any long period of peace, there may be a tendency
for governance to become more intransigent as the thought of war be-
comes unreal. This may be the case especially if there is a background of
experiences in which those who stood firm did well, while those who
were “reasonable” seemed to do poorly. After a while, the hypothetical
danger of war may look less real than the tangible gains and the prestige
that are being won and lost. It may turn out that governments learn only
after peace has failed that it is not feasible to stand firm on incompatible
positions. Today there is reason to hope that we can reduce the dangers of
the game of “chicken” by considering carefully how wars might start and
how they might be fought. Thus, our serious study of escalation. But es-
calation obviously is dangerous. Unless workable arrangements are made
for effective adjudication, someone may play the international analogue
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of this game once too often. To rely even on slow, rung-by-rung escalation
in international crises is a dangerous strategy.

No nation wishes to play the game of “chicken” in the same spirit as
teenagers play it. One major alternative is to have sufficient capabilities
on the lower escalation levels so that the opponent is not tempted to play
even a limited game of “chicken.” One side must not be given reason to
believe that he can outdo the other in low-level escalations since this
might tempt him to risk such escalations in the belief that the other side
will capitulate before it escalates higher. And indeed the alternative to
having significant capabilities for low-level escalation is to make suffi-
ciently credible threats of going higher. However, there is a temptation to
rely on this tactic too heavily, and it may be well to remind ourselves that
in dealing with violence there is a tendency in the United States to take
strong moral stands and then, because we have defined the issue as a
moral one, to make excessive threats and take excessive risks.

It is because of this tendency that I have been so blunt in referring to the
use of threats of escalation as playing or intending to play some version
of the game of “chicken.” To the extent that we are serious, or to the ex-
tent that our pretense creates seriousness, we will have to face the conse-
quences of being on the escalation ladder. And when one competes in
risk-taking, one is taking risks. If one takes risks, one may be unlucky and
lose the gamble. It may be that, unilaterally or bilaterally, we should agree
not to play the game of “chicken.” This could be encouraged by increas-
ing the instrumental, agonistic, or familial restraints against eruption,
thus converting escalation into something more like a labor strike, and by
reducing the role of escalation threats in settling international disputes.
But there are likely to be limits as to how far we can go in this direction.

NOTES

1. It is not found at all in the Oxford English Dictionary (1961), and Webster’s New
International Dictionary (3rd ed., 1961) defines it only in the non-international
sense. Yet the word is now familiar and can be used without apology to describe
an increase in the level of conflict in international crisis situations.

2. I believe this is Thomas C. Schelling’s phrase (though he does not recall in-
venting it).

3. Max Singer’s term. It emphasizes that in an escalation situation in which
both sides are accepting limitations, there is in effect an “agreement,” whether or
not it is explicit or even well understood. Thus the term does not have any con-
notation of a completely shared understanding, an intention of continuing indef-
initely with the limitations, or even a conscious quid pro quo arrangement.

4. The focus of our analysis is on deliberate compound escalation. But it must
be remembered that in a tense situation or a confrontation, the whole relationship
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of the contending states is specially charged and acts no longer will necessarily be
accepted by an opponent at their “normal” valuation or significance. A “normal”
troop or fleet movement, a conventional and unrelated diplomatic act by one
party may be interpreted by the opponent as an escalatory act. Moreover, third
parties may take advantage of a tense situation to gain ends of their own and in
fact escalate the big-power crisis. The British-French-Israeli attack on Suez in 1956,
while not planned to take advantage of the Hungarian crisis, actually affected the
behavior of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., and itself was affected by the crisis situation of
the great powers. The Turkish air action against Greek Cypriots in August, 1964, was
probably influenced in its character and timing by the crisis between the U.S. and
North Vietnam and was probably made more “acceptable” because of the precedent
set by the U.S. in striking against North Vietnam a few days before. The importance
of such precedents will be discussed later. If the Cyprus crisis had continued—had
escalated—with greater Soviet involvement, this crisis could have constituted an
inadvertent compound escalation of the great-power crisis.

5. Morton H. Halperin has suggested (in his Limited War in the Nuclear Age
[New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1963], p. 3), that two terms should be used to de-
scribe different kinds of escalation: “. . . explosion—the sudden transformation of a
local war into a central war by the unleashing of strategic nuclear forces . . . and
expansion—a gradual increase in the level of military force employed.”

He then points out: “These two processes, ‘explosion’ and ‘expansion,’ are fre-
quently discussed together as ‘escalation.’ However it is important to keep the
two processes separate. The considerations that go into the decision to begin a
central war would be very different from the considerations that have gone and
will go into decisions to expand a local war. These latter decisions will be influ-
enced by a number of factors, including the foreign-policy objectives of the two
sides, their estimate of the risk of central war, their images of the role of force, and
their domestic political objectives.”

Our term “escalation” covers Halperin’s terms “expansion” and “escalation”
(according to context), and our “eruption” is similar to his “explosion.”
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Four decades into the nuclear era, nuclear weapons seem to have taken
on a new and immoral life of their own. They are alternatively cited as

the harbingers of an almost certain Armageddon or as the last stop on the
way to the redemption of mankind. There is a constituency for every an-
tinuclear position, and a coalition of concerned doctors, lawyers, mothers,
actors, and so on, for every antinuclear rally. But the real issue is how to
achieve national security and international order within a morally and
politically acceptable framework.

THREE POPULAR (BUT FLAWED) ANTINUCLEAR POSITIONS

Under the circumstances, that becomes a very difficult task. Probably as
much as any other single book, Jonathan Schell’s The Fate of the Earth
raised the antinuclear consciousness to the point where anything short of
the elimination of all nuclear weapons (and all conventional forces) be-
comes morally and politically unacceptable. However, one of his funda-
mental arguments—that all values and interests must be subordinated to
avoiding nuclear war—is impractical, illusionary, and dangerous.

If we take the position that Schell takes, that nuclear war clearly threat-
ens the existence of humanity, that nuclear war has some significant
probability of ending all human history, and that as far as humans are
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concerned “peace” has to be the overwhelming value and that there are
no other values that in any way can compete with this, then we can get
into quite a lot of trouble. Focusing our attention solely on “peace” (de-
fined simply as the absence of nuclear war) can lead to weakness that cre-
ates opportunities for smaller scale (but nonetheless dangerous) aggres-
sion that threatens peace. There are two great defects in Schell’s position:
one of them is that you simply cannot afford to make any single value
overwhelming. One must assign some kind of finiteness to any value be-
cause society cannot let one priority dominate everything it does. The sec-
ond and more important issue is that making one value infinite still does
not give a nation any direction—it does not tell government officials how
best to preserve this value.

In order to establish the transcendental value of avoiding nuclear war at
any cost, Schell describes, in graphic (and often exaggerated) detail, the in-
credibly horrible consequences of a nuclear war. The emotional impact of the
book is apparently so powerful that very few readers (and very few review-
ers) ever notice the book’s substantive inadequacies and inaccuracies—e.g.,
the author’s highly selective and tendentious use of evidence, or the dis-
tortions that necessarily follow from exaggerated assumptions about the
dangers and risks of a nuclear war.

And yet, if it is necessary to overstate the case in order to focus public
attention on the nuclear threat, then Schell and the authors of many other
recent antinuclear books may be serving a useful purpose. Nuclear
weapons exist, they will not go away, and one day they might even be
used. What happens then, however, is an issue that none of the volumes
are willing to deal with in any useful or reasonable way. Schell’s utopian
solution envisions some kind of world government where sovereign na-
tions cede their political authority and military power to an unclearly de-
fined global order. How we get to there from here is one of the many
“awesome, urgent tasks”—“the political work of our age”—that Schell
says he has “left to others.”

The nonsolution that has captured the greatest popular attention is the
freeze. According to most advocates of this impressively widespread
movement, both the U.S. and the Soviet Union should agree to halt any
further testing, production, or deployment of nuclear weapons.

In a vision that is almost as romantic and simplistic as Schell’s, they be-
lieve a freeze would automatically end what they fear is an “inevitably
spiraling arms race.” Perhaps. But while it may prevent further growth in
the U.S. and Soviet nuclear-weapon stockpiles, it would also prevent uni-
lateral measures by the U.S. (or the Soviet Union) to lessen the dangers of
nuclear war breaking out (e.g., through the deployment of more surviv-
able nuclear forces) or to make nuclear war less horrible (e.g., through the
development of lower yield, more accurate warheads). Like any across-
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the-board limitations (e.g., rent control and wage-and-price controls), the
freeze is an indiscriminate restraint that is only a partial remedy at best
and creates adverse side effects.

Further, a freeze would codify the current Soviet edge in nuclear forces
(just as SALT was a formal acknowledgment by the U.S. that it accepted
Soviet achievement of strategic parity and recognized the Soviet Union as
a superpower). Granting the Soviets this edge now could have deleterious
political implications for the U.S. and its allies.

Because there is popular support for a freeze in the U.S. and not in the
Soviet Union, the freeze movement imposes asymmetric pressure on U.S.
negotiators to reach ill-conceived agreements at the Geneva talks. And as-
suming a satisfactory bilateral freeze could be negotiated, what guaran-
tees are there that the Soviets would in fact honor it? There is some evi-
dence that they may have violated certain provisions of the SALT
agreements (agreements with a relatively limited arms-control ambit),
and even with relatively sophisticated verification techniques, human in-
genuity can always devise ever more sophisticated ways around limita-
tions.

Nor would a nuclear freeze preclude nonnuclear weapon system break-
throughs—potentially devastating developments that could be in the
making even as a freeze is put into place, to be exploited against an op-
ponent at the first signs of tension. A freeze would not have helped lessen
any dangers at all if a crisis situation arose to cancel it—no arms reduction
talks would have taken place, no further safeguards (political or techno-
logical) would have been worked out; in short, no meaningful arms con-
trol would have been achieved. The stagnation fostered by a freeze could
only bring about a false sense of security that would be exposed as soon
as the popular pressure subsided and a hostile confrontation seemed im-
minent.

The extreme wing of the freeze advocates goes so far as to advocate uni-
lateral reductions in nuclear armaments, either regardless of the conse-
quences or hopeful that such a show of good faith and honorable inten-
tions would shame the other side into a similar position. Many
proponents of unilateral disarmament believe in the so-called demonstra-
tion effect, i.e., if the United States refrains from deploying the MX ICBM
or Pershing II missiles, or other new nuclear weapon systems, the Soviets
will exercise similar restraint. Unfortunately, the history of U.S. unilateral
restraint in its nuclear-weapons programs is a sorry one, best character-
ized by former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown: “When we build, they
build—when we stop, they continue to build.”

In many ways, the Green Movement in West Germany is the European
counterpart of the freeze campaign in this country. (The label “Greens”
stems from their initial concern with environmental issues.) The reasons
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for the strength of the movement in the Federal Republic are not hard to
understand: most of the members are fairly young, postwar children of af-
fluence. They have no experience with economic hardship or hostile
geopolitical realities. Their personal satisfaction does not derive from ma-
terial progress (they are all overprivileged), but from participation in
“meaningful” social causes. In some ways they are the most protected,
naive, and illusion-prone young people in the West today.

Add to this the fact that West Germany today is without nuclear
weapons and therefore without the means of self-defense against Soviet
nuclear coercion or attack. Moreover, the world’s largest concentrations of
conventional military forces face each other on either side of its border. In-
deed, most scenarios for a serious confrontation or war between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union evolve out of the potential for conflict between these
two forces. In most situations, therefore, West Germany would be the bat-
tlefield (at least initially) in any war between NATO and the Warsaw Pact.
[ . . . ] Quite understandably, then, West Germans feel most at risk and
have very little interest in pursuing confrontational policies. The Greens’
call for West German neutrality (or reunification with East Germany) and
the elimination of nuclear weapons from German (and European) soil is
understandable within this context.

The morality of any of the above positions—Schell’s vision of a nonnu-
clear utopia, support for a nuclear freeze, opposition to European-based
nuclear weapons and the existing European military alliances—is self-
evident to their adherents; it escapes others entirely. I, for example, fail to
recognize any redeeming higher value in a stance that places an entire na-
tion at any greater risk than necessary. Flaunting one’s vulnerability
(which is essentially what a freeze would do) is neither morally nor mili-
tarily useful. Politically, it is primitive. A much more responsible posture
would be to do as we are and have been doing—namely, to pursue bilat-
eral arms reductions seriously (e.g., the ongoing Strategic Arms Reduc-
tion Talks [START] and the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Force [INF] Ne-
gotiations), while continuing to improve our national defense through a
rearmament program. The principal moral obligation of a government in
the nuclear age is to make every effort to enforce deterrence or, should de-
terrence fail, to limit as much as possible the damage to its citizens and its
economy and to enhance the prospects for postwar recovery.

“NUCLEAR MORALITY” AND THE PASTORAL
LETTER ON WAR AND PEACE

Taking somewhat of a middle ground between the nonnuclear extremists
and the more moderate antinuclear realists are the American bishops of
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the Roman Catholic Church. Their Pastoral Letter (drafted by the Com-
mittee on War and Peace of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops)
attempts to provide spiritual guidance on how to reconcile the existence
of nuclear weapons with traditional Church doctrine—and concludes that
such a conciliation may not, in fact, be possible.

The bishops have attempted to apply the criteria for a just war to nu-
clear war. They conclude (with insufficient supporting evidence and
analysis) that a just nuclear war is practically impossible because of the
“overwhelming probability that a nuclear exchange would have no lim-
its” and would therefore violate two of the major principles of the doc-
trine, namely, “discrimination” and “proportionality.” By proscribing first
use of nuclear weapons and the deliberate targeting of civilians, the Pas-
toral Letter also (correctly) condemns any attempt to gain security “on the
cheap.”

Contrary to the bishops’ assessment, I would argue that the nuclear age
has not rendered the doctrine of a just war obsolete. While it is true that
no war can be reliably limited, it is not at all certain that all nuclear wars
will escalate. An attempt to fight a limited nuclear war may be the least
desperate choice in a future U.S.-Soviet conflict. Moreover, it has become
more imperative than ever to meet the highest and most stringent criteria
of justification for waging war, and—equally important—to strengthen
both the effectiveness and the morality of deterrence.

In this regard, the Church makes an important contribution to the nu-
clear debate by endorsing no first use and by stressing the prohibition
against the targeting of civilians and their property. I began advocating
no first use about twenty years ago, and have continued to support it
ever since. But the Pastoral Letter stretches no first use to a practically no-
use-at-all position (basically nuclear pacifism) that I believe is unneces-
sarily dangerous and, for those of us who are not religious or philosoph-
ical pacifists, probably immoral. The letter explicitly calls for no first use
but implicitly goes beyond that position to a no-use posture. It proscribes
attacks against cities; it rules out attacks against many military installa-
tions because the collateral damage, even in limited nuclear wars, would
be “disproportionate”; and it condemns counterforce weapons as “desta-
bilizing.” No recommendations are offered as to what targets the U.S.
should threaten to strike in retaliation for Soviet first use, or what mili-
tary capabilities would be required for these retaliatory attacks. A U.S.
nuclear-war plan informed by the directives contained in the Pastoral
Letter would have no direction or purpose. The credibility of an effective
U.S. reprisal for the most serious Soviet aggressions would be severely
undercut. This, in turn, could result in Soviet provocations that might
precipitate nuclear war—the abhorrent act at the center of the letter’s
concern.
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An appropriate no-first-use policy implies a willingness, if necessary, to
resort to a justified second use. That justification, as noted, would be only
to deter, balance, and correct for the possession or use of nuclear weapons
by others. Under such circumstances, appropriate second use would be a
justifiable moral action. But no-first-use can also weaken deterrence if it
results in a significant lessening of the possible risks confronting a poten-
tial aggressor. I would accept some such weakening, if necessary, but
would prefer to see governments adopt this policy in a way that strength-
ened deterrence, i.e., by accompanying it with a credible ability to counter
conventional attack with nonnuclear forces, and to alleviate the conse-
quences of a nuclear conflict if deterrence fails. The Pastoral Letter con-
demns most possibilities for doing this on the basis of some very dubious
strategic judgments.

Similarly, one wonders about the bishops’ opposition to any efforts by
the United States or NATO to gain nuclear superiority. If we knew clearly
what superiority meant, this might be a reasonable position (although I
would probably be opposed to it). But the fact is that superiority depends
upon assumptions about the causes, conduct, and consequences of nu-
clear war—i.e., on the context in which one makes the estimate. If one has
the unalterable conviction that any nuclear war would be the end of his-
tory, then the concept of superiority is meaningless. The only harm done
by its proponents would be the misutilization of resources, or a very re-
mote possibility that some people might believe in nuclear superiority to
the extent they might be willing to risk or actually wage nuclear war; or,
alternatively, that the potential enemy would believe in the superiority of
the other side and be “provoked.”

The letter of course does accept deterrence, but what it calls a “condi-
tioned moral acceptance.” According to the letter:

. . . we cannot approve of every weapons system, strategic doctrine or policy
initiative advanced in the name of strengthening deterrence. On the contrary,
these criteria require continual public scrutiny of what our government pro-
poses to do with the deterrent. Nuclear deterrence should be used as a step
on the way toward progressive disarmament. Each proposed addition to our
strategic system or change in strategic doctrine must be assessed precisely in
light of whether it will render steps toward “progressive disarmament” more
or less likely. Progress toward a world freed of dependence on nuclear de-
terrence must be carefully carried out. But it must not be delayed. There is an
urgent moral and political responsibility to use the “peace of a sort” we have
as a framework to move toward authentic peace through nuclear arms con-
trol, reductions, and disarmament.

The letter is correct in arguing that we should seek to reduce the nuclear
threat in the time afforded by deterrence. (I have made this same point for
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many years.) However, to put pressure on the government to justify every
“strategic system or change in strategic doctrine” in terms of its contribu-
tion to the nebulous concept of “progressive disarmament” and to achieve
quick results in Geneva would place the United States at an enormous
disadvantage in negotiating with the Soviets. In essence, U.S. negotiators
would labor under a new timetable, while their opposite numbers would
not. If the antinuclear groups in the United States and the other NATO
countries pressure their governments for quick results in the INF and
START talks, they make progress less likely by making the negotiations
hostage to Soviet intransigence. When the talks flounder on genuine mu-
tual disagreements between the two parties, the Soviets can nevertheless
publicly accuse the U.S. and NATO of “lack of good faith.” The letter
would then seem to advise that the U.S. make some unilateral reduction
in its forces in order to induce a reciprocal Soviet action. As noted above,
this displays a gross ignorance of the history of the U.S.-Soviet arms com-
petition over the last ten to fifteen years.

Furthermore, it is simply not at all clear that the aim of negotiation
should be disarmament “for its own sake,” as opposed to arms control, to
make the world safer. It ought to be quite clear that to cut down to very
small forces on both sides could be quite dangerous (perhaps making
them more vulnerable than present arsenals and less capable of support-
ing severely damaging retaliatory attacks).

The Pastoral Letter is, however, clearly on moral and political terra
firma when it notes that there must be no use of nuclear weapons solely
or mainly against civilians. But as a strategist, I would add “except as a
last resort or in very special circumstances.” For example, imagine that (as
in one of our Gedanken experiments) a powerful enemy nation destroyed
a U.S. city just to teach us some kind of lesson, but otherwise used no ad-
ditional nuclear weapons. We might not be willing to launch a major nu-
clear war in response, but might instead choose to retaliate according to
the talionic law of an “eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,” a doctrine
that permits—even mandates—proportionate retaliation while it forbids
escalation. A more likely situation would involve the withholding of U.S.
forces during a war (probably submarine-launched missiles) for retalia-
tion against Soviet cities if the Soviets attacked U.S. cities. But here again,
they would be used only in a more or less talionic fashion—and only in
the absence of other possibilities for punishing the individuals or group
that had ordered the attack on U.S. cities. (In contrast, the bishops’ letter
even forbids “retaliatory use of weapons striking enemy cities after our
own have already been struck.”)

Living with nuclear weapons means making sure that they are never
thought of as “just another” military option or “just another” way of re-
solving serious conflicts. But it also means that they are available as a
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credible last resort. This is what is generally called a war-fighting posi-
tion.

[ . . . ] War-fighting strategies, like deterrence-only strategies, advocate
measures to reduce the possibility of accidental war; advocate the main-
tenance of survivable forces; and support the transmission of reliable “go-
ahead” orders. But they add to this an emphasis on how the war is waged
and how it might be terminated should deterrence fail. Thus, according to
strategists’ use of the term “war fighting,” the Pastoral Letter’s concern
with avoiding cities, and with the moral question related to the use of
weapons, makes it a war-fighting doctrine. This, of course, is not the same
as accusing the bishops of wanting to fight a nuclear war (nor should this
accusation be leveled against strategists who favor a war-fighting doc-
trine).

As noted, the bishops state that “we cannot approve of every weapons
system, strategic doctrine, or policy initiative advanced in the name of
strengthening deterrence.” Neither can we. But we can approve of some
of them and can give good reasons for supporting them. A categorical
statement such as the above, without adequate amplification, reflects a
sincere concern but an unenlightened simplicity—perhaps even an eva-
sion of some central (however difficult) moral and strategic issues.

Similarly, it is counterproductive to issue a facile judgment that the
United States must not have any weapons with counterforce ability be-
cause such weapons would be “destabilizing.” The incorrect idea that the
limited measures now being considered by the government to minimize
damage are inherently destabilizing, dangerous, and falsely reassuring
runs through the Pastoral Letter. In fact, given the bishops’ injunction
(and my belief) that civilians are not an appropriate routine target, enemy
weapons should be targets and the system must be designed for the task.
And if the lives of Soviet citizens cannot be endangered for the sake of de-
terrence, then surely the U.S. government has a related moral obligation
to protect its own citizens from nuclear attack—through programs like the
civil defense measures I advocated [ . . . ] . (The clear moral imperative to
provide adequate protection for civilian populations is one of the issues
the Pastoral Letter delicately sidesteps.) “Damage limitation” can be
sought through a combination of offensive nuclear forces (e.g., the MX
ICBM, the Trident II submarine-launched ballistic missile) and strategic
active and passive defenses (e.g., ballistic missile defense, civil defense).
These are the very systems the bishops oppose (or at least fail to endorse),
and in doing so they create a significant contradiction in their position.
The destabilization effect, if any, might or might not be significant, but
might still be morally and politically acceptable as an unavoidable cost of
preparing for the possible failure of deterrence.
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[ . . . ] Most of the problems I have with the document stem from seem-
ingly uncritical acceptance of many currently popular (and seemingly
plausible) but largely emotional arguments. Because of its tremendous in-
fluence and prestige, the Church must be prepared to reconsider technical
and strategic judgments that are either unproven or clearly wrong, and to
defend as strongly as possible those moral canons on which there can be
no compromise. (The authors of the letter made a commendable effort to
do this by writing that “the application of moral principles does not have,
of course, the same force as the principles themselves and therefore allows
for different opinions.”) It would be immoral and unwise to jeopardize
our national security interests and the values of most of the world on the
basis of a strongly held but emotional evaluation of basically technical
and strategic issues. However sincere, the accuracy of these strategic
judgments is at best uncertain, at worst incorrect.

The Pastoral Letter seems to me to come too close to jeopardizing U.S.
and global interests. If it is intended as an enduring statement on war and
peace in a nuclear age, then the implications of war-fighting doctrines and
enhanced strategic defenses must be considered much more carefully and
objectively than the bishops have done so far. I am not suggesting that the
Church should take my judgments (or those of my colleagues) as author-
itative. I am suggesting only that many of these issues are more contro-
versial or uncertain than many of the assertions by the bishops would
seem to indicate. My views are almost certainly not wrong on any of the
issues raised here (I have carefully restricted my comments so that I can
make this remark quite responsibly), though others might not agree that
they are entirely right. I believe the bishops also must have a high level of
integrity in trying to arrive at defendable positions and must be prepared
to drop or qualify positions that are undefendable, however fashionable
they may be (particularly in liberal and leftist circles). The message of the
Church leaders must be valid and persuasive enough on its own merits to
impress even those outside the circle of “friends and relatives” in the
“peace” movements and other dovish or individuals and groups.

Assuming the intention of the bishops is not to preach to the converted,
they must offer more persuasive arguments to back up the moral validity
of their position, or they must be more guarded and limited in their strate-
gic and political judgments. For example, the letter’s argument that the
costs of the “arms race” divert resources that could be better spent on cur-
ing the world’s social and economic ills may be true, but the same could
be said for money spent on tobacco, liquor, space exploration, or anything
else. If we are to have a morally acceptable posture, it is most unlikely that
it will come for free; it is more likely that it will cost more: intellectually,
financially, and perhaps politically.
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I do not challenge the right or even the duty of the Church to take po-
sitions that are controversial in secular terms but well founded on reli-
gious terms. Accordingly, if the Pastoral Letter supports the concept of
“no first use” and “no targeting of civilians” (or, better, “no routine tar-
geting of civilians”) but recognizes the security value of deterrence,
then I think that the Church will be endorsing policies that are strategi-
cally as well as morally supportable, even if it might mean a more ex-
pensive and complex defense establishment for the United States and
its allies. A great opportunity to seize the moral high ground would be
lost if, in the long run, the bishops’ efforts came to be seen as just an-
other (misguided) commentary on the strategy and tactics of nuclear
war.

A LONG-RANGE ANTINUCLEAR POLICY

The position I have taken for many years on the moral aspects of nuclear
use (and nonuse) comes as close as any to putting nuclear arsenals into a
proper ethical context. The strategy and tactics of nuclear war become sec-
ondary (but still very important) concerns. The primary focus is on the ra-
tionale for maintaining a force of nuclear weapons: the only justification
for ownership is to deter, balance, or correct for the possession or use of
nuclear weapons by others.

“Deter, balance, or correct” is a very important phrase, and one I use of-
ten. The first word, of course, means to dissuade by terror, and in fact “de-
ter” might be changed to “dissuade” because we are interested in dis-
suading by any means that work, that are appropriate, and that will do
the least amount of evil. So in many cases we may choose methods of dis-
suasion that are not by terror (e.g., by confronting the enemy with the
fearful prospects of military defeat, revolution at home, or the “cost inef-
fectiveness” of his own attacks).

There are all kinds of subtle ways to use nuclear weapons. For example,
by advocating no first use the United States is also giving up the right to
threaten to use them in certain circumstances. We would, of course, still
need to have the capability to enforce the ban on no first use; for this, a
credible capability to initiate thermonuclear war would be required—a
concept many people would deplore. But whatever limited bargaining
power in crisis diplomacy may be lost by renouncing first use is regained
in the morality of our effort to limit the influence of nuclear weapons
(their actual and potential use) to as small a sphere as possible. We seek to
eliminate any fringe benefits of simple possession, especially by smaller
countries. But we have to have them, to “balance” the nuclear power of
others.
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By “correct” I mean that if somebody actually uses nuclear weapons,
then something has to be done. The most basic correction is retaliation de-
signed to make clear that an aggressor cannot get away with a violation
of the moral principal of no first use, then to limit and alleviate the dam-
age (to ourselves as well as to our opponents’ populace) through U.S. civil
defense, ballistic missile defense, air defense, and very careful and limited
(in many cases “limited” only in the sense of less than all-out) second use
of nuclear weapons against the aggressor. [ . . . ]

For the past twenty years I have been concerned with how best to re-
duce this potential for nuclear war. Certainly the instincts of the utopian
(Schell) and religious (bishops) antinuclear advocates are right; even the
revised “Establishment” position (Bundy et al.) comes much closer to the
mark than their positions two decades ago. But it was around that time
that I suggested a “long-range antinuclear policy” (with no first use at its
core), which I still believe (indeed, am more convinced than ever) consti-
tutes the only politically, morally, and militarily defensible nuclear policy
for the long run. Specifically, a nuclear policy should accomplish the fol-
lowing objectives:

1. It should make nuclear weapons be and seem to be virtually 
unusable—either politically or physically.

2. In particular, it should prevent nuclear intimidation (except for the
threats needed to preserve nuclear deterrence).

3. It should decrease the prestige associated with owning nuclear
weapons (perhaps by limiting proliferation to regional military or-
ganizations whose purpose would be to provide for a nonnational
tit-for-tat retaliation, or by a more or less explicit U.S. or Soviet tal-
ionic guarantee to various nonnuclear areas).

4. It should limit proliferation without necessarily freezing the nuclear
status quo (nations should not be put into an unnecessarily vulnera-
ble security position).

5. If nuclear weapons are used, it should limit the damage that is
done—it should not rely on deterrence working perfectly (an explicit
policy of proportionate retaliation, or lex talionis, would impose in-
trawar limits on escalation, while strategic defenses would provide
an important degree of direct protection against attack).

6. It should be competent (i.e., resilient and flexible enough) to with-
stand crises, small and even large conventional wars, and even some
nuclear breaches and violations.

7. It should be responsive to national interests, sentiments, and doc-
trines, and should be negotiable.

8. It should improve current international standards, but should not re-
quire thoroughgoing reform (a responsible nuclear policy is not a
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moral mission to redeem mankind, but a program to reduce the risks
and costs of war among nation-states).

9. It should be potentially permanent (i.e., not designed as a transitional
arrangement) and yet be flexible enough to constitute a hedge against
events and opportunities in both negotiation and operation—it
should allow for major or basic developments and changes.

Some of these objectives may appear to be almost as utopian as those
Schell-like visions I have rejected as unrealistic and unrealizable. But in
fact, most of them should not present insurmountable obstacles, and if
such arrangements are successful, they could limit the further spread of
nuclear weapons and increase the credibility of a talionic response to a
nuclear provocation—and therefore the deterrence of provocation. Alter-
natively, if deterrence failed and weapons were used, the result would not
inevitably be Armageddon but would be limited to whatever destruction
was entailed in the tit-for-tat exchange. After that, there would presum-
ably be a return to some previous status quo.

The objective of proportionate retaliation is to bring the violence to a
rapid conclusion and to create precedents that prevent recurrence; it is not
to determine who was “right” or to consider other abstract points of law.
(In this sense, the talionic rule is conceptually akin to the role of many UN
peacekeeping operations.) As has been true for lex talionis arrangements
from the most primitive cultures on, their primary objective is to restore
equilibrium.

And yet there are certain objections that can be made to the basic tit-for-
tat doctrine. For example, the idea of “an eye for an eye” might be mani-
festly unjust when it actually means “a city for a city,” and when the city
attacked in retaliation is inhabited by persons with no special responsi-
bility for the initial nuclear attack. Serious ethical and political questions
are raised, which depend in part upon empirical, analytical, and technical
considerations, such as what response is proportionate or whether a tal-
ionic doctrine would be more unjust or unstable than alternative doc-
trines. The injustice and other defects of inflexible tit for tat must be com-
pared with the possible infeasibility, risk, or even immorality of some
counterforce or massive city attacks, and other more or less flexible, am-
biguous, or unpredictable doctrines, as well as the possible consequences
of not retaliating at all or not retaliating in a manner that deters further at-
tack. None of these questions can be answered simply or dogmatically. In
any case, some allowance might be made for responsible authorities to
avoid at least the most rigid kind of city-for-city retaliation.

To prevent misinterpretation of an intended tit-for-tat response, slight
underescalation might be advisable. Furthermore, within the limits of
technical capabilities and political circumstances, it might be advisable to
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select on an ad hoc basis a different kind of target in retaliation—say, an
isolated military installation for a city—or indeed, in certain special cir-
cumstances, to use nonnuclear means to enforce the lesson that nuclear
weapons are not to be used.1 In practice the lex talionis need not be ab-
solutely inflexible in order to be effective; the doctrine of “justifiable
reprisal,” often invoked in the nineteenth century, offers better analogies
than does the literal practice of eye-for-an-eye retaliation among some
primitive peoples.

This long-term antinuclear policy would build upon the common re-
vulsion at the thought of using nuclear weapons. For example, “imperial-
ism” and “racism” were operative and even acceptable theories several
decades ago, but they are now “out.” I believe it is not impossible that
sometime in the next few decades the illegitimate possession of nuclear
weapons (i.e., possession other than to deter, balance, or correct for their
use by others) will seem equally reprehensible. Antinuclear sentiment
will flourish (but not as it does today in an emotional, partisan, or coun-
terproductive manner). Creation of a durable antinuclear taboo requires
the joining of the popular psychological and moral abhorrence of nuclear
weapons with the policies outlined above. People must be not only op-
posed to nuclear war, but ready to foreclose the possibilities for nuclear
intimidation and to correct for nuclear use. Otherwise, the widespread
fear of nuclear war will be manipulated by parties not sharing the taboo
to forestall opposition to military aggression. Without tying antinuclear
sentiment to a sound long-term antinuclear policy, there is a risk that a na-
tion that legitimately had to resort to nuclear weapons for its self-defense
might become a pariah.

No scheme can completely assuage the multifarious fears that arise as
a consequence of the existence of nuclear weapons; for even in the case of
total disarmament, fears will remain that the weapons might again come
into existence or that disarmament was not complete. Nor will any
scheme completely eliminate nuclear weapons from the calculations of
statesmen, and in fact, it might be undesirable to try to go that far. The
major, perhaps sole legitimate function of nuclear weapons should be to
deter—to answer the threat or use of nuclear weapons. Aside from this
the world should psychologically be relatively close to a situation in
which nuclear weapons did not exist.

The reason for the emphasis on the word “relatively” may need clarifi-
cation. A widespread belief that the world was completely nonnuclear
would clearly result in some undesirable effects. For example, nations to-
day are very careful in nonnuclear confrontations simply because they
fear escalation to nuclear weapons (or the procuring of nuclear weapon
systems by their opponents). These inhibiting fears have some desirable
consequences. But we may be able to eat our cake and have it too. Such
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fears of nuclear escalation or production will still exist despite measures
that successfully limit proliferation and reduce the likelihood of the use of
nuclear weapons.

A declaration of no first use (as part of a long-term antinuclear policy)
is not a panacea, nor is total trust in religious credos, nor is an underlying
faith in the ultimate goodness and rationality of mankind. Spiritual and
moral values certainly inform practical and secular ones, but they cannot
substitute for them. Even the most devout and pious practitioners have to
live in the real world, and almost all religions accept the basic notion that
the Lord helps those who help themselves. In terms of seizing the moral,
political and strategic high ground, this means that a nation, in addition
to relying on God’s good will and aid, is entitled to use force in defense of
the lives, property, and values of its citizens if it is attacked. In fact, we
would argue that anything less would be immoral and irresponsible be-
havior.

NOTE

1. Even in the event cities were to be destroyed under the talionic rule, precau-
tions could be taken to lessen the human suffering by a significant degree. For ex-
ample, evacuation of the targeted cities could be permitted prior to their attack.
(In some conceivable conflicts, enraged survivors in the aggressor nation might at-
tempt to overthrow the regime that had caused them such tremendous hardship.
The prospect of this kind of internal disorder could be a more powerful deterrent
threat to the regime than that of counter population retribution.)
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Excluding great religious events, there are two great watersheds of civ-
ilized history. The first was the agricultural revolution that started in

the fertile crescent of the Middle East some ten thousand years ago and
took about eight thousand years to spread around the world. The second
was the Industrial Revolution. It can be argued that the first watershed,
the agricultural revolution, created civilization—civic culture. It created a
relatively high standard of living for elites and made possible the survival
of many more people. However, it did not greatly change the standard of
living of the world’s masses. No agriculturally based society ever
dropped much below the equivalent of $100 GNP per capita or exceeded
the equivalent of $500 per capita for any lengthy period.1

It was not until the Industrial Revolution began in Holland and Eng-
land about two hundred years ago that a sustained growth occurred in
the average level of income. Since then, the average income of about two-
thirds of the population of the earth has increased by factors of from five
to twenty. We suggest below that by the end of what we call the Great
Transition, average world per capita income will increase from current
levels by a factor of about ten. This change and all that is associated with
it will alter the basic character of world civilization.2

The Great Transition, which includes the Industrial Revolution, encom-
passes roughly the last two hundred years and the next two hundred years.
Many of its aspects are not spread evenly over the entire four-hundred-year
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period; rather, they are mostly contained within the second half of the
twentieth century—“the half century of rapid and worldwide transition.”
This period is so dramatic and so startling that we may usefully think of
it as almost by itself encompassing the historical watershed we have
called the Great Transition. Earlier and later periods of the Great Transi-
tion can be seen respectively as a sort of takeoff or preparatory period and
an aftermath or consolidation period.

For almost ten millennia the total number of people in the world oscil-
lated between 10 and 500 million, with a very slowly increasing long-term
trend (less than 0.1 percent per year). Around the seventeenth century
A.D. there was a dramatic increase in the rate of population growth,
which became almost explosively rapid (about 1 percent) in the middle of
the second half of the twentieth century. The rate probably peaked in the
early 1970s at below 2 percent. It will almost certainly stay over 1 percent
for the rest of the century. Most demographers believe that the rate will
decline quite rapidly, dropping even faster than it rose until it reaches a
fairly slow pace (a fraction of a percent) in another century or so. Barring
some great change, world population eventually will again become rela-
tively static.

One of the other dramatic events in the half century of rapid worldwide
transition was the introduction of nuclear armaments and other weapons
of mass destruction. While it is probably not yet true that all human life
could be destroyed by a large nuclear war, this capability may be ap-
proaching and clearly illustrates the potential consequences of bad luck or
bad management. As additional inherently dangerous technologies be-
come developed, such potentialities seem likely to increase.

On the positive side, the scientific innovations in computers, communi-
cations, and other technological areas are equally or more significant.
Some single out the spectacular feat of space satellites and vehicles ex-
ploring the solar system—of human beings and their artifacts leaving the
world’s surface—as a truly dramatic new kind of event. Others stress the
emergence of a true world economic and intellectual ecumene and uni-
versalization of the Industrial Revolution. A quite different perception
puts the primary emphasis not so much on the transition but on the emer-
gence of physical or social limits to growth and the consequent transfor-
mation to a “sustainable world economy”—however this may be defined.

To some degree, we are entering virgin territory. We are discussing a
process affecting the dynamics of an industrial culture that in many re-
spects is unprecedented in history. Fortunately, we believe that there is
more continuity than discontinuity. If true, this improves our ability to
understand these trends. We disagree with those who argue that useful
comprehension requires a major breakthrough in sociological or anthro-
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pological theory or in philosophy or religion. We are not attempting such
a breakthrough.

Teilhard de Chardin, William Thompson, Charles Reich, Marshall
McLuhan, Willis Harmon, François Revel, Abraham Maslow, and Jonas
Salk, among others, believe that a mystical or spiritual transformation is
associated with this half century, and is driving the trends and forces. We
do not accept the concept of a mystical or spiritual transformation as the
driving force, but we do agree that something exciting is happening.
Nineteen fifty to two thousand is surely not just another half century in hu-
manity’s long history. During this half century the world should go from al-
most 2.5 billion people to about 6 billion; from about $2 trillion of gross
world product to $15 trillion to $20 trillion; from mostly poor to mostly
middle income or rich; from mostly rural to mostly urban; from mostly
preindustrial and illiterate to mostly industrial and literate; from mostly ill-
fed, ill-housed, ill-clothed, and short-lived to mostly well-fed, well-housed,
well-clothed, and long-lived.

The picture that has just been presented is one of relatively smooth de-
velopment, the reaching of a goal, and roughly speaking, staying with
that goal for the rest of history. This is most implausible because history
is not likely to be like that for one, much less for many, millennia. History
always shows change: rise and fall; reformation and counter-reformation;
disruption and reconstitution; decline and renaissance; extension and
diminution; other internal or external contradictions; or mutations caus-
ing conflict and change, defeat or victory. We do not dwell on such possi-
bilities, though, for they are not relevant to our three immediate concerns:
to present images of the next few centuries that reflect current and emerg-
ing trends, to analyze the present and the next decade or two, and to prof-
fer some prescriptions for today.

One of our most important aims is to study some of the discontinuities
within the continuities, and vice versa. We tend to emphasize continuities
more than discontinuities because we believe that history is relatively
continuous, that institutions and other social constructs are grown rather
than created overnight, and that almost every aspect of tomorrow’s soci-
ety will have historical roots. If we slightly overemphasize the continu-
ities, we offer a useful balance to the prolific literature that rejects and ig-
nores the historical past to argue for a pervasive and sharp break—a
viewpoint we consider almost totally unjustified.

In much the same way that the agricultural revolution spread around
the world, the Industrial Revolution is also spreading and causing per-
manent changes in the quality and characteristics of human life. Instead
of taking eight thousand years, however, this second diffusion is pro-
gressing with incredible speed and will probably be largely completed by
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the end of this century. Two more centuries should see almost all coun-
tries become postindustrial—or at least attain or pass the level of the cur-
rent Advanced Capitalist nations.

THE GREAT TRANSITION

Images of the long-run future will hold true only if other things are more
or less equal. If basic assumptions change, projects may have to change
accordingly. But even if the images do not turn out to be valid, they can
still be realistic—that is, providing a reasonable picture of the basic trends
of our time. Thus, such images may still be useful as a context for short-
range planning. The age-old question: “When will this accelerated eco-
nomic and population growth end, and how?” often dominates discus-
sion of longer-range planning. People have asked this since the beginning
of the Industrial Revolution, with virtually all observers agreeing that
such rapid expansion could not continue indefinitely; the high growth
rates of the Industrial Revolution must represent a transitional period in
history. However, there has been no agreement about when or how the
transition will end, or where it will lead.

There have always been some people who expected the end would be
disastrous. Until recent years this was a distinctly minority opinion, only
occasionally in vogue. An increasing number of people—especially
among literate and academic elites—has come to believe that rapid expo-
nential growth may be humanity’s greatest tragedy rather than its great-
est triumph; that human beings are on the verge of a catastrophic collision
with reality. Our view of the likely future is very different.

To characterize the economic changes that seem likely, we distinguish
among primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary kinds of economic and
quasi-economic activities. Primary activities are extractive—principally
agriculture, mining, forestry, and fishing. A preindustrial society focuses
on these activities. Basically, the society is organized to “play games with
and against nature.”3 Before the Industrial Revolution, for every person
who lived in a city, perhaps twenty people labored elsewhere, supporting
the city dwellers by pursuing primary activities.

The principal secondary activities are construction and manufacturing.
The corresponding society is organized mostly to “play games with and
against materials.” The culture is primarily urban, characterized in our
time by the nation-state and by a relatively sharp distinction between the
city and the countryside.

Tertiary activities are services to primary, secondary, or other tertiary
activities emphasized in an emerging post-industrial economy. These are
services to society; hence the term service economy. Such services include
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transportation, communications, insurance, finance, management, engi-
neering, merchandising, aesthetic design, advertising, many governmen-
tal activities, and much education and training. In emerging postindus-
trial societies, even those engaged in primary and secondary activities
find themselves closer to white collar tertiary activities than to the tradi-
tional primary and secondary blue collar interactions with and against
nature or materials. The society is organized to “play games with and
against organizations.” It is characterized by organizational and profes-
sional pluralism, particularly in the distribution of power and prestige
and is probably more suburban than urban. Its business activities may be
dominated more by transnational corporations than by purely national
corporations or indigenous individual proprietorships. The emphasis is
on the “knowledge” industries and the growth of bureaucratic and intel-
lectual elites.

Early in the twenty-first century, a partial transition to a different kind
of service economy should occur, at least in what we call the Advanced
Capitalist countries. This is what we call a quaternary or true postindus-
trial economy—a tentative concept subject to many caveats. Basically, it
holds that primary, secondary, and tertiary activities will eventually con-
stitute only a small part of human endeavors. The strictly economic tasks
of furnishing the material and commercial needs and mechanical services
of a society will require fewer and fewer people. At the limit, these tasks
will be carried out largely by highly automated equipment and complex
computers. The small professional group needed to operate the equip-
ment may not, despite its seeming critical importance, be the elite of their
society just as farmers, even big landholders, are not a very special elite in
today’s society. As the average income and welfare benefits increase, low-
level service jobs will disappear, become high-level jobs, or become com-
pletely or partially voluntary. For example, full-time maids have already
almost disappeared in the Advanced Capitalist countries.

Such high-level personal service roles as teacher, psychiatrist, doctor,
author, priest, and public entertainer will increase. Both consumers and
producers will pursue these activities for their own sakes—that is, for rel-
atively noneconomic or personal reasons and not because they contribute
to the performance of primary or secondary activities. Much basic re-
search would be included in this category. Means as well as ends will be
evaluated in terms of their wider social, personal, and cultural implica-
tions, rather than by narrow cost-benefit calculations. An activity will be
judged as much by what kind of people it produces and how it affects the
individual and the community as by narrow profit and loss calculations.
Economic and technical efficiency will be deemphasized in favor of con-
cepts of the good and the beautiful according to cultural and personal cri-
teria. Such a society can be characterized as playing games “with and
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against people, with and against communities, and perhaps with and
against oneself.” Indeed, the use of the word game will probably become
less metaphoric and more literal.

This image of postindustrial society is not idiosyncratic. Many great
thinkers speculating on what the Great Transition of the Industrial Revo-
lution would bring have envisioned similar outcomes. Karl Marx’s vision
is probably the most renowned of these scenarios. Marx believed, as we
do, that the Industrial Revolution would usher humanity into a new era.
Although Marx first thought that only a violent revolution would remove
the capitalists, he believed that the era after their demise would be far bet-
ter than the past and that the ordinary human being would reach new
heights surpassing those achieved by the elites in fifth-century-B.C.
Athens or during the Italian Renaissance. Marx foresaw a society in the
distant future where “nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but
each can become accomplished in any branch he wishes, [where] society
regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for me to do
one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the
afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have a
mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd, or critic.” J. M.
Keynes put forth remarkably similar images of a rapid Great Transition to
a quaternary society in an essay published in 1930. Keynes clearly foresaw
a better world where the values and priorities of the capitalist system
would ultimately be rejected, and where humanity would be free to pur-
sue nobler goals.

In contrast with Marx and Keynes, our scenario does not anticipate a
future utopia. We are skeptical or agnostic about this. Indeed, the world
of one or two hundred years from now may not be a very happy place—
at least by present standards. Instead of harmony, the future might be
plagued by disorder and unrest or subjected to regimentation. The visions
of both 1984 and Brave New World seem genuine possibilities, even if not
inevitable or even likely.

A century from now, much relative poverty and perhaps even major
pockets of absolute poverty will probably still persist. The arithmetic (but
probably not geometric) gap between the richest 10 percent and the poor-
est 10 percent of the world’s people will almost certainly be greater than
today. But unless the future is marred by a major nuclear war or other dis-
aster, almost all of humanity will be materially better off. The traditional
grinding absolute poverty, famine, pestilence, disease and incapacity, il-
literacy, and backbreaking toil, all of which have been humanity’s lot
throughout history, should be almost gone, and with luck for once and for
all. What the majority of people will do in such a world is an open ques-
tion and may be a serious problem.
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The opportunities for both good and evil will be enormous. If all goes
well, the centuries to come could well be when humanity’s true history be-
gins. If, as seems reasonable, technology continues to advance and wealth
accumulates and spreads throughout the world, the global society might
eventually become largely posteconomic as well as postindustrial. There
is no intrinsic reason why consumer goods, such as the twenty-second-
century equivalents of houses, automobiles, and television sets, should
not become almost infinitely durable. Very likely, rapid obsolescence or
deterioration of many products would no longer occur. Industry’s tasks
would be limited to gradual replacement. Overall production might sub-
stantially decline as the world’s people became satisfied with the existing
stock of physical goods. And given the probable high level of automation,
the workers required to maintain the stock might be only a small per-
centage of the world’s population. Business, as we know it, might even
disappear. (In a way this is exactly the social system or society which
many in the New Class believe is coming, but at a much higher level of
affluence and technology than they envisage. Our major quarrel with
their vision is with its premature quality rather than with its contents.) If
these visions materialize, the quaternary culture would be strongly remi-
niscent of many aspects of the richer and more stable preindustrial cul-
tures that included many of these “mundane” activities: Reading, writing,
painting, acting, composing, musicianship, arts and crafts—done for their
own sake or as a part of a larger context. Tourism, games, contests, ritu-
als, exhibitions, and performances. Gourmet cooking and eating, an aris-
tocratic and formal style of life, Epicurean and family values (including
visiting, entertaining, and “togetherness”). [ . . . ]

There could also be activities of a sort usually judged as more signifi-
cant, or at least less private than those listed above: Public works and
public projects—some done more for propaganda, morale, interest,
amusement, ceremonial, or ritualistic reasons than for “cost-effective”
economic or research objectives [ . . . ] openly ceremonial, ritualistic, and
aesthetic activities [ . . . ] evoking of images or feelings of splendor, pride,
pomp, awe, and communal, ethnic, religious, or national unity or identity;
oneness with nature and the universe, and various “explorations in inner
space” or other forms of emotional or spiritual self-fulfillment, the cre-
ation of taboos, totems, demanding religions, traditions, and customs; ar-
bitrary pressures, constraints, and demands; moral and social equivalents
of war; some other pressures and risks, including those involved with
some of the more bizarre forms of “discretionary behavior” and the “test-
ing” of one’s abilities and limitations.

Finally, the concept of quaternary culture includes mystical and “inner
space” activities. Many writers on this subject assign a much higher role
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to these activities than we do, although we concede that they may be sig-
nificant and perhaps even dominating. This quaternary culture is already
emerging in many Advanced Capitalist nations, largely among what we
will call the New Class. In fact, one way of defining the New Class is as
people who have mostly upper-middle class backgrounds and who have
been raised in or live a more or less quaternary culture or in the more an-
alytical, aesthetic, symbolic, or intellectual parts of the tertiary sector. One
of our major themes will be the social, intellectual, and cultural difficul-
ties that the largely New Class quaternary culture will have in dealing
with the more mundane and practical aspects of the world.

Some people may feel that this future quaternary economy is in some
sense unreal—a bit like a play-world or a play-acting world. We do not
deny this observation and emphasize that it may be very difficult to think
of certain traditional issues seriously in this kind of quaternary economy.
There may indeed be a lack of contact with traditional reality, which
nonetheless may remain important, if only latently.

This transition would mark the completion of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, the second great watershed of human history. Still more distant so-
cieties will probably consider these centuries of industrialization to have
marked humanity’s journey from a world that was basically inhospitable
to its few dwellers to one that was fully commanded and presumably en-
joyed by its multitudes.

If we place ourselves in the year 5000 or so and look backward, we
might recognize three stages separated by two narrow, almost instanta-
neous, periods of transition. The first stage is the period before 8000 B.C.
of hunting bands and tribes. We might shorten the process we call mod-
ernization or the Great Transition—that is, from 1800 to 2200—into a sin-
gle line at about the year 2000. From this perspective, that 400-year period
might be seen as almost instantaneous termination of the so-called civi-
lized era and the creation of something new. After all, the agricultural rev-
olution is usually seen in a similar way, even though in fact it took thou-
sands of years to spread around the world.

We do not have a good idea of what we mean by postindustrial. The
term itself is negative, describing what will not be rather than what will
be. There are, many other possible terms. Postcivilized implies that our
ideas of civilization have thus far been largely determined by traditional
society, but they will no longer hold. Posteconomic implies that the be-
havior of most human beings most of the time will not be simply deter-
mined by cost-effectiveness. For example, even today, whether an affluent
American travels three hundred miles or three thousand miles to a vaca-
tion spot may not be much affected, much less determined by the distance
or airfare. For all practical purposes, the person thinks of the two dis-
tances as about the same. Similarly, future income will be so high and
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costs so low that most individuals will be indifferent to the prices of their
various options.

We do not know exactly what we mean by truly human and post-human,
but they seem like usefully provocative phrases. Faustian connotes mak-
ing a pact with the devil to gain power, wealth, and secular knowledge.
(In the legend the devil eventually claims Faust’s soul, but this need not
happen; in fact it does not happen in Goethe’s version.) Promethean is in-
tended to emphasize knowledge and progress; no pact with the devil 
is involved, though of course Prometheus was grossly punished for his
temerity in giving fire to humans by being bound to a rock and having his
liver eternally gnawed by a vulture. We do not claim to know much about
the long-term outlook for humanity, except that we believe it will proba-
bly be incredibly affluent by current standards and that the accompany-
ing technology can give the average individual capabilities that have pre-
viously been reserved for gods or magicians.

WHY MORE ECONOMIC GROWTH?

[ . . . ] We firmly believe that despite the arguments put forward by peo-
ple who would like to “stop the earth and get off,” it is simply impracti-
cal to do so. Propensity to change may not be inherent in human nature,
but it is firmly embedded in most contemporary cultures. People have al-
most everywhere become curious, future oriented, and dissatisfied with
their conditions. They want more material goods and covet higher status
and greater control of nature. Despite much propaganda to the contrary,
they believe, almost certainly correctly, that it is technologically and eco-
nomically possible for them to achieve these goals.

We are not arguing that humanity’s desires are open-ended. But the re-
wards of economic growth and advanced technology—however flawed
and problem-ridden—are not illusory. The social limits to growth are sim-
ply not, for the time being, likely to be as restrictive as much current dis-
cussion suggests. At least 90 percent of the world’s population reject such
arguments. As these people become more affluent and as their children
adopt new values, their opposition to growth may increase—why not? As
the world gets richer, the marginal utility of increased wealth will proba-
bly diminish.

Even if much better arguments were advanced in favor of social limits
to growth, most people are willing to take chances. It is probably a waste
of time to think ideologically about stopping progress (much less social
change) and foolish to regret that much of the physical environment and
many established institutions must change. Much may be protected or pre-
served, and many aesthetic, environmental, and conservationist values
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may be furthered and enhanced. Nonetheless, some basic and irrevocable
changes will occur. There will probably be many gradual changes in the di-
rection of less “creative destruction” and slower growth.

Serious discussion should start with some common sense, widely ac-
cepted assumptions about growth and change in order to waste less en-
ergy and time on utopian, ideological, or impractical issues. Eight of these
sensible assumptions are:

1. Modernization in one form or another is now both natural and 
inevitable—though the rate may vary enormously and there may be
hard core pockets of resistance. There is also much argument over
what modernization means. (Many do not accept our definition that
it is equivalent to participating in the Great Transition.)

2. Change always involves risk, pain, dislocation, and doubt. The ob-
jective should be to alleviate these symptoms rather than to elimi-
nate them. It is especially wrong to increase the amount of pain by
counterproductive digressions.

3. How change occurs is subject to some degree of intervention. Inter-
vention may not always be knowledgeable and may not always
achieve what it sets out to do, but it can be useful. It can also be coun-
terproductive.

4. Nothing can prevent further change—for good or evil. Therefore, it
is probably best to try to direct change toward the good or at least
the less evil. This assumes that even if we cannot always agree on a
long list of things we would like to have, we can usually agree on a
long list of things we would like to avoid.

5. Modernization no longer means Americanization—or even Western-
ization—though much can still be learned from the West, Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Mexico, and Brazil may be more
useful examples than some currently affluent countries. Each coun-
try will have to find its own way and will have to decide which
mountain it will choose to climb, by what road, and with how much
of the “old baggage and possessions” it wants to retain for senti-
mental or other reasons.

6. The trip will be much easier and safer if there is a relatively unified
commitment to the trip and its objective and if skilled guidance and
direction are available to help the travelers avoid becoming lost or
trapped.

7. While not all the experience, path breaking, and equipment of those
who have gone first is useful, much is and should be exploited.

8. It is simply untrue that there is no possibility of having an attractive,
human, high quality, affluent technological society.
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NOTES

1. All dollar figures are quoted in the equivalent of fixed 1978 U.S. dollars.
While this concept of a fixed United States dollar immutable over time and space
stretches both imagination and theory to the limit, we judge it to have enough
meaning and relevance to be useful. A 1978 dollar is 2⁄3 as valuable as a 1972 dollar
and 4⁄9 as valuable as a 1958 dollar. We note this since so much data appear in fixed
1972 or 1958 dollars.

2. We often refer to the very long-term future, the centuries or millennia ahead.
We do not pretend to predict these; usually, these statements about the very long-
term future simply show, looking at all current trends as well as we can, what we
conclude will happen if these trends continue indefinitely.

3. The term playing games with or against nature and other uses of game
metaphors emerge from the extensive literature of gaming, simulation, and role
playing. They should be thought of partly literally and partly metaphorically. The
idea is that the major roles of the individual in a primary society involve activities
that can be characterized as “interacting with and against nature” rather than, as
in the other cases, “with and against materials,” “with and against organizations,”
or “with and against communities.” The word game introduces the concept that
much as in a game, human economic activities are governed by many formal and
informal rules and customs, and that rational tactics and strategies can be impor-
tant in making more probable the achievement of desired goals. The inspiration
for this terminology (and of the term postindustrial) comes from the American so-
ciologist Daniel Bell. See Daniel Bell, The Coming of the Post-Industrial Society (New
York: Basic Books, 1973). Some readers may be offended at our applying such a
seemingly trivial word as game to the long record of human heroism and disaster.
As noted above, the word game is not intended to detract from the seriousness or
significance of the activities, but rather to relate them to the large and complex
body of formalistic rules that govern human behavior and to the complex inter-
play of means and ends in purposive human actions. For a classic discussion of
the role of play and games in human societies, see Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play
Element in Culture by Johan Huizinga (London: Routledge, Kegan Paul, 1949). As
we mention later, it is only in the quaternary society that the word game is likely
to apply literally.
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THE CURRENT HOSTILITY TO ECONOMIC GROWTH

[ . . . ] After an excessively optimistic phase early in the post–World War
II period, the intellectual climate surrounding the concept of moderniza-
tion through economic and technological advancement has, until recently,
tended to be excessively pessimistic. To the extent that the very legitimacy
of the goal of development is now called into question, this negative cli-
mate has been strongly reinforced. It is a climate that can have pervasive,
if often subtle, destructive effects. Belief in the ultimate desirability of eco-
nomic development and technological advancement is a powerful force
for constructive efforts, especially for obtaining foreign and domestic po-
litical and moral support. Conversely, the belief that modernization is
harmful, illegitimate, or largely a failure erodes national as well as inter-
national development efforts and undermines foreign aid programs de-
signed to encourage, extend, and protect development. It also under-
mines the willingness to tolerate some of the bad effects of modernization
for the good it produces.

These doubts and concerns, intensified by a new focus on pollution and
quality of life issues, do not spring from failure or disasters in recent
years. In fact, much of the disappointment and disillusionment comes
from success. By its nature, success may create, reveal, or exacerbate many
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problems. Good results are taken for granted, while bad results are
judged intolerable. We have compared many of the costs of development
with its benefits and are prepared to justify our support for what we call
modernization. We are convinced that economic development, industrial-
ization, and the application and use of intermediate and advanced tech-
nology will—by and large and under current conditions—be judged de-
sirable by our culture and by most other cultures. Moreover, we believe
that one need not share our enthusiasm for many of the things we advo-
cate to recognize them as the preferred options at present. This does not
imply that we are confident that the worldwide movement toward mod-
ernization must turn out well—only that it is a good gamble.

All consequences of modernization and progress will be neither wildly
successful nor universally desirable. Even if they are beneficent in the
medium run, the question of their capacities for good and evil over the
long run still remains open. Despite these concerns, we give little cre-
dence to the negative attitudes toward economic growth so prevalent in
recent years. Many of these activities are excessive, elitist, romantic, self-
serving, or based on false information or absurd theories.

Indeed, self-interest and self-indulgence—especially the narrow biases
and interests displayed by many upper and upper-middle class people in
affluent countries—have dominated recent discussions of economic and
social problems to a degree that is seldom acknowledged. Three sub-
groups comprising what we call the Anti-Growth Triad. Listed in order of
increasing importance to our concerns, they are: (1) affluent radicals and
reformers; (2) Thorstein Veblen’s “leisure class”; and (3) a subgroup of 
upper-middle class intellectuals we refer to as neo-liberal members of the
New Class.

Members of the Anti-Growth Triad have typically enjoyed the benefits
of economic growth and modernization since their childhood, but as
adults they are now disillusioned with further growth for reasons that run
the gamut from admirable to unreasonable to selfish. They try to discour-
age others from gaining what they have enjoyed and now disdain. Some
of their points, such as possible misuses of affluence and advanced tech-
nology, are valid; others are gratuitous or just wrong. Mostly, the Anti-
Growth Triad seems likely to create diversions that greatly increase the
costs and difficulties for the upwardly mobile but that are unlikely to
change the basic trend of the world as a whole.

[ . . . ] Some observers have suggested that, since both the advocates
of early or forced limits to growth and we believe in some limits, our
debate is purely technical and the differences in our viewpoints hold
little interest for the general public. Actually, the differences are funda-
mental.
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The common concern that dangerous mistakes can result from rapid
growth is definitely justified. The following table summarizes some pros
and cons of economic and technological growth. As the economic and
technological scale and pace of development have increased, the likeli-
hood has also increased that major dangers can arise too suddenly to be
dealt with in time to avoid disasters. Rapid growth may increase the pos-
sibility of serious imbalances but it can also create situations that make it
easier to deal with such imbalances. Industrial pollution, for example,
reached high levels in some developed countries, but these countries have
been able to use their resources and technological capabilities to avert dis-
asters, if not all serious problems, by dramatically reducing the rate of
pollution while there was still time.
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Some Pros and Cons of Economic and 
Technological Growth

Basic Argument: Affluence and technology are good things, both as ends and
means.

Basic Caveat: But not always and not everywhere—there are many bad as-
pects (e.g., often excessively encourages materialistic values).

Basic Argument: In any case, economic wealth and technical capability pro-
vide security and insurance1—and can be essential to survival.

Basic Caveat: May also create excessive dependence on wealth and 
technology—can make life too easy and unchallenging, in any case not re-
ally essential unless competing in material terms with an “advanced” cul-
ture (either militarily or commercially).

Basic Argument: Provides a base for power and influence.
Basic Caveat: To do bad as well as good—creates a need for more power and

influence, can also lead to arrogance, carelessness, and callousness.
Basic Argument: Gaps help make the poor rich.
Basic Caveat: But not all of them, may damage their self-respect and status,

seduce them into giving up more than they gain, and lead to feelings of in-
justice, envy, guilt, and contempt.

Basic Argument: Rapid growth facilitates the Great Transition and early
achievement of affluence.

Basic Caveat: But can also be excessively destructive of existing values and
assets and may even help precipitate the kind of disaster one is trying to in-
sure against.

Basic Argument: Growth facilitates adaptation to change and fulfillment of
economic aspirations.

Basic Caveat: But it causes too rapid change and arouses excessive economic
and other aspirations.



The necessity for dealing with these kinds of problems has been widely
recognized. Regulatory agencies have tightened their requirements, in
some cases excessively. Effective programs to protect the environment
have already been institutionalized in North America, Japan, Australia,
and northwestern Europe. In the years to come, almost all highly indus-
trialized nations are likely to have much less pollution than they now
have, despite the widespread impression that these problems are getting
worse. Pressures for high standards must be maintained, but here as else-
where overly zealous crusaders have sometimes done more harm than
good. This is a learning process automatically involving much wasted
motion and inefficiency, unfortunately tragically excessive at times. One
reason for such excesses in coping with pollution is that many people are
upset about dangers that are either exaggerated or already handled satis-
factorily.

While the danger of mistakes, imbalances, and major new problems
(many as yet unperceived) can be overstated, it should not be dis-
missed. The danger is serious enough to justify more effective study,
planning, and research, including greater efforts to establish safe-
guards. However, we do not believe that the danger can be avoided or
even significantly reduced by misguided attempts to mandate a lower
rate of economic growth across the board. The most sensible opponents
of growth call for caution. They say, “Why take a chance?” or “Why not
stop growth, at least in the developed world, until we are more sure of
the consequences?” This position may seem reasonable enough, but
generally it is motivated by a distaste for an ever-wealthier world.
Many upper and upper-middle class people correctly perceive that
while growth was helpful to them at one time, it now often hurts their
personal and class interests.

Most lower income people in the developed world have their basic 
material needs satisfied (often through welfare programs), while many 
upper income people are satiated by a vast variety of material goods. The
result is that an emotional appeal for a simpler and less materialistic way
of life is gaining favor among many of the affluent, and the middle class
is increasingly losing its motivation to strive for further economic gains.
Few lower income people take this position; nor do most relatively
wealthy people agree—at least not yet.

If opposition to growth were primarily a genuine appeal to caution,
it could help reduce pollution and waste of resources and stimulate
greater care in innovation and expansion. Unfortunately, however,
when they are not pushing some narrow class or personal position,
most opponents of growth often are excessively eager either to main-
tain the status quo or to “junk” the entire world economic system—or
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sometimes, paradoxically, both. The typical limits to growth advocates
do not have a tenable middle ground position. If finite limits to growth
do exist (because of insufficient resources or excessive pollution), then
the proper focus for the world’s economy would be to curb growth to
bring about a sustainable steady-state economy as soon as possible.
Such a world would have to maintain an acceptable standard of living
more or less indefinitely. This would probably require a dramatic cut in
production and consumption levels in the developed world. It would
also mean much less willingness to protect uneconomic endangered
species, ecology, and the environment. Even a modified version of most
resource limit positions requires radical and immediate changes that
would not favor many of the shibboleths of “the environment” and
“the ecology.” No genuinely poor society would even consider putting
aside 100,000,000 acres in Alaska or otherwise worry about preserving
in perpetuity pristine wildernesses almost equal to France in area, a
proposal that almost passed the U.S. Congress in 1978 and that remains
very alive.

A fundamental tenet of modern Western culture until recently has
been that the secular trend of technological and industrial progress will
lead to better standards of living and a better quality of life for more
and more people. The anti-growth movement challenges this concept.
The idea of progress goes back about two or three hundred years and is
thus a relatively new idea in human affairs. There is no overwhelming
a priori reason to believe that it is necessarily correct. Still, the concept
became so firmly embedded in Western culture that as recently as the
mid-1960s, historians and social scientists believed that the commit-
ment to economic and technological progress was virtually unchal-
lengeable. After World War II the commitment was globally recognized
under the banner of the “revolution of rising expectations.” Few coun-
tries in the world have consciously and explicitly resisted economic
and technological progress as too destructive of old and valued institu-
tions and traditions.

The belief that progress is inevitable and generally beneficial has come
to be considered as a “natural” worldview. It is rarely regarded as an ar-
tificial philosophy or ideology, except by the limits-to-growth movement.
We agree with the historian Sidney Pollard that: The idea of progress is,
in this modern age, one of the most important ideas by which men live,
not least because most hold it unconsciously and therefore unquestion-
ably. It has been called the modern religion, and not unjustly so. Its char-
acter, its assumptions, have changed with time, and so has the influence
exerted by it, but at present it is riding high, affecting the social attitudes
and social actions of all of us.
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THE NATURE OF THE CHALLENGE

Challenges to the concept of progress are not new. What is new is the effec-
tiveness of today’s challenge and its broad support by the upper-middle
class and professional elites. These groups have an essentially modern
outlook, have benefited most from technology and industrialization, and
presumably understand and appreciate the modern industrial world. In
the past, challenges to modernity have come from romantics, reactionar-
ies, aristocrats, aesthetes, and various religious and ideological groups.
Many of these people, too, have jumped on the Club of Rome bandwagon.
However, the basic impetus for the campaign against economic growth
still comes from “modern,” “progressive,” and “enlightened” individuals
and groups with much greater than average education and affluence.

The various attacks on and negative prognoses about current capitalist
industrial cultures encompass many themes, old and new, most of which
have some validity. The list below gives a sense of the variety of perspec-
tives that the anti-growth movement draws upon to rationalize, exploit,
and promulgate its message.

Those who argue that the capitalist industrial culture is now historically
obsolete and is or soon will be due for the trash heap of history: Older
Marx, Lenin, old left generally; Younger Marx, Marcuse, Reich, Revel, new
left or humanist left generally; Keynes (effect of affluence via compound
interest); Schumpeter (the failure of success); Modern postindustrial for-
mulations (some views of the service economy and knowledge society,
Maslow/Reich self-actualizing society, our view of some possible quater-
nary cultures); Many macro-historicist prognoses (Spengler, Toynbee,
Sorokin, etc.). Some miscellaneous traditional critiques: Anti-bourgeois/
secular humanist criticism; Reformist-welfare/humanist/conservationist
groups; Heroic/religious critique; Technocratic/socialist/central planner
critique. Other more modern critiques: The Galbraithian institutionalization
analysis; Arguments and perspectives based on the liberal crisis; Moral de-
terioration possibility; “Future Shock” thesis; Zero growth/“anti-progress”/
pollution/ecology perspective.

For many people the anti-growth arguments prove the evils or im-
pending collapse of the capitalist and private enterprise way of life. Peo-
ple who already believe, for other reasons, that the current system is
wrong welcome supporting evidence from these new perspectives. Most
of the diverse limits-to-growth arguments provide what purports to be
“scientific evidence” for reforming our ways and reversing current
trends. The combination of many disparate points of view strengthens op-
position to growth. As a result, during the last decade the anti-growth
syndrome has become dominant among intellectuals and educated elites
all over the world, especially in the affluent countries [ . . . ]
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THE GAP BETWEEN THE RICH AND THE POOR

Unlike others who discuss the popular concept of the “widening gap” be-
tween the rich and the poor, we focus on the positive aspects of the gap.
The increasing disparity between average incomes in the richest and
poorest nations is usually seen as an unalloyed evil to be overcome as rap-
idly as possible through enlightened policies by the advanced nations and
international organizations. If this occurred because the poor were getting
poorer, we would agree, but when it occurs at all, it is almost always be-
cause the rich are getting richer. This is not necessarily a bad thing for the
poor, at least if they compare themselves with their own past or their own
present rather than with a mythical theoretical gap.

In contrast, we view this gap as a basic “engine” of growth. It generates
or supports most of the basic processes by which the poor are becoming
rich, or at least less poor. The great abundance of resources of the devel-
oped world—capital, management, technology, and large markets in
which to sell—makes possible the incredibly rapid progress of most of the
developing countries. Many of these poorer countries are also developing
relatively autonomous capabilities at an increasing rate.

Current attitudes toward the gap illustrate the worldview of many
modern liberals. The dramatic increase in the disparity of per capita in-
come between the wealthiest and poorest nations would have been a
cause for self-congratulation by the fortunate wealthy nations at an earlier
time in history—whether Roman, Greek, Chinese, or Indian. Indeed,
when the colonial powers expanded their dominion, their affluence was
largely accepted by all parties as a sign of their inherent superiority. To-
day, however, it is more a source of guilt than of pride for descendants of
those same high morale colonialists. Yet such guilt is even less justified to-
day than a hundred years ago.

It is still not widely understood that in light of eventual modernization
colonial rule was likely to produce more advantages than disadvantages.
Moreover, in much (but not all) of the Third World, the European expan-
sion was more just and humane than most previous conquests by ex-
panding cultures. Without condoning the evils of colonialism, one can
nonetheless say that conquest is not an international crime invented by
the European peoples. The poverty that exists in the Third World was not
caused by European colonization, nor can the current problems of the
poor nations be solved by fostering a sense of guilt in the rich nations. The
modern liberal view holds that an international system that perpetuates
inequalities among nations is morally unacceptable. This attitude is in-
delibly Western in origin and is most prevalent among citizens of what we
call the Atlantic Protestant culture area. The affluent minority of human-
ity has a genuine responsibility to aid the poor, but largesse dispensed 
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because of guilt is likely to produce counterproductive and self-righteous
expectations and attitudes in developing countries.

NOTE

1. By “insurance,” we include having economic and technological flexibility to
react to problems, whether caused by people or nature (e g., oil shock or climate
changes), toughness of the system, and capability to prevent, influence, correct, or
alleviate the impact of harmful events on oneself and others.
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There are two basic and totally different images (or models) of 
the earth-centered perspective, which we have labeled the neo-

Malthusian and the technology-and-growth positions. The first is a mod-
ern version of the analysis of the nineteenth-century English economist
Thomas Malthus, who argued that population would eventually grow
faster than food supply, thus implying that starvation would soon become
mankind’s perennial lot, at least for the poor.1 The opposite image stems
from the premise that in the next one hundred years material needs can
be met so easily in the currently developed world that the more advanced
nations will develop superindustrial and then postindustrial economies,
and that the rest of the world will soon follow. Obviously these two basic
images encompass a range of differing views and concepts, so to repre-
sent them fairly and without exaggeration, we have developed two de-
tailed views for each of the two models—one of which in each case is a
relatively extreme position, the other a moderate one. Thus, the neo-
Malthusian model includes the views of a strong neo-Malthusian and a
moderate neo-Malthusian (that is, a guarded pessimist); and for the con-
trasting model, we describe the positions taken by a moderate (or guarded
optimist) and an enthusiastic advocate of technology and economic
growth. Both of the moderate positions argue that we can expect serious
problems in energy shortfalls, resource scarcities and food distribution.

8
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Four Characteristic Views of
Two Basic Images of the

Earth-Centered Perspective

[Herman Kahn, Leon Martel, and William M. Brown, The Next 200 Years: A Scenario for
America and the World (New York: Morrow, 1976).]



Both also raise the real possibility of cataclysmic or irreversible environ-
mental damage. But both hold open the possibility (in one case barely and
in the other relatively clearly) that with technological progress, wise poli-
cies, competent management and good luck, mankind can deal with these
problems and survive into a future where, at the least, opportunity is not
foreclosed and disaster is not foreordained.

FOUR VIEWS OF THE EARTH-CENTERED PERSPECTIVE

1. Basic World Model

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Finite pie. Most global nonrenewable resources can be estimated accurately
enough (within a factor of 5) to demonstrate the reality of the running-out
phenomenon. Whatever amounts of these resources are consumed will
forever be denied to others. Current estimates show we will be running
out of many critical resources in the next fifty years. The existing remain-
der of the pie must be shared more fairly among the nations of the world
and between this generation and those to follow. Because the pie shrinks
over time, any economic growth that makes the rich richer can only make
the poor poorer.

B. Guarded Pessimist

Uncertain pie. The future supply and value of both old and new materi-
als are necessarily uncertain. Past projections of the future availability of
materials usually have been gross underestimates. One can concede this
could happen again, but current estimates seem relatively reliable. Cur-
rent exponential growth clearly risks an early exhaustion of some critical
materials. Prudence requires immediate conservation of remaining re-
sources. Excessive conservation poses small risks while excessive con-
sumption would be tragic.

C. Optimist

Growing pie. Past technological and economic progress suggests that in-
creasing current production is likely to increase further the potential for
greater production and that progress in one region encourages similar
developments everywhere. Thus as the rich get richer, the poor also ben-
efit. Higher consumption in the developed world tends to benefit all
countries. Excessive caution tends to maintain excessive poverty. Some
caution is necessary in selected areas, but both the “least risk” and the
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“best bet” paths require continued and rapid technological and eco-
nomic development.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Unlimited pie. The important resources are capital, technology and edu-
cated people. The greater these resources, the greater the potential for
even more. There is no persuasive evidence that any meaningful limits to
growth are in sight—or are desirable—except for population growth in
some LDCs. If any very long-term limits set by a “finite earth” really ex-
ist, they can be offset by the vast extraterrestrial resources and areas that
will become available soon. Man has always risen to the occasion and will
do so in the future despite dire predictions from the perennial doomsay-
ers who have always been scandalously wrong.

2. Technology and Capital

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Largely illusory or counterproductive. Proposed technological solutions
to problems of pollution or scarce resources are shortsighted illusions that
only compound the difficulties. Even on a moderate scale this approach
would only further deplete crucial resources while avoiding the real prob-
lems and prolonging the poverty of the LCDs. Any future economic de-
velopment should be restricted to the Third World and should include
some transfer of existing capital assets from the overdeveloped nations. A
completely new approach is needed for the long term.

B. Guarded Pessimist

Mostly diminishing returns. Generally, despite many exceptions, the fu-
ture will bring diminishing marginal returns from new investments, and
the effort required for economic gains will increase dramatically. The tech-
nology, capital equipment, and other efforts required to obtain minerals
and food in increasingly marginal situations will accelerate the approach-
ing exhaustion of many resources and substantially increase pollution and
shortages possibly to lethal levels. Until practical solutions to these prob-
lems have appeared, we must turn away from technology and investment.

C. Optimist

Required for progress. Despite some dangers, only new technology and
capital investment can increase production; protect and improve the
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environment; hold down the cost of energy, minerals and food; provide
economic surpluses with which to improve living standards in the LDCs;
and prepare prudently for any potential unexpected catastrophes. We
must be alert for problems resulting from adequately understood innova-
tions, inappropriate growth, and/or natural causes. However, we should
proceed with energy and confidence even while exercising great caution
and constantly reassessing future risks and benefits.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Solves almost all problems. Some current problems have resulted from
careless application of technology and investment, but none without a
remedy. It is not paradoxical that technology which caused problems can
also solve them—it only requires mankind’s attention and desire. There is
little doubt that sufficient land and resources exist for continuous progress
on earth. Most current problems are the result of too little technology and
capital, not too much. In any case man’s desire for expansion into new
frontiers will lead eventually to the colonization of the solar system and
effectively unlimited Lebensraum.

3. Management and Decision-Making

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Failure is almost certain. The complexities, rigidities, and ideological dif-
ferences among nations and their institutions—make it inconceivable that
present human organizations, even with computer assistance, could suf-
ficiently comprehend and effectively act to solve our most important
problems. A drastic redesign is needed to circumvent the thrust toward
bigness, to permit much more local and decentralized decision-making,
and to live and work on a manageable human scale. More emphasis is
needed on the community and regional level—much less on big business,
big government and big organization generally.

B. Guarded Pessimist

Likely failure. The rapidity of change, growing complexity, and increasing
conflicting interests make effective management of resources, control of
pollution, and resolution of social conflicts too difficult; some slowdown
and simplification of issues are imperative—even if they require drastic
actions. If we don’t reform voluntarily, more painful political and eco-
nomic changes may be imposed on us by the catastrophic events made in-
evitable by failure to act soon. (Note that there is a wide range of attitudes
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here toward central planning and local decision-making, but almost all of
them mistrust the current “unfree market.”)

C. Optimist

Moderately successful. Systematic internalization of current external costs
and normal economic mechanisms can make most private organizations
adequately responsive to most problems. A practical degree of public reg-
ulation and a low degree of international cooperation can handle the rest,
if somewhat awkwardly. Outstanding management is rare but usually not
essential as most institutions learn from experience—if often slowly and
painfully. (But good management can reduce the number and intensity of
painful experiences.) Except for wars, shocks as great as the oil shock and
other 1973–1974 experiences are rare, and yet existing systems reacted 
adequately—and survived.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Not a serious problem. We flatter ourselves that current issues are more
important and difficult than ever. Actually there is usually nothing very
special happening. Mankind always has faced difficult and dangerous
problems and poor solutions resulted in high costs. Sometimes there is
even a Darwinian selection—the successes surviving and the failures dis-
appearing. Progress has made the stakes today less dramatic. Modern
communication and information systems and sophisticated organization
provide a capability for rapid adjustments to reality whenever changes
are required and government interference is not counterproductive.

4. Resources

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Steady depletion. Mankind is steadily, and often rapidly, depleting the
earth’s potential resources for foods, fuels, and minerals, and over-
whelming its capability to absorb or recycle pollutants. Catastrophic re-
sults for some of these resources may be postponed until the twenty-first
century, but food, energy, and some minerals already appear to be criti-
cally short for the near term. All signs point to catastrophe for the
medium- and long-term future.

B. Guarded Pessimist

Continual difficulties. The basic problem of limited resources may be
insoluble, even when sufficient resources exist; politics, incompetent
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management, poor planning, and slow responses make effective solutions
difficult under conditions of exponentially increasing demand. Where re-
sources are becoming scarce and unrelenting demands for growth are
coupled with incompetence, intolerable pressures are generated and dis-
aster becomes probable. A more cautious approach to growth seems
clearly desirable.

C. Optimist

Generally sufficient. Given slow but steady technological and economic
progress and an ultimate world population below 30 billion, it should
be feasible to attain economic living standards markedly better than
current ones. With rapid progress and good management gener-
ally, even higher economic levels and an outstanding quality of life be-
come possible. Economic success enhances national capabilities to re-
solve specialized resource issues as they arise. However, the tendency
toward cartels coupled with political conflicts could create occasional
short-term problems in maintaining adequate supplies at reasonable
prices.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Economics and technology provide superb solutions. The earth is essen-
tially bountiful in all of the important resources. Sudden large price fluc-
tuations tend to be “self-correcting” within a few years although they can
be misinterpreted as basic shortages (as in 1973–1974). Near-term prices
are certainly important, but we have often lived with short-term prob-
lems. Trust in the economics of the market system, confidence in emerg-
ing technological solutions, and a little patience will remedy the current
resource issues just as they have in the past.

5. Current Growth

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Carcinogenic. Current population and economic production are akin to a
spreading cancer. They are already more than the earth can sustain in a
steady state. Future economic or population growth will hasten and in-
crease the magnitude of the future tragedy. The current demand for con-
tinued economic growth and the likelihood of a greatly increased world
population only imply a steady worsening of the present extremely dan-
gerous conditions.
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B. Guarded Pessimist

Large potential for disaster. Even if roughly current levels of production
could be indefinitely sustained, continued exponential growth in popula-
tion and production eventually must lead to exhausted resources and
hazardous pollution. Few positive human values would be served by con-
tinued mindless growth. We must learn that demand is not need. Unless
drastic voluntary reforms limit future growth, catastrophes stemming
from limited resources and high pollution levels are likely to make these
reforms mandatory before long.

C. Optimist

Probable transition to stability. Although current projections are uncer-
tain, social and cultural forces inherent in both developing and affluent
societies appear likely to limit the world population to about three times
the current level and average per capita production to about two or three
times the current U.S. level. There seems to be more than enough energy,
resources and space for most populations, assuming that a relatively
small number of people put forth the necessary efforts and others do not
interfere.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Desirable and healthy. No obvious limits are apparent. Even with cur-
rent technological potential, growth (except perhaps in a few of the
poorest nations) is and will be purely a matter of human choice, not of
natural limitations. Probabilities always exist, but solutions always
emerge—often as a result of the dynamism of growth. We do not know
man’s ultimate fate, but truly fantastic economic and technological ca-
pabilities are likely to be included as both a means and an end (e.g., they
probably include self-reproducing automation and space colonization in
the next century).

6. Innovation and Discovery

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

A trap. New discoveries of resources, new technologies and new projects
may postpone the immediate need for drastic actions, but not for long.
Such postponement will make eventual collapse earlier and more severe.
Prudence demands immediate restraint, cutbacks, and a basic change in
values and objectives. The time for short-run palliatives is past.
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B. Guarded Pessimist

Increasingly ineffective. The basic solution is to increasingly limit de-
mands, not to encourage a desperate search for new inventions that might
suffice temporarily but would exacerbate long-run problems by increas-
ing environmental damage and depletion of resources, while encouraging
current growth and deferring hard decisions. Although technological so-
lutions may buy some time, it has become increasingly important to use
this time constructively and avoid the undue economic expansion that
new discoveries encourage.

C. Optimist

Usually effective. New resources, new technology and economic growth
often produce new problems, but they still do solve current problems, im-
prove efficiency, and upgrade the quality of life. Also, they increase the
toughness and flexibility of the economy and society (i.e., provide insur-
ance against bad luck or incompetence). With good management, they
also can help to reduce population growth, conserve expensive minerals,
improve nutrition within the poorer countries, and generally improve fu-
ture prospects.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Mankind’s greatest hope. New and improving technologies (agronomy,
electronics, genetics, power generation and distribution, information pro-
cessing, etc.) aided by fortuitous discoveries (e.g., ocean nodules) further
man’s potential for solving current perceived problems and for creating
an affluent and exciting world. Man is now entering the most creative and
expansive period of his history. These trends will soon allow mankind to
become the “master” of the solar system.

7. Income Gaps and Poverty

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Destined to tragic conclusions. The major consequences of industrializa-
tion and economic growth have been to enrich the few while exploiting
and impoverishing the many. The gap between rich and poor as well as
the total misery in the world are at all-time highs—and growing. Mean-
while natural resources, the heritage of the poor countries, are being con-
sumed by the rich, thereby denying the poor any real hope for better liv-
ing conditions—even temporarily.
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B. Guarded Pessimist

Increasing and threatening. Income gaps have been increasing and may
lead to dangerous responses. A drastic decrease in income among the
poor may even be likely soon. Worldwide class warfare may emerge fol-
lowing a series of desperate political crises. These are not only possible
but may be imminent as a consequence of the gaps and the exploitation of
the mineral resources of the LDCs. A more equitable income distribution
has become a most urgent matter.

C. Optimist

Declining absolute poverty. Worldwide, the threat of absolute poverty
(i.e., possible large-scale famine) is likely soon to be forever abolished.
Some income gaps may increase during the next century, but some will
decrease. Generally, incomes of both rich and poor will increase. Both the
gaps and improving technology will tend to accelerate development in
poor countries. Attempts to force a rapid equalization of income would
guarantee only failure and tragic consequences.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

A misformulated problem. Western civilization required about two
hundred years to change from general poverty to general affluence. Be-
cause of their success and continuing advances in technology, many 
of the current LDCs will be able to make a similar transformation
within fifty years. All countries can be expected to become wealthy
within the next two hundred years. Any lesser scenario would be un-
reasonable or simply an expression of some exceedingly bad luck
and/or bad management. The gap is a false issue possibly conjured up
by neurotic guilt.

8. Industrial Development

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

A disaster. Further industrialization of the Third World would be disas-
trous and further growth of the developed world even worse. The rich na-
tions should halt industrial growth and share their present wealth with
the poor. The poor nations should husband their precious natural re-
sources, selling some of them only at prices much higher than those pre-
vailing today.
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B. Guarded Pessimist

A step backward. The LDCs should avoid the mistakes of the devel-
oped nations. They should instead seek smaller, more human and more
community-oriented enterprises appropriate to their needs. They would
be better off preserving their cultural, environmental, and ecological val-
ues than entering headlong into destructive polluting industrialization,
sacrificing thereby both their current values and any long-term potential
for a peaceful world.

C. Optimist

Should continue. Industrialization of the LDCs should and probably will
continue. The rich nations will probably help with technical assistance,
but would be unlikely to share their output to the extent of serious depri-
vation. Also the natural resources of the LDCs are at most of limited ben-
efit even to those richly endowed. Their only real hope for affluence lies
in economic development.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

Necessary for wealth and progress. During the last two hundred years
progress has been identified mostly with chronological innovation and
economic development. Despite the current outcries, this view is and will
be substantially correct. All those who wish to, can and should share in
the benefits offered by modern civilization.

9. Quality of Life

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Ruined. Through excessive growth, mankind has become the most de-
structive species in history and may yet increase the extent of this damage
manyfold. Indeed, a point of no return may have been passed already,
mostly because of the persistent and growing potential for nuclear war-
fare. In any event, the values that lead toward a satisfying and wholesome
life have already been largely destroyed in the developed nations.

B. Guarded Pessimist

In conflict with much growth. Continued economic development or pop-
ulation growth might well mean further deterioration of the environment,
overcrowding, suburban sprawl and a society suitable more for machines
than human beings. Priorities must change; market demand is not the
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same as need; GNP is not wealth, high technology not the same as a good
life; automation and appliances do not necessarily increase human happi-
ness.

C. Optimist

More gains than losses. If environmental protection, health, safety and
other considerations are neglected, growth would be accompanied by an
unnecessary destruction of important values. However, much of what
some elites claim to be destructive others consider constructive (e.g., a
pipeline). With adequate internalization of the appropriate costs (by soci-
ety’s criteria), complaints from unhappy factions might still be loud or
visible but would be generally inappropriate.

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

A meaningless phrase and issue. Disgruntled or unhappy people often
oppose real progress for romantic, class, selfish or other reasons. They are
not representative of the nation and need not be taken at face value. In a
changing world, some elites may not benefit much or may even lose
somewhat. But most people would benefit and gain expectations for an
even better future.

10. Long-Run Outlook

A. Convinced Neo-Malthusian

Bleak and desperate. Unless revolutionary changes are soon made, the
twenty-first century will see the greatest catastrophe of history resulting
from large-scale damage to the environment and to the ecology of many
areas. Billions will die of hunger, pollution, and/or wars over shrinking
resources. Other billions will have to be oppressed by harsh authoritarian
governments. Grave and even draconian measures are justified now to al-
leviate the extent and intensity of future collapse.

B. Guarded Pessimist

Contingent disaster. Although it is not possible to predict which disas-
ter is most imminent, many possibilities exist even if we are careful and
prudent today. Unless we take drastic actions soon, mankind may be
overwhelmed by climate changes, destruction of ocean ecology, exces-
sive pollution, or other disasters. Society must not challenge the envi-
ronment and ecology so recklessly any more. We must also manage our
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resources and population more prudently—at least after the next disas-
ter, if not before.

C. Optimist

Contingent success. The twenty-first century is likely to bring a world-
wide postindustrial economy in which most problems of poverty will
be largely solved or alleviated. Most misery will derive from the anxi-
eties and ambiguities of relative wealth and luxury. Some suffering and
damage will mark the historical transition to a materially abundant life,
but the ultimate prospect is far superior to a world of poverty

D. Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast

High optimism and confidence. We cannot know mankind’s ultimate
goals, but they include a solar civilization and a utopian notion for the
quality of life on earth. The potentialities of modern technology and eco-
nomic progress are just beginning to be visualized. Dangers exist but they
always have and always will. There is no need for faint heart. Man should
face the future boldly and openly because the future is his to determine—
and to enjoy.

The guarded optimist’s view goes even further, holding that we may
still avert ultimate disaster even if the policies are not so wise, manage-
ment not so competent and luck not so good, but the worse the policies,
management and luck, the greater the potential for tragedy along the way
and even for final cataclysm.

The four views, as they relate to ten different issues, are summarized
above. A and B list the typical neo-Malthusian concerns about the limited
potential of the earth and the likelihood of greatly diminishing returns on
future investments, rapid depletion of resources and uncontrolled expo-
nential or cancerous population growth. In this image, innovation and
discovery are seen as traps and further industrial development is ex-
pected to hasten the approaching disaster; growth of either the popula-
tion or the economy is considered antithetical to a high quality of life. In
short, the long-term outlook is grim. The two views of the technology-
and-growth model, listed as C and D, argue that because of the evolution
of knowledge and technology, resources are increasing rather than fixed;
more technology and more capital are vital; decision-making will proba-
bly rise to the occasion, despite some incompetence or bad luck; enough
resources will be available at reasonable costs so that reasonable rates of
growth can be achieved; current exponential population growth will
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make a natural transition to stability; innovative discoveries will yield
great improvements; and although absolute income differences could in-
crease for a while, current levels of absolute poverty will decrease almost
everywhere (the rich will not get richer while the poor get poorer, but
both will become richer). Thus, in this view, all things considered, the
long-range outlook is quite good.

In this study we are more interested in the differences between B and C
than in the gross differences between A and D, even though B and C come
rather close to merging on some issues. Current advocates of B (formerly
closer to A) originally emphasized the sheer physical impossibility of the
earth’s supporting 10 or 20 billion people and often stated this claim in an
extreme form. Today many of them take a relatively moderate position, but
one still strongly colored by their past beliefs. Rather interestingly, many of
the followers of these less extreme advocates have not shifted with them
and talk as if those they support still hold A rather than B beliefs.

B and C advocates represent two of many possible middle positions.
They project that in some places and at some time there will be too many
people for available food supplies and that considerable suffering will re-
sult, but in the long term they see the rate of population growth slowing
and world population eventually stabilizing—but for different reasons.
The B position is remarkably close to the C position, but it tends to em-
phasize conscious and drastic efforts to reduce demand as the basic
method of solution rather than major efforts to increase supply. Indeed, B
advocates argue that unless there are very intense and dramatic programs
to cut demand and limit it permanently, the situation will turn out much
as anticipated in A. Those who favor C, on the other hand, see the situa-
tion as rather close to the D view. However, they also believe that there are
both more natural limitations to demand and more dangers in growth
than the D people might concede. The C people also depict some few re-
sources as fixed, limited, and nonrenewable, but they argue that the
growth of knowledge and technology will normally make available—
though not always without problems and difficulties—new sources and
substitutes. Acknowledging that there will be incompetence and bad luck,
causing serious problems, they doubt that these will be fatal. They visu-
alize much more demand than A and B believe can be tolerated, but not
so much more that it could not be met, even if it required expanding sup-
ply capabilities somewhat.

In the last several years, the neo-Malthusian attitudes outlined in A and
B have gained great influence. Not too many years ago—not more than a
decade—most educated Americans would have placed themselves in C,
leaning toward D. Today they tend to be in B and leaning toward A, and
many unreservedly support its full neo-Malthusian conclusions. It has
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become increasingly fashionable, especially among intellectuals at pres-
tige universities and among spokesmen in the most respected newspa-
pers and journals as well as on television, to attack economic growth, cap-
italism, industrialization, the consumer society and related values. Casual
references are made to our vanishing resources, the end of the “energy
joyride,” our increasingly “suicidal” pollution, our “self-destructive ma-
terialism,” the poverty of our emotional and aesthetic lives, the disease of
“consumeritis” and the need to “kick the energy habit.” The United States
is usually singled out as the prime culprit in this indictment: It has only
one-sixteenth of the world’s population, yet with incredible selfishness
and shortsightedness, it has been allocating to its own use about one-third
of the world’s nonrenewable resources.

We believe that the movement toward A—propelled by a combination
of compassion and guilt for the plight of the world’s poor and the coinci-
dental occurrence of worldwide crises in the supply of food and energy—
has gone too far. Spurred now by well-publicized studies, it has acquired
a momentum of its own which, if continued, will only deepen the malaise
it depicts and make longer and more difficult the recovery that is re-
quired. We believe that plausible and realistic scenarios can be written
consonant with a view that sees the world moving from C toward D. We
argue that there is both need and opportunity for growth, and that be-
cause America and the rest of the nations of the developed world do use
resources so intensely, there will be stimulation, not depression, for the
economies of the less-developed countries. In fact, the clearest moral and
political argument for further growth in the developed world (and
against artificial and forced limitation) is that it aids the poor both within
and outside the developed countries.

Despite the confident tone of these last few pages and some of our ear-
lier discussion, we would like to stress that in no sense do we wish to play
down the importance of the issues raised by the neo-Malthusians or to as-
sert that there are no serious problems. While we generally tend to be op-
timistic about many of them, we recognize that very unpleasant situations
can arise—possibilities, which must be dealt with competently and re-
sponsibly. We also believe not only that this can be done, but that in many
cases it already is being done. Finally, we feel that even though the costs
and risks are great, the effort to achieve a postindustrial society is on bal-
ance a worthwhile one; and further, that priorities which emphasize tech-
nological advancement and economic growth, but with prudence and
care, are likely to be acceptable and largely beneficial.

Thus our disagreement with advocates of the limits-to-growth posi-
tions sometimes is that they raise false, nonexistent or misformulated is-
sues; equally often, perhaps, they pose as being basically insoluble real
problems for which we believe rather straightforward and practical solu-
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tions can be found in most cases. In our view, the more intractable and ba-
sic difficulties usually lie much less in the nature of things than in recent
or current policies, in unnecessarily poor administration or sometimes in
just plain bad luck. Most important of all, if successful programs are de-
vised to deal with old problems, then inevitably new problems are un-
covered and new goals are set; to those who take the initial success for
granted, it may then seem as if nothing has been accomplished.

NOTE

1. Scholarly integrity and concern for the somewhat maligned memory of
Malthus compel us to note that this best-known conclusion of his was an early
view which he tempered and amended in his later work.
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The world is now at a critical point in the history of economic growth
and modernization. In the Advanced Capitalist nations, the growth

orientation of Western societies, a relatively unquestioned guiding light
for the last two centuries, is under direct challenge by advocates of limits
to growth and by other groups. At the same time the middle income and
some of the poor nations are in a takeoff stage.

Thus, many of the values that underlie growth are now being chal-
lenged by the wealthy—possibly with decisive effects for the wealthy. It
is too early to predict reliably how much confusion this will cause in the
developing nations, but we think that while it will lower the potential
growth rate of almost all nations and create some real problems in special
cases, it will not change overall trends much. In some cases, it will add to
the incentives to grow; the prospect of catching up becomes easier and
more exciting.

Economic historians have always identified a clear correlation between
past economic growth and such underlying cultural elements as the
“Thirteen Traditional Levers” listed below.

1. Religion, tradition, or authority. Automatic and perhaps unthink-
ing, respect for the legacy of the past, for continuity, for the existing
“social contract,” and for persons in authority (e.g., parents and
teachers).

9
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Some Current Cultural
Contradictions of Economic
Growth: The New Emphases

[World Economic Development: 1979 and Beyond (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1979).]



2. Biological and physical realities (e.g., respect for and acceptance as
more or less normal and to some degree inevitable of the pressures
and dangers of the physical environment, the frailty of life and
health, the more tragic aspects of the human condition, and the ba-
sic and natural “unfairness” of any feasible social order and of life
itself, etc.).

3. Defense of frontiers (territoriality).
4. Earning a living—obtaining the five guarantees Chinese communes

often explicitly promise to their members: (1) adequate food, (2) ad-
equate clothes, (3) adequate shelter, (4) adequate medical care, and
(5) adequate funeral expenses. Sometimes they add: (6) adequate
education and (7) adequate pregnancy leave and expenses.

5. Defense (by the nation, business, or family) of vital strategic and
economic interests.

6. Defense (again, by the nation, business or family) of vital political,
moral, and morale interests.1

7. Other appeals to economic or technological rationality and effi-
ciency.

8. The “manly” emphasis—in adolescence: team sports, heroic fig-
ures, aggressive and competitive activities, rebellion against “fe-
male roles”; in adulthood: playing an adult male role (similarly, a
womanly emphasis).

9. The “Puritan ethic” (deferred gratification, work-orientation, 
advancement-orientation, sublimation of sexual desires, sobriety,
good work habits, etc.).

10. A high (perhaps almost total) loyalty, commitment, or identification
with nation, state, city, clan, village, extended family, or secret soci-
ety.

11. The “martial” virtues—duty, patriotism, honor, heroism, glory,
courage, loyalty, and pride.

12. Other sublimation or repression of sexual, aggressive, aesthetic, or
“other instincts.”

13. Other “irrational” or restricting taboos, rituals, totems, myths, cus-
toms, and charismas.

The traditional values embodied in these societal levers and binders are
still held by a majority of the American people—perhaps even by most of
the working and middle classes in the United States, Western Europe, and
Japan. However, a relatively “new” emerging set of emphases is becom-
ing increasingly influential and threatens to slow or even stop economic
growth in the affluent market-oriented countries. These New Emphases
are listed below. Although the values and preferences outlined there have
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existed for a long time, they are now beginning to play a much more in-
tensive, pervasive, and overwhelming role.

1. Selective risk avoidance (innovators, entrepreneurs, businessmen,
and “do-ers” generally must bear all risks and the burden of proof
as if only they and not society as well benefited from their profits
and efforts).

2. Localism (“ins” vs. “outs,” no local disturbance or risks because of
needs of external world).

3. Comfort, safety, leisure, and health regulations (often to be man-
dated by government regulation—sometimes approaching “health
and safety authoritarianism”).

4. Protection of environment and ecology (at almost any cost to the
economy or other programs).

5. Loss of nerve, will, optimism, confidence, and morale (at least
about economic progress and technological advancement).

6. Public welfare and social justice (life must be made to be “fair”—
equality in result, not of opportunity—justice should not be blind).

7. Happiness and hedonism (as explicit and direct goals in life).
8. General anti-technology, anti-economic development, anti-middle

class attitudes (“small-is-better” and “limits-to-growth” move-
ments, but enormous resources can be allocated or great economic
costs accepted to further points 1–7 above).

9. Increasing social control and “overall planning” of the economy (but
mostly with new class values and attitudes and by “input-output”
theorists).

10. Regulatory attitudes that are adversary or indifferent to the welfare
of business (the productivity and profitability of business are taken
for granted).

11. “Modern” family and social values and a deemphasis of many tra-
ditional (survival and square) values.

12. Concern with self (often accompanied by an emphasis on mystic or
transcendental attitudes and values or an expression of the “me
generation”).

13. New rites, ceremonies, and celebrations (both against and instead
of traditional ones).

14. New sources of meaning and purpose; of status and prestige.

A quick glance may not reveal just how critical their relationship is to
economic growth, but a closer look almost certainly will. It makes a dif-
ference whether these Fourteen New Emphases are held as a “discre-
tionary choice” (caused by changes in levels of affluence or awareness or
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other changes in the world external to the individual), or because of pref-
erential values and moral imperatives. Whatever their source and inten-
sity, the New Emphases can create the “cultural contradictions” referred
to in the title of this section.2 Indeed, growth as we have known it in West-
ern history would not have begun or continued if these New Emphases
had existed previously as strongly and widely held values.

We are not arguing that they are all to be deplored. Most are clearly de-
sirable, at least in moderation. Many adjustments are certainly and unde-
niably necessary if growth is to evolve healthily. Eventually economic
growth may cease, but this will probably occur when economic activity
reaches a plateau at a very high level or when our culture enters some
other stage of history. The question of whether the New Emphases are de-
sirable is not clear-cut; rather, it is mostly a matter of timing, intensity, tac-
tics, and other subtle distinctions.

We expect that as more nations move into—or further up—the declin-
ing part of the S-shaped curves for population and gross product, the con-
flict between the “new” culture exemplified by the New Emphases and
the traditional culture will grow in intensity and scope. (As always, this is
both cause and effect. The New Emphases aid or force the decline in the
rates of growth and the erosion in dynamism; this in turn reinforces the
New Emphases.) We therefore now turn to a discussion of the important
issue of the social limits to growth. This discussion will provide the nec-
essary context for our [understanding] of each of the Fourteen New Em-
phases.

THE SOCIAL LIMITS TO GROWTH

An expanding literature devoted to the so-called social limits to growth
holds, we believe correctly, that the main limits on economic growth will
be caused by decreasing marginal utility for more production per capita
and by increased difficulties resulting from the Fourteen New Emphases.
Both should lead to a gradual deemphasis on the production of material
goods—or even to a deliberate negative emphasis including hostile atti-
tudes toward innovation, genuine antipathy to business, extreme opposi-
tion to Schumpeter’s “creative destruction,” fear of technology, and so on.
Even though we share some of the ideas and values of the New Em-
phases, when we judge that they are being carried to excesses we refer to
“putting sand in the gears.”

All of this has been discussed for a long time, but until recently it has
not been understood that a diminishing drive for growth, increasing em-
phasis on other values, and a greater tolerance for sand in the gears might
be caused by a near crusade against growth by certain elite groups rather
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than by the general public. Indeed, such a crusade is often carried out
against the public’s wishes and deeply held interests. We did not fully
grasp the extent and speed with which these new attitudes could become
influential, but we now expect that a relatively few influential opponents
of growth will exert an increasing leverage that will hinder the operation
of business in our society.3

There is a reasonable basis for the current, much advertised lack of busi-
ness confidence. It follows that at this critical juncture society should not
add any more sand to the gears than is absolutely necessary. In particular,
the Fourteen New Emphases seem to be having an extraordinary impact
on the costs and risks of doing business in almost all advanced affluent
countries. We use the United States (and, subsequently, Japan) as the ma-
jor referent for discussion of these trends because we are better informed
about recent American and Japanese experience. However, we are con-
vinced that these New Emphases represent important social limits to
growth in all the affluent OECD nations. Something similar to the Four-
teen New Emphases may well turn out to be a basic internal contradiction
of capitalism. As capitalist countries become rich, these Emphases may
emerge as powerful forces that, if given sufficient priority, eventually
slow down or stop further economic growth and perhaps technological
advancement as well.

Very different attitudes ranging across a broad spectrum can be
adopted toward these Emphases. At least six different attitudes can be
discerned. (In discussing these attitudes, we will use attitude toward ecol-
ogy and environment as a typical issue.)

Traditional Attitudes

A Matter of Indifference. The traditional attitude of Western culture and of the
Jewish, Muslim, and Christian religions is that nature exists to be used or
conquered. In harsh climates or environments it is often thought of more as
an enemy than as a friend. Whenever ecological values have clashed with
other important values, the latter have normally been given priority. The
Old Testament gives human beings “dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth and over
every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.” Neither the Koran nor
the New Testament stresses ecological values for their own sake.4

A Discretionary Choice. These are “more or less” changes in priorities
caused by increased affluence, changing awareness and information, tech-
nological and social innovations, and other new pressures or opportuni-
ties. Relatively narrow cost/benefit criteria can be very important in af-
fecting these choices. People are now seldom really indifferent to the
environment, but, until recently, few have felt rich enough to sacrifice
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much to preserve it. The Advanced Capitalist nations are now so well off
by historical standards that clean air, clean water, and aesthetic land-
scapes are being given much higher priority than previously. However,
for most people in most places, they still don’t come ahead of enhancing
prosperity and security.

A Preferential Value. These are basic changes in likes and dislikes, tastes,
attitudes, values, and customs. For example, French people have tradi-
tionally placed a much higher value on taking an annual vacation away
from home than have Americans. But younger Americans tend to be
closer to the French in this respect than they are to their own parents. Both
would make sacrifices for vacations which would be considered ridicu-
lous by the older American.

Emerging Attitudes

Proper or Meritorious Behavior. More than a preferential value but less than
a moral imperative. A good example of proper behavior is the pressure
not to pick your nose in public or to belch after a meal. (The latter, of
course, varies among cultures; in China belching after a meal shows
proper appreciation for its high quality.) It is obviously not immoral to
belch or pick your nose, but it does show that you have been badly raised
if you do so; they are “wrong” things to do. Meritorious or proper behav-
ior is also not a moral issue. For example, in many religions, one is sup-
posed to give 10 percent of his income to charity. A practitioner of the re-
ligion is under no compulsion to give more than 10 percent, but it is
meritorious to do so; it is good behavior and one gets credit for it. We be-
lieve that the attitude that will eventually be adopted by most Americans
toward the Fourteen New Emphases will place them in the category of
proper or meritorious behavior. They will be more than preferential
choices but less than moral imperatives or matters of central importance.

Matter of Central Importance (e.g., An Issue of Physical Survival; Grave
Hazard to Health, Economic, Cultural, or Other Values; or An Issue of
Psychic Survival; Aesthetic Imperative). Many people argue that the New
Emphases may not be moral imperatives but that they are still very im-
portant for other reasons, so much so that they simply do not wish (or
cannot) live in a world in which the relevant New Emphases are not given
an appropriate priority. Sometimes their reasons are romantic, sometimes
stylistic, sometimes semi-religious. Much of the small-is-beautiful move-
ment or the current emphasis on solar energy partake of this perspective,
as do many of those who are participating in the current revolt against the
“excessive materialism” of our culture.

Sometimes this belief is held as a literal issue of survival for one or an-
other of the New Emphases (a currently common one is preserving the
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environment). Often people who really take the moral position given be-
low understand that others do not share their moral values; therefore they
switch to the survival issue as more persuasive. Still others take the atti-
tude that the society has become too unpleasant in one way or another:
therefore survival is not worthwhile. Even if one did not take such an ex-
treme position, one could still feel it is of the utmost importance that cur-
rent developments be checked or changed, that the New Emphases be
emphasized. Many people who so view preserving the environment are
also convinced that they are living in an era of limited resources. Surpris-
ingly, most of these people do not note that in many cases preserving just
the appearance of the environment (as in strip mining) does not raise any
survival issue but is instead a luxury that can only be indulged by a soci-
ety with excess resources. Whether or not they make this mistake they
typically argue that all ecosystems should be protected, either because
they are unique or are part of a larger whole whose interactions are never
completely known. They think of the ecosystem as similar to a watch; any
interference with the inner works is likely to be disastrous.

Moral, Ideological, or Religious Imperative. Does not allow for give-and-
take bargaining, easy compromise, or normal narrow cost-benefit analy-
sis. It is often thought that the issues are obvious and controversies are of-
ten thought of as being conflicts between morally secure positions based
on higher values and positions that are morally indifferent, or based on
lower or vulgar values.

The attitude of discretionary choice is basic. Once a person has many
material goods, the marginal utility of having more of them usually goes
down and he will not work as hard to get more. Also consider what hap-
pens when the welfare state expands. People are still concerned with ba-
sic needs, but they depend less on their own efforts because they know
the state will provide. They can thus afford to put less emphasis on fend-
ing for themselves, on savings, and on insurance. Poor people usually do
not object much to pollution if it means more jobs. Richer people feel they
can afford to have clean air and clean water, even if it costs them some-
thing. None of these new attitudes necessarily represents a change in
available information (e.g., attitudes toward some food additives). For
most older adults in the United States, these changing conditions are
more important than any change in values.

However, changing values per se are important for many people—
particularly younger groups. As parents become better off they tend to
shift the emphasis in the training and education of their children away
from economic growth toward other values, many of which are either
indifferent or hostile to economic growth. These children grow up with
few direct experiences that emphasize and reinforce many of the work-
oriented, advancement-oriented, survival-oriented values of their parents.
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Sometimes the new values are held as moral imperatives rather than as
strongly felt preferences that do not raise issues of right and wrong. The dif-
ference between preferential values and moral imperatives is important.

Assume that an individual informs the authorities that he or she in-
tends to kill two people a year, but offers to make up for this by turn-
ing over to the state enough money to save at least twelve lives a year
(perhaps by preventing other murders or by better health and safety
precautions). The net effect would be to save ten lives a year. Thus, the
self-appointed killer argues persuasively (and inaccurately) that if the
authorities care about human life, they will surely accept the offer.
However, the injunction against murder is an absolute moral impera-
tive and not just a preference. The state simply will not bargain about
the issue. It is not interested in this kind of cost-effectiveness analysis.
It wants instead to make clear that murder is an abhorrent crime that
will not be tolerated.

Let us assume now that an individual goes to the authorities and says
he or she would like to dump a certain amount of pollutants into a river
because it is convenient for a specific operation to do so. The person of-
fers to give the state enough money for every pound of pollutants
dumped to enable the state to remove or prevent the spread of two
pounds of pollutants elsewhere in the river. Therefore, the more the
person dumps, the cleaner the river. Almost everybody who is inter-
ested in a clean river will accept this offer. Those who hold traditional
values will say if we are affluent enough to afford clean water, then let
us have it. Those who value clean water over economic growth will also
accept the offer even when they are relatively poor. Only those who feel
too poor to afford clean water and would therefore prefer that the
money be applied to “more urgent tasks” and those who think of pre-
venting pollution as a moral imperative (perhaps almost as strong as
that against murder) will find the proposition unacceptable. However,
many of these people will not accept an offer to save ten other rivers for
permission to dirty one river. They see this as a moral rather than a cost
effectiveness issue.

THE ANTI-GROWTH TRIAD

The most intense support for the New Emphases comes from the up-
per and upper-middle classes. Within this group there are three sub-
groups that advocate the New Emphases with a special, indeed in
some cases an almost manic crusading zeal. These subgroups we la-
beled the Anti-Growth Triad. We sometimes refer to the more ex-
treme members of the Triad as Crusaders for the New Values or Sec-
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ular Evangelists. To elaborate our earlier discussion, we see the Anti-
Growth Triad as composed of:

Affluent Reformers (or Radicals). It is a familiar paradox of politics that
members of the upper classes and the aristocracy often lead or work with
reformist or even revolutionary groups, sometimes even attacking the so-
ciety that has been so benevolent to them—at least in material terms and
status. Such people are sometimes referred to pejoratively but accurately
as “parlor pinks,” “limousine liberals,” or devotees of “radical chic.”
Some, however, genuinely dedicate themselves to these movements in a
competent and effective way. (Friedrich Engels and Franklin Roosevelt
are good examples.)

Thorstein Veblen’s “Leisure Class.” According to Veblen: The leisure class is
in great measure sheltered from the stress of those economic exigencies
which prevail in any modern, highly organized industrial community. The
exigencies of the struggle for the means of life are less exacting for this class
than for any other; and as a consequence of this privileged position we
should expect to find it one of the least responsive of the classes of society
to the demands which the situation makes for a further growth of institu-
tions and a readjustment to an altered industrial situation. The leisure class
normally does not have to make “agonizing compromises” because of eco-
nomic or occupational pressures or to associate closely with the middle class
or working class. This is truer today than it was at the end of the century—
and also applies to the other two members of the Triad.

Neo-Liberal Members of the New Class. We will consider the New Class
first. Mainly of upper-middle class origin, the New Class derives its sta-
tus and occupation from possession of considerable education. Its mem-
bers actually earn their livings through their linguistic, symbolic, analytic,
aesthetic, and academic professional skills. They are more or less intellec-
tual or artistic—or are dropouts from such a life into bohemian or volun-
tary simplicity lifestyles. The New Class comprises a large part of acade-
mia, the media, most “public interest” groups, and many philanthropic,
public service, and social service organizations—all of which not only
have been growing in size, but are gaining influence in the Western in-
dustrial countries and in Japan. While it is not easy to define the New
Class precisely, it was once equally difficult to delineate the aristocracy,
the bourgeoisie, and the proletariat with great clarity. Each of these classes
also contains important sub-classes, new arrivals, and dropouts. Initial
analysis suggests that the New Class can be defined in terms of: high, or
potentially high (i.e., students) formal education; professional occupa-
tional status, with an emphasis on the “soft” sciences and arts; high (but
not the highest) income, often derived from professional activities or non-
market sources (government or nonprofit salaries, grants, and contracts);
and relative youth.
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The last criterion is important. Because the New Class is “emerging,” its
attributes should be most obvious among the young. In this connection,
Karl Marx’s insight that a class does not exist unless it is self-conscious is
instructive. This kind of consciousness has appeared only recently among
members of the New Class. Some intellectuals and bureaucrats have al-
ways behaved like the New Class, but perhaps only within the past
decade have its members become numerous enough to achieve the criti-
cal mass to break out of a subordination to other groups and strike out on
their own.

WHO IS IN THE NEW CLASS AND WHAT ARE THEY UP TO?

The New Class is a cultural, social, and economic concept rather than a
political, ideological, or ethnic concept. Nevertheless, in the United States
it can be conveniently divided into five main political groups. A relatively
large group, perhaps about a third of the New Class, has traditional lib-
eral attitudes. These people largely agree with or follow in the tradition of
Roosevelt, Truman, Stevenson, Jackson, Meany, and Humphrey. (They
should not be confused with so-called nineteenth-century liberals who es-
poused the laissez-faire economics of Adam Smith.)

A second group, probably not as large, but at the moment much more
self-confident and active, is now frequently called neo-liberal. These peo-
ple are heavily influenced by the counterculture of the late 1960s. They
provided much of the constituency for Eugene McCarthy and George Mc-
Govern and almost all of the active members and supporters of such pub-
lic interest groups as the Sierra Club, Common Cause, and Nader’s
Raiders.

The remaining third or so of the New Class can be divided into three
fairly equal groups: traditional conservatives, neo-conservatives, and the
more or less humanist left. Speechwriters for Reagan and Goldwater or
the staff of the National Review would be typical traditional conserva-
tives. The neo-conservatives would typically include such people as Irv-
ing Kristol, Daniel Bell, Nathan Glazer, and James Q. Wilson. The maga-
zine The Public Interest is almost a trade journal of the neo-conservatives
(and one of the best sources for high quality discussions about United
States domestic issues).5 Traditional conservatives tend not to trust neo-
conservatives because the traditional conservatives cannot always predict
their reactions or stands on specific issues. Important differences in values
and positions often distinguish these two groups.

The humanist left tends to be closer to the traditional liberals than to the
neo-liberals, but they are much more radical in their politics and much
more concerned with “human” than with material issues—i.e., with pre-
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serving spontaneity, creativity, and “doing your own thing” rather than
with trade unionism, social security, income redistribution, or regulation
of the stock market.

At the moment, neo-conservatives are relatively “in,” and the influence
exerted by neo-liberal members of the New Class is no longer as perva-
sive as it once was. In the 1976 United States presidential election, for ex-
ample, neither party emphasized neo-liberal New Class issues except for
those with very wide acceptance, such as environmental protection.
(More than 90 percent of the American public are for protection of the 
environment—but only at reasonable cost and with reasonable tactics and
objectives.) Yet the neo-liberals of the New Class still tend to be extremely
important because of their domination of middle-level regulatory agency
staff positions, their highly effective use of the law and the courts, their
tremendous influence in the media, and their skilled use of public inter-
est organizations, demonstrations, and lobbying campaigns.

A strong case can be made that in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the hu-
manist left and the neo-liberal members of the United States New Class,
taken together, largely controlled or dominated the following groups and
institutions: the humanities and social science faculties of almost all lead-
ing universities (both private and public), professional schools, and teach-
ers colleges; most national media organizations (i.e., the influential daily
newspapers, most of the periodical press, the book publishing industry,
the commercial television networks, recording, films, and most educa-
tional media); the fine arts; the establishment foundations and other non-
profit eleemosynary institutions concerned with influencing public opin-
ion; many research organizations; a large part of the staffs of liberal
congress and the federal social welfare bureaucracy; and the apparatus of
the new government regulating agencies.

While this domination has weakened, neo-liberal values and sensibili-
ties are continuing to penetrate additional United States institutions and
groups, including natural science faculties, business schools, rank-and-
file school teachers, state and local government bureaucracies, the clergy,
advertising, trade union staffs, salaried professionals of all kinds, and
even business corporations, especially in departments of public relations,
long-range planning, and internal education. Private companies have in-
creasingly adopted the expedient of hiring people of this type precisely
because they have verbal and analytic skills. Sometimes these people are
co-opted by the companies they work for.

The New Class is likely to be in staff rather than line or substantive po-
sitions and to produce or deal in ideas or words, holding their jobs be-
cause of analytic and literary skills. They are not usually involved in the
commercial and administrative aspects of an operation. Thus we do not
think of the chief executive officers of these organizations as New Class
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people. By using the phrase “largely controls or dominates,” we mean
that they set the basic tone of an organization and its basic policies toward
the information it deals with.

[ . . . ] For some time we have expected compromises resulting from
changing emphases and shifting values eventually to lead to a leveling-
off or plateau of economic growth—perhaps until something new 
intervenes—long before the world encountered physical limits (resource
shortages or pollution), that might prevent further growth. But we un-
derrated the degree of hostility to growth that would be displayed by the
leading edge of the opposition movement. Instead of encouraging or tol-
erating a gradual shift to values that are hostile or indifferent to growth,
the New Class, or certain parts of it, is taking a much more activist and
political role—espousing low growth directly as a value in itself (indeed
sometimes as a moral imperative) or as an urgent necessity, often throw-
ing sand in the gears of the whole system and in any case impeding it, we
believe, too suddenly and too violently. To use Marxist terms, we do not
really challenge their historic role, but we do fear that they are going too
far too fast.

Why do they do this? We believe that this is best understood by think-
ing of their position as arising out of a very intense change of values—so
intense that it is better thought of as the creation of “moral imperatives.”
The neo-liberal New Class in fact takes many of the Fourteen New Em-
phases as moral imperatives. Many people in the Anti-Growth Triad think
of the New Emphases as a form of modernization more in tune with cur-
rent realities than traditional concepts of modernization, i.e., economic
development and technological advancement. In the very long run (fifty
or so years from now), they may be correct, but we believe that they are,
to say the least, premature.

Many New Class people, particularly the neo-liberals, sense that fur-
ther economic development works against their interests. For example, as
the size of the upper-middle class increases, dilution of the benefits of be-
ing upper-middle class occurs, as does increased competition for these
benefits. Furthermore, increased affluence decreases the availability of
many other benefits, such as competent, inexpensive services (e.g.,
maids). Consequently, the upper-middle class finds itself threatened if,
with further modernization, large numbers of people move into the up-
per-middle class or become affluent enough to crowd them.

Recent books have discussed these phenomena in some detail, but of-
ten from a misleading perspective, by assuming that the interests of the
existing upper-middle class are the same as everyone else’s. They do not
recognize that middle class individuals who move up benefit from sub-
stantial improvements in their standards of living. Those who have al-
ready achieved the higher status feel that they lose something when oth-
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ers join them, a loss usually greatly exaggerated. What is in reality little
more than an annoyance hardly justifies the “Third Dismal Theorem”
coined by E. J. Mishan: “The more science, technology, and the gross na-
tional product grow, the more nasty, brutish, vile and precarious becomes
human existence.”

Most analysts concerned with the future of the developed nations be-
lieve that in the next century New Class “brain workers” of all political
complexions will play central roles in influencing the direction of the so-
cieties they live in. If so, much of this influence seems likely to be in the
direction of the Fourteen New Emphases. Additional support for neo-
liberal positions will come from the rich and from the leisure class, as well
as from the upper-middle class—generally from all groups who believe
they gain from maintaining the status quo and slow growth. It will also
come from those who are genuinely concerned about specific issues. (The
two groups often overlap.) Thus, support for any of the New Emphases
can in various circumstances, come from a wider constituency than the
Anti-Growth Triad.

NOTES

1. Many of those who oppose the Thirteen Traditional Levers would be will-
ing to allow almost any excesses in the defense by a minority or dissident group
of its vital political, morale, and moral interests, at least if they are sympathetic
with this group’s view of its vital interests. They do not, however, allow this
privilege to the nation, the business firm, the WASP family, or the square indi-
vidual.

2. The term is adapted from Daniel Bell’s The Cultural Contradictions of Capital-
ism (New York: Basic Books, 1976). Bell’s book focuses mainly on numbers 3 and
6 of our New Emphases.

3. Many of these were either nonexistent a decade ago or have become much
more extreme and exaggerated than they used to be. Most of these issues or trends
are accidental or unplanned. Some, even though they entail significant costs and
risks, are desirable if implemented in a reasonable fashion. But the people who
crusade for these reforms often have very narrow ideological or class interests and
consequently do not understand or even care about the problems they create. In
some cases their tactics are actually counterproductive. Thus, they can cause a
backlash that leads to an excessive rejection of their values and programs. Alter-
natively, the tactics can be really designed to accomplish the reformers’ hidden
agendas or real objectives, which may include self-serving, prejudicial, or ideo-
logical goals.

4. See Lynn White, “The Historical Roots of our Ecological Crises,” Science Mag-
azine, March 10, 1967, p. 1203.

5. Almost all other organizations with the term “public interest” on their mast-
heads are largely dominated by the Anti-Growth Triad.
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POLITICAL INFLUENCES ON ECONOMIC DECISIONS

One trouble with a centrally managed economy is the political nature
of much economic decision-making. For example, the government

may tell some people to use less and tell others to use much less of some
resources. Those with political clout argue that they do not want to make
the adjustment being asked of them. Those without such clout resent the
government’s “tyranny” or “political decision-making” and try to evade
the regulations. These political discussions—or the revolts against such
discussions—can be very wasteful and counterproductive. The market
place has the great virtue of being self-enforcing. Those with the economic
power generally give full weight to economic considerations and com-
mand the necessary resources to implement the decisions made on such
grounds.

In socialist or other governmentally controlled economies, this behav-
ior does not occur. There is usually no genuine comparison from the view-
point of the user of the best way to do something, but rather a judgment
by a remote governmental bureau about what is best for the country, the
ruling political party, or the bureaucrats concerned. These bureaucratic
judgments are usually based on limited knowledge and concern, the prej-
udices of the decision makers, and the political and economic power of
the recipients of the largesse.

10
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Economic Development:
Economic and Cultural
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[World Economic Development: 1979 and Beyond (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1979).]



Many years ago I wrote, I have attended many committee meetings of
governmental advisors in which decisions involving hundreds of millions
of dollars were taken or recommended. In most cases, many of the people
present, perhaps all, spent less time and effort on the decision than they
would on buying a new suit. And very few of them were well-dressed.
The attention given to various decisions is likely to be proportional to the
personal stake that the individuals who are making the decision have in
its consequences.

While the central planners have an overall view that the individual plan-
ners lack, private individuals and organizations have a variety of local and
personal perspectives that are at least as important as the special knowl-
edge and perspectives of public officials. One moral is that central planners
should rely as much as possible on the intelligence and understanding of
the individuals personally concerned about what is best for them. But what
if these individuals are perverse, ignorant, dumb, or just do not know what
is good for them? Even planners who appear competent and professional
can be perverse, ignorant, dumb, and not know what is good for others—
and also be more prone to “educated incapacity.”

Complexities in the real world sometimes contradict these elementary
concepts of planning and economic decision-making. Nevertheless, the con-
cepts are usually sufficiently correct to be put into practical use—and to put
the burden of proof on those who would violate them. We stress these sim-
ple ideas because some of our readers may have been overly exposed to el-
egantly argued ideological polemics that ignore the fundamental logic of
practical experience. No system works perfectly. However, we should nor-
mally be willing to risk mistakes by allowing individuals to pursue their
own judgments of their own interests. We know of many counterexamples
but these exceptions do not occur nearly as often, nor are they as important,
as most advocates of central planning believe. Of course, “professional” in-
formation and analysis should also be provided where useful.

We believe that a market free enough to communicate useful informa-
tion through prices, and to utilize that information through decisions
made by highly motivated and knowledgeable people (at least at the mar-
gin), is likely to operate relatively effectively and smoothly. This concept
has been dimmed by a flood of anti-growth, anti-business, anti-middle
class, and elitist attitudes. Members of the New Class usually lack the
practical experience that good planning needs so badly.

The operation of the “invisible hand of the marketplace,” reflected in
the structure of prices and the decisions of various personally involved in-
dividuals and groups, produces a more satisfactory result than can nor-
mally be obtained by centrally managed economies. The market does not
have to be very free nor individuals very well informed for this use of
prices and price-motivating actions to work extraordinarily well—on the
average and over the medium run and perhaps over the long run as well.
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The marketplace is flexible, effective, and efficient in making realistic
adjustments. A government planner who had to decide where adjust-
ments would best be made simply would not have the information or cal-
culating ability—even with current computing techniques—to do so as
quickly or effectively as market forces. Thus, if there is a decrease in the
availability of copper or an increase in its demand, the market tells every
user of copper overnight that copper has become a little more scarce (i.e.,
expensive), and therefore should be used more economically. It commu-
nicates precise and usable information to users as to how much more eco-
nomical they should be without any political influence and without in-
volving any personalities. The signals are quick, sure, unequivocal, and
unarguable. The price is what the price is.

Basic and general principles are not destroyed just because they do
not hold precisely and universally in every single instance. They are not
supposed to. Their function is to give general guidance about and per-
spective on the world. The law of supply and demand may not have the
validity of the first or second laws of thermodynamics, but it does ex-
press strong tendencies that exist in almost all societies, especially soci-
eties with any kind of a market orientation. The concept of economic
man may be incredibly shallow as a description of human personality,
but it is a useful abstraction for understanding most modernizing coun-
tries or as an objective to be achieved in less successfully modernizing
countries.

This does not mean that if people actually were “economic men”
modernization would be successful. In fact, we believe the opposite
and agree with the historian, Christopher Dawson, and with the later
remarks of Alexander Solzhenitsyn, that much of modern society works
well because it still has a number of virtues and qualities inherited from
the medieval period. To the extent that these virtues and qualities dis-
appear certain essential social cements and lubricants become danger-
ously absent.

In a society where the basic human relationships are taken care of by
more or less traditional means, the additional activities stimulated and
modified by economic considerations of the sort described by the abstract
model of an economic man can be extremely useful in analysis, in policy-
making, and in practice. One should not decry conventional wisdom just
because it is conventional or just because it recognizes realities that some
perceive as unpleasant.

THE ISSUE OF CULTURISM AND NEO-CULTURISM

There is great concern in the world with racism, sexism, excessive nation-
alism, and other “isms” that are believed to create undesirable, if not 
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immoral, attitudes. We define culturism as the belief that culture is rather
sticky and difficult to change in any basic fashion, although it can often be
modified. Culturism assumes that various cultures differ not only in their
aesthetic tastes, customs, values, and traditions, but also in their abilities
to cope with various kinds of problems and situations. Specifically, cul-
tures differ in their capacities for modernization either in their indigenous
setting or in various foreign settings. We believe that this ability to mod-
ernize often depends upon time and place. Sometimes what are relatively
minor changes from the viewpoint of the basic culture can make huge dif-
ferences. (It is as a result of such relatively small changes that neo-Confucian
cultures are now probably more adept at modernization than Western cul-
tures.)

We think of ourselves as culturists or perhaps neo-culturists. The prefix
neo- is appropriate because we believe in the basic adaptability of cultures
as well as their tendency to resist basic changes, and we believe that un-
der modern conditions it is going to be increasingly easy for almost every
culture to modernize.

We do not think of cultures as genetically determined. We would he
very surprised if the existence of any significant genetic element in deter-
mining the variations among most, and perhaps among all, cultures is es-
tablished. We do not, however, deny the theoretical possibility of such an
element. In principle there is no reason why some psychological disposi-
tions might not be genetic. But we know of no persuasive evidence for the
existence of genetically determined cultural differences.

Our point is simple. Different cultures socialize children differently.
Even with a relatively unitary culture, child rearing practices vary over
time, place, and class. These child rearing practices and the other existing
institutions strongly affect the performance of the culture. Because it is
easy to visualize the political and ideological abuse of such a belief as neo-
culturism, there is a tendency to deny or ignore important cultural differ-
ences that significantly affect the behavior of individuals and nations. We
argue that it is difficult if not impossible to understand the kinds of issues
we are discussing unless one is a neo-culturist. We are not cultural deter-
minists, but we do believe in the strong influence of culture.

We are also cultural relativists. At least for most cultures, we believe
that the notion of one culture as generally superior to another culture has
no particular meaning except from a specific perspective and by specific
criteria that often depend on time and place as much as on the cultures be-
ing compared. We do not argue that all cultures are equally good but only
that all cultures have good and bad points, especially if judged from their
own perspectives and often if judged from other perspectives as well.

This doctrine could be dangerous. Many believe it translates easily into
racism, excessive nationalism, or other unpleasant attitudes. We believe
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that under current conditions most of this concern is excessive. Such atti-
tudes are not caused by a distortion of neoculturist doctrines but vice
versa. The nationalism, racism, or other attitude already exists, and then
“observations” about different cultures are used to rationalize them. [ . . . ]

We are aware that excessive emphasis on this kind of doctrine may lead
to problems, even if it doesn’t turn into racism or nationalism. It might but
normally does not lead to a feeling of inferiority by other cultures. Most
people have a remarkable ability to live with these kinds of differences
and function well unless the demonstration and discussion is more fla-
grant and invidious than seems likely to occur.

The converse, however, is less true. It is likely, for example, that mem-
bers of neo-Confucian cultures will get a sense of superiority, whether
cultural, racial, or nationalistic. We do not think it is bad for Westerners
or others to understand and accept our cultural arguments. We do be-
lieve that Japanese society, South Korean society, and to a lesser extent
other neo-Confucian minorities around the world may become arrogant
and self-satisfied in ways that would be unpleasant if not dangerous.
Some Confucian societies have a long history of cultural arrogance, self-
confidence, and self-respect. When limited, this is extremely constructive
and healthy, but it is easily carried to an excess that includes contempt for
other cultures or practices. We noted in recent travels in these neo-Confucian
societies they have begun to accept their “cultural superiority” with great
ease. Indeed, many want to carry it a bit further than we feel is either use-
ful or justifiable.

Such feelings of superiority have existed at one time or another in al-
most all groups, cultures, and nations, including the French, the English,
the Germans, the Japanese, and the Americans. (An American congress-
man early in the twentieth century said, “Someday Shanghai will arrive
at the cultural level of Cincinnati”; Napoleon called the British “a nation
of shopkeepers.”) It seems to us there is a very good chance of a revival of
contempt for the West and particularly for the Americans. [ . . . ]

In many ways Western cultures appear decadent—at least from any
traditionalist perspective. Young people appear, superficially, to be less
patriotic than their parents and grandparents and also distinctly less
willing to make sacrifices for the public interest or even their own careers
(except as part of a trendy fashion such as environmentalism). They are
distinctly less willing to accept military training or any kind of onerous
task or discipline, no matter how valid or important the local or national
need. There is extreme hedonism, self-indulgence, decadence, and vice. 
[ . . . ] In this respect, the current Western campaign in favor of human
rights may backfire badly because in many Confucian societies it looks
like a campaign for selfish, self-indulgent, and reckless individualism
and egoism. [ . . . ]
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HIGH MORALE, COMMITMENT, GOOD CULTURE, AND 
GOOD MANAGEMENT IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

We have already pointed out that businessmen, government leaders, and
cadre of almost every country where rapid economic development has oc-
curred have been characterized by an impressive degree of commitment
and unity of purpose. This was as true in Holland and England in the
eighteenth century as it is today in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. Evi-
dent in such seemingly trivial matters as sobriety of behavior and dress,
these attitudes can, in both the socialist and capitalist worlds, be more im-
portant than material resources and technical aid.

If resources are copious, impressive visible changes in the physical as-
pects of a developing country can easily be created: new roads, dams, sky-
scrapers, telephone systems, airports, modern factories, and so on. Such
activities are not only useful in themselves but can help to create an at-
mosphere conducive to development. However, if overemphasized or
done inefficiently or incompetently, they can hurt. Such undue emphasis
can lead to counter-reformation by traditionalists, to waste, or to exces-
sive inflation. Simply creating opportunities for participation in the mod-
ernization process and demonstrating that things are happening is im-
portant but insufficient and can be counterproductive. People must
eventually want to take advantage of these things and have the motiva-
tion needed to sustain commitment and effort. And the effort should itself
be economically productive and self-sustaining or be a basis for eventual
economically productive and self-sustaining activities. Premature at-
tempts by poor countries to leap into ultramodern activities because of a
desire to gain the appearances of modernity are usually wrong.

Showy projects such as four-lane highways and modern aircraft for na-
tional airlines may emphasize the wrong symbols. They furnish good jobs
and useful facilities for elites and are admired and used by them, but most
developing countries have a much greater need for dirt roads from the
farms to the village and secondary highways from the villages to the
cities. One of the problems with many governments is that they furnish
the kind of public goods they and their friends want and not what the
general public needs and wants.

Joseph Schumpeter has pointed out that it is much easier, politically to
“sell the socialist case” than the capitalist, despite the obvious superiority
of capitalism for most developing nations, at least until now. Actually, it
is not easier to sell unity and commitment in a socialist society to the av-
erage person but usually only to politicized elites and young idealists. Ef-
fective unity and commitment are more likely to arise from useful eco-
nomic activities which the people or community concerned own, manage,
and gain from than when they work for a state-owned and state-directed
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organization, do not gain much directly for their labors, but are told that
the nation has gained. Propagandists, ideologists, and intellectuals gener-
ally find the socialist terminology and the socialist arguments more com-
pelling, whether or not the people concerned are actually benefiting from
development or even feel they are benefiting. This can lead to genuine
confusion.

A striking example occurred in India. India did well economically dur-
ing the emergency (from 1975 to 1977). The upper 60 percent of the pop-
ulation were rising relatively rapidly; however, the bottom 40 percent
were standing still or losing slightly. The average progress was rapid—
and was widely if not completely shared. However, many socialist or
welfare-oriented Indians (especially, it seemed to many observers, the af-
fluent ones with good jobs), found it difficult to justify such a situation.
These people argued that development should be judged even in the
short run, according to its effects on the bottom 40 percent of the popula-
tion. While one may question this position, its rhetorical acceptability is
clear.

Many of these people were doing very effective work and helping In-
dia to modernize, but the official rhetoric was socialist. And one big ad-
vantage of socialism over capitalism is clearly a matter of rhetoric and ar-
gumentation rather than performance. It simply appears too self-serving
when an individual who has profited greatly from the system says, “My
labors also improve the country as a whole.” In a socialist system, where
all are presumably working directly for the common good, the fact that
the elites in most Third World socialist countries are uncommonly well re-
warded is overlooked. Some perceptive and witty scholar has observed,
“Those countries devoted to freedom have done more for equality than
those devoted to equality have done for freedom or equality.”

Capitalism should be defended by intellectuals who are not gaining
so much from the system as well as by businessmen. But businessmen
should still play a larger part in the ideological battle than they have.
While it may be too simple to say that if businessmen do not defend
their own interests nobody will, this remark is still cogent. But busi-
nessmen should not claim to be totally altruistic. Nothing annoys many
Americans more than a glossy ad in a popular magazine claiming that
oil company XYZ is going to the farthest reaches of the earth to find oil
for them. This is true but misleading. The company should say instead:
“Our business takes us to the farthest reaches of the earth, and this is
good for both you and us.” While many American and foreign busi-
nessmen are as altruistic as anybody, they are not excessively so. Indeed,
Adam Smith, an admirer of business, once observed that when two busi-
nessmen get together, even for social reasons, they tend to start plotting
restraint of trade.
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It is important for people to believe in, admire, and respect “the sys-
tem” even if they are not completely satisfied with it. They should sense
that good things are happening and that one is not selling out by com-
mitting oneself personally to the system. If a truly viable change that is
pervasive, orderly, survivable, and persistent is to be attained, most of the
people in a nation must become “involved.” It is not necessary that every-
one understand the development process, but many must accept some of
the often unpleasant realities associated with development. This kind of
acceptance and understanding usually occurs after takeoff, when the
good results are visible to all—or when the nation is under a clear and
present danger.

[ . . . ] One of the real difficulties that many developing nations labor un-
der today is that they have no clear and present danger which they must
face up to. While being developed is still desirable even if there is no clear
and present danger to surmount, it is difficult for idealistic young upper-
middle class people to believe this if they happen to be under a barrage of
propaganda challenging the concept of development that is being carried
out in their country. This is a particularly important problem with young
people who are being educated outside their nation and find that their na-
tion’s government is severely criticized for one reason or another by var-
ious groups in the school or country in which they are being educated.

At least initially, development is often carried forward by relatively
small groups, but they at least must be committed to their task. This is of-
ten a necessary precondition for a more pervasive national approach.
Such spearhead groups are normally at least as motivated by private gain
as by the public interest. It is important to have the two largely overlap—
and to understand that they overlap—even if the group motivated by pri-
vate gain could hardly care less.

This process is increasingly difficult in the modern world because so
many of the signals emanating from the developed world tend to be mis-
leading, counterproductive, and even destructive, often to some of the
very elites who should be the vanguard—e.g., the offspring of the middle
and upper classes. These signals often confuse, obscure, and even block
the messages that the development authorities should be trying to get
across. More than anything else, these negative signals highlight the need
for the kind of consciously thought through and carefully implemented
process of education, information, and indoctrination we suggest below.

We are not saying that people everywhere are obligated to support all
the choices and tactics adopted by their leaders; quite the contrary. It is of-
ten constructive to have a genuinely free and open discussion of these is-
sues, but less so to have a barrage of propaganda undermining morale
and commitment. Furthermore, the current tendency for elites in the de-
veloped world to send the wrong messages to the less-developed world
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is often as much a matter of self-indulgent propaganda as the result of se-
rious thought and discussion. Since the personal and community com-
mitment to modernization is still very fragile (if it exists at all) in many ar-
eas in the world, anything that weakens this commitment can be terribly
counterproductive for the future of the people concerned.

We especially deplore the activities of self-appointed missionaries who
want modernizing nations to return to their supposedly noble state of in-
nocence and ignorance. Among these missionaries are many outsiders
who want to prevent important economic development projects in order
to “protect” the environment. In reality, most developing nations are long
on environment and extremely short on economic development. In many
cases, these nations are taking “appropriate” precautions to minimize the
environmental impact of the disputed projects. (The quotation marks are
intended to emphasize that the word appropriate includes full weight be-
ing given to economic needs.) While outsiders can play an important role
in making people aware of environmental issues, excessive zeal and self-
righteousness can be destructive and, we would argue, often willfully and
callously so.

The literature of development contains at least three important 
counterproductive—or at least problem-creating—views. First is the tra-
ditionalist who, in Reinhard Bendix’s phrase, “fears a loss of harmony
among men.” People correctly fear a loss of traditional sources of mean-
ing and purpose; of the familiar and comfortable; of status and power; of
religious, ethical, and aesthetic values. This viewpoint is created, in part,
by a protective reaction against a second group of concepts—that devel-
opment should “break with the old” and create wholly new individuals
and societies. Sometimes these are conceived of as faithful imitations of
the early European development process and sometimes as similar to the
“creation of a new man” in Maoist China.

The third group of views more or less assumes that the postindustrial
world—or its equivalent—is already here. Some of these variations of
small-is-beautiful and limits-to-growth thinking that hold that traditional
industrialization is a mistake, others just want to “knock off” or have less
hassle. These approaches can be labeled “excessively pro-traditional,”
“tabula rasa,” and “preemptive postindustrial.” In our view, they all are
misleading, irrelevant, or counterproductive. A modernizing society
should build as much as possible on its old traditions but be willing to
modify or reject many aspects of the past.

The medium-term goal should be increased affluence and technolog-
ical capability. The long-term goal should be the postindustrial society
in one form or another. We believe the latter can be achieved within a
century or two by almost all cultures and societies, but not in a decade
or two. We also believe that there are “many mountains leading to
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heaven” (the postindustrial society goal) and many roads up each
mountain. Not only must a mountain be chosen, but also a road must
be found that avoids molehills, wandering in the foothills, and other
dead ends. And there must be some degree of unity and commitment
about the particular mountain and road that are chosen. Two reasons
for trying to build on the old as much as possible are that it makes it
much easier to create this unity and commitment, and that it reduces
the hostility of the traditionalists.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF A “GOOD” CULTURE 
AND “GOOD” MANAGEMENT

Some readers may feel that our general culturism and our use of such
phrases as “the Atlantic Protestant culture area” involve not only unwar-
ranted generalizations, but also reveal some sinister habits of mind, per-
haps even crypto-racism. Many may be even more annoyed at the perva-
sive idea that culture and national character have often been crucial for
economic development. We have also made many remarks about the im-
portance of good leadership and good management.

We are indeed convinced that the world environment for development
is still so felicitous that any country that enjoys adequate leadership or
management should be able to develop rather rapidly, if it can get access
to the modern world. This should be possible unless the cultural back-
ground itself prevents “good” leadership or management from emerging.
We also believe that worldwide economic and technological trends will
make it easier for most countries to exploit their assets and to alleviate
their weaknesses. Even if there are grave cultural or other deficiencies, it
should become increasingly easy to cope with these deficiencies—unless
unwise policies or side effects of the less beneficial aspects of the new en-
vironment for development either exacerbate the problems or otherwise
make solutions more difficult.

The experience of the United States can serve as a prototype for some
aspects of this concept. Wave after wave of immigrant groups came in at
the bottom, moved up, and were then replaced by later waves. While
there are some hard core poor groups among United States blacks, almost
half the black population can be judged to be lower-middle or middle
class, and another sixth or so to be relatively well off. Most blacks are now
well above the poverty line; they think of themselves as middle class and
are thought of in this way by their neighbors. (An American with a regu-
lar job is normally considered to be middle class rather than working class
in attitudes and life style.) Furthermore, less than half of the poor in the
United States are now black. Although extensive poverty exists among 
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female-headed families, black females as a whole now earn as much as white
females with similar education. Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans,
while hard hit by the recent recession, are responding to a large degree to
economic opportunities like the traditional immigrant groups. Poverty in
the United States is now mostly associated with old age and sickness, vol-
untary intermittent employment, withdrawal from the system, some kind
of pathology or special circumstances, or extreme isolation. Within a cen-
tury something similar should be true of the world as a whole; to a star-
tling degree, it holds today in mature economies.

Another analogy can be made with recent trends in the United States.
At present the United States is in the midst of a rapid reversal of roles be-
tween the Northeast and the South and the Southwest. Traditionally, be-
fore World War II, the Northeast was the technologically advanced, dy-
namic, industrializing, rapidly growing region; the South was the most
lethargic. Since the war these two roles have been basically reversed. The
Northeast has grown about 2.5 percent per year and the South and South-
west about 5 percent a year. This is often called the sunbelt shift, but this
is only partly correct. First and foremost, while there is much movement
of people, there is little or no movement of industry. Rather, the new in-
dustries that are starting in the United States are overwhelmingly started
in the South and Southwest, partly because of the availability of a rela-
tively hardworking and dedicated workforce. This includes such places as
Alabama and Mississippi that are scarcely thought of as part of the nor-
mal sunbelt (vacation-oriented) areas.

The continued existence of traditional American values seems to be as
important as climate. We believe that the subculture of the South and, to
some degree, the Southwest, which was once thought of as relatively in-
imical to industrial development, is now far superior in this respect to the
subculture of the northeastern United States. This position can be main-
tained even if full allowance is made for the additional problems of the
Northeast in having aging cities and the impact of the automobile in mak-
ing it much easier for living and developing in open areas of the South
and Southwest.

Something much like this is also occurring worldwide, where the cur-
rently affluent countries are playing the role of the Northeast and the mid-
dle income countries the role of the South and Southwest.

ON POVERTY AND MORAL IMPERATIVES

We believe that the developed world everywhere has a moral responsi-
bility to help the poor of this world to become reasonably well off (or at
least what we have called “middle income”—neither affluent nor poor).
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We do not believe that the developed world bears any overwhelming
moral imperative to decrease gaps, the large differences in the average in-
comes of nations. It is probably desirable to do so, but only as a relatively
low-priority objective. We see extreme poverty as an evil that should be
decreased and perhaps eliminated as soon as possible. We do not take
anywhere near as strong a moral position of achieving relative affluence,
except as it helps reduce absolute poverty. We view reducing inequality as
the least important moral objective, if it is a moral objective at all.

Unfortunately, we do not have three words for degree of poverty—say
poverty1, poverty2, and poverty3. Poverty1 could refer to extreme mate-
rial deprivation; poverty2 to the psychological deprivation that many feel
who have relatively adequate access to material goods but possess fewer
amenities than their neighbors; and poverty3 how very affluent observers
believe that lower income people should feel, even if they do not. Thus,
everybody is aware that many people in the United States with an income
below $5,000 per year for a family of four are officially judged to be poor
by the government, although in many parts of the world this income
would place them firmly in the middle or upper-middle class. Indeed,
many families in New York City received in services and cash the equiv-
alent of about $10,000 in 1978 from public assistance and welfare author-
ities. All three variants of the word “poverty” may be legitimate and use-
ful, but the last two are very different from the kind of desperate material
poverty we normally mean when we refer to poverty in this book—i.e.,
poverty1. [ . . . ]
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We can take what we now know about past and current American
styles of life together with some current trends—and our knowl-

edge of these is far from complete—and add what we believe or find plau-
sible about the socialization of the child, the development of character,
character changes in later life, ways in which social structure and culture
change, and so forth, and on this basis try to assess the consequences of
some simple, basic trends. These include relatively easy affluence, new
technology, absence of absorbing international challenges, and consider-
able but not disastrous population growth. We must ask, in effect, how
these trends might furnish or constrain possibilities for change. [ . . . ]

The first salient factor seems likely to be a vastly increased availability
of goods and such services as transportation and communication. A sec-
ond is a likely increase in leisure and a concomitant reduction of the pres-
sures of work. A third is the likelihood of important technological changes
in such areas as psychopharmacology, with possible radical consequences
for culture and styles of life. Perhaps the most important is a likely ab-
sence of stark “life and death” economic and national security issues.

How can we assess the impact of these changes even on a current situ-
ation which itself is imperfectly understood? One of the greatest problems
of all psychological and sociological speculation has to do with the di-
alectical quality of the processes involved. It is difficult to know whether
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to extrapolate trends or to postulate reactions against the same trends. For
example, if work will occupy fewer hours of the average person’s life, it
is plausible to speculate that for this reason work will become less impor-
tant. On the other hand, it is at least equally plausible that the change in
the role of work may cause work as an issue to come to new prominence.
The values surrounding work, which in the developed areas have evolved
over centuries, may emerge into a new flux and once again become con-
troversial sources of problems within a society and for many individuals.
The ideologies that surround work and give it justification and value, in
individual and social terms, may become strengthened in support of what
remains of work; on the other hand, they may increasingly come into
doubt and become the objects of reaction and rebellion. Indeed both
trends may materialize simultaneously in different parts of society and
may cause conflicts within many individuals. Clearly one can write many
scenarios here, with many different branching points. These quandaries
must be resolved ultimately by at least partly intuitive and subjective
judgments; the most one can claim for such speculations is that no alter-
native possibility seems much more likely.

ECONOMIC PLAUSIBILITY AND POSTINDUSTRIAL LEISURE

Let us assume, then, with expanded gross national product, greatly in-
creased per capita income, the workweek drastically reduced, retirement
earlier (but active life-span longer), and vacations longer, that leisure time
and recreation and the values surrounding these acquire a new emphasis.
Some substantial percentage of the population is not working at all. There
has been a great movement toward the welfare state, especially in the ar-
eas of medical care, housing, and subsidies for what previously would
have been thought of as poor sectors of the population. [ . . . ]

It seems not implausible that one-half the people would work in more
or less normal fashion, and that one-fifth of the people would work longer
hours than normal, either for income or for compulsive or altruistic rea-
sons. Because of the excess contribution of this group, it may be possible
to maintain something close to a high GNP, even though some 20 to 30
percent of the normal labor force contribute little or no labor. The under-
producers might be, in effect, hobbyists working a few days a month, or
a few months a year, to acquire the income to pursue their hobbies. One
can also assume that “normal” frictional unemployment will be some-
what higher than usual, and that there will also be something which
might be considered “semi-frictional” unemployment (that is, people
who have lost jobs but are taking some time looking for another by using
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their vacations, or who have unusually high or unrealistic standards of
what their jobs should be or who are just lying around living on savings.)
There could also be a group, assuming the above conditions, who reject
any sort of gainful employment on the ground of principle or preference.
And finally, there should be people who are more willing to be on relief
than not, if only because they have personal or family problems that make
it unwise for them to work if they can survive without; or there may be
some who are simply and cynically “on the dole.” The above suggests
that in place of the current 20 percent poor, we may have a similar num-
ber, but differently situated, who do not participate normally in the voca-
tional life of the nation.

Consider now the problem of the annual number of hours of work.
There could easily be either a four- or five-day week [ . . . ] It is difficult to
guess what patterns will be assumed. It should be noted that if any of the
four-day week patterns were adopted the “normal” worker could spend
less than 50 percent of his days on his vocation (but only seven to seven
and one-half hours per day), less than 50 percent of his days on an avoca-
tion (possibly working somewhat longer than seven and one-half hours
per day), and then still have one or two days off a week for just relaxing.
In other words, it would be possible to pursue an avocation as intensely
as a vocation and still have a good deal of time for “third-order” pursuits.
As we pointed out, such patterns can be consistent with continued eco-
nomic growth at reasonably high rates.

SUCCESS BREEDS FAILURE: AFFLUENCE AND 
THE COLLAPSE OF BOURGEOIS VALUES

John Maynard Keynes addressed himself to this dilemma in one of the
earliest and still one of the best short discussions of some of the issues
raised by the accumulation of wealth through investment. As he put it,

. . . the economic problem, the struggle for subsistence, always has been hith-
erto the primary, most pressing problem of the human race. If the economic
problem is solved, mankind will be deprived of its traditional purpose. Will
this be of a benefit? If one believes at all in the real values of life, the prospect
at least opens up the possibility of benefit. Yet I think with dread of the read-
justment of the habits and instincts of the ordinary man, bred into him for
countless generations, which he may be asked to discard within a few
decades. . . . Thus for the first time since his creation man will be faced with
his real, his permanent problem—how to use his freedom from pressing eco-
nomic cares, how to occupy his leisure, which science and compound inter-
est will have won for him, to live wisely and agreeably and well.
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There are those who would argue that with increased freedom from ne-
cessity men will be freed for more generous, public-spirited, and humane
enterprises. It is a commonplace of the American consensus that it is
poverty and ignorance that breed such evils as Communism, revolutions,
bigotry, and race hatred. Yet we know better than to expect that the ab-
sence of poverty and ignorance will result in a triumph of virtue or even
of the benign. On the contrary, it is equally plausible that a decrease in the
constraints formerly imposed by harsher aspects of reality will result in
large numbers of “spoiled children.” At the minimum many may become
uninterested in the administration and politics of a society that hands out
“goodies” with unfailing and seemingly effortless regularity.

One may choose almost at will from among available hypotheses that
may seem to apply to the situation, and one reaches contrary conclusions
depending upon the choice that is made; this indeterminacy is perhaps a
measure of the inadequacy of contemporary social thought as a basis for
generalization, relative to the complexity of human phenomena.

For example, one may take the [ . . . ] frustration-aggression hypothesis
and conclude that aggressiveness will be greatly tranquilized in a society
that provides much less external and realistic frustration. This is opposed
to the more complex and more psychoanalytically oriented point of view
of Freud who points to the role that frustrations imposed by external re-
ality may play in shoring up the defenses of the character structure—
defenses that are crucial strengths and that were acquired through learn-
ing, with difficulty, as an infant to defer gratification and to mediate
among conflicting energies of instinctual impulses, conscience, and the
opportunities and dangers of the real world. Research might show, if re-
search could be done on such a subject, that many an infantile and nar-
cissistic personality has matured only when faced with the necessity of
earning a living—others only when faced with the necessity for facing up
to some personal challenge, such as military service or participation in
family responsibility. (The well-known finding that suicide rates drop
sharply during wars and economic depressions is subject to diverse inter-
pretation, but it may suggest that such external challenges can serve cru-
cial integrative or compensatory functions for some personalities, and
perhaps, less dramatically, for many others.) This is not to say that equally
effective or perhaps superior external challenges could not be found to
substitute for the working role—or wartime experience—as a maturing or
reality-focusing influence. If they are not found, however, while the econ-
omy and international and other threats make fewer demands, the decline
of the values of work and national service may have some destructive effect.

Thus, there may be a great increase in selfishness, a great decline of in-
terest in government and society as a whole, and a rise in the more child-
ish forms of individualism and in the more antisocial forms of concern for
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self and perhaps immediate family. Thus, paradoxically, the technological,
highly productive society, by demanding less of the individual, may de-
crease his economic frustrations but increase his aggressions against the
society. Certainly here would be fertile soil for what has come to be
known as alienation.

The word alienation has been used in many different senses, some of
them well defined and some in the context of systems of explanation and
prescription for the ailment. The young Karl Marx, for example, followed
Ludwig Feuerbach (and to some extent anticipated Freud’s Civilization
and its Discontents) in the belief that alienation resulted from civilized
man’s “unnatural” repression of his instinctual, especially sexual, nature.
Later, however, Marx concluded that alienation resulted from the
worker’s relationship to labor that had to be done for the profit of an-
other; the cure was to have the worker “own” the means of production;
thus alienation could be reduced by shortening the working day, and “the
worker therefore feels himself at home only during his leisure.”

The alienation that we speculate may result from affluence could have
little or nothing to do with whether the society is capitalist or socialist. In
either case, the control of the decision-making apparatus would be per-
ceived as beyond the reach of and in fact of little interest for the average
person. Thus, whatever the economic system, the politics (and even the
culture) of plenty could become one not of contentment but of cynicism,
emotional distance, and hostility. More and more the good life would be
defined in Epicurean or materialistic, rather than Stoic, or bourgeois
terms. The enhancement of private values combined with the increased
sense of futility about public values would also entail a kind of despair
about the long-run future of the whole society. More and more people
would act on the aphorism currently attributed to a leader of the new stu-
dent left: “If you’ve booked passage on the Titanic, there’s no reason to
travel steerage.”

Thus the classical American middle-class, work-oriented, advancement-
oriented, achievement-oriented attitudes might be rejected for the follow-
ing reasons:

1. Given an income per worker [ . . . ] of well over ten thousand dollars
in today’s dollars, it may become comparatively easy for intelligent
Americans to earn ten to twenty thousand dollars a year without in-
vesting very intense energies in their jobs—in effect they will be able
to “coast” at that level.

2. It may become comparatively easy for an American to obtain several
thousand dollars a year from friends and relatives or other sources,
and to subsist without undergoing any real hardship, other than
deprivation of luxuries.
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3. Welfare services and public facilities will generally probably put a
fairly high “floor” under living standards, even in terms of luxuries
such as parks, beaches, museums, and so on.

4. With money plentiful, its subjective “marginal utility” would proba-
bly tend to diminish, and there would probably be a greatly in-
creased emphasis on things that “money cannot buy.” Economic and
social pressures to conform may diminish as the affluent society feels
increasingly that it can “afford” many kinds of slackness and devia-
tion from the virtues that were needed in earlier times to build an in-
dustrial society.

5. If the “Puritan ethic” becomes superfluous for the functioning of the
economy, the conscience-dominated character type associated with it
would also tend to disappear. Parents would no longer be strongly
motivated to inculcate traits such as diligence, punctuality, willing-
ness to postpone or forego satisfaction, and similar virtues no longer
relevant to the socioeconomic realities in which children are growing
up.

6. Yet the need to “justify” the new patterns may remain, and to the ex-
tent that there is any residual guilt about the abandonment of the
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century values, there would be ex-
aggerated feelings against vocational success and achievement.

Many intellectuals and contributors to popular culture would help to
make the case against “bourgeois,” “managerial,” “bureaucratic,” “indus-
trial,” “Puritanical,” and “preaffluent” values. There would then be con-
siderable cultural support for feelings ranging from indifference to out-
right contempt for any sort of success or achievement that has economic
relevance.

Other factors would augment these effects. For example, presumably 
[ . . . ] much more will be known about mood-affecting drugs, and these
drugs will probably be used by many as a means of escape from daily life.
At the same time, the young, those without responsibility in the social
system, will be increasingly alienated by a society that conspicuously fails
to meet what it judges to be minimal standards of social justice and pur-
pose (standards which look impossibly utopian to decision-makers). Ide-
ological movements would form to rationalize and justify rebellion and
renunciation of old “obsolete” values by youth from all classes and strata
of society. Less articulate but equally rebellious young people would con-
tribute to a great rise in crime and delinquency. Other symptoms of social
pathology, such as mental illness, neurosis, divorce, suicide, and the like
would also probably increase. Traditional religious doctrines might either
continue to lose force or continue to be reinterpreted, revised, and secu-
larized so as to pose few obstacles to the current general way of life.
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On the other hand, the resources of society for dealing with these prob-
lems, perhaps in a (suffocating?) paternalistic way, would also have been
greatly augmented. Before discussing the differences that might be made
by social responses to these problems, let us see how they might affect
various social groups.

OTHER FACTORS IN ALIENATION

In discussing alienation, attention ought also to be given to other aspects
of cultural change that may contribute to ego disintegration and feelings
of disorientation. Here we meet the difficult problem of diagnosing the
malaise of our times. [ . . . ] In any case, it seems plausible that the “end of
ideology” and an inevitable disenchantment with the ideals and expecta-
tions of American democracy and free enterprise, coupled with a contin-
ued decline in the influence of traditional religion and the absence of any
acceptable mass ideologies, have and will continue to contribute to a com-
mon spiritual and political rootlessness. As secularization, rationalization,
and innovation continue to change the culture in the direction of sensate
and bourgeois norms, the influence of traditional Weltanschauungen
seems more likely to continue to wane than to undergo any resurgence 
[ . . . ].

Furthermore, some things have happened or are happening that change
man’s relation to his universe in ways that may be unsettling for many
people. For example, the inventions of nuclear weapons and interconti-
nental delivery systems have probably made human life permanently
more precarious, and have introduced into international relations a new
level of potential horror that is difficult even to imagine with any preci-
sion. At the minimum they provide any who wish for it a good excuse for
aimless drifting or horrified resentment; in addition, they are ample rea-
sons for both realistic concern and widespread neurotic anxiety and de-
spair.

Technological change itself may contribute to feelings of estrange-
ment from the new physical world and also from a society strongly 
affected by continual innovation and disruption. There is a long tradi-
tion in American letters of hostility to the machine, and, at least since
World War II, an increasing perception that the social consequences 
of science and technology are, at best, mixed blessings. Machines that
perform some functions of the human mind far better than humans can
are likely to be even more resented, in spite of their economic benefits,
than machines that do the same for human muscles. The human place
in the world may be most seriously disturbed by new medical technol-
ogy. New drugs will raise sharply the questions, what is a real human
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feeling, and what is a genuine personality? Plastic replacements for
hearts and other vital organs raise in new and more difficult form the
old problem of defining life and death, and add a new difficulty to the
old question, what is a human being?

The exploration of space already under way may also have a somewhat
disturbing impact on the imaginations of many people. It is well known,
for example, that many schizophrenics are preoccupied with fantasies of
space exploration (as well as fantasies involving the immense destructive
potential of the H-bomb). Phenomena such as weightlessness, depen-
dence for existence on a wholly artificial and technologically sustained
environment, and isolation from familiar objects and humankind may
have obvious impact on some minds and more subtle impact on a great
many. The unconscious is, as Freud has reminded us, an inveterate pun-
ster, and it may not be accidental that phrases such as way out, far gone,
out of it, and out of this world are currently used to mean strange or
bizarre; and that, moreover, phrases such as way out, dropout, flip-out,
freak-out, turned on, tuned in, out of my head, and cool are supposed to
refer to desirable conditions. Perhaps the most important alienating influ-
ence will be a purely negative thing—the absence of the traditional chal-
lenge of work, community approval, and national needs.

HUMANISM AND THE VALUE OF TIME

It is possible to suppose that something else might happen. For example,
John Adams, our second President, once suggested that: “my sons ought
to study mathematics and philosophy, geography, natural history and
naval architecture, in order to give their children a right to study painting,
poetry, music, architecture, statuary, tapestry and porcelain. . . .”

The passage is peculiarly American; almost no (correspondingly upper-
class) European would use the word “right.” The most he would have
said would be that his sons ought to emphasize mathematics, philosophy,
geography, and so on, in order that their sons could emphasize painting,
poetry, music, and the like. He would feel that some interest in painting,
poetry, and music was proper and unremarkable. On the other hand for
most Americans a man who is deeply preoccupied with porcelain, or any
of the fine arts, may still be, even in this less Philistine age, a bit suspect—
whether as effeminate or as simply not sufficiently serious and practical.
Adams’s statement is characteristically American, in that it gives an over-
whelming priority to the needs of national security and statesmanship
and asserts that no one has a right to devote his attention to “finer things”
for their own sake, until these needs have been adequately met. A con-
temporary parallel is the American upper-middle class view of the proper
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relation between work and play. Typically, an American businessman or
professional man apologizes for taking a vacation by explaining it is only
“in order to recharge his batteries”; he justifies rest or play mostly in terms
of returning to do a better job. The European by contrast seems to enjoy
his vacation as a pleasure in its own right, and does not hesitate to work
for the express purpose of being able to afford to play in better style.

We have already suggested that in the postindustrial society that we are
describing, in continental Europe the middle and upper classes could, in
effect, return to or adopt the manner of the “gentleman.” Many Euro-
peans, of course, argue that things are now going the other way, that un-
der the impact of a mass-consumption, materialistic culture the humanis-
tic values that have been so characteristic in Europe are rapidly eroding
or disappearing. Results—minor or widespread—may become apparent
in forms such as political disruption, disturbed families, and personal
tragedies—or in the pursuit of some “humanistic” values that many
would think of as frivolous or even irrational.

Humanistic values are, of course, a question of definition. While some
may judge certain ideologies that invoke humanistic language as better
described as sentimental, self-indulgent, or rationalizations of quite irra-
tional feelings of rebelliousness and selfishness, others will accept the ide-
ology. (While this is, of course, more or less a value question, facts and
analysis have some relevance to it.)

Consider this question of humanistic versus irrational or indulgent be-
havior. In 1926 the British economist Arthur Redford said, in describing
the adjustment of British yeomen to industrialization: “In the course of a
generation or two it becomes quite ‘natural’ . . . for a fixed number of
hours each day, regulating their exertions constantly . . . there may be
some temporary restlessness among the ‘hands,’ but the routine soon
reestablishes itself as part of the ordinary discipline of life.” While this
may be a rather callous observation, “progress” and other conditions pre-
dominantly made the adjustment a necessary one.

In the post-affluent world [ . . . ] we will not likely, and presumably
should not, be willing to ask people to make sacrifices of this order. How-
ever, new issues will arise. Consider the following two statements put
forth by Berkeley students on signs they were carrying while picketing
and later on a BBC television broadcast:

I am a human being; please do not fold, spindle, or mutilate.
Life here is a living hell.

One can only agree with the first, assuming we understand precisely in
what way the students believe they are not treated as well as IBM cards.
Thus it was widely believed, especially in the 1930s and 1940s, by people
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who thought they were “psychologically sophisticated,” that any kind of
discipline for children causes undesirable repression, inhibits creativity,
and creates neuroses; that almost completely permissive upbringing is
necessary for a parent not to “fold, spindle, or mutilate.” Today psycho-
analysts are emphasizing that a reasonable level of benevolent but firm
discipline is very much needed by a child, and that excessive permissive-
ness is more likely to result in a child marred by guilty willfulness, irre-
sponsibility, and inadequacy.

Of course, the students would argue that they do not mean anything so
extreme, but just that they ought to be treated better than items processed
by machines. One can only sympathize with their lack of ability to com-
municate with a seemingly unfeeling, bureaucratic administration choos-
ing to enforce computer decisions. But to argue that the idiosyncrasies of
a computer that allows ten minutes between classes which require fifteen
minutes to reach, or that assigns art classes to basements and engineering
classes to top-floor rooms with windows, creates difficulties for students,
is rather different from arguing that life is a “living hell.” The most that
students could reasonably say was that the administration made life un-
necessarily complicated and frustrating, and had occasionally over-
stepped its proper bounds. Yet they chose to state (and no doubt felt)
these issues in moralistic, politicized, ideological, and emotionally ex-
treme terms. Similarly, increasing numbers of Americans are likely not
only to reject currently held work-oriented, achievement-oriented, 
advancement-oriented attitudes, but are likely to adopt the kind of
“spoiled child” attitudes that seem to have characterized at least some of
the Berkeley protesters.

WHAT IS A STABLE STATE FOR THE 
ALIENATED-AFFLUENT SOCIETY?

Nevertheless, such a society—affluent, humanistic, leisure-oriented, and
partly alienated—might be quite stable. It might, in fact, bear some re-
semblance to some aspects of Greek society (though of course Greek soci-
ety did not develop primarily because of affluence). We can imagine a sit-
uation in which, say, 70 or 80 percent of people become gentlemen and
put a great deal of effort into various types of self-development, though
not necessarily the activities which some futurists find most important for
a humanistic culture. But one could imagine, for example, a very serious
emphasis on sports, on competitive “partner” games (chess, bridge), on
music, art, languages, or serious travel, or on the study of science, philos-
ophy, and so on. The crucial point here is that a large majority of the pop-
ulation may feel it important to develop skills, activities, arts, and knowl-
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edge to meet very high minimum absolute standards, and a large minor-
ity more or less compete to be an elite of elites. One issue is whether or not
people who are not well rounded in a number of areas simultaneously,
more or less as a gentleman should be, will be considered seriously infe-
rior, or whether it will be sufficient for a person to fulfill himself even if
he wishes to do it very narrowly. In both cases, however, there are likely
to be at least subtle social pressures for such self-development. In the ab-
sence of such social pressures, then, we would still expect much of the
same kind of activity but now more in the range of 20 or 30 percent of the
population than 70 or 80 percent.

Thus there is a very large difference between merely having community
acceptance of the right for an individual to spend a lot of time and money
on improving himself in this way, and community “demand” that he do
so in order to be considered a reasonable or full member of the commu-
nity, or an educated man. It is hard to believe that in the long run we are
not going to get something on the order of the latter in the affluent,
postindustrial society. That is, people who are behaving in the new modes
will simply look down on those who are not. Indeed there are now such
pressures on families in middle-class communities, where there is great
emphasis on giving the children dancing lessons, music lessons, and fos-
tering nonutilitarian skills which improve their ability to enjoy them-
selves and, most important, to be more socially desirable. In other words,
middle-class children in the United States are now being treated in a man-
ner not too dissimilar from the way aristocrats treated their children some
years ago, except that there is little emphasis on being hard and tough,
having a sense of noblesse oblige, and there are somewhat less demand-
ing standards of performance. But while contemporary American parents
are in many ways very soft on children, and certainly demand much less
in the way of help with chores or housework than they did several gen-
erations ago, when it comes to socially important achievements in school,
dancing, music, athletics, and so on, they tend to be rather startlingly de-
manding. While it is true that in many cases the children enjoy these ac-
tivities and do not resent having their schedules so filled, there are many
cases in which they do, in fact, feel overburdened by their demanding
routine and still feel real pressures to maintain it.

SOCIAL RESPONSE TO NEW DIFFICULTIES

The most serious issue raised by these speculations (in addition to their
validity, of course) is whether they are not just modern manifestations of
traditional “aberrant” behavior, or whether they represent a reasonable
adjustment or transition state to new traditions and mores. There is also
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the question of to what degree society will be self-correcting and self-
adjusting. Doubtless, however, there will be much room and need for
improved social policies. Just as it seems likely that societies have
learned to handle routine economic problems sufficiently well to avoid
serious depressions, it may be that we have begun to understand social
and psychological problems well enough to avoid the partial passivity
and failure implicit in these speculations. While few would now believe
that the mere multiplication of productive powers is likely to bring
mankind into utopia, or into anything resembling it, it would be ironic
(but not unprecedented) if this multiplication of resources were to cre-
ate problems too serious for the solutions that those very resources
should make feasible. Efforts will doubtlessly be needed to invent and
implement ways of coping with the new and unfamiliar problems that
will certainly arise. [ . . . ]
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What can policy research do to help avoid undesired results of deci-
sions? Obviously a good deal less can be done than an engineer or

doctor is often able to do about problems within his technical expertise.
But research can be helpful if carried out with a proper sense of limita-
tions. One can attempt to accomplish one or more of the following objec-
tives: (1) To stimulate and stretch the imagination and improve the per-
spective; (2) To clarify, define, name, expound, and argue major issues; (3)
To design and study alternative policy “packages” and contexts; (4) To
create propaedeutic and heuristic expositions, methodologies, paradigms,
and frameworks;1 (5) To improve intellectual communication and cooper-
ation, particularly by the use of historical analogies, scenarios, metaphors,
analytic models, precise concepts, and suitable language; (6) To increase
the ability to identify new patterns and crises and to understand their
character and significance; (7) To furnish specific knowledge and to gen-
erate and document conclusions, recommendations, and suggestions; (8)
To clarify currently realistic policy choices, with emphasis on those that
retain efficiency and flexibility over a broad range of contingencies; (9) To
improve the “administrative” ability of decision-makers and their staffs to
react appropriately to the new and unfamiliar.

A good deal of thought has gone into framing and describing this list of
objectives. We believe it is useful and productive for the researcher to go
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through a conscious process of focusing specifically upon what he is try-
ing to achieve. Doing this may simultaneously open up new opportuni-
ties and areas for analysis and limit ambitions in others. We also believe
that trying to be explicitly and thoughtfully aware of the possible objec-
tives can be an equally healthy exercise for the reader and can help him to
achieve desirable objectives.

STIMULATE AND STRETCH THE IMAGINATION 
AND IMPROVE THE PERSPECTIVE

The very process of systematically arranging all the factors that have or
conceivably might have a bearing on the issues being studied makes de-
mands on the imagination. Making up such lists forces one at least briefly
to make distinctions and to examine nuances that are ordinarily over-
looked or disregarded and to give attention and thought to potentially
important situations and influences that would normally be outside the
range of consideration, possibly because they are nonobvious or improb-
able or, more likely, because of emotional, professional, or doctrinaire bi-
ases. The effort of imagination and intellect required to bring a range of
potentially relevant factors into focus is not likely to be wasted. Even if
most of them should never acquire significance for action in the real
world, some very likely will. Almost invariably some small but important
number of the distinctions and nuances that are missed the first time will
ultimately become important. In particular, possibilities that do not seem
live options today may become worthy of serious consideration overnight
as a result of new developments. Surprising developments happen often
enough to make worthwhile the spending of valuable time and resources
in preparing for them—at least intellectually—despite intellectual, social,
bureaucratic, and other difficulties.

It is often the borderline or extreme cases that open up new vistas or
new fields. Also, alternatives that no one would choose, either today or to-
morrow, may still illustrate important principles in a simpler and more
persuasive fashion than complex examples taken from reality. To be fully
aware of the shape of reality it is necessary to glance beyond its bound-
aries on all sides. Proper perspective requires a view of the setting. Per-
haps most important, our intuitions are no longer as reliable a guide as
they used to be. Many currently useful ideas seemed bizarre or ridiculous
when they were first considered. The seemingly improbable or hypothet-
ical may, on analysis, be judged to have been unfashionable, novel, or un-
pleasant rather than unlikely or unrealistic. Thus research that opens the
mind to new concepts and possibilities, fine distinctions, and subtle nu-
ances is essential training and education for the analyst. For this reason
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alone such research should not shy away from examining extreme, im-
plausible, or unfamiliar situations.

The reader of speculations on the relatively distant future may believe
there is a danger of bringing too much imagination to these problems and
a risk of losing ourselves in a maze of bizarre improbabilities. Yet if we re-
view past performance in this field, we find comparatively little evidence
of harm through excessive concern with the unfashionably hypothetical,
even when short-run policies are at issue. Although there has been the oc-
casional fashionable chimera that diverted attention and resources from
projects that later turned out to have been more needful, a brief consider-
ation of unfashionable improbabilities is not open to the same objection.
In any case, it has usually been lack of imagination, rather than excess of
it, that caused unfortunate decisions and missed opportunities. It is just
because the fashionably hypothetical may dominate current planning and
discussion that it is important to emphasize the relevance of the unfash-
ionably hypothetical. It is hoped that reality will not introduce some of its
acid, but potentially very painful, operational tests.

It may also be important to have some perspective on the role and rel-
ative importance of any particular issue or problem. There are important
differences here between the roles of the researcher, the policy-adviser,
and the policy-maker. In many areas good work can result only from sys-
tematic, sustained perseverance, often in the face of intellectual, social,
bureaucratic, or other difficulties. Often sufficient motivation for such an
effort can result only from an exaggerated estimate of the importance or
of the likelihood of success that leads to a dedicated or even fanatic in-
tensity of effort. However, when it becomes time to integrate this work
into the total body of policy, the subject must be restored to its proper per-
spective [ . . . ]

CLARIFY, DEFINE, NAME, EXPOUND, 
AND ARGUE MAJOR ISSUES

It is occasionally assumed that there is widespread and explicit agreement
about (a) what issues are important, (b) what stands on them are possible
or reasonable, and (c) what are the major arguments for each of these
stands. In point of fact, no such second-order agreement2 exists, except
possibly within a few close-knit circles or on a few limited issues that
have been in the spotlight of attention in recent years. Many other equally
or more important issues remain unrecognized, undefined, and undis-
cussed. Such recognition and definition is of the utmost importance.

Clarification and definition of the issues also involve naming, for a
choice of categories is in effect a choice of subject matter. This can lead to
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difficulties, for any system of categories comprehends some real distinc-
tions and likenesses while ignoring or deemphasizing others. In the long
run, problems shift and the nomenclature that is left over from an earlier
focus or context makes discussion of later issues more difficult. [ . . . ] Ap-
propriate words are often “used up” by acquiring a special technical
meaning. Moreover, the technical terminology employed may make it dif-
ficult either to see or to discuss these new issues usefully. However, we
believe in the convenience of having simple labels for relevant packages
of complex issues, even though the future will likely make even the best
classification and naming system more or less obsolete. This is why one
important aspect of technical competence consists of the ability to learn
current classificatory systems with skill and discretion and to modify or
replace such systems as their relevance diminishes or vanishes.

We employ the term naming, however, in a more specialized sense here.
It functions as a metaphor in calling to mind analogous categories. Thus
to label a concession as a “Munich” is to categorize it usefully even
though the risk is run that the term will be applied to an appeasement that
successfully appeased a world-be aggressor or to a concession that in fact
satisfies the dictates of current standards of international justice. Al-
though such names can, and likely will be, misused, we would argue that
they carry too much useful information to be dispensed with. Again, one
aspect of technical competence will involve using such names in ways
that enhance their information-bearing rather than their information-
degrading consequences. Their ambiguity also serves a desirable func-
tion, for they often initiate debate in a way that clarifies issues further.
Thus, just as the clarification and definition of issues involve naming in a
more general sense, so this more specialized kind of naming can be used
to enhance discussion of the stands that are possible and the arguments
that support them.

The main object, of course, is to determine what stands on each issue
are reasonable and which are the major arguments for each stand. What
is important here is to take each issue seriously enough and to carry the
argument deeply enough so that a further superficial examination will
not uncover crucial new arguments and factors. The position taken by the
participants should be informed enough to stand up under the usual
analysis.

It is startling how often in meetings it occurs that the raising of a single
not-too-complicated point shifts many positions. Conversely many (un-
shiftable) positions are revealed as simple and unconsidered, even if
strong, reactions to narrow aspects of the problem. In other words, the
customary arguments used are often parochial, specialized, mostly unex-
amined, and sometimes self-serving. This not only leads to unnecessary
biases, it may even be counterproductive to the holder’s interests. For ex-
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ample, from the viewpoint of efficient political manipulation, it is of some
importance to be empathetic with the audience to be manipulated. It is a
fair characterization of most reports prepared in various subdivisions of
the United States government that they tend to be prepared for audiences
of “friends and relatives.” They have almost no chance of carrying con-
viction with or persuading a skeptical, not to say a hostile, audience. Yet
to be useful, the exposition and argumentation must be comprehensive
enough, as discussed in point four below, to appeal to the relevant “ma-
jority.” Such an attempt, even if motivated by the most parochial consid-
erations, will still result in better recommendations. From this point of
view, in the past even relatively simple concepts were not fully under-
stood until several different analysts in many different studies con-
tributed to their clarification and definition.

FORMULATE AND STUDY ALTERNATIVE POLICY 
“PACKAGES” AND CONTEXTS

One important aspect of exposition and arguing policy issues is the use of
proper contexts. Few measures can be evaluated in isolation. They must
be evaluated in a context of other measures that are being pursued and
also in terms of the criteria and contexts set by the values and assump-
tions held by the policy-maker (or policy-makers). In order to facilitate
such systematic comparisons it is important to assemble a relatively large
number of packages of specific measures, so that one relatively complete
policy can be compared with another relatively complete policy. The
number of packages will, of course, be very small as compared to the to-
tal that is possible. However, in a relatively well-understood area, such a
small number may still provide a large enough set of examples so that al-
most all of the relevant people can recognize their views in one package
or the other. If it is necessary to make finer distinctions, subpackages
within each package can be defined or designed.

It should be clear that people with different attitudes and views may be
put in the same package, since these packages are likely to be fairly gen-
eral and highly aggregated. But to the extent that these issues can be dis-
cussed without going into the greater detail that would separate the ad-
herents of the same packages, it is often worthwhile to do so. One can
then at least get much of the general discussion earned through in a sys-
tematic way. Of course, eventually one must go into details that may be
crucial and that will more or less eliminate this superstructure of “pack-
ages,” but it seems that about 90 percent of the debates, particularly those
conducted in government offices, committees, interdepartmental confer-
ences, briefings, and so on, can be discussed at a relatively general and 
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aggregated level. This discussion can be greatly facilitated by the previous
preparation and discussion of specific packages and the creation of shared
understandings or even of second-order agreement about most of the ma-
jor issues raised by the comparison of such packages. A similar set of ob-
servations applies to the contexts in which these packages are evaluated
and reevaluated. In practice more of the real controversy involves as-
sumptions about overall contexts than about specific details.

In general, the systematic and careful study of the factors affecting the
main issues, and the constructing of a number of policy packages in rela-
tion to varying contexts, will reveal a great number of interactions among
variables, including various incongruities, inconsistencies, incompatibili-
ties, and dissonances as well as mutual reinforcements. A realistic attempt
to reconcile and balance the costs and benefits of including, modifying, or
excluding important variables and ingredients should lead to an im-
proved synthesis and balance. In particular, the formulation and study of
alternatives yields insights into the objectives and assumptions that are
behind each choice.

CREATE PROPAEDEUTIC AND HEURISTIC 
METHODOLOGIES AND PARADIGMS

[ . . . ] By paradigm we mean something a bit more structured than a
framework, and a bit more elaborate than a metaphor made explicit,
though we mean something much less formal than an analytical model, in
the sense of applied mathematics. We mean a relatively structured set of
explicit assumptions, definitions, typologies, conjectures, analyses, and
questions. Robert K. Merton has argued (and, with examples, has demon-
strated) the great value of such paradigms for sociological analyses; his
points are equally valid for analyses of problems in public policy. Para-
digms, he points out, have five closely related functions:

First, paradigms have a notational function. They provide a compact
parsimonious arrangement of the central concepts and their interrelations
as these are utilized for description and analysis. Having one’s concepts
set out in sufficiently brief compass to permit their simultaneous inspec-
tion is an important aid to self-correction of one’s successive interpreta-
tions, a result difficult to achieve when one’s concepts are scattered and
hidden in page after page of discursive exposition.

Second, the explicit statement of analytical paradigms lessens the like-
lihood of inadvertently importing hidden assumptions and concepts,
since each new assumption and each new concept must either be logically
derivable from the previous terms of the paradigm or explicitly incorpo-
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rated in it. The paradigm thus supplies a pragmatic and logical guide for
the avoidance of ad hoc (i.e., logically irresponsible) hypotheses.

Third, paradigms advance the cumulation of theoretical interpretation.
In this connection, we can regard the paradigm as the foundation upon
which the house of interpretations is built. If a new story cannot be built
directly upon the paradigmatic foundations, if it cannot be derived from
the foundations, than it must be considered a new wing of the total struc-
ture, and the foundations (of concepts and assumptions) must be ex-
tended to support the new wing. Moreover, each new story which can be
built upon the original foundations strengthens our confidence in their
substantial quality just as every new extension, precisely because it re-
quires additional foundations, leads us to suspect the soundness of the
original substructure.

Fourth, paradigms, by their very arrangement, suggest the systematic
cross-tabulation of presumably significant concepts and may thus sensi-
tize the analyst to types of empirical and theoretic problems which might
otherwise be overlooked. They promote analysis rather than concrete de-
scription.

Fifth, and in this accounting, finally, paradigms make for the codifica-
tion of methods of qualitative analysis in a manner approximating the
logical, if not the empirical, rigor of quantitative analysis [ . . . ]

Quantitative procedures are expressly codified as a matter of course:
they are open to inspection by all, and the assumptions and procedures
can be critically scrutinized by all who care to read. In frequent contrast
to this public character of codified quantitative analysis, the [ . . . ] analysis
of qualitative data is assumed to reside in a private world inhabited ex-
clusively by penetrating but unfathomable insights and by ineffable un-
derstandings. Indeed, discursive expositions not based upon an explicit
paradigm often involve perceptive interpretations; as the cant phrase has
it, they are rich in “illuminating insights.” But it is not always clear just
which operations with analytic concepts were involved in these insights.
There consequently results an aggregate of discrete insights rather than a
codified body of knowledge, subject to reproducible research.

Since all virtues can readily become vices merely by being carried to ex-
cess, the [ . . . ] paradigm can be abused almost as easily as it can be used.
It is a temptation to mental indolence. Equipped with his paradigm, the
(analyst) may shut his eyes to strategic data not expressly called for in the
paradigm. He may turn the paradigm from a [ . . . ] field-glass into a
blinder. Misuse results from absolutizing the paradigm rather than using
it tentatively, as a point of departure. [ . . . ]

As in any field of inquiry in which concerted efforts and possibly even
cumulative improvements are sought, propaedeutic and heuristic devices
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are urgently needed. One of the difficulties with getting enlightened and
informed decision-making today is that so many people have to know so
much about each other’s fields. About half the time of any particular, spe-
cialized decision-maker is spent becoming familiar with allied informa-
tion from complementary and supplementary specializations. It is of ex-
treme importance, under these circumstances, to have in effect a simple
“college outline” type of literature that is directly pointed to the needs of
these people. Such a literature, of course, can only be produced to order;
it is not produced accidentally. By “literature,” we include, of course,
methodologies for analysis and design.

The kind of work that has to be done on issues such as national secu-
rity, international order, and the “quality of life” requires the integration,
at least at a superficial level, of a large number of different disciplines. Al-
most anything that would help in doing this should be encouraged. We
must maintain standards of depth and thoroughness, but these should not
be self-defeating standards that prevent an important job from being be-
gun. Almost necessarily, interdisciplinary workers must rely on “second-
ary sources,” or on the advice of experts whom they have difficulty eval-
uating, though this problem can be much alleviated by a suitable playing
of experts against each other. “Teams” of experts have important limita-
tions; at some point a plan or solution must be achieved, and this can take
place only “within a single skull” (in Clyde Kluckhohn’s phrase). Thus
one or more specialists must step outside their fields, or one or more non-
specialists must perform the final integration of specialties. However dis-
agreeable such a task may prove, it is necessary and will be done better if
better shared concepts and common vocabulary as well as special
propaedeutic devices are developed.

IMPROVE INTELLECTUAL COMMUNICATION AND
COOPERATION (PARTICULARLY BY THE USE OF HISTORICAL
EXAMPLES, SCENARIOS, METAPHORS, ANALYTIC MODELS,

PRECISE CONCEPTS, AND SUITABLE LANGUAGE)

One difficulty in devising pragmatic rules and heuristic hypotheses to
deal with such novel situations as the proper conduct of international re-
lations in a thermonuclear world is that we do not have a great fund even
of intellectual experience to draw upon. Thus the meaningful concepts
and metaphors, all of which are useful if not essential for the proper
analysis and discussion of any complicated aspect of social relations, are
lacking to us. Small groups that work together on these problems tend, in
the absence of community experience, to develop special connotations for
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words and elements of precision in their terms that outsiders do not
share, even though it may seem to the outsiders that the debate con-
tains nothing that they fail to follow. The wider the relevant public and
decision-making circles, the more this lack of shared experience ham-
pers the communication process that is necessary for adequate deci-
sions. Thus, although it is true that all truly professional groups develop
a professional jargon of which outsiders are not fully cognizant, this
problem is exacerbated in dealing with public issues. Moreover the jar-
gon is not fully understood and communication is faulty even among
many who consider themselves professional, except for some tightly
knit small groups. One helpful device for overcoming this problem to
some extent would be to create and to use artificial “case histories” and
“historical examples” to supplement the paucity of real examples; but
we note that there seems to be an insufficient exploitation of the exam-
ples that are already available.

INCREASE THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY NEW PATTERNS 
AND CRISES AND UNDERSTAND THEIR CHARACTER 

AND SIGNIFICANCE

The major reason why one needs such artificial devices as a specially cre-
ated “college outline” type of literature and paradigms for policy plan-
ning is the rapidity with which changes occur. If the changes were slower,
the various specialists would gradually learn what is needed for them to
perform their functions effectively, and the normal methods of providing
textbooks, literature, and expert professionals would suffice. So the
essence of our problem is that we must cope with new problems and con-
cepts. By devoting attention to possibilities in a number of future settings
it is possible to identify and study patterns and thus to become expert in
the recognition of the patterns that are actually developing in the real
world. Thus a series of studies like the present one can be of service in fa-
cilitating reaction to such patterns. As a result, there may be fewer wrong
decisions, fewer unpleasant surprises, and fewer missed opportunities.
Understanding developing patterns may not make the future our servant,
but it certainly helps us to take advantage of some of its opportunities. Of-
ten recognition of a problem in time to cope with it is more of a limitation
on adequate governmental action than are expenditures or levels of effort.
Therefore, the early recognition of developing patterns has become of the
utmost importance.

If subsequent efforts to investigate the distant future achieve some suc-
cess, many of the new and unusual problems of policy planning will seem
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much less bizarre and will appear instead as a routine responsibility of the
proper staffs. It will be less likely that we fail to guard against or fail to
prepare to exploit possible developments because of overconcentration
on the current pattern. To the extent the present is emphasized, it will be
deliberate, and not by default. Nonetheless, the pragmatic approach typ-
ical of Americans and their government is not going to be—nor would we
agree that it should be—replaced by merely technical procedures. Indeed
one way to view the whole program sketched out above is as a basis for a
kind of planned muddling through. It prevents the foreclosure of options
that would make muddling through impossible, and enhances the con-
sensus on basic directions and destinations that makes muddling through
successful.

FURNISH SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND GENERATE AND
DOCUMENT CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, 

AND SUGGESTIONS

[Our type of approach], unlike the typical policy study, contains few spe-
cific conclusions, recommendations, or suggestions. It is intended [ . . . ]
as a framework for speculation and discussion. If we have succeeded in
doing useful groundwork for the future debate, this work should result in
further studies by ourselves and others that will be more productive in
recommendations and suggestions.

Even so, such studies can rarely be definitive. They must necessarily
limit themselves to particular aspects of a wide field and cannot be ex-
pected to be conclusive outside rather narrow limits. Furthermore, while
they can make the consideration of imponderables more explicit, they can
scarcely enable the decision-maker to evade his prerogatives and respon-
sibilities by supplying him with specific solutions for various trades, com-
promises, and dilemmas.

It is true that on rare occasions a study will be able to make its final rec-
ommendations with great force and authority: but such recommendations
will almost always be limited to a very narrow area that has been thoroughly
covered by the study and in which the basic context and assumptions—at
least as to objectives—are not controversial. Broader recommendations
and suggestions with respect to more controversial assumptions or values
cannot be expected to have as great force.

This is by no means to say that the decision-maker should disregard
“narrow” studies. On the contrary, it will nearly always be of advantage
to take the results of such studies into account in the process of reaching
a decision. There is a great difference between an informed choice and a
decision from ignorance or by default.
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CLARIFY CURRENT CHOICES—HEDGING, CONTINGENCY
PLANNING, AND COMPROMISING

Current choices are presumably based on the realities, objectives, and as-
sumptions of today. Because all of these can change rapidly, it is impor-
tant to understand explicitly the relationship of the choice to such reali-
ties, objectives, and assumptions, so that the choices can change when the
basis on which they were made changes. It is surprisingly hard to do this,
because most people—even most professional analysts—tend to forget
the original reasons for their choices, and are then not willing to change
their positions. It often helps to reconstruct the histories of how individu-
als arrived at their positions; then they know explicitly what they would
be giving up if they changed their minds. But it is not enough to know
and remember the reasons for one’s choice. No choice is fully meaningful
unless its alternatives are also understood and appreciated. It is especially
important to understand the negative side of one’s choice: the drawbacks
and the costs associated with it. A thoroughgoing satisfaction with all as-
pects of one’s position is often no more than an inability to see its prob-
lematic sides. Clarifying a choice involves some awareness of the fact that
there was a choice and that something had to be sacrificed or compro-
mised in committing oneself to it.

This underlies the concept of hedging and contingency design. By
hedging we mean a modification of the preferred “system” that enables
one to cope with “off-design” situations. Inside their own range of past
experience, decision-makers usually understand the need for hedging
against failure, that is, for acquiring emergency capabilities for dealing
with relatively less favorable—including improbable—contingencies
than those expected when the choice was made. It is less frequently 
remembered, but often equally important, that one should be able to
take advantage of unexpected but more favorable situations if they
arise. That is, one should also hedge to be in a position to exploit op-
portunities.

Equally important as hedging and analytically very similar to it is the
process of attaining necessary accommodation with other people’s val-
ues and assumptions. This is the process of putting together the rele-
vant majority; and it has many similarities with other political
processes. Forming policy is part of political give-and-take, but one of
the special problems is that the give and take involves so much time
that when the policy is finally set valuable opportunities may have
been lost, or points of no return passed. Thus it is important to take into
account other points of view in advance. Moreover proposals that do
not sufficiently take into account other points of view may be rejected
before they receive a “fair” hearing.
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BROADEN AND IMPROVE THE BASIS FOR BOTH POLITICAL
DECISION-MAKING AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS IN

DEALING WITH NEW TRENDS AND CRISES

Any improvement in the technical or political debates, any improvement
in communication and shared understandings, in making basic issues
clearer, is likely to result in greater understanding at the upper levels of
government, within intellectual elites, and among people generally. But
such understanding can be more than intellectual. It can also result in par-
ticipants becoming morally sensitive, morally informed, and intellectu-
ally more serious. Stimulating the study of crucial problems and drawing
attention to potentially necessary decisions and acts are minimal require-
ments for coping successfully with the problems of the future. How much
more can be done is problematical. It may be that all we can do is improve
our capability to muddle through. But this in itself will be an achievement
[ . . . ] .

NOTES

1. We use these rather pedantic words reluctantly, but they seem to be the best
available to describe our objectives. By propaedeutic we mean pertaining to in-
troductory instruction, although there is no suggestion of the oversimplified. Be-
cause creative integration of ideas must ultimately take place in a single mind,
even a very sophisticated and knowledgeable policy-maker, analyst, long-range
planner (or member of an interdisciplinary study group) must absorb many ideas
from unfamiliar fields. Hence, propaedeutic techniques are indispensable. By
“heuristic” we refer to that which serves to discover, or to stimulate investigation,
or to methods of demonstration that lead an investigator to probe further. While
heuristic techniques are not necessarily scholarly or rigorous, their value need not
be belabored. Paradigm, a structured set of propositions, is discussed more fully
below.

2. By first-order agreement we mean agreement on substance—that is, on as-
sumptions, values, or the policy to be pursued; by second-order agreement we
mean agreement on what the agreement or disagreement is about.
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One of our major “methodological” tools is the agnostic use of infor-
mation and concepts. To explain this tool, we begin by contrasting

the academic and the practical styles, exaggerating the differences to
heighten the contrast. Consider professor-student interactions. Normally
professors exposit certain topics that they understand well, covering all
the issues that are relevant from their perspective. Then the professors test
the ability of students to understand and use the concepts by formulating
clear-cut questions that have verifiable answers. Enough information has
been supplied, or will be easily available using resources on campus, so
that students can answer the questions satisfactorily. To the extent that
any theoretical reasoning is used in answering the question, the theories
are also available and are known to be relevant, valid, and complete. Fi-
nally, the students are given sufficient time to find and use whatever the
information they need. Note that: Proper background has been supplied
in advance; Questions are clearly formulated; Adequate high quality in-
formation is available; Adequate high quality theories are available; Clear
distinctions exist between right and wrong answers; The time needed is
available.

None of these conditions obtains in most situations studied by the Hud-
son Institute (or indeed in many real life situations). Decision makers
have to make do with what they have available. This means that the ques-
tions are not precisely formulated; the answers are not verifiable; high
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quality data, adequate theories, and sufficient amounts of time are not
likely to be available. [ . . . ] In fact, the biggest issues may be “What is the
question? How much time is available? What information and theories
that are accessible are relevant? If these are contradictory or inconsistent,
how do we deal with them?”

A similar situation is encountered when one looks at the differences be-
tween a professor’s own doctoral thesis and most real world problems. In
the thesis, the question or issue is almost always carefully and narrowly
formulated to make it possible for the work to be original; enough time is
allocated to make the work of publishable quality; and the dimensions
and scope deliberately specialized to fall within one’s normal field of in-
terest or capability. In the real world, of course, the scope of the problems
and quality of solution are determined by the existential context and time
pressures are ignored at great peril.

It is a hopeless, even irrational illusion to expect real world business or
political situations to be as neat and orderly as the problems presented in
academic discussions. It is even more hopeless to expect to find high qual-
ity theorems and models that will be realistically applicable. And only
rarely has all the relevant and available information been gathered. Busi-
ness and political decision-makers have to come up with reasonable solu-
tions based mostly on low quality information and theories applied in sit-
uations where the questions are imprecisely or inaccurately formulated
and where no one knows ahead of time whether the answers suggested
are right or the politics devised will work. Controversy will continue even
after the fact because there will be different interpretations of what actu-
ally occurred and why.

Sometimes decisions come up in such a way that additional study and
analysis may be possible. But even then, decisions cannot be held up in-
definitely. In most cases the additional analysis will probably not be de-
cisive, particularly if the situation is changing rapidly. Indeed, a slow-
moving study will often lag far behind events. How, then, should one
proceed? Presumably as people have always proceeded: by using their
best judgments, intuitions, and guesses. Often the basic reasoning and
methodology will be faulty if applied generally or inexpertly. Yet decision-
makers often arrive at good answers to the specific problems they have to
deal with.

I have some experience with this situation in an area where most lay-
men would not expect these kinds of problems. As a theoretical physicist
I worked closely with some of the best physicists of our generation. Con-
trary to popular impression, these scientists did not always work rigor-
ously, nor were they as careful as their reputations and self-confidence
would indicate—even in their own fields. They often put forth hypothe-
ses as if they were mathematical theorems of universal validity, although
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it was easy to show that they weren’t. Nevertheless, they rarely made er-
rors in dealing with the practical applications of these hypotheses. Even
though they thought of these theorems as universally applicable, the hy-
potheses had generally been developed out of very special problems. The
scientists intuitively applied the theorems only to areas and under condi-
tions where, in fact, they did fit. As a result, they almost always obtained
correct or at least usable results, even though they claimed more for their
theories than was actually provable.

Decision-makers are often in much more precarious positions. They
may have little available to them beyond experience in varied and not al-
ways relevant fields; theories that are often a synthesis of various anec-
dotes, metaphors, and analogues; and, sometimes, empathy with various
important groups. Yet many competent, pragmatic decision-makers have
done very well. Throughout much of human history, leaders have used
the same basic techniques. They intuitively understood the specific issues
facing them so well that they could deal with them in an empirical, prag-
matic ad hoc fashion; or they used some kind of theoretical framework to
produce solutions that were quite reasonable; or they creatively exploited
limited but perceptive observations.

Until quite recently, no scientific survey data existed, nor did much for-
mal theory. More often than not, the theorists in economics and sociology
do not originate their “inventions.” Rather, they describe events that oc-
curred before the theories were devised. The theorists’ contributions were
and are less inventions than descriptions of the actions of practical people
in a more or less rational and comprehensible manner. Constructs or in-
stitutions emerge or are invented by very practical people and often be-
come quite developed before the theoreticians even notice them. In recent
years this has happened with the transnational corporations as a perva-
sive world force, the Eurodollar market, the rapid economic emergence of
Japan and the New Industrial countries, and by and large, the current
stagflation.

Our more or less agnostic use of information and concepts is intended
to resemble but is not identical to the traditional pre-scientific way of pro-
ceeding. First, we are genuinely agnostic about many of the themes we
use; we simply do not know whether they are correct or not, or if they are,
we are not sure of the extent of their validity. It is therefore important to
hedge against these theories being right without relying on their being
right. Second, we are often willing to use these concepts as dramatic and
pedagogically useful ways to explain or illustrate certain principles or
facts. In many cases, sophisticated empirical or theoretical explanations
can be used to show that the concepts do apply, but these are likely to be
both confusing and complex. Sometimes relatively simple arguments are
more persuasive, more heuristic, and thus more useful to the reader. Also,
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such materials may produce interesting scenarios, basic contexts, apt
metaphors, significant hypotheses, and a language that is both precise
and rich.

THE CONCEPT OF THE SIX DEGREES OF BELIEF

Because we are dealing with uncertain and controversial material, we find
it very important to be consciously and intellectually aware of where we
and others stand on many positions and issues. It is almost impossible for
us to get along using a simple true-false dichotomy or even a dichotomy
of true, uncertain, and false. In a sense, we are trying, in this kind of situ-
ation, to give our own and others’ subjective positions, or the likelihood
that a certain proposition is true, or that a certain policy will work—and
our confidence in our own beliefs or others’ attitudes toward our own be-
liefs. Using numbers giving estimates of these subjective probabilities and
degrees of confidence, or other precise estimates and ranges, would give
a misleading appearance of a nonexistent precision and analytical clarity.

Our problem is like that of an individual studying the colors of a rain-
bow who wishes to relate these colors to other colors he notes in the en-
vironment around him. Our culture has decided to divide the rainbow
into seven colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, and indigo. All
adult members of our society recognize, of course, that there are no sharp
dividing lines. Not only are the boundaries indistinct or arbitrary, various
shades other than those mentioned can be identified. In fact, every con-
ceivable wave length of light between 4,000 and 7,600 angstrom units is
available in the visible portion of the rainbow. But nothing would be sil-
lier than saying we think of a certain shade such as orange as being pre-
cisely 6,400 angstrom units—or even ranging between 6,300 and 6,500. We
simply do not think like that; we cannot estimate that precisely what we
mean by orange or any other color. We could say orange is in the region
of 6,400 angstrom units, but that would be unnecessary since the term or-
ange exists and gives about the degree of precision we need. Furthermore,
orange covers other mixtures or blends such as red and yellow that give
the human eye the appearance of orange and which we wish to include in
this category. We would also like our terminology not only to reflect our
uncertainty about purity and wavelength, but also to have a little conno-
tation as well as denotation—that is, to have some emotion and feeling
about it.

We propose to do the same thing for degrees of belief. We argue that it
is useful to distinguish at least six degrees of belief in a theory, a proposi-
tion, or a policy: atheism, agnosticism, skepticism, deism, Scotch verdict,
and acceptance. For most purposes we find in these six degrees and some
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associated nuances a satisfactorily rich and precise vocabulary. Our usage
of these words will be slightly idiosyncratic but it is close enough to the
normal literary meaning so that readers who are not cognizant of the def-
initions that follow can still comprehend our use of these terms.

Most readers will be familiar with all but one of the above terms—
Scotch verdict.1 In criminal proceedings in Scotland, the jury need not
choose only between guilty or not guilty (the only two verdicts in most
Western judicial systems) but may decide on a third verdict, “not proven.”
This means that the case against the defendant was very persuasive and
for practical purposes (i.e., lending an individual money, hiring or firing
a person, etc.) most laymen would probably accept the case presented by
the prosecutor, but that it has not met the legal requirement of “beyond
any reasonable doubt.”

Note that we have largely used language derived from religious, meta-
physical, and legal discussions. This is not surprising because it is exactly
in these areas where the issue of proof and degree of belief has been most
thoroughly explored and discussed in much the same way that interests
us.

Atheism, naturally, implies more or less total disbelief or rejection. The
agnostic position is that one does not know whether to believe or not. If
one has an agnostic position toward some relevant issue or data, one may
wish to have contingent or complex plans that work if the alleged facts or
theories are valid, but does not rely on them being so. By skeptical we
mean the denotation and not the connotation of the term—that is, we are
not implying a leaning toward disbelief or hostility. We use the word to
mean that one is prepared to believe but has some doubts and therefore
wishes more data, argumentation, or other evidence of validity. The deist
position accepts that there is “something in the idea” but is not sure about
specifics and degree of validity. There are some insights in the proposition
being discussed but one is not prepared to endorse every item. A deist is
more willing to base plans on the information than the agnostic or skep-
tic but is still not willing to rely on it being right.

The Scotch verdict often denotes what might be called an “almost
proven” or “good enough for me” (or “good enough for our purposes”)
situation. It is for us probably the most important category, since in our
considerations we often have information that we consider valid enough
for public policy purposes or for decisions of most private individuals
and yet may not quite approach rigorous academic or mathematical stan-
dards. Whether or not one is willing to go ahead on this “not proven” ba-
sis, the other side cannot argue that the position has been proven false or
is unlikely to be untrue because the case is simply too plausible. This is an
important aspect of the “not-proven” concept. Neither side may be able to
force the other side—intellectually or morally—to accept its position, nor
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can it dismiss opposing views out of hand. The intellectual support be-
hind most of the more complex or controversial decisions made in public
policy or business is of the “not-proven” variety—good enough for the
supporting group, taken seriously by individuals and most opponents,
but not rigorously provable.2

One can have a different kind of support than the Scotch verdict when
decisions are made on the basis of a position accepted by some narrow
professional group, academic school, public group, or even by the broad
academic community or the general public. This could be “proven be-
yond a reasonable doubt” but also be more of an ideological or religious
position held by its supporters. Or it could be even more ad hoc or idio-
syncratic.

Acceptance does not normally mean validity, only that the group con-
cerned does not question it. Often it just implies being consonant with the
group’s values, ideology, or even prejudices. This can apply to general ac-
ademic as well as broad public acceptance of any concepts, theories, facts,
or other information. Such acceptance is often so obvious, immediate, and
widely shared that it is almost unperceived. Thus, acceptance is often too
automatic to involve serious discussion or questions. One of the reasons
for explicitly discussing many concepts is to cast doubt on some proposi-
tions that command widespread and automatic acceptance. Much public
and private business is, of course, conducted on what is sometimes called
“conventional wisdom.” Of course, the conventional wisdom—widely ac-
cepted propositions—can also be valid, or at least more valid than posi-
tions held by its challengers. An important purpose of this book is to
make the reader more conscious of these intellectual and ideological un-
derpinnings. This enterprise is not necessarily constructive. If we shake
people’s faith in certain concepts or assumptions, we may erode their con-
fidence and commitment. Confidence and commitment are very impor-
tant to success. However, more often than not, this is a risk we are willing
to take.

Any attempt to base policies solely on rigorous studies and documen-
tation is simply a recipe for inaction, not for improved policy-making. At-
tempts to glide over this fact can lead to endless delays while pursuing
more information, or attempts to obscure the “inadequacies in the infor-
mation available” or the degree to which one is relying on uncertain in-
formation or personal judgments. Obtaining the appearance of rigor and
objectivity is a typical motive (conscious or unconscious) for devising or
using a large-scale computer model. Such a model can create (at least
sometimes) an illusion of universality and certainty. In most applications
with which we are familiar such models have been a much less useful
guide than the intuitive guesses and judgments of reasonably experienced
or knowledgeable individuals. It can be even worse to attempt to base
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policy in a particular issue on evidence restricted to careful academic
studies that leave out all that can be gained by the careful use of one’s
eyes, ears, intuition, and empathy.

We started our discussion by using the analogy of a rainbow. But every
reader knows that one could not use the canonical colors of the rainbow
in a simple way to describe the many characteristics of real world colors.
First of all, as already noted, colors are often complex, made up of a mix-
ture of other colors. They can vary in complexity, hue, intensity, and
brightness as well as purity; the texture and finish of the surface makes a
great deal of difference in their appearance; and so on.

It would be similarly simplistic for us to imply that the degrees of be-
lief can be ordered in a simple way and described as neatly as we indicate
below. We will, however, normally use a simple ordering because it will
be more useful than not in most of the situations we discuss. However, we
would like to be able to modify the simple question of degree by indicat-
ing that there are different kinds of attitudes even where the general cat-
egory has been specified. We therefore suggest that the reader examine
the following list and comments carefully.

Atheism (Disbelief)

a. Hostile Rejection: Has absolutely no interest in position, no wish to
discuss it, will not use the language, and is dismayed if the propo-
sition is put forward.

b. Tolerant Rejection: Does not believe but does not care if others be-
lieve.

c. Neutral Rejection: Often a technical or analytic rejection held with-
out emotion or passion.

d. Empathic Rejection: Perfectly willing (or even prefers) to let other
people believe; usually willing to discuss relevant issues seriously
and empathically with them.

e. Metaphoric Acceptance: Not only tolerant and willing to discuss rel-
evant issues, but willing to use the same metaphors and images.

As examples of what we mean by the above, one might easily have
each of these five attitudes, respectively, toward somebody’s (a) accept-
ance of astrology or witchcraft; (b) belief in lucky days, charms, or num-
bers; (c) belief that there are (or are not) 3 trillion barrels of recoverable
oil to be found in the next three decades; (d) belief in a religion one did
not accept, but approved of or at least did not wish to challenge; and (e)
willingness to talk about God, salvation, and heaven in much the same
terms the believers do, with or without constantly making one’s basic
atheism clear.
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Agnosticism (Does Not Know)

a. Disinterested Ignorance: Could be thoughtful or considered; could
be an issue that just never came up before—or at least one had not
thought seriously about it and therefore had no position on it (per-
haps does not even want to).

b. Cannot Be Known: Very often an individual feels that a subject is sim-
ply unknowable, at least in the absence of divine revelation or an ex-
traordinary breakthrough in theory or data; would be perfectly willing
if he knew how to do it to increase his knowledge, but might feel that
it is not possible to do so at least with the time and resources available.

c. Open Mind: The person may well have a quite different attitude
from the two indicated above. He wants to know and thinks he can
know, but at the moment has not yet made up his mind.

Skepticism (Open to Persuasion but Has Doubts, Wants 
More Evidence)

a. Friendly: This is very close to the open-mind agnostic position, but
leans much further toward belief.

b. Neutral: Self-explanatory.
c. Hostile Skepticism: While basically negative, takes possibility of be-

lieving seriously perhaps because of official position or context; in-
deed, one may have to take the position that one is open-minded
and prepared to be persuaded, but really be more of an agnostic or
atheist than can be admitted.

Deism

One feels that there is something to the concept but is not sure what. In re-
ligion it can go all the way from belief in a unique and supreme but un-
known Being who is terribly interested in human beings to a clear concept
that this Supreme Being (or Force) may exist but that we do not under-
stand anything of its purposes or goals—if such anthropomorphic con-
cepts apply at all. There can be a very large range in deist positions, but
without any claim to many, if any, specific revelations. Deists do not accept
much doctrine or dogma. We will often take a deist position, or something
more, about the various historical theories discussed earlier (and later).

Scotch Verdict (Not Proven, but Most Reasonable People Will Accept)

a. Legalistic or Moral Rejection: Since the individual is not convicted
one has to treat him as innocent even though many feel almost cer-
tain that he is guilty.
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b. Grounds for Hedging or Great Care: The information concerned
cannot be ignored even if it is not good enough for “conviction.”
Certain limited or hedging actions should be taken.

c. Practically Accepted: Will act largely as if issue has been decided.

In almost all cases of Scotch verdict that interest us, our attitude will be
of the last type (c). We understand that we have not quite proven the case
and therefore we have to be cautious and even open-minded, but will still
normally proceed as if there were proof.

Acceptance

a. Proven Beyond Reasonable Doubt: This, of course, is a legal con-
cept.

b. Professionally or Academically Acceptable: Passes the technical
standards of the profession. These may not be universal, but are ac-
cepted within the group concerned. What is proven to a physicist is
often not proven to a mathematician.3

c. Issue of Ideology or Religion: One believes because it fits into his
Weltanschauung, his entire belief structure. It is easy for the indi-
vidual or group concerned to believe. Perhaps he or they have had
revelations.

d. General Acceptance by Community: In this case the acceptance is
usually so complete and automatic that it is uncritical. It is a bit like
a fish in the water; the fish may not even know it is in water until it
is taken out and put in air. So the general acceptance by the com-
munity can involve a low grade of proof, even though the proposi-
tion is accepted as being correct beyond any reasonable doubt. “The
earth is flat” or “the sun goes around the earth” are good examples
of “beyond reasonable doubt” in some intellectual milieu.

NOTES

1. Note to our Scottish readers. We follow the customary British English and
American English usages of the term Scotch. No offense is intended and partisans
should feel free to refer to this important concept as the Scottish or Scots verdict if
they so desire.

2. This concept of Scotch verdict is closely related to another concept that we
have found extremely useful, the concept of surprise-free. We argue a scenario or
prediction can be surprise-free to one group and not to another group, so there-
fore the concept must be related to the people who hold it. We do not mean by
surprise-free “most probable,” “most likely,” or “most important” (though these
adjectives often apply). We simply mean that we would not be surprised if such a
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prediction turned out to be valid, or if such an event occurred. So two surprise-
free projections can be inconsistent, since we would not be surprised if one or the
other occurred. It should be noted that most of the world’s business is conducted
on the basis of surprise-free projections, which may or may not include a validity
equal to that of the Scotch verdict. The usefulness of this terminology is that it
makes explicit what one believes about the projection and makes it simpler to ad-
vance and discuss these concepts systematically in either an academic or practical
discussion. This is nothing new, except for this explicitness; however, this explic-
itness can be very important.

3. The word heuristic is very interesting as it applies here. The concept is im-
portant in physics, mathematics, and some branches of sociology. The distinction
is almost never made in English, humanities, language studies, and so on. In these
areas, if the argument is plausible, it is usually good enough.
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To a remarkable degree, the two most important and basic methods for
conjecturing, forecasting, or studying the future are (1) relatively

straightforward, simple extrapolations from current trends (but with the
rate of innovation included in the “current trend”), and (2) the more or
less obvious use of historical examples. Although many futurologists ob-
ject to “simplistic” extrapolation, it is a matter of record that in many cases
journalists and social commentators have used simple extrapolations to
predict the future better than have very skilled scientists and engineers.
Also, those knowledgeable in history have done better than those who
confine their thinking to the present. Of course, any method may be
abused, and the very simplicity of extrapolation and historical analogy
lends these areas to abuse; nevertheless, they are the most basic, impor-
tant, useful, and flexible tool we have.

The simplest extrapolation model is a straight-line projection in which
past data fit a fairly linear function, and in which it is assumed that future
data will also fit this same linear function. Normally, this is true for un-
complicated phenomena or because the analyst chooses a coordinate sys-
tem that produces a straight-line curve.

It is important not to confuse these two basic models. Many phenom-
ena of interest to futurologists appear to increase more or less exponen-
tially for a period of time, perhaps at a varying rate of growth, but they
reach a maximum growth rate and then pass through a point of inflection.
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From that point on, the rate of growth decreases until the curve more or
less flattens out. This is the expected curve for world population or gross
world product.

It is of the utmost importance to try to understand when and why these
curves will turn over or flatten out. For example, in a Hudson Institute
study of the Prospects for Mankind, it is argued that the expected curve
for world population and gross world product will turn over mainly as a
result of urbanization, affluence, literacy, new birth-control technology,
the adoption of current middle-class values and style of life, and other
changes in values and priorities. That is, the flattening comes from the ef-
fects of relatively free choices by billions of people who decide to have
fewer children and eventually decide not to work so hard to increase their
income. We do not expect that, worldwide, the curve for population and
gross product growth will be strongly influenced by famine, pollution, or
limitations of nonrenewable resources.

In dynamic situations, particularly in technological and economic
growth rates, the crucial issue is the estimation of the rate and character
of innovation. Experts often have the greatest difficulty in dealing with
this. After all, if they knew how something was going to be done in the fu-
ture, they would do it that way now. Indeed, often the expert does not re-
ally understand his own inability to accept the fact that such innovations
will occur. He may feel, therefore, that a less expert individual who does
accept this premise must be giving insufficient attention to countervailing
forces or other problems.

Clearly, however, the dynamism of demographic, technological, or eco-
nomic change will depend very much on the surrounding social, political,
and cultural milieu, as well as on the innate characteristics of the popula-
tion, technology, or economy. These sociopolitical factors are especially
important in the case of population growth. For the world as a whole in
the last thirty years, population growth has been relatively steady. For in-
dividual countries, few analysts have been successful in making twenty-
year or thirty-year projections of population growth.

Where political and socioeconomic factors dominate a rate of change, it
is very often difficult to project beforehand how rapidly these factors will
be dealt with by the governing institutions. In northwestern Europe and
North America, we can be reasonably confident that problems of envi-
ronmental pollution and ecological damage will bring about major cor-
rective actions rapidly; in fact, progress in these areas in the last several
decades has often been remarkable. This points out that it is necessary not
only to rely on past data but also to analyze and make judgments about
the driving forces behind the rate of change. Often an analyst will use past
data as a basic trend and analyze its causes to determine the extent to
which the basic trend should be modified.
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An equally difficult choice concerns the appropriate baseline on which
to base an extrapolation. Consider, for example, a country that has main-
tained a 2 percent growth rate for a long period but has shown a 6 percent
rate for the past ten years. One could choose either the previous decade or
the long-term trend as the most relevant base, or the analyst could choose
some average between the two. The choice would depend very much on
the analyst’s judgment about the underlying forces responsible for the
growth rates and for the change in growth rates. The more recent data
might be a special situation related to highly specific and no longer con-
tinuing causes, some other kind of aberration, a “catching up,” or a fun-
damental change in the country’s dynamism. It is usually possible to ra-
tionalize the choice of a baseline and the choice of the determining
socioeconomic forces used in making a projection, and very often the ra-
tionalization turns out to be justified.

Thus it is often essential to examine the mechanisms behind the data or
functions being extrapolated. In relatively complex situations, some set of
interacting phenomena is being projected, and not all the interactions will
play the same role in the future as they have in the past.

In examining these complex situations, two very different attitudes and
types of analysts might be described, using an analogy from the stock
market, as the chartists and the basics. The chartists concentrate on exam-
ining the prices on the stock exchange, and argue that the flow of stock
prices, by integrating the judgments of buyers and sellers, is the best pre-
dictor of future prices. The basics, on the other hand, examine the data
and institutions behind these prices, and analyze companies, the econ-
omy, and other economic, technical, political, and social factors that may
affect the flow of prices. They use current price information but do not let
the pattern of these transactions dominate their thinking. The chartists of-
ten reject the “extra” information and analysis, believing that such data
will inundate them with too much information and thereby impede their
intuitive and perhaps subconscious judgment. Instead, they may substi-
tute the use of regression formulas, methods of extrapolation derived
from statistical theory, or other special theories, to impose a pattern on the
flow of economic data.

A similar difference in attitude and technique separates bettors on
horse races. Some focus attention on the track record, and others concen-
trate on the heredity and other basic characteristics of the horse. All these
attitudes and techniques are applied in futurology studies as well as in the
stock market and at the racetrack, and each has its own strengths and
weaknesses.
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“Alternative World Futures” may seem an awkward, even an offen-
sive phrase, since it implies an abstract, perhaps a naive, approach

to the tangled reality of contemporary international affairs and to their
potential developments. Yet we have found no better term to describe a
tool which we believe to be a modest but useful contribution to the objec-
tives of policy research [ . . . ].

SOME GENERAL COMMENTS

The decision-maker who must deal with international affairs, inaugurat-
ing long-range programs or establishing other policies that will have con-
sequences in the distant future, has the problem of coping imaginatively
and realistically with future situations he can only dimly perceive. The an-
alyst, in trying to develop a context for “serious” studies, may wish to
range more widely and peer even further into the future. Historians usu-
ally are reluctant to study even the contemporary period because per-
spective is lacking, but the future obviously is harder yet to interpret, and
any kind of perspective even more difficult to achieve.
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The decision-maker or planner, though knowing his own inadequacy
and the probable inadequacy of his advisors, must nevertheless make de-
cisions and plans now which will seriously affect the success or failure of
those who follow him, and which will even influence those who see the
future differently or seek different future objectives. Since he can neither
plan for, nor think of, everything, the planner presumably should try to
look at a relevant range of possibilities, remembering the importance of
examining possibilities which seem relatively unlikely but which would
have very desirable—or catastrophic—consequences if they occurred. In-
deed, the enhanced importance of unlikely events is a novel and most sig-
nificant element in our age of technology; and to plan prudently means
increasingly to extend the boundaries of plausibility. Prediction about fu-
ture possibilities depends upon an understanding of the present and past,
and it also involves the making of imaginative and analytical leaps as well
as extrapolations. Again the analyst, being less responsible for immediate
decisions than the government official, but more responsible for “stretch-
ing the imagination,” should, on occasion, be more willing to consider se-
riously the unlikely and the bizarre, or spend more energy in re-examining
and reinterpreting the old and familiar.

To appraise the future is, at the simplest level, difficult because important
aspects of the future are not only unknown but unthought of. Even those
aspects of the future which are relatively accessible to the imagination—
more or less simple projections of present trends—may still be ignored be-
cause an individual’s view of the future is necessarily conditioned by
emotional and intellectual biases. In addition, the future is uncertain in a
statistical or probabilistic sense. There are many possibilities, and while
one can attempt to pick the “winner” of the “race,” unless this choice is
overwhelmingly probable it is more prudent to describe the probability
distribution over the potential winners. Even then a planner is most un-
likely to do as competent a job as an amateur, much less a professional,
racecourse handicapper or stock or commodity speculator. The military-
political analyst is not only unlikely to be less “skillful” than the handi-
capper or speculator, he has less reliable or objective criteria available for
making and checking predictions. Not only have such criteria not been
devised, they are not likely to be.

Yet the modern policy-maker or analyst cannot evade these problems.
Many aspects of aid programs, alliance arrangements, weapons systems,
and military-political strategies tend, in the common phrase, to be “cast in
concrete” for years to come by present decisions, and the planner must be-
gin now to develop concepts and doctrine for systems, programs and
policies which will address the challenges he expects to face in the
decades ahead. Systems, programs and policies should, of course, be
made as flexible as possible, and be designed to enable future decision-
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makers to “muddle through.” Yet the problem is that unless such a “mud-
dling through” capability is thoughtfully designed—that is, unless the
range of possibilities in various challenges, requirements, and opportuni-
ties is adequately foreseen—the decisions made now are likely to prove to
have many undesirably inflexible consequences. One must explicitly
arrange to have a sort of “lobby for the future” or else some of the claims
of the future are likely to be neglected.

Nor do ordinary standards of care and prudence suffice for those re-
sponsible for such decisions or even such studies. U.S. political and mili-
tary decision-makers—and analysts—not only carry the burden of Amer-
ican national security, but their work may greatly affect the future of the
world. They can and should be held to higher standards of responsible ex-
amination and thought than any ordinary man in ordinary times; they are
not likely to be excused responsibility in case of disaster on grounds that the
outbreak or conditions of a crisis cannot easily—or even “reasonably”—be
foreseen. The problem, however, is not entirely hopeless. While it may be
impossible to predict the future in detail, it is possible to speculate use-
fully on many aspects of the future and even predict some. And even
moderate care and prudence—hedging—can have spectacularly useful
results should the unlikely occur.

To predict trends, government and industry most often refer the prob-
lem to one or more “experts.” But experts typically do not offer system-
atic explanations of the bases of their predictions. Experience also sug-
gests strongly that they tend: (1) to be immersed in the past—and even
more in the current—professionally relevant details of the situation being
projected; (2) to know the details of how professionally relevant similar
situations have developed or are developing; (3) to have worked out for
themselves a few useful rules of thumb in regard to the historical
processes of interest to them (although these may not always be clearly
stated); and (4) to have imaginatively or prosaically fused these elements
of thought into some kind of (at least implicit) picture of the future. In
general this is no doubt one of the most convincing approaches to social
and political prediction. However, it is usually more adaptable to a
smaller scale of prediction than world or other gross trends: for the grasp
of empirical detail which forms half of the presumptive cases for the
method is seldom sufficient to take account of events on truly extensive
or long-term scales. There is also the danger of professional bias, or
parochialism. Beneath the texture of such informed intuition there may be
a selective professional distortion of the reception of data, the formulation
of the problem, and the structuring of intuitions.

No matter how badly overall studies—as opposed to the specialist’s
predictions—are needed, the problems in doing them successfully are im-
mense. Moreover, until recently there was relatively little motivation to do
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them. Until World War II it was virtually axiomatic in academic life and
scholarship that serious knowledge about any area was obtained only by
a lifetime of highly specialized research. The breadth of the area to be
studied would depend upon the individual and the field, but there were
pressures on a researcher not to attempt a wide field of scholarship. There
were good reasons for this, the most obvious being that any attempt to go
beyond intensive specialization involved the risk of falling behind in the
initial specialty, risking superficiality there as well as failing to achieve
more than superficiality in other areas.

An even more important inhibition against broad studies has resulted
from the circumstances that until recently there has been almost no schol-
arly market for integrated, overall work unless the author is a recognized
“authority”—or an elder statesman. There has not even been a nonscholarly
market except for authors with a facility for dramatizing and popularizing
this kind of work. Today, though, such “grandiose” studies are becoming
more fashionable; we may soon suffer from the problem of too much de-
mand and a subsequent vulgarization. Almost all who have attempted such
broad research agree that the danger of superficiality is great even when
these generalizing or synthesizing efforts are carried out with high serious-
ness. But, just as detailed and specialized research is worth doing even if it
often proves to be of narrow or sharply limited relevance, general treatments
may also be worthwhile, even if they begin in superficialities.

Extensive, “shallow” studies, in order to be useful, must often meet
higher standards than intensive and narrow research. The risk of total
“failure” is much less in the narrow study, since even a routine level of
competence can usually guarantee some usefulness for the product—if it
is sufficiently specialized. But the broad contextual study normally must
be done unusually well if it is to have any usefulness at all; however,
when it is done well, it is likely to be of correspondingly unusual value.

The task of creating a usable context for an overall study is probably best
done iteratively. Once an overall context has been set forth for discussion,
generalizations can be corrected and most of the superficiality removed.
Ordinarily it is at just this point that the interdisciplinary approach can
yield important and unusual dividends. Eventually the corrected context
may be made into a usable and respectable framework or “paradigm.”

THE BEST TOOLS VERSUS POLICY 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

In dealing with the problems of national security and international order,
there are no adequate substitutes for such “tools” as relevant and accurate
knowledge, experience, perception, judgment, insight and intuition. Yet
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though substitutes may be inadequate, decision-makers may nonetheless
have to make use of substitutes. In some, perhaps in most, of the subjects
of greatest concern to decision-makers relevant knowledge, experience,
perception, judgment, insight, and intuition may be wholly or partially
lacking. People may also have the mistaken belief that they possess these
qualities when they do not, or they may believe that they have them in a
greater degree than they in fact do.

On particular aspects of various problems there will, of course, be peo-
ple who do have the qualities we have listed, and to the extent that the
decision-maker can identify these people and the limits of their capabilities,
he will wish to use them. But even then, for most issues that arise, for an ad-
visor’s judgments to be valuable to decision-makers and analysts it is nec-
essary that he be able to convey explicitly and “usably” how he arrives at
his conclusions. In some cases it may be more useful to the decision-maker
to have erroneous counsel which nevertheless can be explicated, and
therefore corrected and effectively made use of in conjunction with other
conclusions and assumptions, than flat declaratory statements which may
be correct in their context but which must stand or fall on their apparent
merits. If one does not know how flashes of intuition fit into a chain of
reasoning, in general one does not know how to make use of them, par-
ticularly under changing conditions, assumptions, or criteria—even if one
has faith in the intuitions. An unquestioning faith is hard for a responsi-
ble policy-maker to achieve in dealing with great issues. In the absence of
such faith, it does little good for a decision-maker to be provided with in-
formation which is in a form he cannot use. Occasionally, and usually
with respect to a narrow topic, a study, rather than claiming to supple-
ment the judgment of the decision-maker, may claim with some justice to
define a policy which is as reasonable as can be obtained in an imperfect
world, and the study group will argue that the best thing a decision-
maker can do is simply to accept the conclusions of the study. But such
situations are rare. Normally the results of policy research studies are
quite inconclusive, since the techniques are so limited and the assump-
tions and criteria so uncertain. In these circumstances it is almost worth-
less to give only results. One must explain how the results depend upon
assumptions, values, and calculational techniques, and even more im-
portant, how decision-makers can use these results in formulating their
own policies within their own assumptions, values, and calculational
techniques.

The kind of policy research we are concerned with here, then, em-
phasizes attempts to derive substitutes for “relevant knowledge, expe-
rience, judgment, perception, insight and intuition.” It tends to rely
heavily on such things as empirical research and analysis, and simple
theory; metaphors and historical analogues; analytic models (involving
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an analyzable description of systems, devising alternative policies, and
explicating criteria, objectives, or values); propaedeutic and heuristic
methodologies and paradigms; scenarios, gaming, and other use of “arbi-
trary” specifications and stimulation.

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS AND SIMPLE THEORY

The first, and in some ways the most important tools of the decision-
maker are empirical research and analysis, and simple theory. These make
up the simple attempt to examine carefully the realities of some relevant
aspect of the world, and to draw immediate and direct conclusions from
the examination. It is startling how often this produces unexpected infor-
mation, at least in the study of rapidly changing or isolated portions of the
world, since many issues or questions have for one reason or another—
bureaucratic, geographical, technical, or intellectual—not been properly
examined. Any careful examination may disclose facts or even central is-
sues that are very different from what commonly is expected or asserted
[ . . . ].

It is often possible to supplement empirical research and analysis with
very simple theory which indicates trends or possibilities. Such theory is
rarely rigorous but it may be stimulating or illuminating. Some simple
ideas that could constitute simple theory are: The friend of an enemy is of-
ten an enemy. The ally of an enemy is almost invariably an enemy. The en-
emy of an enemy is often a friend, and is almost invariably at least an ad
hoc ally on many issues. If the basis for an alliance changes, the alliance
itself may soon be strained unless it too changes to fit the new conditions.
A violent left wing revolution is likely to parallel the experience of the
French, the English, or the Russian revolutions in many of its phases,
rather than the U.S. experience. A hostile but submerged and suppressed
emotion may easily emerge when conditions allow it to.

We will not discuss these political aphorisms or theories in any detail
here, but such simple ideas can, when applied, be very stimulating, par-
ticularly when others are not applying them. There are similar ideas in the
strategic field, for example: If one’s offensive weapons are vulnerable,
there may be serious instabilities in deterrence. If one’s civilians are vul-
nerable, deterrence is likely to become a two-way street. When deterrence
becomes a two-way street, strategic guarantees are likely to be considered
less reliable. Permanent conditions are more important than results that
ensue from temporary defeats and wartime disorganization, so one
should not be misled by such early postwar conditions. Since technologi-
cal secrets are rarely kept for more than five or ten years, it is not likely
that major nations will be more than ten or fifteen years behind the United
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States and the Soviet Union. And so on. While all the above seem trivially
obvious today, four years ago it would have taken a bold and perceptive
observer to advance them.

Closely related to research on the current situation is the derivation of
simple theories from such research. Such research on historical situations
or on various current aspects of a culture or society often generates sim-
ple generalizations which, in effect, summarize the descriptive data that
has been supplied by such research. [ . . . ] The kind of theory which comes
out of such study is often difficult to apply rigorously. Sometimes, as in-
dicated in the next section, such theories are best used as metaphors
rather than as strict tools for analysis; but they are more than metaphors
since they are likely to be better grounded, to have more valid or useful
structural analogies with the explicit situation being studied. It may be
just as much a disservice to ignore the insights and extrapolations that
such theorizing and generalizing can generate, as to abuse them by taking
them too literally or misinterpreting them.

METAPHORS AND HISTORICAL ANALOGUES

Many studies of historical or current situations obviously can be seriously
misleading if applied to a specific situation of interest today, since many
or all of the conditions that apply to the example may not apply to the
specific situation. Often the most that can be argued is that the historical
analogy should be used metaphorically rather than analytically; that
while there is no particular reason to assume that the two situations are
similar as far as prediction goes, it is still useful to refer to the analogy
simply because it enhances communication. If one is using such an anal-
ogy as a metaphor then there is no theory of historical inevitability or pre-
diction being assumed or argued, but simply a facilitation of communica-
tion through the use of a vivid, rich, or concrete example. One can also
argue that certain insights or perceptions hold true for new situations
without arguing that the fact that they were true in old situations makes
them in itself any more likely to be valid in the new situation. For exam-
ple, in conjecturing about difficulties that the Soviets may have with any
future foreign “Communist” or “pro-Communist” leaders, it is useful to
be able to say, “He might play the role of a Tito—or a Mao—or a
Sukarno—or a Castro—or an Ulbricht—or a Nkrumah—etc.” There ob-
viously are many other important roles they could play that have not yet
occurred, and for which we do not have names. Thus, in many cases the
range of discussion is unfortunately restricted to minor variations on
that which has already occurred. One of the major tasks of this kind of
research—or “presearch”—is to identify new possibilities and to give
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them names (perhaps by using scenarios or artificially specified contexts
as described below).

The list below not only illustrates a range of phenomena covered in the
use of metaphors, scenarios, and historical analogues but includes some of
the most important ones for Hudson studies (a careful consideration of the
list would reveal a good deal about some of our major preoccupations).1 If
space were available it would be worthwhile to give detailed descriptions
of almost every one of the metaphors and their historical analogies, since
if the richness of the metaphor is increased and shared with the reader,
later communication is greatly improved. The “indefensible” enclave
(Berlin-Goa). The extensive limited conventional war or police operation
with neighboring sanctuaries (Korea-Vietnam-Algeria). The counterinsur-
gency war (Malaya-Algeria-Venezuela-Bolivia). The problem of the restive
satellites (East Germany-Hungary-Poland-Rumania-Czechoslovakia). The
problem of Communist (and democratic) heresy and revisionism. The
problem of a coalition being taken over by a radical party—from salami
tactics to coup (Czechoslovakia in 1948; Cuba sometime in 1959 or
1960). Aggression by a risk-taking irredentist power (China-Egypt-In-
donesia). Rapallo. Revisionism (against “unfair” postwar treaties). Re-
ichstag Fire. Munich. Pearl Harbor. Russo-German Pact. Catastrophic
economic depression. “War is unthinkable” syndrome. Loss of nerve by
status quo nations.

For the modern man who, even though he may be highly educated, may
be relatively ignorant of history, the chief source of historical analogies and
inspiration for metaphors and scenarios is likely to be the events of the last
four decades. The period includes the depression, the rise of fanatic and
chauvinistic movements in such relatively developed nations as Japan,
Italy, and Germany and their subsequent almost hysterically aggressive ca-
reers, the demonstration of weakness by the seemingly strong and power-
ful status quo nations and the various events of World War II and of the
Cold War. This brief span of modern history is rich in the kind of problems
many believe can arise again. Some, of course, argue that we are too pre-
occupied with these particular problems; having once experienced a “Mu-
nich,” we may be overly fearful of any negotiations with or concessions to
an opponent. Having experienced Pearl Harbor, Americans may be overly
preoccupied with the danger of surprise attack. The author would argue
that these judgments may, in a sense, be both correct and irrelevant. Such
dangers as appeasement and surprise attack require a relatively high stan-
dard of prudence in a government. While popular or even professional
discussion may overestimate these dangers, the government, in terms of
actual preparations, has tended to underestimate them.

But while the last four decades supply a rich store of historical exam-
ples of problems which could recur, it is no complete catalogue of possi-
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bilities. Yet it is startlingly difficult for most people, even analysts and 
decision-makers, to discuss seriously problems for which they cannot find
analogies in these last four decades.

ANALYTICAL MODELS

The next important methodological technique is the use of various types
of analytical models. The first difficulty with models is that they require a
description of the systems to be analyzed which is complete enough to in-
clude all of the relevant characteristics. The classical example of how ab-
stract and simple such a description can be is the mass point of astronomy
and physics. All that one needs to know if one wishes to predict an astro-
nomical body’s motion is its total mass and the location of its center of
gravity. All other details such as shape, color, texture, composition, etc.,
are irrelevant. But such simplicity is rarely found in the kind of study con-
sidered here. The second difficulty with models is that the description
must be phrased in such a way that the analysis can, at least conceptually,
be carried through. Generally this means either quantitative description
or at least a fairly explicit detailing of the various components so that a
chain of logical reasoning can be conducted.

One must also explicate for the model the various policies that are to be
tested. Here there is often room, or need, for creativity. One often can in-
vent new and very advantageous policy programs; one can then set forth
a model which emphasizes the unfavorable aspects of the preferred pol-
icy and favors an alternative policy and still show that the recommended
policy is superior; or one can provide a break-even analysis describing
what assumptions or parameters one must have, or believe will obtain, in
order to justify the recommended policy. But often, if unfavorable as-
sumptions and simplifications are used, the values or advantages of the
recommended policy are not so overwhelming that its preference can still
be demonstrated.

In addition to the interaction of policy and model, there are questions
as to the criteria, objectives or values to be used in judging alternative
policies. Again it often proves very difficult to explicate all the relevant
criteria, objectives or values, and the result, often enough, particularly in
the simple cost-effectiveness type of analysis, is an analysis of only that
part of the problem which is easily subjected to analysis, leaving it up to
the “judgment” of the decision-maker to take account of the “imponder-
ables.” If this kind of analysis is done well, it may be possible for the 
decision-maker freely to use his judgment and modify the analysis corre-
spondingly. But to do the analysis well is not easy, and normally the final
“meta-analysis” comes down to a simplistic intuition or an expression of
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bias rather than a careful synthesis and balancing of the analysis with
more subtle qualitative considerations.

Thus, in the problems we are considering here, the role of analytical
models of the cost-effectiveness type is limited. It often is impossible to in-
clude all the important relevant aspects of a system in the model, or to de-
vise a suitable range of alternative policies, or to explicate criteria, objec-
tives or values in such a way that the analysis can be carried through. This
does not mean that it is unimportant to do those parts of such an analysis
as can be done with a model, particularly if they are done in such a way
that the decision-maker can combine the results sensibly with his own
judgments.

It often happens that one cannot set forth an analytical model with all
the properties that are needed in order for it to be directly useful to policy
research. Such models can often, though, be used metaphorically—that is,
the analyst can concede that there is no necessary analogy between the
findings resulting from his analytical studies of models and the real
world, yet his study of analytical models may well enable him to define
and deepen concepts and issues and thus enable him to develop a lan-
guage in which the problem can better be discussed—in particular, im-
portant elementary issues and principles can often be discussed more
clearly and intensively than if the examples were taken from the real
world. One can then also use the model, if he desires, in a metaphoric
fashion. Much of the current study of game theory is useful in this way
(and usually only in this way). Other simple models or theories can be
equally useful. Trouble can ensue if the lesson learned from such models
is blindly applied to more complicated and real problems. But it is better
to take the risk of misuse than to forego the attempt to develop a clear un-
derstanding of some issues or parts of the problem (e.g., it is difficult to
discuss what role rationality may play in deterrence and war unless one
first has some idea of what is or is not rational conduct).

PROPAEDEUTIC AND HEURISTIC 
METHODOLOGIES AND PARADIGMS

We have already used these terms (if apologetically). In defining
propaedeutic and heuristic, we noted that the concepts they express are so
basic to the method and purpose of this paper, and to much policy re-
search in general, that they deserve and need names; similarly for the con-
cept of the paradigm.

For our purpose, a paradigm is an explicitly structured set of questions,
assumptions, typologies, concepts, outlines, classifications, descriptions,
definitions, etc., that attempts to provide for a problem or issue frame-
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works, patterns of relationships, and some relevant approaches or points
of view. We may think of it as between a metaphor and a model, but more
rigorous, more careful, more complex, more relevant than a metaphor,
without attempting to be as complete or rigorous as an analytical model.
However, a paradigm attempts to be as much of a model as is possible,
given the limitations of information and analytical capabilities. [ . . . ]

The terms propaedeutic and heuristic are, however, more relevant to
this essay than “paradigms.” In looking at problems as complex as the
ones discussed here, one is automatically involved in interdisciplinary re-
search. Today, “interdisciplinary research” tends to be regarded with
some disillusionment and skepticism, if not with hostility. The reason for
this is that such research is primarily workable when the questions at is-
sue have been clearly and well formulated. If, for example, the only ques-
tion is, “How do we answer the following question?” and if there is rele-
vant knowledge available, the problem is simply to bring this knowledge
to bear, and an interdisciplinary committee of “equals” will succeed. More
often, though, the problems require creative integration and synthesis, the
answering of the question, “What is the question?” (i.e., “What kinds of
knowledge are needed? What are the issues?”). In this kind of interdisci-
plinary research, integration and synthesis are widely held to be possible
only, [ . . . ] “within a single skull.” Much information must be absorbed
by that one mind, accurately and rapidly. The problem is then to cram a
great deal of relevant “interdisciplining” into one skull.

Similarly, in the complex decision-making problems we are addressing,
the decision-maker requires access to a large number of different skills,
even though his own background, and even the major issues, may be rel-
atively specialized. Thus there is a great need for the organization and
presentation of material which is propaedeutic and heuristic, and much
policy research is occupied with the development, explication and expo-
sition of methodologies and paradigms of this kind. [ . . . ]

Of course, experts in particular fields are likely to feel some annoyance,
if not anger, at how complicated ideas must be used in seemingly sim-
plistic ways in interdisciplinary research for planning and policy pur-
poses. But this is a classical problem: nonexpert usages often seem to ex-
perts to caricature, vulgarize, or satirize their stock-in-trade. And experts
are almost always annoyed by intruders who have an ad hoc competence
in their fields while lacking the depth and background that the expert
feels are essential. Though we sympathize with this feeling, it seems clear
that the necessities of planning are overriding. We believe it to be an ob-
servable fact that planning requires that at least some participants step
outside their specialties.2

The kind of work that has to be done on problems of national secu-
rity and international order requires the integration of a large number
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of different disciplines, and almost anything that can help in achieving
this should be encouraged. Nonspecialists must maintain reasonable stan-
dards of depth and thoroughness, but these standards should not be self-
defeating or so high as unnecessarily to prevent an important job from be-
ing done. In any case, interdisciplinary workers must almost necessarily
rely on secondary sources, or on the advice of experts whom they have
difficulty evaluating, though this problem can be much alleviated by a
suitable playing of experts against one another.

“Teams” of experts or staffs cannot avoid the problem of the nonexpert.
At some point a plan or solution must be achieved within a single mind
and communicated to other minds. However much the result is the prod-
uct of collaborative efforts, it is clear that the result cannot require more
than one mind to understand it. Thus, one or more specialists must step
outside their fields, one or more nonspecialists must perform, and subse-
quently receive and comprehend, the final integration of specialties. Both
the seriousness of this problem and the somewhat unreasonable irritation
we have referred to will be much reduced if a better set of shared concepts
and common vocabulary as well as special propaedeutic devices are de-
veloped.

Probably the most important heuristic technique and the most danger-
ous as well (i.e., the one most subject to abuse) is to make explicit some
shared agreement and then without expending a great deal of time and
resources (perhaps because it is not practical to do so) to proceed on the
basis of this shared agreement. Scholars are often very uncomfortable at
this procedure. Among other things, such a procedure could easily suc-
ceed in spreading more widely, confirming, or even canonizing whatever
errors actually exist as a result of the biases and errors of current as-
sumptions.

This possibility is particularly likely if the discussion is restricted to
some narrow group with a more or less similar professional, institutional,
or other common perspective-shared assumptions which arise out of a
narrow group perspective are particularly likely to reflect narrow, invalid,
or poorly interpreted experiences and analyses—and are likely to have
these biases and emphases reinforced if the assumptions are explicated
but not challenged. Fortunately even if the discussion takes place in a nar-
row and relatively homogeneous group the very act of explication is likely
to increase the probability that the assumptions will be challenged or lim-
ited more carefully. In any case, in the policy-research policy-making
fields, one must deal with issues on the basis of whatever data and theo-
ries are available. Where scholarly data and rigorous theories are not
available—or are misleading—then shared perceptions or shared rules of
thumb are all that one has. To ignore these is to condemn oneself to inef-
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fectiveness and futility—to decision by default and inaction or to unnec-
essarily abstract and misleading judgments. While explicating widely
held assumptions and theories may seem to be giving them too great a va-
lidity, the various dangers are probably decreased, not increased. As al-
ready suggested, uncovering and discussing shared understandings and
then making explicit conclusions is especially desirable to establish limits
and cautions on the process; such limits could not, or would not, be rec-
ognized in the absence of such explicit consideration of both assumptions
and consequences.

Such explication is particularly important if there has been, or seems to
have been, a basic change in the situation and the official rhetoric has not
caught up with the change. In this case, many people know, more or less
unconsciously, that the official rhetoric does not really express their actual
positions so they try to trim their conclusion to make up for the bias in the
official rhetoric. They are often shocked to find, when the new position is
explicated, that it is often a rather widely held view rather than an idio-
syncratic and special perception of the individual concerned. Further-
more, it is just because these new perceptions are not part of the official
rhetoric, but nevertheless widely held, that they go unexamined and ex-
cessive interpretations or suggestions are based on them. Once the new
position is explicated, people often see that they have pushed the new
idea too far and the reason why others do not agree with them is not that
they do not share the new point of view but that these others are simply
not willing to push it so far. Thus, whether the new view is right or wrong,
explicating it can be helpful by making clear the disparity between the
lagging official rhetoric and the widely held new idea and thus cause both
positions to be more closely examined.

SCENARIOS, GAMING, AND OTHER USE OF “ARBITRARY”
SPECIFICATION AND STIMULATION

One of the most important aspects of the postwar international arena is
the emphasis on deterrence. This often has meant that military pro-
grams were supposed to work without a single failure; thus there can be
no realistic testing or straining of the system without having one failure
too many, or risking such a catastrophe. However, deterrence does seem
to work remarkably well in the sense that almost everybody judges that
if both sides are competent, central wars, or even very intense crises, are
relatively unlikely to arise between the Soviet Union and the United
States in, say, the next decade or two. And yet the weapons exist and
might be used. Even those who think that thermonuclear war is unlikely
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in the next hundred years; even those who believe that the invention
and procurement of thousands of nuclear weapons in the middle of the
twentieth century has effectively abolished, or will lead peacefully and
inevitably to the abolishment of, all-out war cannot be certain. They still
have need to examine the circumstances in which these weapons might be
used or, possibly more important, the ways in which their existence or
threat of their use might influence subwar events in an important way.
One of the most important problems in this examination arises from the
inherent implausibility—whether justified or deceptive—of the kinds of
events which are being studied. One basic objective, therefore, is some-
how to find and examine the most plausible examples of the most impor-
tant cases that tend to be overlooked by the standard methods of study-
ing these problems.

Two now common semianalytical approaches to this problem are the
“scenario” and the “war (or peace) game.” These are methodological de-
vices which have become more and more common wherever efforts have
been made to generate relatively plausible contexts in which the require-
ments of future weapons, command and control systems, war-fighting
strategies, and arms control agreements may be tested or at least evalu-
ated or discussed. While the kinds of scenarios and gaming that we will
be discussing in this essay have in fact been most useful in the deterrence-
crisis-nuclear war context suggested above, they also seem to be useful,
though perhaps to a lesser degree, for a much larger range of contexts—
in fact, for the study of international relations generally.

Such scenarios attempt to describe in more or less detail some hypo-
thetical sequence of events. They can emphasize different aspects of “fu-
ture history.” Some scenarios may explore and emphasize an element of a
larger problem such as a crisis or other event which could lead to war, the
process of “escalation” of a small war or local violence into a larger war,
the spread or contraction of a limited war, the fighting of a war, the ter-
mination of the war, or the subsequent peace. The focus of the scenario
can be military events and activities, the internal dynamics of various
countries, bargaining among enemies, or inter-Allied relations, and so on.
The scenario is particularly suited to dealing with several aspects of a
problem more or less simultaneously. By the use of a relatively extensive
scenario, the analyst may be able to get a “feel” for events and for the
branching points dependent upon critical choices. These branches can
then be explored more or less systematically.

Some of the advantages of the scenario as an aid to thinking are:

1. They serve almost all of the objectives of policy research by calling
attention, sometimes dramatically and persuasively, to the larger
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range of possibilities that must be considered. They are one of the
most effective tools in lessening the “carry-over” thinking that is
likely even when it is clear to all that 1975 cannot be the same as 1945
or even 1960. Thus scenarios are one way to force oneself and others
to plunge into the unfamiliar and rapidly changing world of the
present and the future by dramatizing and illustrating the possibili-
ties they focus on. (They may do little or nothing for the possibilities
they do not focus on.)

2. They force the analyst to deal with details and dynamics which he
might easily avoid treating if he restricted himself to abstract con-
siderations. Typically, no particular set of the many possible sets of
details and dynamics seems specially worth treating, so none are
treated, even though a detailed investigation of even a few arbitrar-
ily chosen cases could be most helpful.

3. They help to illuminate the interaction of psychological, social, po-
litical, and military factors, including the influence of individual po-
litical personalities upon what otherwise might be an abstract analy-
sis, and they do so in a form which permits the comprehension of
many interacting elements at once.

4. They can illustrate forcefully, sometimes in oversimplified fashion,
certain principles or questions which would be ignored or lost if one
insisted on taking examples only from the complex and controver-
sial real world.

5. They may also be used to consider alternative possible outcomes of
certain real past and present crises, such as Suez, Lebanon, Laos, or
Berlin.

6. They can be used as artificial “case histories” and “historical anec-
dotes” either to make up to some degree for the paucity of actual ex-
amples as discussed earlier, or as “existence theorems” or examples
to test or demonstrate the technical feasibility or plausibility of some
possible sequence of events.

However, even if used as an existence theorem, specific scenarios, war
games or other artificial devices normally cannot and should not be used
to “prove” anything. They are literary and pedagogical tools rather than
instruments of rigorous analysis, are useful to stimulate, illustrate, and
teach, to provide both preciseness and richness to communication, and to
check details. [ . . . ]

The use of scenarios has been criticized as being both “paranoid” and
“schizophrenic.” In the first case, the criticism is sometimes that only the
paranoid personality, unjustifiably distrustful and suspicious, could con-
ceive of the kind of plots and hostilities that characterize many scenarios.
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This criticism seems largely misguided. The analyst is, of course, inter-
ested in ingenious or unpleasant means others might contrive to injure
or to destroy his country; he is also interested in what they might not
do. To the extent that the criticism of paranoia is justified, it pertains
more to the implausibility of a particular scenario than to the method-
ology in itself.

A second criticism may be more to the point. It is that scenarios may be
so divorced from reality as to be not only useless but misleading, and
therefore dangerous. However, one must remember that the scenario
ought not to be used as a predictive device. The analyst is dealing with the
unknown and to some degree unknowable future. In many specific cases
it is hard to see how critics can be so certain there is a sure divorce from a
reality which does not yet exist and may yet surprise them. Imagination
has always been one of the principal means for dealing in various ways
with the future, and the scenario is simply one of many devices useful in
stimulating and disciplining the imagination. To the extent that particular
scenarios genuinely are divorced from reality, this seems more a fault of
particular scenarios than of the methodology.

NOTES

1. In particular it should be clear that we are as interested in what can go wrong
as in what may go well, and almost every item in the list illustrates an important
way in which history can paraphrase itself more or less unpleasantly. This is in
some ways a reasonable bias, but the list probably gives an exaggerated picture.
Unfortunately, for many of the “constructive” things to be considered we do not
have simple metaphors or historical analogues. This is one of the things which
makes their serious discussion and study difficult. But this last gap in our lan-
guage can in part be filled by specially written scenarios and contexts.

2. A personal note may help to clarify some of the resistance that is felt toward
people who work outside their own specialties. I was trained as an applied math-
ematician and physicist, and occasionally I have explained certain ideas in either
applied mathematics or physics to people trained in other fields. Later, I have
heard these explanations used by these people in their own lectures or briefings. I
usually had no specific objection to what they said, but felt slightly frustrated and
annoyed. When a speaker on a platform discusses a subject, there should be an
iceberg effect—he should be giving only about 1⁄8 of what he knows. But these
speakers were inverse icebergs. They were telling approximately 7⁄8 or more of
what they knew about that particular subject. Even though the speaker often apol-
ogized for lecturing outside his field, I still felt, quite unreasonably, that some de-
gree of fraud was being perpetrated on the audience. For one thing, I knew that at
that point the speaker could not answer “deep” questions. There was the not-
uncommon feeling that anyone who speaks publicly or writes on a subject ought
to be able to answer such questions, whether or not they are asked, and even
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though, strictly speaking, they would be irrelevant to the point he was making.
But it was also that I could not help being annoyed at the subtle differences in
style—almost like having the wrong accent, or wearing the wrong clothes—by
which the nonexpert gives himself away even when he is making correct state-
ments. Such reactions are both to be expected and suppressed (or sublimated).
They should not be permitted to interfere with work that needs to be done.
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We are attempting to examine, look at, and discuss the future. We are
not, of course, trying to pick the winner of a horse race, only to de-

scribe most of the important horses that are running—important perhaps
because the probability of winning is high or because the payoff for win-
ning is so spectacular, or for an appropriate combination of probability
and intrinsic importance. We would also like to give some “feel” or ori-
entation as to the reasonable odds on various horses.

In trying to examine the variables which might affect important issues
of the future or even determine them to some degree, we find it conve-
nient to divide them into six categories as indicated below:

1. Relatively Stable: Climate, gross topography, language, religion, “na-
tional character, institutions and style,” many frontiers, etc.

2. Slowly (Exponentially or Linearly?) Changing: Natural resources, de-
mography, capital resources, skill and training, technology, GNP,
welfare policies, etc.

3. “Predictable”: Typical scenarios, prime movers, overriding problems,
etc.

4. Constrained: More political changes, alliances, business activity, de-
fense budget, morale, military posture, military skill, etc.
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5. Accidental: Some outcomes of war or revolution, many natural
calamities, some kinds of personalities, some kinds of foreign pres-
sures and intervention, some kinds of other events.

6. Incalculable: Excessively complex or sensitive or involving in an im-
portant way, unknown or unanalyzed mechanisms of causes.

To the extent that one feels the future is more or less predictable, one
tends to emphasize the importance of the first categories—particularly
the first four. To the extent that one feels the future is unpredictable, one
tends to emphasize the latter categories—particularly the fifth and sixth.
We, of course, will adopt the position that many important aspects of the
future are predictable—particularly if “other things are equal”—that
many important aspects are not, and that the effect of the predictable
things may be quite different from what we think because of the effects of
the unpredictable variables—yet that it still may be worthwhile to try to
“predict” that which can be predicted, or at least to describe the possibil-
ities and turning points. Indeed, it is the purpose of policy to plan for that
which is more or less predictable and hedge against that which is uncer-
tain, both to be able to exploit favorable events and to guard against the
consequences of unfavorable ones.

The first class of variables, the Relatively Stable, are by definition slow to
change, though they may change faster than is usually believed. Thus the
climate of an area can certainly change within a matter of centuries, per-
haps even within decades. Topography also can change. In fact, some soil
specialists have argued that it has usually taken about a thousand years
for a typical civilization to wear out the fertility of the soil. There now ex-
ist relatively efficient possibilities for deliberate topographical engineer-
ing, so this rate might in the future be slowed down indefinitely, or even
speeded up for specific purposes. Language is also always evolving and,
in particular, may become “corrupted.” In any case there is an enormous
difference in the speaking style of Americans today and pre–World War I.
Similarly, religion, or at least its social content and influence, may change
quite rapidly, though the forms tend to change slowly. But the change can
still be revolutionary even though the form is not explicitly affected to a
great degree.

[ . . . ] National character, institutions and style change remarkably
slowly even in the modern world, and [ . . . ] in many areas one can often
see traits today that are directly traceable to characteristics formed a hun-
dred or even a thousand years earlier. Frontiers too seem today remark-
ably stable. Latin America has several simmering disputes, but none that
seem likely to boil; Western Europe (except for the German frontiers)
looks remarkably stable, and so on. The crucial point about these rela-
tively stable variables, however, is that while they can indeed change, for
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many of our predictions, particularly those dealing with a decade or so
ahead, the change in these variables is likely to be small or negligible. This
is so obvious that we often do not realize that we are assuming they are
constant when we are making predictions. So we need not only to make
the point that this is a reasonable assumption, but also that it is an as-
sumption that could be wrong.

The second class of variables, the Slowly (Exponentially or Linearly)
Changing, are the kind most usually studied when one is “predicting.”
One can often do amazingly well on these variables, at least in the short
or medium run, and occasionally even in the long run. While these vari-
ables change, the change tends both to be slow and proportional to what
already exists, so that if one knows what the variable is and the rate of
change, extrapolation is possible. If the rate of change is more or less a
constant percentage (or if one can meaningfully use an average rate), we
call this an exponential variable—and it is then, of course, quite pre-
dictable. Such variables are national resources, demographic composition
of the population, capital resources, skilled training, technological capa-
bility, gross national product; and to a lesser extent many welfare and tax
policies, tend to change in this way. [ . . . ]

Other of these variables have relatively constant or characteristic rates
and thus allow for relatively precise predictions—at least as long as the
basic structural relations do not change. Such simple extrapolations, in
the form of “envelope curves” may turn out to be startlingly accurate, of-
ten more accurate than more complicated and seemingly more sophisti-
cated predictions done by experts, and there are good reasons why this
should be expected.

A good example of a prediction based on the first two classes of vari-
ables is de Tocqueville’s famous anticipation (in 1835) of the Cold War and
bipolar world. There are at the present time two great nations in the
world, which started from different points, but seem to tend toward the
same end. I allude to the Russians and the Americans. Both of them have
grown up unnoticed; and while the attention of mankind was directed
elsewhere, they have suddenly placed themselves in the front rank among
the nations, and the world learned their existence and their greatness at
almost the same time. [ . . . ]

Next are what we call “predictable” variables. These are of special sig-
nificance not because they are necessarily the most important but because
they are reasonably predictable and usually overlooked so that competent
policy research can play an important role in dealing with them—i.e., this
is an area in which one can often “do something,” even if nothing often is
done unless attention is directed, perhaps by a policy research organiza-
tion, to the issue. Naturally we will concentrate, to an extent, on this cat-
egory of variables.
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But what do we mean by “predictable”? For one thing, we can discuss
situations in which certain variables can be described by typical scenarios
or sequences. We need not claim that the described pattern will inevitably
be followed, simply that it may be followed and the possibility should be
allowed for.

Thus, any of the “simple” theories given earlier are examples of rather
good “predictive rules” that are often suggestive of what may happen, al-
though none of them are inevitable. We can rephrase them to show how
they can be used to raise questions. (a) Political Rules: The friend of an en-
emy is . . . ; The ally of an enemy is . . . ; The enemy of an enemy is . . . ; If
the basis for an alliance changes . . . ; A submerged hostile emotion may
emerge when . . . (b) Economic Rules: Since bourgeoisation accompanies
a creative industrialization . . . ; If an economic trend is anticipated . . . (c)
Strategic Rules: If one’s offensive weapons are vulnerable . . . ; If one’s civil-
ians are vulnerable . . . ; When deterrence becomes a two-way street . . . ;
”Permanent” conditions are more important than defeats and wartime
disorganization, so . . . ; Since technological secrets are rarely kept more
than five or ten years . . .

A most important example of a simple prediction which is often under-
estimated (or overestimated) is that decision-makers die and others take
their place. Thus as of the end of 1968, consider the ages of the following
statesmen: Chiang Kai-shek 82; Salazar 79; de Gaulle 78; Franco 76; Tito
76; Ho Chi Minh 76; Jomo Kenyatta 75; Mao Tse-tung 75; Ulbricht 75. The
typical underestimation of the significance of this factor is to ignore the
fact that these decision-makers will be replaced. The typical overestima-
tion comes in believing that such changes will necessarily produce imme-
diate and dramatic differences. They sometimes do, but more usually they
mean, at most, the start or acceleration of a developing or continuing
process.

An important example of a typical scenario or prototype is discussed by
Crane Brinton in his book, Anatomy of Revolution, discussing one possible
sequence for a progressive revolution: (1) Ancien régime morale, etc.; (2)
The rule of the moderates; (3) The revolt of the extremists; (4) The appeal
to the conservatives; (5) The accession of the extremists; (6) Reigns of ter-
ror and virtue; (7) Thermidor; (8) Long-term changes. It is startling how
useful the above categories are in discussing the possibilities for a pro-
gressive revolution.

Another important example of a “predictable” effect occurs when a sin-
gle dominating variable is crucially important—when there is what can be
called a prime mover. Examples of prime movers might include the well-
known Japanese desire for prestige and status; the role the ownership of
the means of production plays in Marxian theory; the pervading (and op-
pressive) influence of the United States on Latin American radical move-
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ments and their search for self-definition; some of the effects of modern-
ization on traditional societies; the so-called Americanization that occurs
in a high-consumption twentieth-century society; and so on. Similarly, if
there is some overriding problem, such as defense from an imminent
threat (early NATO), or dealing with a near-universal war guilt (postwar
Germany), or internal war against a well-entrenched government (almost
any postwar subversive movement), and so on, then typically there are
only a small number of solutions possible and one of these will be identi-
fied and used, producing many similarities or analogies to historical
events. This does not mean that there are no special or specific character-
istics that are important, but only that there are some aspects in many sit-
uations which are relatively general and which can be identified.

The fourth group of variables are called “constrained,” since although
they are to some extent predictable, they depend more on details than do
the generalizations mentioned above. Factors such as political changes,
alliances, business activity, defense budget, morale, military posture, mil-
itary skill, etc., operate within reasonably precise and usually known
constraints—at least within reasonable limits. Barring a revolution, a gov-
ernment can be just so radical or conservative. Under modern conditions
the defense budget can be as low as 1 percent of GNP or as high as 50 per-
cent, most likely oscillating between 5 percent and 15 percent, and so on.
There are only a limited number or range of possibilities and they can be
strong or weak, good or bad, high or low, etc.

The fifth category of factors is the accidental ones. In many cases the out-
come of a war or revolution seems almost probabilistic. For example, the
Germans might have won World War I in a few weeks just as Schlieffen
had hoped, and the whole history of our times would then have been
different. In particular, the disillusionment experienced by—and with—
Europe’s society in the interwar years might not have occurred, and such
commonplace beliefs as that “war is unthinkable,” “war never pays,” and
“war does not decide anything,” would quite possibly never have become
commonplace. Indeed, war, in the 1920s and 1930s, might have been seen
as advantageous and useful. Similarly, Hitler came very close to winning
World War II. One can argue that if Mussolini had never attacked Greece,
or if the Yugoslavs had not resisted Hitler’s attack, or if the 1941 winter in
the Soviet Union had not been so severe, Hitler might have won at least
the war against Russia. (Most members of the general staffs of the British,
French, German, American and Russian armies seemed to have felt that
Hitler had the war “won” at the end of the first summer campaign in Rus-
sia.) If Germany had won either of these two wars, de Tocqueville’s fa-
mous prediction most likely would not have become true in our day. Yet
the old factors which de Tocqueville had identified did operate in the way
he had expected, coming to fruition in 1945. Predictable and relatively 
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analyzable factors can be very important so long as they are not interfered
with by what we here call accidental events. Finally, it is, of course, im-
portant to note that even if there were no accidents or intrinsic uncertain-
ties, in the probabilistic sense all events still could not necessarily be pre-
dicted. Even without getting into the free will argument we note that
human societies are complicated beyond the power of scientific general-
ization. The atomic nucleus or the genetic code are both much less com-
plicated than social and historical action and interaction; both are only
now beginning to be understood. We may still be in the nineteenth or
much earlier centuries with regard to any “science” of public policy. Thus
while we may not be prevented from breeding cattle or discovering and
using radium, we do need to be heavily empirical and intuitive about
many or most policy issues.
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Let us consider some of the mechanisms responsible for undesirable
(by contemporary values) results in social processes. There seem to

be at least ten important—though sometimes overlapping—“pitfalls.”
(1) Criteria too narrow; (2) Decisions at inappropriate point in the struc-
ture (for the end in view or consequences actually caused); (3) Inade-
quate thought; (4) Bad luck: unknown issues; (5) Bad luck: unlikely
events; (6) Changes in actors; (7) Inappropriate models; (8) Inappropri-
ate values; (9) Over- or underdiscounting of uncertainty or the future;
(10) The best may be the enemy of the good (and sometimes vice versa).
While the above are almost self-explanatory, some comment may be
useful.

CRITERIA TOO NARROW

Criteria for decisions are often too narrow because the decision-makers
are parochial, partisan, or self-interested, or simply not accustomed to
considering the new criteria that are becoming relevant. These new crite-
ria are disregarded simply because they are new; they were not consid-
ered in the past so it is not reasonable that they should be considered now.
[ . . . ]
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Because of new technologies, new wealth, new conditions of domestic
life and of international relations, unprecedented criteria and issues are
coming up for national decision. But in the usual bureaucratic situation an
executive is expected to be concerned with his own immediate responsi-
bilities and not to worry unduly about others except for purposes of “po-
litical” bargaining or compromise. The only man who has nominal re-
sponsibility for the “overall” problem is chief executive, who has little
time to spend on anything except already “felt” pressures; and his com-
petence obviously is limited. Furthermore, executives often do not make
the crucial design decisions or even have much effective influence on
them; they tend to make choices among already designed systems. As a
result the principles of contingency design are often neglected, or the
choices and compromises that are formulated may be far from optimal.

Thus, the national executive viewpoint may be narrow simply because
there is no group whose professional and continuous job it is to worry
about the appropriate issue. We have seen more than one instance in
which a new issue is identified, all the officials to whom it is pointed out
agree that it is significant, and it remains neglected simply because no one
in the bureaucratic structure has a “mission” that would permit him to
take cognizance of the new problem. Similarly it often happens that al-
though there are offices in many parts of the government that are respon-
sible for various parts of a problem, there is no one who has responsibil-
ity for the problem as a whole, for fitting the traditionally recognized part
into a newly glimpsed total system—except of course the Chief Executive,
for whom the problem may be at too high or low a level of abstraction or
too low in priority in comparison to more pressing (and possibly less im-
portant) demands on his attention. It is one of the most important objec-
tives of a policy-oriented research organization to function as a “lobby for
the future”: that is, to make a deliberate attempt to take a broad and long-
range view of problems, and to try to create intellectual pressures on be-
half of considerations outside the institutionalized criteria, particularly
those considerations relevant to the long-run future or to the larger com-
munity, as in the case of issues such as international security. Policy stud-
ies should seek to discover important issues that are not currently recog-
nized and should try to see that they are not unduly neglected in favor of
more obvious, more pressing, or better institutionalized considerations.

DECISIONS AT INAPPROPRIATE POINT IN STRUCTURE

The above discussion inevitably raises the question of who determines the
“good of society.” This question is further obscured by the ways in which
preferences are modified and decisions changed by the decision-making
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process. In its simplest form this is evident in the so-called Committee
Paradox, in which the result of group voting—depending on the
agenda—can be different from the result any member of the group would
have preferred.1

A closely related common error is to mistake a prescription for macro-
behavior as one that will affect micro-behavior, or vice versa. For exam-
ple, a park and a police force are, most people will agree, good things.
This does not mean that people will contribute toward them, unless they
are public-spirited, for each individual is better off, on a strictly individ-
ual utilitarian calculus, if other people will contribute and he does not
have to. Since decisions of all individuals are presumably independent,
no individual has reason to expect that his behavior will affect that of any
significant number of other people, if the community is large. (This is one
reason why such goals are best implemented by collective rather than in-
dividual action.) The converse of this may also occur. If the price of wheat
is dropping, a farmer may want to maintain his income by increasing his
production. But the same factors that impelled him to this decision will
impel others to the same decision, reducing the price of wheat still further.
If it drops only a little they may still gain from their added effort, but if it
drops below the marginal planting costs, they will have lost as a result of
their extra efforts.

There are many other instances in which decisions that are rational for
members of a group lead to results that are undesirable from the point of
view of the whole group. If there is tension between two nations, they
would both—considered together—usually be better off to avoid an arms
race or a war; but in view of the uncertainties one nation might rationally
decide that its best course is to enter the arms race, or even to fight pre-
emptively; the other might then find it better to respond in kind than not.

From the individual point of view, voting may be judged to be not
worth the effort, as there is no reason to believe that a tie vote will occur.
During the water shortage in New York City, it was not “cost-effective”
from the point of an individual for him to conserve water, as the amount
he saved spread over nine million people would have been infinitesimal.
In this case not only would his use of water not influence any one else, but
the more people behaved as he did, the more pressure would be placed
psychologically (if not rationally) upon others to save water. Yet if each
followed the utilitarian rule for the individual, catastrophe might result.
Thus naive utilitarianism can do considerable social damage; and moral
rules are required under a variety of circumstances.

A mistake related to those in the paragraphs above is to mistake agree-
ment on goals with agreement on means of achieving them, or to mistake
agreement on a specific set of means with agreement on goals. Thus the
fact (if it is a fact) that two states favor disarmament does not mean that
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they can agree on the rates and categories of disarmament. Many kinds of
instabilities and hidden advantages or disadvantages can inhere in any
specific means of implementation; no means may be substantially neutral
with respect to the interests of the parties in the interim. If these asym-
metries are great enough, they may foreclose agreement even though the
destination is mutually agreed. Conversely, as was true during World War
II, nations may be able to agree on means, for example, the defeat of Nazi
Germany, while disagreeing about their destination, that is, the regime for
Europe and the world in the postwar period. Sometimes these disagree-
ments on destinations are obscured in a way that is functional for agree-
ment on present means, say, the war effort, but dysfunctional for the fu-
ture goals, because of the excessive fear of “rocking the boat” or lack of
attention to “less important issues.”

INADEQUATE THOUGHT

Failures of perspective in decision-making can be due to aspects of the so-
cial utility paradox, but more often result from simple mistakes caused by
inadequate thought. It is, for example, common enough that unnecessar-
ily poor analyses are made. Obviously some analyses are done badly be-
cause they cannot be done well. But often sufficient information simply is
not gathered, or there is a culpable failure in understanding theory. Both
errors are avoidable if sufficient thought and time are devoted to the prob-
lem. Or there may be insufficient attention paid to hedging against com-
plexities and contingencies. It is usually possible to make a plan that will
work well if things go according to specially selected assumptions but
that fails disastrously if certain not-unlikely variations from the assump-
tions take place. It is the purpose of such techniques as systems analysis
to make designs that are relatively insensitive to changes in assumptions.
For a remarkable number of cases this can be done, given sufficient intel-
ligence, care, and interest. While of course there are problems for which
no reasonable “contingency design” is possible, there are still a great
many plans that simply have not been thought through because custom,
doctrine, or disastrous experience have not created any pressure to do so.

Most administrators dislike debating or thinking about fundamentals,
even when vague, implicit, and half-formulated views obviously are gov-
erning choices, and when some searching debate is clearly desirable. Ad-
ministrators resist even more “unnecessary” discussions that may become
unpleasant or divisive. They tend to resist still more the very basic or very
speculative thinking that may be essential to raising issues about the fu-
ture, in part because of a well-grounded feeling that such thinking and dis-
cussing are usually unproductive and expose those who make the attempt
to criticism, bureaucratic animosity, or ridicule. Yet it is often necessary to
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be courageous—or seemingly irresponsible—in suggesting and defending
far-fetched issues in argument, if unprecedented but crucial considerations
are to be discovered and appreciated. It is necessary to spend some time
and energy in a process that frequently leads nowhere for the sake of the
instances in which something new is learned.

And even when something new is learned, it is difficult to get “respon-
sible” people to take the results seriously or to face up to thinking the is-
sues through and then to providing relatively clear guidance or to making
decisions. Again part of the reason is a lack of confidence based on experi-
ence of failure with similar issues. The result is a tendency to make impor-
tant decisions almost arbitrarily, as if there were no way to judge whether
any one decision was better than any other. A surprising number of gov-
ernment committees will make important decisions on fundamental mat-
ters with less attention than each individual would give to buying a suit.

BAD LUCK: UNKNOWN ISSUES

Sometimes, of course, certain information is simply not available. Then, in
a sense, no mistake is made: the decision-maker did not understand the
problem even though he thought he did and perhaps had every right to
think he did; it is simply bad luck that there were aspects of the problem
that could not be assessed. There are undoubtedly situations in which the
theory or empirical data are insufficient not only to supply the information
needed, but even to alert the planner to the fact that important information
is missing. The recognition of this possibility is one of the reasons one must
be both humble and skeptical about relying too heavily on either new “log-
ical” analyses or old intuitions in unprecedented situations. It is one rea-
son why decision-makers lack confidence in their ability to raise and settle
basic issues; it is also a main justification for contingency design and for
trying to defer irrevocable or firm choices by preserving flexibility as long
as possible. Flexibility is not always good; firm and irrevocable policies
may be better if the policies are correct, and sometimes almost any policy
pursued firmly is better than no policy. More often wrong policies pursued
firmly undercut good results that more flexibility would have saved. Un-
fortunately, no single rule of thumb is sufficiently good, and judgment will
have to be exercised on each case of assumed importance.

BAD LUCK: UNLIKELY EVENTS

Sometimes the best-laid plans gang agley for “statistical” reasons. That is,
a proper judgment may be made on the basis of the probabilities as they
are known, but the improbable occurs; either conditions are met that are
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far worse than anyone could have anticipated, or some bizarre combina-
tion of accidents—each one of which was unlikely in itself but could have
been handled—takes place, and “swamps” the system. The most dramatic
possibility for bad luck today would be an accidental or inadvertent nu-
clear war caused by some extremely unlikely, but not absolutely impossi-
ble, combination of technological and human errors or failures. Good
planning is designed to decrease not only the likelihood of bad luck but
also the consequences if it occurs, since the “extremely improbable” is not
the same as the impossible.

CHANGES IN ACTORS

Miscarriages of policy decisions can result from a lack of continuity in the
effective actors or pressure groups. In a typical situation one group initi-
ates, another formulates, a third sets up the program, while a fourth actu-
ally carries it through. It is this fourth group (or possibly still another
group) that furnishes the continuous pressure and determines what the
program actually accomplishes. In many cases, this turns out to be quite
different from what all the previous groups wanted and intended.

INAPPROPRIATE MODELS

One kind of inappropriate model is simply technically wrong; someone
has made a mistake. For example, many people feel that the unrest in un-
derdeveloped societies results primarily from their poverty. They con-
clude that foreign aid can decrease the amount of unrest in these coun-
tries. Yet one thing that seems very clear by now is that the process of
development is disrupting and usually increases violence and unrest. So-
cial change is disruptive and partly destructive, causing many break-
downs and strains in existing systems and creating new systems that
clash with the old.

Another kind—the inappropriate analogy—appears, for example, in in-
ternational relations. Many Americans feel that every step toward inte-
gration or union among nation-states is a good thing and amounts to a
step toward democratic world government or world community. Many
naive enthusiasms for NATO, North Atlantic unity, and European inte-
gration stem from an American model of the constitutional convention as
the appropriate solution for fundamental problems among states. This
model makes it possible to ignore many issues, among them the simple
reality that increasing the integration of a bloc such as NATO is not nec-
essarily a step toward integration of the world community and may, in
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fact, tend to create cleavage in the world community—and be valuable, if
it is valuable, for quite different reasons. This inappropriate model is
closely related to the mistake discussed in number two above: what is a
decision for integration at one point in the structure may, on occasion, re-
sult in unintended (or intended on the part of some of the participants)
disintegration at another level.

Another common error in models is to mirror-image. One knows one’s
self and motives, and one imputes these motives to others. Mistaken mir-
ror images play important roles in foreign policy, in ethnic issues, and in
confrontations between classes. Most important of all mistakes arise out
of attempts to treat complex and intractable issues by overly abstract or
simple models. This is often done in foreign affairs as well as in middle-
class judgments on the poor. No matter how much energy or effort one
puts into an analysis or the execution of a policy, if the efforts are guided
by a badly formulated model they can be ineffective and even counter-
productive.

INAPPROPRIATE VALUES

Some of our misgivings about the future may simply be due to the fact
that our values are inappropriate to the future. Within broad limits the fu-
ture’s values should belong to the future. It is quite possible that our ap-
prehensions about alienations and affluence [ . . . ], admittedly based
upon certain current middle-class and democratic American values, may
seem entirely misplaced by the next century. We, of course, do not think
so; but this may be our limitation.

Almost any decision-maker will find many aspects of subsequent
events undesirable. The medieval church doubtless would have more
strongly resisted the Renaissance if it had understood that the Renais-
sance would lead to the secularization of European society. Kings would
have fought the rise of the bourgeoisie sooner and more strongly if they
had understood that eventually the bourgeoisie would not only support
them against the nobles but would eventually take over their role.

Our values may be inappropriate in still another, less easily recognized,
way. We may think that we prize a certain aspect of the current system
and regard it as an end in itself when in fact it would be better understood
as a means to an end. It is common—and very often of great importance—
for people to treat means as values, as ends in themselves, since to con-
sider means as merely instrumental is to subject them to questioning. Yet
when conditions change, the failure to reconsider the relation of old
means to continuing ends can result not only in misdirected efforts but in
behavior that becomes destructive to other, more important goals.
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OVER- OR UNDERDISCOUNTING OF 
UNCERTAINTY OR THE FUTURE

Probably the most important reason apparently reasonable decisions lead
in the long run to undesirable results is that, by and large, it is so difficult
to discount uncertain and/or distant difficulties appropriately—neither
too much nor too little. For example, it is difficult to imagine a Virginia
planter’s wanting to stop the slave trade in 1620—or in 1800—because in
1861 there might be civil war. Of course, this might have been reasonable
and realistic of him; the future is a region of great uncertainty; and it is the
present in which we live and have the power to act. Yet two kinds of mis-
takes can be made: those who focus pragmatically on case-by-case deci-
sions may take the long run too little into account, while those who are
most concerned with adherence to principles, now and forever (and these
principles may be radical or conservative), may fail to deal adequately
with problems as they arise in the present.

Of course, the planter in our example might have wanted to stop the
slave trade on moral rather than prudential grounds; and events would
have shown him right in consequential as well as in absolute terms. One
problem of the secular humanist’s relativistic “ethic of consequences”—
in which the consequences, including both means and ends of each deci-
sion, taken together, are weighed against the total consequences of the 
alternatives—is that it depends so much on fallible assessments of conse-
quences. It could be argued that human judgment on such matters is so
typically bad that an absolute morality, which prohibits certain means no
matter how comparatively attractive the “total consequences” of means
and ends may appear, actually leads to better results, even in consequen-
tial terms. On many kinds of issues we find this argument persuasive; and
we would find the argument persuasive on many additional issues, if so-
cial conditions were not changing so rapidly as to require continual reex-
amination of means as ends change, lest the means become too much ends
in themselves. Under twentieth-century conditions of flux, however, there
seems to be more to lose by routinely deciding major policy questions on
the basis of received doctrine or principle than by making such decisions
on the basis of fallible assessments of the likely results of one choice com-
pared to another.

THE BEST MAY BE THE ENEMY OF THE GOOD 
(AND SOMETIMES VICE VERSA)

Desirability and feasibility may be separable for analytic purposes, but
when it comes to making choices, they are intimately related. By trying for
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a great deal one ordinarily increases the risk of failure; by attempting too
little one may ensure that at best one does not get very much. On the one
hand, if a goal is very desirable it may be possible to arouse a great deal
of enthusiasm for it, and its feasibility may be greater than one would
have thought; on the other hand a goal that seems within reach looks
more attractive than one that is hard to get.

Obviously there can be no general rule for making such choices; they
often turn on subtle, difficult-to-evaluate factors. On the whole, our own
judgment is indicated in the title above: limited objectives usually do not
preclude further incremental progress, but excessive or utopian objec-
tives often prevent even limited gains from being obtained. If there is any
general idea in this field that we would generally reject, it is the radical
or “dialectical” notion that to make things better one should first make
them worse, since only then will people understand that something must
be done. On this dubious basis Communists resisted meliorating the lot
of workers during the depression, since to do so would postpone the rev-
olution; similarly there are those who oppose intellectuals giving con-
structive advice to the military, political, or economic “establishment,”
since to cause improvements in policies is merely to cloak the “power
structure” in a “veneer” of rationality. While this principle that it is de-
sirable to refuse to improve matters, or to make them worse, no doubt
works sometimes, more often it simply makes or leaves things worse
than they need be.

NOTE

1. Because many readers will be familiar with this basic difficulty in determin-
ing social utilities, we will simply make reference to the following discussions: (1)
Kenneth Arrow, Social Choice and Individual Values (New York: Wiley, 1951); (2)
Leonard James Savage, The Foundations of Statistics (New York: Wiley, 1954), p. 207
ff.; (3) Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1960), pp. 119–26. Daniel Bell has also called attention to the impossibility
of a perfect social calculus in his “Notes on the Post-Industrial Society (II),” The
Public Interest, no. 7, Spring 1967.
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It is often suggested that adequate technology assessment (TA) studies
should be required for any technical innovation before proceeding with

commercial applications—that the burden of proof be placed on the peo-
ple who want the innovation. It sounds reasonable to say that it is up to
the innovator to prove that his innovation is safe, but there are some dif-
ficulties in this position. If as a general matter high standards of justifica-
tion were set and enforced, many important projects would not get off the
ground. Full and definitive TA studies of complex projects and phenom-
ena are often simply not feasible. We have never seen an a priori analysis
that would justify the conclusion: “Let’s go ahead with the project; we
understand the innovation and all of its first-, second- and third-order ef-
fects quite well. There can be no excessive danger or difficulties.”

Indeed, many times the people looking for second-, third-, and even
fourth-order effects have often seriously erred about the first; in any case,
they usually cannot establish the others with any certainty. For example,
most of the limits-to-growth studies discussed in earlier chapters have
many first-order facts wrong—a revealing sample of how difficult the
problem is.

None of the above is meant as an argument against doing TA studies.
On the contrary, in many cases much will be learned from such studies.
But one cannot expect them to be complete and reliable, and placing too
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great a requirement on innovators doing such studies can simply be an
expensive way of doing less; it entails all the problems and disutilities of
excessive caution and of slowing down innovation in a poorly designed—
and often capricious—manner. The two basic kinds of innovative mis-
takes are those of commission and of omission. The first is illustrated by
the case of DDT and by the cyclamate episode. In 1969, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration banned cyclamates (a widely used substitute for
sugar in diet food and soft drinks) because rats that were fed heavy doses
during most of their lives developed bladder cancer. It has now been re-
vealed, however, that the original research that led to this finding did not
permit any firm conclusions to be drawn about cyclamates since they
were tested in combination with other chemicals. In addition, subsequent
studies have failed to corroborate the original findings. Not only may this
abrupt and premature ban have deprived numerous persons suffering
from diabetes and hypertension of a medical benefit, but it also cost the
food and soft drink industries an estimated $120 million. In this case the
mistake of commission swamped the potential cost of a mistake of omis-
sion. In choosing between avoiding a clear danger by doing something
and avoiding a less clear—though potentially much greater—danger by
deciding not to do something, society usually does prefer the former.

The mistake of omission can be illustrated by considering what might
happen today if a firm tried to get aspirin accepted as a new product. It is
known that even a small amount of aspirin can create stomach or intes-
tinal bleeding, and in some persons larger amounts can cause ulcers or
other serious side effects. Furthermore, we still know very little about
how aspirin operates. Thus one could argue rather persuasively that if a
pharmaceutical company tried to introduce aspirin now it would fail to
pass the standards. And yet, because of its effectiveness as a cure or pal-
liative for so many ailments, it is probably one of the most useful drugs
available. Indeed, there is now a good deal of argument that the FDA is
causing more harm by excessively slowing down the introduction of new
remedies than it would if the rules were relaxed a bit.

As another example, let us assume that the U.S. authorities had made a
TA study of the automobile in 1890. Assume also that this study came up
with an accurate estimate that its use would result eventually in more
than 50,000 people a year being killed and maybe a million injured. It
seems clear that if this study had been persuasive, the automobile would
never have been approved. Of course, some now say that it never should
have been. But we would argue that society is clearly willing to live with
this cost, large and horrible as it is. In Bermuda, which restricts drivers to
20 miles an hour, there are almost no fatal accidents except with cyclists.
On Army bases, which restrict speed to 15 miles an hour, fatal accidents
are unknown. Similar speed limits could be introduced in the United
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States if they were wanted, but the majority of Americans apparently pre-
fer 50,000 deaths a year to such drastic restrictions on their driving
speeds. In fact, the recent nationwide reduction to a maximum speed of
55 miles an hour to save gasoline clearly is saving thousands of lives a
year, but there is little pressure to go further in this direction.

Another problem with technology assessments is that even a good
TA would not have made a satisfactory prediction of the impact of the
automobile—that is, on the one hand predicting the accident rate and re-
lated first-order difficulties, and on the other what society would be will-
ing to accept. And it is even less likely that the TA would have foreseen
accurately many of the secondary impacts of the automobile on society
(just to take a small example, recall the influence of the automobile on so-
cial and sex mores in the 1920s and 1930s, or the role of the U.S. automo-
bile industry in helping to win World War II).

This is precisely the question that concerns us: Every technology as-
sessment study depends on having reasonable data, theory, and criteria
available, and all are unreliable and quite limited in practice. Perhaps one
hundred or two hundred years from now man will both analyze and con-
trol his future much better than at present; thus it seems plausible that
there may be fewer problems of misunderstood or inappropriate innova-
tion two centuries from now. And especially if man has become dispersed
throughout the solar system in independently survivable colonies, there
would be a much smaller possibility of doomsday. Moreover, if such a dis-
aster were to occur on earth, it probably would be through politics or bu-
reaucratic mistakes associated with war, rather than inexorable or acci-
dental physical processes leading to total catastrophe. It is easy and even
tempting to many people simply to ignore the costs and moral issues as-
sociated with mistakes of omission. Indeed, most people might prefer be-
ing responsible for a mistake of omission than one of commission, even if
the latter were much smaller. This is particularly true, as we have pointed
out, if one has been raised in an upper-middle class environment and has
achieved a comfortable status. But most of the world is not satisfied with
the economic status quo. It is important for these people to move forward;
they are willing to accept great costs if necessary and to take great risks as
well in order to improve their economic status. They want aspirins and
automobiles, whatever uncertainties and terrible costs may be associated
with them. On the other hand, the major pressures to retard economic de-
velopment and technological progress in many parts of the world are for
safety—safety from the environment, safety from the possibility of out-
side intervention, safety from internal political unrest, and safety from ac-
cidental disturbance of natural balances in the forces of nature.

Some years ago, after nuclear testing began in the Pacific, the debate
arose about the acceptability of subjecting people to the threat that these
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tests could cause bone cancer or leukemia. The main question was
whether this possibility was sufficiently large to justify suspending fur-
ther testing. Almost everybody at that time accepted the assumption that
every megaton of fission yield would probably cause 1,000 new cases of
bone cancer or leukemia worldwide. Because this increase might not ac-
tually be detectable in the incidence of these diseases, many people ar-
gued that the harm was negligible. Others argued that no one would test
the bomb with even one person on the island if it meant killing this per-
son. What then gave us the right to continue testing just because the
deaths would be anonymous? It would appear that people are more will-
ing to accept deaths which are not traceable to specific causes, but only
when they cannot clearly identify the victims ahead of time—and thereby
possibly prevent those deaths.

It is simply a truism that most activities in our society have a finite
chance of resulting in some death. For example, it was once the rule of
thumb that, on the average, every $1 million worth of construction re-
sulted in the death of one worker; this appalling ratio has decreased dra-
matically until now it must be something like one worker per $100 million
in construction. But obviously this expectation does not stop us from put-
ting up buildings, even of the most frivolous kind. The same principle is
involved in an example cited earlier—society’s unwillingness to lower the
death rate in traffic accidents by reducing speed limits. It is not a sufficient
answer that in the case of the automobile one voluntarily accepts the risks
to which he is subjected. There are many people who would like to curb
the automobile but who nevertheless run the same risk of accident as
those who oppose curbs. In our view, there is nothing intrinsically im-
moral about society subjecting its citizens to this risk when a majority
have evidently concluded that the benefits outweigh the risks and the risk
is of a more or less customary sort.

Another important issue arises when the damages are spread out over
time—an issue that was long misunderstood partly because of a mislead-
ing theory of the English biologist John Haldane. According to his theory,
any negative genetic mutation was bad, but minor mutations could ulti-
mately cause more damage than lethal mutations. The argument went as
follows: Assume a fixed population. Assume that a parent with a defec-
tive gene passes it to one of his children. Thus every defective gene, if it
does not result in premature death, is transmitted to an individual in the
next generation. If the gene is lethal, it results in immediate death in the
next generation and the matter is finished; there is no further inheritance.
If the gene is not lethal but has a tendency to cause colds, then this gene
can be passed on for many, many generations until eventually it will
cause a cold in the bearer at a time when catching a cold tips the scales
against the bearer and causes him to die. Then, of course, the gene would
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no longer be passed along in the future. Notice what happened here. The
lethal gene caused an immediate death and was finished. But not only did
the less lethal gene also cause death eventually and with mathematical
certainty, but along the way it resulted in much damage, giving many
people colds over many generations. Therefore, according to Haldane’s
theory, if anything, the nonlethal mutated gene caused more damage than
the lethal mutation. This is certainly mathematically correct, but it ignores
such issues as time-discounting and rate of occurrence, both of which
should be added to the analysis when the damage is spread over many
generations. It is difficult for most people to understand this concept be-
cause they often interpret it to mean that the damage is more tolerable be-
cause it is our grandchildren, not we, who will bear it; an inference which
appears to be the height of irresponsibility. As a result, many scientists
have come to the improper conclusion that damage spread out over time
is just as bad as damage which occurs in one generation.

But consider the following counterexamples: Imagine that society must
choose between four situations: (1) 100 percent of the next generation
would be killed; (2) 10 percent of the next 10 generations would be killed;
(3) 1 percent of the next 100 generations would be killed; and (4) a tenth
of a percent of the next 1,000 generations would be killed. In the first case,
one has an end of history—everybody is dead. In the last case, great dam-
age occurs, yet it is scarcely apparent because it is spread out over such a
long period of time and among so many people. Clearly the first choice is
intolerable; the fourth, while tragic and nasty, could certainly be better tol-
erated under most circumstances—indeed, in many situations similar to
the fourth case, it would not be possible to measure the damage or prove
that it existed. Any analysis of the difference between the first and fourth
situations must take account of this spread over time, even though the to-
tal number of people killed is exactly the same.

This example is applicable to many of the environmental problems we
should consider, such as the disposal of radioactive wastes and various
toxic chemicals, both of which entail the remote possibility of an accident
to some unknown group of people in the distant future. It also applies to
many of the issues involving genetic damage of one sort or another, in
which the injury may be shared by many generations or be inflicted on fu-
ture generations.

One last point in this connection is almost frivolous and we would hes-
itate to mention it if it did not come up so often. If there is a constant prob-
ability of some random event occurring, then no matter how small the
probability, sooner or later the event will occur. This is an accurate but in-
significant observation because the underlying assumptions and condi-
tions practically never happen. It is similar to noting that exponential
growth will not continue indefinitely because of the finite character of the
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earth, solar system or galaxy. Since we know that in reality exponential
processes cannot be sustained, the question is simply what causes such
curves to turn over, when this is likely to occur, and what happens
when they do? Similarly, what about the argument that mankind must
be disaster-prone because so many of its activities carry with them some
small probability of causing catastrophes? One reply is that conditions are
changing with extraordinary rapidity and the problems associated with
present activities may have little or no validity in the long term. In fact,
this may be particularly true of such things as genetic damage caused by
radiation or chemical pollution—or by pollution generally. It seems quite
probable that, within a century or so, man will be able to prevent such
damage, and that calculations of accumulated damage ten to one hundred
generations from now will probably turn out to be irrelevant. In fact, it is
a major theme of our argument that most predictions of damage hun-
dreds of years from now tend to be incorrect because they ignore the cur-
ative possibilities inherent in technological and economic progress. Of
course, this reasoning would not apply to a world in which technological
and economic progress were halted, but we do not consider that a likely
possibility.
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Some readers may have asked themselves: “Do the authors think this
potential development is good or bad?” Other readers may feel that

our judgments of the desirability of future events were all too explicit, es-
pecially if they were offended by our perceptions or manner of presenting
them. [ . . . ] However, we have tried to take a “value-free” perspective, in-
dulging in attempts to achieve what Marxists sneeringly call “bourgeois
objectivity.”

Two different perspectives can be used in future studies; these some-
times overlap and are hard to distinguish, but in most policy research
projects, we can draw a line between them. The two perspectives can be
labeled descriptive (or predictive) and normative. In the descriptive per-
spective, we try to understand what the future situation will be for the
purpose of adapting to it—possibly taking into account various uncer-
tainties in facts, theories, and values by hedging our policies. If we do this
hedging, we would talk about a preferred system rather than an optimal
system. A preferred system is one where a good deal of attention is paid
to reliability, toughness, flexibility, and various compromises so that fa-
vorable events can be exploited if they occur and unfavorable events can
be avoided or their consequences mitigated. However, descriptive fore-
casting is basically passive, merely attempting to record what the world
will be like so that we may react to it.

19
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The Normative Perspective
and the Ideology 

of Tomorrow

[Herman Kahn and B. Bruce-Briggs, Things to Come: Thinking about the Seventies and Eight-
ies (New York: Macmillan, 1972).]



The normative perspective emphasizes changing the future in a desired
fashion, making more likely the good and/or less likely the bad. Like de-
scriptive forecasting, it often employs a preferred system. In other words,
normative forecasting means the setting of reasonable goals—what things
should be like, what we should strive for, how we should shape the
world. When an individual says, “In seven years I will be sales manager,”
he is making a normative forecast, which may be quite wrong. But he has
some influence upon the outcome of that forecast; insofar as he strives to-
ward that goal he will achieve the forecast situation, thus creating what is
commonly called the “self-fulfilling prophecy.” From the point of view of
descriptive forecasting, this is cheating—our ambitious young man can
directly affect the outcome. However, although descriptive forecasting
may be useful in many fields where the outcome cannot be affected by
choices today, decision-makers are primarily concerned with normative
forecasting.

In practice, it is not possible to separate the two types completely. There
are obvious constraints and limits on the ambition of any individual or in-
stitution that must be descriptively forecast before any normative forecast
can be made. When working on individual projects for agencies or or-
ganizations we put our primary emphasis on the “normative” approach,
trying to delineate what options are open to decision-makers and what
can be the implications of their decisions; but when addressing a more
general audience, as in this book, we emphasize the “descriptive” face of
futurology, although normative aspects are certainly present.

It may be impossible to completely separate descriptive from norma-
tive futurology; nevertheless, we feel it is extremely important and re-
warding to make a serious attempt. Unfortunately, the field of future
studies is thick with normative forecasting masquerading as descriptive.
Many prognostications of many distinguished American thinkers are
statements of what the author wants to happen, not necessarily, what he
thinks will happen, and frequently they are a bald pitch for some express
policy or program. If done openly and honestly this is a perfectly valid
method of political advocacy, with many honorable precedents but it tells
us very little about what the future will be, except insofar as it is influ-
enced by the ideas and desires of important men today. Similarly, a great
deal of impetus behind the prophecy that humanist left values will
quickly spread throughout our society is based upon the hope for their
diffusion held by people sympathetic to those values. We cannot live
without dreams, but we should not permit our fantasies to substitute for
the real and concrete future.

But no matter how objective one may try to be (and some of us try very
hard) most views of the future are almost necessarily founded upon some
ideological preconceptions about the nature of man, the place of man in
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the universe, the inevitability or desirability of progress, national or class
bias, or even ordinary optimism or pessimism. For example, in our at-
tempts to elucidate even relatively simple and straightforward policy is-
sues, we have been struck by the fundamental importance of the persist-
ence of an ancient dispute between the Augustinian and Pelagian views
of man. The dichotomy results from a theological squabble of the fifth
century. The African bishop Augustine, author of the macro-history The
City of God, vigorously accused the British theologian Pelagius of the
heresy of believing that man could achieve salvation through his own ef-
forts; that is, man was basically the master of his fate and through his un-
aided efforts could be good. St. Augustine took the opposing view, which
came to be the orthodox Christian point of view, that man was funda-
mentally sinful and could achieve salvation only through God’s Grace. In
the modern world, Augustinians tend to be conservatives. The liberal tra-
dition (including Marxism) is Pelagian. To the best of our knowledge, nei-
ther of these positions can be proved. To some extent, one position or the
other is taken on faith.

The disputes over the relative importance of heredity versus environ-
ment in determining intelligence and performance in school reflect these
two perspectives. If you are Pelagian, believing that man can achieve self-
improvement, then you cannot accept data which purport to prove that
there are hereditary differences between ethnic groups. There must be an-
other explanation. Conversely, an Augustinian cannot accept the view
that any secular program is going to change people’s fundamental weak-
nesses. Attempts to do so must necessarily fail. Whether we are Augus-
tinians or Pelagians strongly affects our view of the future. The Augus-
tinian cannot admit that things are going to get much better in this world
and certainly they are not going to be improved by the efforts of profes-
sors, governments, or policy analysts. And the Pelagian must necessarily
believe that the future will be affected by such changes.

The same issues are raised by less fundamental presuppositions. A per-
son who accepts the radical critique of industrial society as corrupt, de-
humanizing, and self-destructive might not accept projections of its
steady improvement; in fact, he could even reject unimpeachable histori-
cal data showing past improvement. The Marxist, of course, has a detailed
scenario of the future worked out, and will shut his eyes to alternatives.
Happily, such extreme positions are rare. But less striking differences
have their effects on future perceptions. [ . . . ]

We should not be surprised by the reflection of present ideology in fu-
ture studies because the reflection of present ideology on past studies is
well known. And when we are talking about the future, we are talking
about history, not just the past but the totality of man living in time. Pre-
viously, ideologies could be defined in terms of their views of the past.
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[We] used the following classification of macro-historical Perspectives on
Change: (1) Static, traditional, and/or repetitive; (2) Progressive: the mul-
tifold trend, progress, revolution of rising expectations, utopian, chiliastic,
culminating point; (3) Decay: not competitive, “hubris,” lost golden age,
nostalgia, conservatism; (4) Cyclic: rise and fall, growth and decay, fluc-
tuation, “regular” ebb and flow; (5) Patternless, unpredictable, and in-
comprehensible; (6) Typical (empirical) patterns: the multifold trend, ir-
regular ebb and flow, empirical and analytic trend analysis, typical or
phenomenological scenarios; (7) Eclectic and syncretic: the multifold
trend, other trend analyses, other typical patterns, metaphors and analo-
gies, some current speculations on decline and/or rebirth.

But the study and the belief in the relevance of past history may be fad-
ing. Modern industrial society may not have the same need of the past; we
are increasingly rooted in innovation and change, not in authority and
stability. Perhaps so. Perhaps the present interest in futurology portends
the substitution of the future for the past in the center of our historical
consciousness, of our perception of our place in time. Each of the macro-
historical perspectives above is reflected in future studies. Of course,
those who see history as static are not much interested in the field—if the
world is unchanging there is no point in thinking about the future—it will
be the same as today.

We still have many people in the world who see progress as inevitable.
These include orthodox Marxists and classic liberals. Technological utopi-
ans, prophesying sweeping changes in the quality of life and even of man,
are rampant in the futures field. Good nineteenth-century ideas of
progress are very strong in American technical and middle management
milieus, as well as among dynamic bourgeois elements in Japan and other
rapidly growing economies. [ . . . ] But many modern intellectuals are los-
ing their faith in material progress, seeing the future not as shining cities
of man, but as nightmares of overpopulation, pollution, nuclear war, and/or
programmed Skinnerite tyranny. And it may be that the reactionary
analysis of modern culture as necessarily declining is spreading to one-
time liberals. Growing crime, cynicism, drugs, and pornography cast the
old liberalism in doubt. Some intellectuals have cultivated their despair
to the degree of seeing all human affairs as pattern-less, incoherent, and
without meaning, holding with the poet Robert Lowell that “the world is
absolutely out of control and is not going to be saved by reason or un-
reason.”

Nevertheless, most contemporary Cassandras do not believe in the
prospect of irreparable decay. Even those who mournfully forecast, “de-
cline and fall” or ecological disaster do so for didactic purposes. They
wish to provoke us into taking steps to prevent the impending disaster.
Almost all of these people share with most modern men, including our-
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selves, a view of the future as following typical patterns, resembling the
contemporary view of scientific “laws,” and as an eclectic and syncretic
combination of all the perspectives. Even if there is an equation of history,
as some who would model the future hope, man and even an individual
man is an important term in that equation. Vary him and you change the
outcome. We believe it is possible to alter the future normatively. In any
event we can react to the future positively, even if mankind faces the
worst possible “worst-case” scenarios—of thermonuclear holocaust, eco-
logical catastrophe, or the Vandals without (or within) the gates—in any
case such horrors should not materialize before 1985, we believe and
hope.
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In the transition to postindustrial society, a vast group of intellectuals
will be created as the need for expertise increases (and for self-serving

reasons as well). These intellectuals may suffer from the most intense
anomie of all social groups. In becoming a mass profession, they open
themselves to sharper criticism as a group because their average stan-
dards necessarily decline, their contacts with outsiders wither, they be-
come less self-conscious as a stratum but more actively self-serving, and
they make clear their belief that they should wield social power. As this
group’s social status declines and its numbers rise, various segments
will be organized, sometimes as an agency of government or other so-
cial institutions. Thus a key new form of social conflict becomes institu-
tionalized. At the same time society faces a momentous political and so-
cial choice regarding the degree to which scholarship will be
fragmented and autonomous or unified and harnessed to the tasks of
other institutions. If one considers the acceptance of the zero economic
growth thesis currently put forward by some groups, together with a
willingness to organize and harness scholarship, one can imagine a
trend over several centuries toward an essentially Confucian merito-
cratic social order dominated by self-serving and self-justifying—even if
also communal and paternalistic—university-trained mandarins and
bureaucracies.
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Transitional Problems

[Herman Kahn, Leon Martel, and William M. Brown, The Next 200 Years: A Scenario for
America and the World (New York: Morrow, 1976).]



We should also note that, just as the auspicious trends carrying us from
feudal to industrial to postindustrial society have generated various new
and pressing problems, so some of the projected auspicious trends of
postindustria1 society will certainly generate their own forms of dissatis-
faction. For instance, some writers allege that a leisure revolution is likely
leisure of postindustrial society, but it is at least imaginable that substan-
tial proportions of the population will eventually work a three-day week
and not “moonlight” during their four non-working days. If so, the intense
boredom that afflicted the aristocracy of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries could return with a vengeance—but probably less as a mass phe-
nomenon than as one which afflicts various self-conscious elites [ . . . ].

Thus it could be said that to a great extent the problems of modern so-
ciety, and particularly those affecting the quality of life, derive not from
major social failures but from major social successes; for as we have seen,
the most pervasive problems can result from the successful transition to
postindustrial societies. This is why the discussion of quality of life takes
for granted the successful performance of traditional governmental func-
tions and the maintenance of high per capita income. Quality of life now
usually refers to a set of problems that are overwhelmingly the conse-
quences of success: anomie resulting from successful promotion of social
mobility; blue-collar “blues” resulting from the successful transition out
of the class structure and struggles of early industrial society; pollution re-
sulting from successful rapid growth; perverse outbreaks of the martial
spirit as a result of a generally peaceful world and the imposition of
peaceful values; and intense concern with recreation and leisure issues be-
cause so many have nothing more important to be intensely concerned
about. Other “failures of success” are listed in the following table. It seems
to us that recognition of the fact that today’s problems arise, not from cen-
turies of human failure and rapaciousness but as the result of extraordi-
nary and multiple successes in attaining the goals mankind has cherished
most is bound to have a positive and healthy effect on social morale.

We referred to the quaternary activities which we assume will be most
prevalent and important in a mature postindustrial society, but did not
give a very clear or specific picture of postindustrial life. We were, in fact,
deliberately vague and eclectic because we simply do not know what the
United States or other nations will look like in 2176, even if trends do de-
velop as we have projected. We do have some ideas of what may happen
in the near term, though, and more important, we have strong fears con-
cerning that near term and the emerging transition to a postindustrial so-
ciety.

Consider, for example, certain South Pacific islands which, to many
outsiders, seemed to be almost a Garden of Eden; in this idyllic economy,
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Some Failures of Success

We have . . .

1. Affluence 
2. Continuous economic growth, technological improvements 
3. Mass consumption 
4. Economic security, little real poverty 
5. Physical safety, good health, longevity
6. Government “for the people” 
7. The belief that human beings and human life are sacred and the only

absolute 
8. Rationalism and the elimination of superstition
9. Meritocracy

10. An open, classless society

. . . But we also have 

1. No need to wait for possessions or most of what we desire, hence rel-
atively little need for self-discipline. As a result people are at the same
time overly concerned with satisfying their material wants and sati-
ated, bored and petulant when they do and furious if they do not re-
ceive what they want immediately. 

2. Impossible demands made on the government: Steady growth uninter-
rupted by business cycles is required as a matter of course; unrealisti-
cally high growth rates are demanded; all groups in society must grow
economically at the same rate so that no one is left behind. Improve-
ments in technology encourage unrealistic expectations elsewhere. 

3. Aesthetic and commercial standards are determined by the tastes of
the masses. 

4. Emphasis on relative poverty, hence a desire for radical egalitarianism. 
5. A neurotic concern with avoiding pain and death. Alternatively, the

lack of genuine danger and risks leads to the creation of artificial and
often meaningless risks for the sake of thrills. 

6. No realization that there are goals higher than the welfare of the
people—e.g., the glory of God, national honor, great projects and
achievements.

7. The belief that nothing is more important than human life, hence that
nothing is worth dying (or killing) for. Loss of aristocratic and uplifting
ideals and of various distinctions between superior and inferior per-
formance and individuals.

8. The loss of tradition, patriotism, faith—everything which cannot be
justified by reason cannot be justified.

(continued)



many of the necessities of life—perhaps all—came virtually free. On such
islands, anthropologists invariably found elaborate structures of taboos,
totems and rituals. But what outwardly was an earthly paradise was, in
some ways, internally a psychological hell, at least by current standards.
One is tempted to argue, perhaps too quickly, that there is something in
the human psyche which requires that the absence of objective external
pressures be balanced by internal psychological structures and goals.
Whether we accept this simple formulation or not, it may be a clue to one
major set of issues. Actually, we argue that some cultures adapt more eas-
ily to affluence and safety than others. Indeed, we would hazard a guess
that the “Atlantic Protestant culture” is one that has relative difficulty in
adapting to wealth and safety, while the French and Chinese cultures do
so more easily.

John Maynard Keynes, in his famous essay “Economic Possibilities for
Our Grandchildren,” provides us with some interesting insights into this
problem:

I draw the conclusion that, assuming no important wars and no important
increase in population, the economic problem may be solved, or be at least
within sight of solution, within a hundred years. This means that the eco-
nomic problem is not—if we look into the future—the permanent problem of
the human race . . . I see us free, therefore, to return to some of the most sure
and certain principles of religion and traditional virtue—that avarice is a
vice, that the exaction of usury is a misdemeanor, and the love of money is
detestable, that those walk most truly in the paths of virtue and sane wisdom
who take least thought for the morrow. We shall once more value ends above
means and prefer the good to the useful. We shall honor those who can teach
us how to pluck the hour and the day virtuously and well. The delightful
people who are capable of taking direct enjoyment in things, the lilies of the
field who toil not, neither do they spin. But beware! The time for all this is
not yet. For at least another hundred years we must pretend to ourselves and
to everyone that fair is foul and foul is fair; for foul is useful and fair is not.
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9. No sudden rises to power. Everyone must show his worth by working
his way up the bureaucracy—and by bureaucratic and meritocratic
techniques. Explanation and rationalization become more important
than achievement and success. Further, by the time they get to the top,
people have lost much spirit. Hence fewer young, idiosyncratic hot-
heads at the top to shake things up. Also, no respect for experience
which does not constantly prove its worth by meritocratic and bu-
reaucratic criteria.



Avarice and usury and precaution must be our gods for a little longer still.
For only they can lead us out of the tunnel of economic necessity into day-
light. (Essays in Persuasion, 1973, pp. 365–66, 371–72)

Keynes’s perceptions may be somewhat romantic—We do not feel that
the future belongs to the kind of “flower children” he describes, who in
effect (in our terms) “drop out” of contact with most external reality—but
we do believe that there will be strong trends in the direction he indicates.
And we would like to endorse—in fact, emphasize strongly—the thought
of his last paragraph.

[ . . . ]

HOW LIKELY ARE DEMOCRACY AND WORLD GOVERNMENT?

Considering the difficulty of discussing changing values and lifestyles,
what can be predicted about the political systems that will govern in the
next two hundred years? This is as difficult to project confidently as is the
issue of lifestyles and values. Moreover, politics will both influence and be
influenced by lifestyles. For whatever it is worth, we offer some conjec-
tures.

Many countries will be relatively or at least nominally democratic,
though some democracies will probably be more authoritarian than truly
parliamentary. The reason is not the universal superiority of either the
democratic or authoritarian types of government; rather, it is that an af-
fluent, technological world almost has to be—at least initially—somewhat
cosmopolitan, secular, pacifistic, relativistic, and perhaps hedonistic.

In deeply religious communities there is a strong tendency for the gov-
ernment to be conducted by a theocracy which in effect speaks to God or
mediates His wishes. Heroic cultures are often governed by a great leader,
an aristocracy or an oligarchy of talent, wealth or military skill. But secular-
humanist cultures are not willing to legitimize any of these types of gov-
ernment. Their method of making a government legitimate is by social
contract and the manifest consent of the governed, or by a mandate of his-
tory which clearly yields acceptable results to the governed (by their cri-
teria).

This need for legitimization by explicit real, or pro forma, elections ap-
plies to both real and pseudo-democracies (such as many of today’s “peo-
ple’s republics”), to relatively paternalistic, authoritarian governments (as
in Latin America and Southeast Asia), or to a dictatorship more or less
maintained by naked force (as frequently found in Africa and to a lesser
extent in Latin America). In this respect, authoritarian should not be con-
fused with totalitarian or dictatorial governments. In authoritarian states,
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there is a comparatively high level of legality and usually some lip service
to parliamentary representation, including a need for something like gen-
uine elections—if only in a validating and public relations role. Particu-
larly if man is to experience a century of relative peace, and no great in-
flations or depressions, we can plausibly, but not certainly, assume that
even more governments will be democratic than at present.

It should be noted that in the last two hundred to three hundred years
stable democratic government developed primarily in what we describe
as the Atlantic Protestant cultural area and Switzerland. In all other parts
of the world, democracy still seems to be relatively fragile. Clearly,
though, it has also attained strength in Israel, France, West Germany, and
Japan; and to a lesser degree in Italy, Colombia, Venezuela, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Costa Rica, Malaysia, and perhaps Mexico and the Philip-
pines. But it should be noted that there are almost no other authentic
democracies in the other approximately 125 nations of the world. Thus
one cannot think of democracy as a movement that clearly dominates
other forms of government, particularly if democracy is put under serious
strains or if the people and leaders cannot act with a modicum of demo-
cratic self-restraint and a firm and informed sense of political and finan-
cial responsibility. It is also likely that there will be many functional or-
ganizations which will deal with the various international issues that will
arise in the twenty-first century. Many of the most effective organizations
will probably be of an ad hoc nature, but some of them will be part of
larger international organizations such as the United Nations.

Many people believe that as more functions are undertaken by interna-
tional organizations, there will be an almost inevitable growth toward
world federal government. But unless the functions are performed with
superb efficiency and effectiveness, this kind of evolution by peaceful de-
velopment rarely proceeds very far without involving considerable vio-
lence. It is clear that the requirements of preserving peace and the prob-
lems of arms control, the environment and economic relations, as well as
many law and order issues, all create great pressures toward peaceful
evolution to world federal government. Yet we remain skeptical. One rea-
son for skepticism arises from thinking about the likely answer of the
Japanese, Soviets, Europeans, and North Americans to the following
questions: (1) Are you willing to turn your lives and interests, and those
of your families and communities, over to a government based upon the
principle of one man, one vote—that is, to a government dominated by
the Chinese and the Indians? (2) Would you be willing to turn your lives
and interests over to a government based upon the principle of one state,
one vote—that is, to a government largely controlled by the small Latin
American, Asian, and African nation-states? Clearly, the answer to these
two questions will be a very strong negative, as would also be the reply
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to a suggestion for a bicameral legislature with two branches organized
according to the above two principles. We can imagine a world legislature
based upon one dollar, one vote (dominated by the United States and
Japan)—or on other realistic, if inadequate, measures of actual power and
influence. But it is more difficult to imagine such a government emerging
peacefully, or being very strong if it did evolve peacefully. There are many
ways to create a political consensus; but none of these methods makes it
easy to imagine a real world government evolving by purely peaceful
means.
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The basic notion is that, since World War II, there seems to be an amaz-
ingly high correlation [ . . . ] between having a better education, or at

least more education, and a certain lack of reality testing and common
sense. This problem is striking, particularly for younger people in many
upper-middle class milieus and many New Class people.

Some readers may assume that these observations simply represent a
more or less vulgar accusation of “book learning,” a phrase which was
commonly heard in the United States before World War II, but is now rare.
I do not deny the similarity. However, I argue that while the problem ex-
isted at that time, it has now become totally pervasive. We noted in the
discussion of the agnostic use of information and concepts the sixth level
of belief called “general acceptance”—beliefs that are so pervasive, quick,
and automatic that people tend not to realize that there could be any con-
troversy about such issues. To the extent that the older concept of book
learning is akin to educated incapacity, we argue that the problem so per-
vades the groups affected that they literally do not know there is an issue.
For example, they either do not realize how different the “school situa-
tion” is from the “real world,” or they argue for what they call “relevance”
in the school situation. (By relevance they often mean something quite ir-
relevant to most real needs: e.g., a focus on such issues as nuclear war,
ecology and environment, poverty, racism, and so on. While important,
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these issues are not likely to be at the center of the day-to-day problems
and lives of most people.) [ . . . ]

Educated incapacity often refers to an acquired or learned inability to
understand or even perceive a problem, much less a solution. The origi-
nal phrase, “trained incapacity,” comes from the economist Thorstein Ve-
blen, who used it to refer, among other things, to the inability of those
with engineering or sociology training to understand certain issues which
they would have been able to understand if they had not had this train-
ing. The training is essential to gain the skill and society wants these peo-
ple to have the skills, so I am not objecting to the training. But the train-
ing does come at some costs by narrowing the perspectives of the
individuals concerned.

I also often use the phrase to describe the limitations of the expert—or
even of just the “well educated.” The more expert—or at least the more
educated—a person is, the less likely that person is to see a solution when
it is not within the framework in which he or she was taught to think.
When a possibility comes up that is ruled out by the accepted framework,
an expert—or well-educated individual—is often less likely to see it than
an amateur without the confining framework. For example, one naturally
prefers to consult a trained doctor than an untrained person about mat-
ters of health. But if a new cure happens to be developed that is at vari-
ance with accepted concepts, the medical profession is often the last to ac-
cept it. This problem has always existed in all professions, but it tends to
be accentuated under modern conditions.

Large organizations have the tendency to proliferate new forms of ex-
pertise and specialists who are drawn largely from a very special social
and cultural milieu. Bureaucracies in our technological society depend
heavily upon members of the New Class—or at least recruits from grad-
uates of universities that emphasize liberal and progressive ideologies
and viewpoints, almost to the exclusion of hard or tough perspectives.
Even the practice of business seems to be in danger of becoming a profes-
sional specialty. I would guess that the more prestigious the business
school and the more academically difficult the training, the more likely
that the graduate will be both ideologically oriented and a narrow techni-
cian, rather than a decision-maker in contact with the pressures and in-
sights of the real world.

Educated incapacity in the United States today seems to derive from
the general educational and intellectual milieu rather than from a specific
education. This milieu is found in clearest form at leading universities in
the United States—particularly in the departments of psychology, sociol-
ogy, and history, and to a degree in the humanities generally. Individuals
raised in this milieu often have difficulty with relatively simple degrees of
reality testing—e.g., about the attitudes of the lower-middle classes, na-
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tional security issues, national prestige, welfare, and race. This is not to
say that other groups might not be equally biased and illusioned—only
that their illusions are generally reflected in more traditional ways.

Educated incapacity is becoming a worldwide problem; in many ways,
the postindustrial culture is likely both to cause and to further this “mal-
ady,” though all cultures have relatively general and deeply held edu-
cated incapacities. (In addition, we are all more or less the prisoners of our
individual perspectives.)

For example, we have often found in examining projects for less de-
veloped countries that the perspective imposed by North American
viewpoints or North American perspectives can be very misleading. We
therefore developed a concept for what might be called “appropriate
technology,” though at the time (early l960s) we used the term “sideways
in technology” or sometimes “sideways to technology.” The idea was to
use whatever technology was actually appropriate to the special condi-
tions involved. In most cases we found appropriate options by ap-
proaching the situation from one or more of the following perspectives:
(1) By increasing the size, scope, or intensity of some typical activity of
the developed world; (2) By decreasing the size, scope, or intensity of
such activity; (3) By seeking socially and politically acceptable devices;
(4) By changing some primary characteristics of the local area—e.g.,
through topographical engineering; (5) By scanning leverage devices or
projects to establish a list of modifiable options; (6) By looking for high
leverage projects in general; (7) By scanning exploitable resources to es-
tablish new requirements and possibilities; (8) Through new fixes; (9)
Through overlooked items; (10) By exploiting any differences in per-
spective, requirements, or the performance of individuals and materials;
(11) By looking for high visibility projects; (12) By finding, increasing, or
modifying available talent and then modifying techniques or technolo-
gies to fit it.

ON MAKING NECESSARY DISTINCTIONS

A person has to be reasonably bright to understand the difficulty in draw-
ing a sharp line between day and night. There is a twilight zone, a zone of
uncertainty which makes the reality of artificial division between day and
night difficult to define precisely. The normal way a sophisticated person
handles this kind of problem is to make additional distinctions. He or she
defines a certain range of conditions as being twilight or grey. While the
person now has a similar problem at the new boundaries, the dramatic
character of the problem has been sharply alleviated; the boundary be-
tween day and twilight or night and twilight is less significant.
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This phenomenon began to be critical in the United States somewhat
before the early 1960s. In the late 1950s, at one end of the political spec-
trum were [those], who could not distinguish between advocates of rela-
tively moderately progressive or internationalist-minded people and
“card-carrying Communists.” On the equally far-out left were people
who could not distinguish between the Taft-Hartley Labor Relations Act
and Soviet slave labor camps, or who felt that authoritarian practices in
the United States were such that they overlapped appreciably with those
in the Soviet Union. They sometimes based their belief on the correct ob-
servation that Soviet authoritarianism was not as total as some advocates
held. Many of these same people later believed that the role of the United
States in world affairs was such that it had replaced that of Germany in
the late l930s and early 1940s. Thus, the United States intervention in Viet-
nam was often compared with the Nazis’ genocidal policy toward the
Jews—a wildly inappropriate analogy.

The Vietnamese war was not the only public issue that had a particu-
larly low level of discussion in the 1960s. The “Middle America” issues
were of the greatest importance in the United States, yet all were largely
misunderstood in literate and educated circles here and in most of the rest
of the world. [ . . . ] These were among the most important problems both-
ering the so-called Middle American, the middle class or lower-middle
class “square” American. These Americans knew what each of these is-
sues meant to them; they understood what was bothering them and could
express their concerns in practical terms. But almost without exception,
liberal and progressive press columnists, writers in scholarly journals,
academicians, TV commentators, and even politicians and government
officials, misunderstood the nature of these grievances and the nature of
the issues. I am not saying that if they had understood they would all nec-
essarily have agreed with Middle Americans. But I think many would
have, and I am certain that almost all would have been more sympathetic.

I believe that if one read the influential American newspapers, con-
sulted the most distinguished academicians, or watched the better TV
programs, one would have been completely misinformed as to the nature
of these issues and their likely impact and effect. In fact, the ignorance of
upper-middle class progressive Americans was almost as complete as that
of the European and Japanese press.

[ . . . ]

COPING WITH EDUCATED INCAPACITY

How, then, do we deal with the problem of educated incapacity? Most im-
portant is to find individuals with good judgment. This seems to be beg-
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ging the question, because one next asks how to measure or even recog-
nize good judgment. There are many ways, none of which is infallible.
One method is simply to look at the record and see if the person has
shown good judgment in the past. A better method is to see if an individ-
ual has clearly shown bad judgment, which is often easy to discern. One
can often observe that someone is either overemphasizing the wrong in-
formation and perspectives, or worrying about trivia, or simply not un-
derstanding a problem. It is desirable in analysis to allow many different
perspectives to be used—often including views sometimes thought of as
fanatic, crackpot, or basically unskilled or uneducated—all to help in-
crease insight, but not necessarily to prepare conclusions and recommen-
dations.

An ounce of an interesting or proper perspective is often worth many
pounds of brains or analysis in gaining insight. In particular, a hostile in-
sight is often a very good way to find defects in a proposal. One simply
gives a proposal to people who will be very hostile to it, and asks for com-
ments. Political liberals and antimilitarists are very good at detecting
“plots” and incompetence in corporations and the military, while political
conservatives are often good at spotting flaws in social service and wel-
fare programs.

Similarly, the friendly insight is often a good way to discover the good
parts of a proposal. This is exactly the perspective of adversary proceed-
ings in American courts. One hires two partisan lawyers; the investigation
conducted by each lawyer is likely to be more thorough than if the state
hired a “neutral” investigator. This technique of adversary proceedings
can often be used in a research organization. [ . . . ] It can help enormously
in uncovering seemingly obvious points and issues which most members
of an ordinary team or study group might not notice.

PERSONAL NOTE: THE UNITED STATES HUNTING 
CULTURE AND THE RAISING OF CHILDREN

This personal note draws on one of many available examples that illustrate
how ignorant and even bigoted many members of the American upper-
middle class intellectual elite are about the family customs of American
rural and lower income groups. It also makes an even more important
point about how to raise children. The hunting culture within which these
rural and lower income families rear their children is not the bloody, sado-
masochistic pastime of latent homosexuals that so many in the elite take
it to be, but rather a good way to live and an excellent setting for raising
children. The example also illustrates some of the ambiguities that ac-
company affluence.
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This personal note and the discussion on educated incapacity suggest
that we simply are not raising the kind of elites that will provide the lead-
ership American society and the other technologically advanced societies
need to successfully cope with the future. We seem to be systematically
“spoiling the children” or making them into impractical, unrealistically
idealistic persons. There is a pronounced tendency in the American upper-
middle class to raise its offspring on a steady diet of illusions and theory
and to have them interact only with children similar to themselves. As a
result, many of these children cannot distinguish book-learning from
practical experience and are totally unaware of the importance of the lat-
ter or developing good judgment.

Both personal notes discuss some complex, subtle, and badly under-
stood issues that are the technical province of psychology, sociology, and
other behavioral sciences but that bear directly on the problems and
prospects for economic development and social stability. I do not claim to
understand these issues completely, nor do I know of anyone who has
achieved such understanding, but I am convinced that they are critical. I
believe, for example, that educated incapacity may well be the single most
important problem facing the developed world.

During the middle and late 1960s and to a lesser extent the early l970s,
I customarily gave two or three talks a year at seminars or forums at
Berkeley, Brandeis, Columbia, Harvard, Princeton, or Yale. These talks
gave me contact with young people and faculty at leading universities
during a most interesting and challenging time.

I almost always started my discussion by asking some questions. One
common question was, “How many of you have three guns of your
own?” About 30 percent of the audience usually did. I then asked those
who did not have guns at home why they thought the others owned so
many weapons. Most of the non-gun-owners were absolutely perplexed.
They looked at the gun-owners in total bewilderment. What in the world
would anybody be doing with three guns? How could it be that they were
not an isolated minority of one or two, but a significant proportion of the
group. Their answers ran from a confused “to protect yourself” to “for de-
fense against attacks by blacks.”

I would then proceed. “How many of the gun-owners were given a .22
rifle at the age of twelve?” Generally from 90 to 100 percent received one
on their twelfth birthday. “How many of you got a shotgun at the age of
fourteen, give or take a year?” The overwhelming majority. “How many
got a .30-caliber rifle at sixteen, give or take a year?” Again an over-
whelming majority. Back to the non-gun-owners, “What’s going on?”
Again, they did not know. They did not realize that they lived in a hunt-
ing culture, that these were in effect rites of passage, and that even some
students at a seminar in an elite university could have been raised in such
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a culture. Then I would ask, “What happens to a twelve-year-old young
man if he and every other twelve-year-old in town is given a .22?” I had
deliberately given them a hint by saying “young man” rather than “child.”
In almost all cultures the age of twelve or thirteen is taken as the onset of
manhood. This is the age of the Bar Mitzvah, the Confirmation, the recita-
tion of the Koran, and so on. (The reason these young adults were not al-
lowed to vote until they were eighteen or twenty-one is that the authori-
ties concerned believe that voting should be restricted to mature adults,
not that they were too young to assume adult responsibilities.)

A boy who is given a .22 rifle becomes a young man almost overnight,
he will not be allowed to play around with a .22 because he can kill some-
body or injure them severely, particularly if every other young man in
town has a .22. In small-town rural America, where this culture is
strongest, everybody will insist that these young people take care in han-
dling firearms. It is similar to a custom that used to be prevalent in much
of France. If a young child misbehaved, every adult present would ad-
monish him whether or not the adult was related to the young child. Peo-
ple in our hunting culture areas feel free to admonish any young person
who appears to be careless with a gun. If he points the gun at somebody,
even in horseplay, he will be severely criticized, even punished. It is ob-
vious that firearms are a serious matter and simply should not be used as
toys. In fact, the firearms accident rate for these young people is very low.

Young persons who are given guns go through an immediate maturing
experience because they are thereby given a genuine and significant re-
sponsibility. A relative or family friend teaches them how to use the gun,
how to get along and survive in the wilderness, how to make a camp or
break it, and so on. Since they are older and more responsible at the age
of fourteen, they are given a weapon that is even more lethal. By the time
they are sixteen, boys in this culture are permitted to own a .30-caliber
weapon, which is extremely dangerous if used carelessly or malevolently.
This hunting culture gives young men a sense of meaningful identifica-
tion with his pioneer ancestors, with traditional American history, and a
chance to participate with other young men in activities which are both
pleasant and maturing.

Upper-middle class urban Americans generally regard this hunting cul-
ture as perverse or perverted. The liberal press frequently treats the gun
as a kind of violent pornography. At one point the head of the New York
Board of Education succeeded in having all rifle clubs banned from the
school system. Why? “The gun is a phallic symbol, it ejaculates.” One can
imagine the reaction of a typical American who hears this kind of remark
on television.

I believe that it is terribly important to give young people (whom we
call “children” in our culture) adult responsibilities early in life—to give
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them experiences that are enlarging and maturing. It is a serious mistake
to have them always carefully supervised and treated in ways that keep
them from growing into mature adults who accept serious responsibilities
arid bear the result on their own shoulders. The whole concept of a child
is rather recent in our culture, and the notion of adolescence is even more
recent. Previously, children were considered to be young adults.

Henry V was his father’s general at the age of fourteen, and at fifteen
was in complete command of the campaign against Wales. Romeo and
Juliet were fourteen and twelve, respectively; one rather suspects that
Shakespeare’s dialogue reflects their language reasonably accurately. At
the age of sixteen Alexander Hamilton was master of a ship that took a
voyage from New York to the Caribbean and back through an area in-
fested with pirates; he asserted authority as master of the ship, and ac-
complished some very sharp—and very successful—trading in Cuba. At
the age of nineteen George Washington was in charge of a party survey-
ing Virginia, and a year or two later was in sole charge of an assault on a
French fort.

In a presentation I used to make to university seminars, I often asked
the upper-middle class students if they had ever had to wait a year for
something reasonable. I explained my concept of “something reasonable”
as follows. If you were a young American in a middle class family and
you wanted a bike at the age of six, that is unreasonable; if you wanted
one at age ten, then that is reasonable. If you want a car at the age of four-
teen, that’s unreasonable in most parts of the country; if you want one at
nineteen or twenty, that is usually quite reasonable. If you want a trip to
Paris at the age of sixteen, that is unreasonable; if you want to go at
twenty-one—particularly if you have earned the money or if somebody
gives it to you—that is usually reasonable. Now, obviously, if you want a
yacht or to change your parents or even to change your height or sex, that
is almost never reasonable.

After searching through their entire lives, most of these young people
were unable to identify a single situation when they had had to wait more
than a year for something reasonable. One explanation has to do with the so-
cial customs surrounding birthdays and Christmas—particularly in upper-
middle class families, to some degree in middle class families as well, and
to a lesser degree among the rich. Twice a year the two parents get to-
gether and say, “What can we buy that little bastard that he or she doesn’t
already have?” And of course, whatever the parents do not buy, the
grandparents do. As a result the unfortunate child is over-indulged—is
given presents one, two, or three years ahead of any “reasonable” desires.
The child never goes through the experience of understanding that life is
not fair, that one does not always get what one is entitled to. Every upper-
middle class American will recognize the foregoing as a common experi-
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ence. In an incredibly large number of American families today, both
Christmas and birthdays involve a veritable orgy of gift-giving; the chil-
dren really get drunk with gifts.

We would argue that the lower-middle class American family is often
somewhat more restrained, particularly if it feels it cannot afford such or-
gies; however, it often follows the upper-middle class example. Many
wealthy families, however, are desperately afraid of spoiling their chil-
dren. Very often at Christmas and New Year’s these children get a small
number of durable toys, and their closets are not filled with fancy clothes.

This is not to say that the rich raise their children well in America. They
probably do not, but on this particular issue they perhaps err less than the
American upper-middle class. These youngsters miss the most important
lessons that a young person can learn: everybody should have the experi-
ence of wanting something badly for a long time, perhaps working and
striving for it, and then sometimes getting it and sometimes not. That is a
terribly important experience for a mature individual to have behind him
that many young children in the United States simply do not receive.

The children of the academically oriented upper-middle class are even
worse off. [ . . . ] Very often these young people literally have no contact
with the real world that affects their thinking greatly, nor do any of their
friends. Their only experiences are a warm family life, a protected social
life, and a paternalistic school system. Everything is neat and tidy in all
these environments; everything has a beginning, a middle, and an end.
Problems are always resolved (as in an hour-long television program—
which may also reinforce this particular attitude—everything is complete
and finished during the program). By contrast, a hunting ethic, where re-
sponsibility, self-reliance, and mature behavior are necessary is a very rea-
sonable social milieu for child rearing. The fact that this way of raising
children is strongly criticized by many upper-middle Americans shows
more about their ignorance of their own country than about their sup-
posedly superior values and sensitivities.
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[The] Atlantic Protestant culture area is prone to what we call edu-
cated incapacity, mixed with much wishful and illusionary think-

ing. We have argued that many citizens of these countries tend to make
overly sanguine, if not naive, assumptions about the practical possibilities
for good or even competent government in many areas of the world.
Other Europeans are less optimistic and also less Pelagian (in this case the
two go together) than most citizens of the Atlantic Protestant culture area.
But even they are less realistic (and less Augustinian) than they used to
be. We have also pointed to tendencies in Western culture toward anarchy,
terrorism, and nihilism—in effect, toward a breakdown of society. No
wonder William Butler Yeats’s chilling vision “The Second Coming”
seems increasingly apt:

Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the center cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.
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The darkness drops again; but now I know
That twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to a nightmare by a rocking cradle,
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches toward Bethlehem to be born.

While Yeats’s warning comes from the right, the feeling that such fears
are justified now encompasses the whole ideological spectrum.

This problem does not arise from any actual experience of economic,
technological, or safety failure of our society (though there is much dis-
cussion of the possibility of such failures), but instead from a deep-seated
cultural failure. Can anything be done about this? We believe so.

Perhaps the single most important thing that could be done would be
to substitute reasonably accurate positive images of the future for the de-
pressing images that now prevail, especially in the Advanced Capitalist
nations. It is hard to find a leading school or university in these countries
that did not at one time or another favor limiting economic growth [ . . . ].
While some of these emphases may be desirable, many upper-middle
class elites in the affluent countries are pursuing them with irrational in-
tensity. We believe that other approaches to these problems would be
much more constructive and might make an enormous difference in the
future of our society. Some of the suggestions we put forth are practical;
others are overtly polemical and intended to stimulate the imagination.

The growth of terrorist movements in many places is no accident. In-
deed, it is an almost inevitable result of excessive Pelagianism combined
with specific historical events. From our perspective it is especially note-
worthy that terrorist movements in almost every Western country draw
mainly from young upper-middle class people or at least from univer-
sity students. It is a movement associated with excessive and naive ex-
pectations. [ . . . ] We think of many of these young terrorists more as
spoiled brats than as young idealists who have had their expectations
frustrated—although both perceptions have some validity. In any case,
there is an inadequate super-ego; the children have not been properly so-
cialized, and there has been a lack of leadership by responsible, mature
adults. [ . . . ]

The effect of almost two decades of these widespread, systematic, and
effective attacks on our culture should not be underestimated. The adver-
sary culture and the counterculture have taken their toll. However, the
consequences of the anti-growth movement may be even more serious.
The children of our privileged classes are led to believe that in our society
the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, and that this crime is perpe-
trated by exploiting the defenseless, plundering the planet of precious re-
sources, polluting the environment, and sometimes by poisoning the food
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with dangerous additives. The whole is compounded by business in-
dulging in rapacious, unethical, and even illegal behavior as a matter of
course. They are taught, furthermore, that this process is leading, perhaps
inexorably, to disaster. From this point of view the emphasis by many
American businessmen on teaching America that “profit is not a dirty
word” is almost laughable. They are being accused of murder, poisoning,
genocide, debauching the public, despoiling the environment, and rob-
bing the poor and the grandchildren!

It is, for example, almost never mentioned in any school course I have
seen on food that, except for lung cancer, the age-specific incidence of can-
cer has gone down. (Cancer of the lung is presumably caused by smok-
ing, which does seem to be a genuine problem.) The reason that deaths by
cancer have gone up is less because of an increase in carcinogens in food
and the environment, and more because of increased longevity; people
are no longer dying at younger ages of other diseases. Carcinogens may
have increased in food and the environment but not sufficiently to negate
the increasingly positive qualities of the overall physical and social envi-
ronment.

At one time, the United States was probably the worst offender in in-
doctrinating its upper-middle class young against its own society. One
reason was the impact of the Vietnam War. But even about such issues as
world starvation, pollution, and limiting growth, some completely inde-
fensible programs are promoted. For example, the World Council of
Churches once conducted a systematic campaign urging that Americans
eat less meat in order to provide more grain for the starving people of In-
dia. As it happens, plenty of grain was then (and remains) available at
about $250 a ton—not at about $100 per ton. If a few Americans eat less
meat, this price is not affected significantly, so the campaign would not in-
crease the grain supply for Indians. The issue was purely financial. The
Indians needed about 10 million tons of grain, and the question was who
was going to pay for it. When the World Council of Churches was repeat-
edly confronted with this fact, they finally changed their campaign: eat
less meat to show your moral solidarity with Indians; then take the
money you save and send it to the Indians so they can buy more grain.
This is a difficult way to raise money in the United States for any cause.
Obviously the purpose of the exercise had nothing to do with the Indians.
It had to do with trying to make Americans feel guilty for living well.

An even more dramatic technique for doing this is the following exam-
ple much used in American schools. The United States has about 6 percent
(approximately one-sixteenth) of the world’s population. The metaphor
used to describe the world is that sixteen men are in a raft. One (the Amer-
ican) has ten barrels of water; the others are dying of thirst. The American
intends to take a public bath in each barrel, one per day. The American 
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believes he owns the water because he earned it, but the others think he
stole it. Since he is a decent fellow, he gives the others a cup of water a day.
His policy is obviously stupid, counterproductive, and immoral—stupid
because the American will soon run out of water for himself; counterpro-
ductive because he is almost guaranteeing a revolt in which the water will
forcibly be taken away from him; the immorality needs no comment.

This picture has nothing to do with reality. As we have already pointed
out, about 25 percent of the world is affluent today; another 45 percent is
middle income; and only 30 percent can be considered poor. Furthermore,
the outstanding supplier of “water” (i.e., grain) to the world is the United
States, and much of it is supplied at concessionary prices. Finally, the is-
sue is not one of the “ethics of a lifeboat,” where water is not available at
any price, but the exact opposite: grain is plentiful everywhere at a rea-
sonable price. The issue is almost purely a question of why the thirty per-
cent have not jumped on the development train, despite the many oppor-
tunities available during La Deuxième Belle Epoque. They may need help,
and some help by outside private and public organizations and individu-
als should be supplied. But basically the solution lies in increased pro-
ductivity by the countries concerned.

WHAT DO WE REALLY BELIEVE?

We stated that we do not believe there is any validity in the simple limits-
to-growth position that claims that we are running out of many critical re-
sources or that we cannot deal satisfactorily with current pollution prob-
lems. Such language as “energy-scarce world,” a special emphasis on
“renewable resources,” or the belief that the high-consumption society is
immoral because it uses up resources that will be needed by “the grand-
children” are all notions that can be dismissed—at least as worldwide
problems, if not always locally. We remain willing to examine evidence
that suggests these concepts are relevant, but so far we have found none.
Much of our argument holds up even if there were such physical limits to
growth. However, the notion of adequate long-run availability of re-
sources (at least to a modern technological society that is also moderately
well-managed) is basic to most of our considerations. [ . . . ]

Under current conditions, extraordinarily important social limits to
growth are emerging in every affluent capitalist economy and, unless
dealt with reasonably, are likely to develop rapidly and perhaps even too
rapidly. Without suggesting that these limits are necessarily undesirable
in the long run, we argued that their premature emergence is counterpro-
ductive. We think of them as cultural contradictions of economic growth.
The social-limits-to-growth movement has also become a problem in the
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developing world. This movement causes confusing signals to be com-
municated to elites in the developing countries, to attendees at interna-
tional conferences, to students from the developing world enrolled at uni-
versities in developed nations, and to various progressive and liberal
groups. The elites as a result are often unsure whether economic progress
is being promoted as a goal to be sought after, an evil to be avoided, or a
weakness that one lives with but controls.
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SOME USES OF SCENARIOS AND IMAGES OF THE FUTURE

Our basic thesis is that the medium and long-range prospects for suc-
cessful economic development for all nations from the desperately

poor to the most affluent are much brighter than commonly perceived,
and that probably the single most important way to improve the
prospects further would be for this to become widely recognized. We re-
alize that changing world opinion is extremely difficult, and we hardly
expect that our argument by itself will have much impact. We hope that it
will inspire studies and progress that cumulatively may have an impact.
The suggestions we make below are for programs that we think of as pos-
sibilities for refocusing the discussion of economic development.

First, we recommend developing various long-range scenarios to re-
place the essentially negative, pessimistic view based on such dubious
concepts as physical limits to growth, the widening income gap, the erod-
ing quality of life, and the like. We think that individual countries or ma-
jor world organizations looking at economic development regionally or
worldwide could construct scenarios of what they can realistically expect
to achieve in the next twenty-five, fifty, and one hundred years. These sce-
narios could center around specific targets of improvements in living
standards that can be easily measured. Such targets might include: better
health leading to the elimination of protein deficiency and to the increase
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of life expectancy; the elimination of illiteracy; education at all levels; im-
proving housing conditions; increasing the number of households with
electricity or telephones; making modern goods and services available;
and so forth. Other purposes could include: providing a sense of inspira-
tion and vision; encouraging greater efforts; giving a useful perspective
for setting realistic goals; and explaining to the population, especially in-
digenous intellectuals and elites, that modernization can be achieved by
virtually any nation but only over many years with sacrifices and hard
work.

Many people find writing, reading, revising, or suggesting scenarios
stimulating and enjoyable. It is generally easy, if it is considered advis-
able, to involve many people in some stages of the process. In most coun-
tries, many people at almost every level would voluntarily participate in
producing scenarios with modest official support or encouragement.
Most of those who feel uncomfortable with the exploration of images of
the future need not participate, nor is there any need for a serious organi-
zational commitment to the results unless there is a decision to promul-
gate some of them systematically.

One useful possibility for developing scenarios is from the vantage
point of a mythical historian in the year 2000 or 2025, looking back over
the events of the preceding twenty-five or fifty years. This is not only a
dramatic device, but it also places many discussions into a perspective
that can be much more objective and creative than one that focuses on
current issues from today’s perspective, with all the anxieties, hopes and
politics normally involved in such a discussion. The mythical historian of
2025 could round out his story by attempting a scenario projecting the
next fifty or one hundred years. If a country wished to exploit such sce-
narios and related images of the future, it could begin with an official or
unofficial conference discussing and elaborating them. [ . . . ] At this con-
ference, many medium-run and long-run possibilities for development
could be described and elaborated dramatically and informatively. If de-
sired, a much broader public than those present could be reached through
the media and subsequent publications or presentations.

One result might be a variety of useful materials such as books, pam-
phlets, films for schools and educational television (and perhaps for wider
distribution), illustrated wall charts, and video tapes of part of the pro-
ceedings. Some of the materials might be created during the meeting and
some through a follow-up. Other information programs and various inde-
pendent and semi-independent products might be stimulated by the con-
ference or its ancillary activities. Second, the proposals are intended to de-
politicize discussions and to separate political issues from development
issues by focusing on the importance of increasing GNP and GNP per
capita rather than on worldwide north-south issues or internal income dis-
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tribution. The double standard used for comparing non-Communist and
Communist nations; the various forums that have given worldwide
prominence to outspoken critics of the developed world from the devel-
oped nations (such as the Non-Aligned nations and the Group of 77); and
the terminology used (north-south problems, widening gap, neocolonial-
ism) all politicize and distort the real issues. Individual nations would
counter these by developing their own growth scenarios or ideologies and
advertising their long-range visions. These could be used to make the
point at international meetings that while left or right wing demagogues
are still blaming their nations’ problems on everything but their own in-
competence, other countries are successfully accomplishing the Great
Transition. [ . . . ]

Another way to make this point would be to create new organizations
that would refocus world attention. [ . . . ] It might also be possible to cre-
ate an organization of New Industrial States (NIS) made up of the NISs
and other rapidly growing middle income countries that are on the verge
of becoming fully industrialized. Such an organization might become an
openly pro-growth lobby comprising the world’s most dynamic coun-
tries. It might also be tied in with the OECD. The OECD could set target
dates for anticipated entry of new countries. Becoming a member of the
OECD or NIS club could be seen as a symbol that successful development
had been achieved and could draw attention to the fact that economic de-
velopment is no longer an exclusive club of former Western great powers
and early starters. Hopefully, this might change the oversimplified rich-
versus-poor view of the world to a more constructive image of a compli-
cated and mutually beneficial interdependent world economy. It would
emphasize that development is a step-by-step process. As poor countries
take off and enter the transitional stage, transitional countries are entering
the fully industrialized stage. Third, our suggestions are intended to give
greater attention to the more successful developing countries by drawing
attention to their accomplishments. One way of doing this would be to
have an international school for economic development in some NIS
countries that would give visiting students a sense of what can be done as
well as practical insights into how to do it.

A BOURGEOIS (INDUSTRIAL) GROWTH-ORIENTED 
IDEOLOGY BASED ON FUTUROLOGY

The development of the classic industrialized Western world has fre-
quently been linked to the ideology called the Protestant Ethic, encom-
passing a belief in the virtue of hard work and a willingness to defer the
material rewards of that work. As the West has grown progressively
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richer, this ethic has weakened considerably, first among the intellectual
elite and more recently throughout the population. The phenomenon her-
alded a decade ago as the end of ideology is now seen more appropriately
as a loss of faith in the old ideology.

The late l960s brought with them a need for a new or renewed faith.
This need has been met for many Americans by a movement toward tra-
ditional doctrinaire, dogmatic evangelical sects and away from the in-
creasingly transcendental mainstream Protestant religion. Other parts of
the population found some fulfillment in such disparate phenomena as
the new youth culture, a return to religious enthusiasm, various Eastern
and mystical or magical sects, the proliferation of groups militantly pur-
suing self-expression in ethnic, spiritual, or psychological terms, and of-
ten in the Fourteen New Emphases generally.

We have argued that humanity will soon be entering a new state of 
development—the postindustrial society. We believe that the transition to
this stage is likely to cause serious stresses and that it is very important to
have some kind of overall concept to help organize thinking, program ac-
tion, furnish a supportive moral and political philosophy, and provide a
framework for the creation and analysis of programs. Such a concept
would also provide, where justified, high morale to better cope with what
might be called the current failure of nerve among upper-middle class
elites in much of the free world [ . . . ].

We believe all this can be done by taking a reasonable perspective on
how we got where we are today, and where we may likely be in the year
2000, particularly if sensible programs are adopted. We are suggesting
that a new kind of ideology is needed that we tentatively label a Year 2000
Ideology. As ideologies go, this one is relatively weak, but it can meet all
our needs. An ideology emphasizes certain values and attitudes, it con-
tains a theory of the past, present, and future (all theories generally have
emotionally held normative elements). It provides a rationale, spur, and
guide to action and a theory of success and justice (i.e., high morale). In
sum, it provides a context and content for overall policies, for applica-
tions, for coordination of criteria and expectations, and for meaning and
purpose in life. In effect, the ideology should promise some combination
of God, gold, and glory (or, if you will, honor, glory, and riches).

Some of the reasons why an ideology of development based on futur-
ology could help with rational planning for a peaceful and affluent world
in the future—in particular by setting achievable goals and avoiding un-
necessary conflict are obvious: It will put population growth, GNP
growth, impact of R&D cultural changes, and other long-term and com-
pound interest issues in perspective and will enable realistic criteria to be
set. Also it should: energize elite groups—in part to set example, persuade
late beneficiaries to “wait,” relieve “ancient regime morale” stigma from
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current programs and institutions, enlist alienated and frustrated groups,
and energize whole society.

Many persons suggest that we need much more intense or serious ide-
ology that can bring such benefits as: disciplined and dedicated cadres; le-
gitimacy and appeal; mass movement (or mass acquiescence); recruiting;
external allies and sympathizers; “wave of the future” charisma. We ar-
gue that this is not needed. For one thing, intense ideologies also fre-
quently bring many disadvantages, including: foreign axes to grind; ex-
tremist programs; excessive use of terror; crackpot theories; crackpot
administration; excessive attention to foreign intervention and proselytiz-
ing; excessive wastage of tangible and intangible assets and resources. In-
tense ideologies are also much more difficult to manufacture and to con-
trol. We argue that once it is accepted and believed, the area under
discussion and the world in its various parts can be placed on a more or
less reasonable course. The crucial issues then become to avoid derail-
ment and catastrophe and to improve current programs. This entails a
sound, moderate, businesslike approach to development programs and
reasonably high morale, assurance, and commitment.

We believe this perspective can be made persuasive. It may then be pos-
sible to take a very different attitude toward a number of currently per-
ceived problems from those of many neo-Malthusians and catastrophists—
provisional or otherwise. (A catastrophist believes that current trends and
events inevitably lead to some kind of catastrophe. Provisional catastro-
phies agree but add, “as long as we continue current policies, but if we
change policies [presumably according to their recommendation], this is
not necessarily so.”)

It then becomes possible to envisage and set in motion an era of great
human improvement in material standards of living and hopefully in
other ways as well. [The future-oriented ideology] provides a justification
for such an approach. It offers a conception of how successful this ap-
proach might be and where we might be able to go. No doubt the projec-
tions will turn out to be inaccurate in important details, and perhaps even
in certain basics, but it is still likely that its fundamental direction and pro-
grams will be useful and will promote humane adjustment to material
change and growth. This is very different from the attitude typified by the
following from Robert Heilbroner: “Development will fall into the hands
of dedicated revolutionary groups. Mild men will not ride the tigers of de-
velopment, neither will mild political or economic systems contain or im-
pel it” (The Great Ascent, 1963, pp. 134–35).

The Heilbroner view argues that rapid development can only be
brought about by violent revolutions and by elites willing to incarcerate,
or kill if necessary, a relatively high percent of the population to achieve
their goals. We believe that many of the strains that tend toward crisis or
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violence can be alleviated without great cost to material and spiritual
progress and that a milieu can be created that supports and enhances
movements and institutions of human justice and progress. For this rea-
son, it is most important to give many groups, nations, and people a stake
in a future that is to be achieved by peaceful means and not by violence
and disruption. It may well be necessary—or at least desirable—in many
situations to turn to authoritarian methods, perhaps even for a time to
some violence and repression, but none of this need be as severe as Heil-
broner indicates, and in many cases it need only be temporary. We think
of the future-oriented ideology as more or less a Western capitalist ideol-
ogy that is made trans-ideological by our approach. However, it can eas-
ily be fitted into almost any culture. The socialist countries can participate
in much the same way without significant conflict with the capitalist so-
cieties so long as they give up the concept of mass warfare and armed
conflict with the West, at least by not letting these concepts dominate day-
to-day programs.

Giving people a sense of their stake in the future emphasizes the im-
portance of developing a valid vision of the future. It is critical because
peoples’ visions of the future, although often unarticulated, dominate
their responses to current issues. Giving people a new vision of the future
depends on two things. First, there must be an intellectual understanding
of the issues that is technically sound, psychologically relevant, and dra-
matically imaginative. Second, there must be organized efforts to get peo-
ple to accept or use the new vision of the future communicated to schol-
ars, opinion leaders, and directly to the public.
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We would like to have been able to be completely optimistic, to pres-
ent a view of the future which argues that while struggle, dedica-

tion and intelligence may be required, mankind will resolve all of its
problems if only a reasonable effort is made—and even that man’s
dream of an egalitarian utopia on earth may soon come close to realiza-
tion. Unfortunately, no such assurances have ever been possible; nor are
they now. In particular, we believe that large income gaps between na-
tions could persist for centuries, even though there will be some ten-
dency to narrow. Moreover, our discussion of the long-term environ-
ment had to be so uncertain and inconclusive that it may have left many
readers with considerably lowered morale after our predominantly op-
timistic presentation of such issues as growth, energy, food and re-
sources in the previous chapters. Our own attitude is certainly basically
positive—and we do not believe that the persistence of income gaps is
necessarily either tragic or immoral—but our picture of one aspect of
current reality does make us apprehensive. We are not among those who
are pleased or take any satisfaction in finding out that great tragedy,
even doomsday, is indeed possible—or at least not to be ruled out—and
that various degrees of catastrophe are still possible even in the face of
man’s best efforts. Such possibilities have always been present, but now
they seem to arise as much from man’s activities—that is, from what we
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call the Faustian bargain—as from nature. On the other hand, it is clear
that our basic image of the future emerges as bright, and since this image
is based on careful analysis and projection—and takes as full account of
negative possibilities as we can—it should go far to reassure those who
are excessively apprehensive.

It is also equally clear that we would perform an enormous disservice
to all, including the poor, by raising expectations or defining what is a rel-
atively normal, healthy, and near-permanent condition as a serious moral
problem which has to be solved. What most people everywhere want is
visible, even rapid improvement in their economic status and living stan-
dards, and not a closing of the gap. They would love to double their in-
come in fifteen to twenty years (thus going from poor to middle class),
and they are generally shocked to hear that this is indeed a possible and
practical goal (which it is in most poor countries)—or would be with rea-
sonable government policies.

THE FIRST TASK: A REALISTIC IMAGE OF THE FUTURE

Projecting a persuasive image of a desirable and practical future is ex-
tremely important to high morale, to dynamism, to consensus and in gen-
eral to help the wheels of society turn smoothly. But we also want to em-
phasize that we are only interested in improving morale after we are
ourselves convinced of the truth of our message. To us, the virtue of the
image of the future presented here is not that it may prove useful (though
we are highly pleased that this may be so), but rather that our forecast of
the future may prove accurate, or at least about the most plausible image
one can develop now. If we could not realistically justify an optimistic im-
age, we would be quite willing to portray a negative one, arguing that it
is our business to call the shots as we see them. Furthermore, such a neg-
ative image, if persuasive and realistic, might help elites to mobilize to
face real problems (as opposed to unrealistic negative images, which tend
to raise false issues, create unnecessary controversy, and divert resources
and attention from practical solutions). Actually, we believe that it is al-
most always easier, except in the direst emergencies, to mobilize society
around a positive rather than a negative image. It is also our view that if
the negative image is largely inaccurate and morale-eroding as well, it
could be destructive if widely disseminated. This might be especially true
if it dominates the educational curriculum—as indeed the limits-to-
growth view has in a surprisingly large portion of the Atlantic Protestant
culture and Japan.

It is also worth noting that it is not true, as many people contend, that
what might be called the “max-min strategy” would require taking a limits-
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to-growth perspective. In such a strategy one examines the worst that can
reasonably be expected to happen with each policy and then picks the
policy that limits one’s risks—that is, of all the policies available, the one
with the least damaging of the possible outcomes. We would argue that,
in reality, almost the opposite may be true. It is not our postindustrial per-
spective which would force enormous repression on individual countries
and which would consciously continue, in a dangerous way, absolute
world poverty. Indeed, it is the limits-to-growth position which creates
low morale, destroys assurance, undermines the legitimacy of govern-
ments everywhere, erodes personal and group commitment to construc-
tive activities and encourages obstructiveness to reasonable policies and
hopes. Thus, the effects of this position increase enormously the costs of
creating the resources needed for expansion, make more likely misleading
debate and misformulation of the issues, and make less likely construc-
tive and creative lives. Ultimately, the position even increases the poten-
tial for the kinds of disasters which most of its advocates are trying to
avoid.

Clearly, the first task is to gain acceptance of a more reasonable view of
the future, one that opens possibilities rather than forecloses them. We be-
lieve that current prophets of peril are making forecasts that could indeed
be self-fulfilling, if only in the short run. For if enough people were really
convinced that growth should be halted, and if they acted on that convic-
tion, then billions of others might be deprived of any realistic hope of
gaining the opportunities now enjoyed by the more fortunate. Indeed,
lacking the incentives that have guided them and their forebears, they too
might soon despair, bereft of both ambition and goals, and irresponsible
activist leaders might assume power. We believe that eventually—when
the postindustrial economy has arrived—much of the industrial impera-
tive and its appurtenances will erode or expire; but to weaken it prema-
turely, before it has run its natural course, would be to impose unneces-
sary trauma and suffering and make even more difficult the full
exploitation of the many opportunities now available.

OVERCOMING THE KNOWN PROBLEMS OF THE NEAR TERM

Next among the tasks ahead is to find the appropriate means for dealing
with the problems of the present and the immediate future. While our sce-
nario for America and the world is generally optimistic for the long term,
we do recognize the real possibilities of serious anomalies, dislocations
and crises in the short term, any one of which could greatly complicate the
process of getting from here to there. Among these potential difficulties are
regional overpopulation, retarded economic growth, energy shortfalls,
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raw materials shortages, local famines, short-run but intense pollution,
environmental surprises, and (most fearful of all) large-scale thermonu-
clear war. While we offer no solutions that will guarantee the avoidance
of these problems, we do believe that acceptance of our position presents
the best hope of both reducing the possibility of their occurrence and mit-
igating the consequences if any do occur.

COPING WITH THE UNKNOWN 
PROBLEMS OF THE LONG TERM

Man’s intellectual and physical resources must also be devoted to the task
of monitoring and overcoming potentially catastrophic long-term envi-
ronmental problems. Our first focus is here on earth, where we need to
map the full terrain of possibilities, extrapolating from the known to the
unknown—and still leaving room for possibilities beyond our extrapola-
tions. To help in this effort, we would recommend the worldwide creation
of a number of public and private institutions with various specific pur-
poses, but all with an overall mission of the systematic and intense study
of far-fetched and improbable phenomena, but phenomena which would
be extremely important were they to occur. In effect, these institutions
would together constitute an articulate lobby and an “early warning sys-
tem” for long-term environmental problems. It is only fair to warn the
public that anyone who studies such phenomena full time is almost cer-
tain to exaggerate their likelihood, impact and dangers. To do so is simply
human nature. We do want the people making these studies to conduct
them with an almost fanatic intensity, since such fanaticism can be very
useful in sustaining interest, drive, and even creativity. But we do not want
this fanaticism to be carried over into judgments on public policy. Our
“fanatics” can alert us to the problems and perhaps eventually to their so-
lutions, and they can put enormous effort into the study of both, but we
also recognize that this kind of fanaticism, while useful in research and
study, can be a disservice if it dominates public discourse.

The first purpose of this early warning system should be to alert the
technological and scientific community, governments, and other relevant
elites. We are not suggesting, of course, that these scientists be restricted
from public communication, but we do believe that the general public is
usually not in a good position to make early judgments on technical mat-
ters. If the experts do not soon reach a consensus, then the public must
make its own judgment; and sometimes even if the experts and elites do
reach a near-consensus, the public may choose to differ from them.

Our view is that such a system could evolve into a quite effective one.
People are now beginning to understand these issues better, including the
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need for both “whistle-blowing” and concerned but responsible opposi-
tion. Often the problem is that there are well-developed biases which can
lead to an almost automatic “cover-up” and a protection of vested inter-
ests and the status quo. But just as frequently—and this seems to be es-
pecially the case today—there is a kind of mindless “opposition for the
sake of opposition,” nurtured by institutions whose prestige gives them
an aura of authority in the public mind. Yet even this kind of opposition
is not intolerable and is probably worth the insurance it gives us—since
its spokesmen are likely to be right at least as often as they are wrong.
(Because these institutions are prestigious, people will listen longer and
give more credence to their periodic cries of “wolf,” but still be attentive
when the wolf really is there.) Thus, society can afford to have cycla-
mates needlessly banned, without great tragedy, even though such an 
action should be avoided if the evidence does not justify it. Yet it is also
important to understand that overreacting can eventually cause a serious
loss of credibility.

On balance, we are confident that the task of monitoring and early
warning—if sufficiently supported—could give us the very high proba-
bility of acquiring an assessment of long-term environmental problems
that is credible and timely enough to permit effective remedial action. But
we also believe that it is important to look beyond the earth, to outer
space. [ . . . ] It could even turn out that a capability for self-supporting ex-
istence in space would make possible the continuation of earth’s civiliza-
tion and the resuscitation of human life on the planet following an irre-
versible tragedy [ . . . ]. We estimate the probability of such a calamity as
too small, by itself, to justify such an effort. Nonetheless, its potential
disutility is so enormous that a concerted international effort to create ex-
traterrestrial self-sustaining communities, in concert with other space ob-
jectives, would probably be well warranted. In short, what we are pro-
posing is a dual-purpose lifeboat for spaceship earth.

THINKING ABOUT THE POSTINDUSTRIAL ERA

We cannot forecast here what the nature, development and organization
of life and society in the postindustrial era will be, even though we do
believe that these are the real issues of the future, far surpassing in their
significance—and in their difficulty—the more tractable issues we have
dealt with earlier. People often talk about consciously choosing their fu-
ture, but historically it is clear that only rarely has such choice actually
been available—and then usually under an authoritarian political leader
such as Augustus, Tokugawa, Napoleon, or Lenin. All of these leaders did
make deliberate choices which set the courses of nations for a century or
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more. But the main concern of the future is negotiating the trip from here
to there, and for this reason it is the short- and medium-term issues which
tend to attract the most attention. One might like to be able to choose the
future, but probably the best we can do is to influence the path by which
we reach it.

Yet it is interesting—and in some ways useful—to set down the likely
changes that our descendants will both create and confront. They do
give us an outline of the possible shape of things to come, and in this
way prepare and forewarn us as we contemplate the journey. It seems
very likely that many subtle and sophisticated questions will arise as
mankind—increasingly relieved of the burdens of simple sustenance and
richer in technological capabilities and economic resources—continues its
inexorable march across new frontiers. Indeed, some such questions are
already arising.

The fundamental physiological and psychological aspects of human life
are being altered today, and will be changed further tomorrow. Most of
the great diseases of the past have been all but eliminated and death in-
creasingly will be mainly the result of either accident or the simple wear-
ing out of vital organs (here, too, new opportunities for life extension are
arising through the rapidly growing science of organ replacement and
soon of organ regeneration). As man progresses further in genetic re-
search, he will move closer to the time when he will be able to influence
the design of his offspring, perhaps even produce them ectogenetically.
Man can now alter his mental state with drugs, and over time even influ-
ence his personality. Will man, within two hundred years, be able to con-
dition his mind to increase his ability to learn, to communicate, to create,
and will he have the power to affect others similarly, perhaps without
their knowing it?

How will all of these potential changes, many of which are quite likely,
affect human beings for whom work—in the postindustrial era—will be
an activity of relatively short duration, and of a primarily self-serving na-
ture? It is almost impossible to imagine such an existence. But already
there are available electromechanical devices that effect enormous sav-
ings of labor, and the next generation of such devices—spurred by the
computer revolution—will probably free man from the need to manage
them, except for the preselection of appropriate computer programs.
What kind of a life will a genetically engineered, vital-organ-replaceable,
mental-state-adjustable, computer-robot-assisted human being want to
live? Will he find satisfaction in the postindustrial era? Will he seek even
more to test himself in the combat of sport, the risk of adventure or the
challenge of exploration? Or will he be able and prefer to experience all of
this—and more—through artificial stimulation? And what of social or-
ganization in this postindustrial era? Will people group as child-rearing
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families, in service-providing communities, under national banners? Or
will these human beings of dramatically different makeup seek greatly al-
tered institutions? It seems clear that there will be many more people and
that most will have the means to obtain more in terms of goods and pos-
sessions than they can today. But will these goods be distributed as they
are now, acquired with finite resources through billions of interacting cal-
culations of marginal utility? Politics, in a famous definition, is “competi-
tion for scarce values.” In a world of great abundance for almost all, but
greater abundance for some than others, will the same competition still
obtain? And in that world of greatly advanced communication and trans-
portation, will we still see each other as being so different?

The postindustrial world we foresee will be one of increased abun-
dance, and thus hopefully of reduced competition; it will be one of greater
travel and contact, and thus possibly one of diminished differences
among its peoples. But it will also be one of enormous power to direct and
manipulate both man and nature; and thus its great issues will still be the
very questions that confront us now, though enlarged in range and mag-
nitude: Who will direct and manipulate, and to what ends?
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Born in Bayonne, New Jersey, on February 15, 1922, Herman Kahn
was the middle child of working-class Jewish immigrants from

Poland. After the divorce of his parents, his mother relocated her three
young boys, first to the Bronx, New York, and later to Los Angeles. Dur-
ing the Great Depression, young Herman worked menial jobs after
school and on weekends to help support his family. After high school,
he started college at the University of Southern California, but then put
his education on hold after the United States entered World War II. It
was during the early days of the U.S. Army’s boot camp that Kahn’s ge-
nius first received genuine recognition: having scored the highest-ever
result on the military service’s mental aptitude test, Kahn truly was
smartest man in the Army.

From 1943 to 1945, Kahn served in Burma with the U.S. Army Signal
Corps. After the war, he took advantage of the G.I. Bill and finished col-
lege as a physics major at the University of California at Los Angeles. He
then enrolled at the California Institute of Technology, where he earned an
M.S. in applied mathematics. He was forced to suspend his doctoral stud-
ies when a financial crisis struck his family. But just as he was about to
embark on a career in real estate, he was recruited by his friend, the bril-
liant physicist Samuel Cohen (who would later invent the neutron bomb),
to join the newly formed RAND Corporation in Santa Monica, California.
Created in October 1945 by the U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF) and the
Douglas Aircraft Company, RAND eventually emerged as a nonprofit
corporation that conducted research to help the USAAF’s successor, the
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newly formed U.S. Air Force, think through issues of war and peace in the
nuclear age.

Kahn thrived in RAND’s intellectually stimulating, generally collegial,
sometimes competitive, and often eccentric atmosphere. After Cal Tech re-
jected his doctoral dissertation on the grounds that it was commercially
sponsored research, he decided to abandon academia, and instead threw
himself fully into his work at RAND. At RAND he would meet his future
wife, Rosalie Jane Heilner, whom he would marry in March 1953.

Kahn’s initial work was in RAND’s physics department, the heads of
which quickly recognized his powerful, intensely creative and some-
times quite unorthodox intellect. However, his deep curiosity, interdisci-
plinary outlook, and wide-ranging interests, especially in politics and
economics, soon led him outside the physics department. In the mid-
1950s, a new post—the “roving consultant”—was created specifically for
his unique profile, allowing him to take part in in-house projects that in-
terested him. He jovially made the rounds, popping into whatever stud-
ies or activities he found intellectually compelling. As he once remarked
of the research by his RAND colleagues, “They were doing what I always
wanted—making integrated studies of important questions and pontifi-
cating on a range of issues.”

Working at RAND as the Cold War was intensifying, Kahn soon began
to gravitate toward the emerging discipline of nuclear strategy. By the late
1950s, he had become a regular participant in high-level RAND research
on the basing and operation of the nuclear-armed bomber aircraft of the
Strategic Air Command (SAC); the development of what came to be
known as the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM); selection of
wartime targets; and strategies to deter or, if necessary, to fight nuclear
and nonnuclear war. He and his RAND colleagues were horrified to find
that the actual SAC war plan included only one option: a single, massive
retaliatory nuclear strike to which SAC generals referred as the “Sunday
Punch.” Seeing the need to consider alternatives, Kahn and company ex-
amined potential strategic options in case deterrence failed.

Based on his work in this respect, Kahn was invited to give a series of
lectures at the Center of International Studies at Princeton University.
These lectures went on to form the basis for On Thermonuclear War, the
book that would make Kahn famous—and infamous. Published in 1960
by Princeton University Press, the book was an aggregation of Kahn’s var-
ious strategies for thinking about nuclear conflict, teeming with insights
amid prose that was sprawling and sometimes undisciplined. But its core
(and controversial) idea was that with proper and realistic planning, the
serious consequences of nuclear war could be managed. Kahn argued that
the prevailing wisdom of the time, that any nuclear war would annihilate
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both superpowers, was false; the existence of scenarios in which one or
both sides survived necessitated thoughtful debate on the possibilities
and consequences of nuclear strategy. OTW, as it came to be called, sold
an amazing 30,000 copies and sparked fierce debates. While some critics
praised Kahn for clear-sighted analysis, others roundly condemned the
book for making nuclear war (in their view) more likely simply by dis-
cussing it as an actual possibility. As the mathematician James Newman
wrote, Kahn was, “a monster who had written an insane, pornographic
book, a moral tract on mass murder: how to plan it, how to commit it,
how to get away with it, how to justify it.”

Kahn’s ideas were highly controversial and OTW launched a major na-
tional debate. Kahn cultivated a reputation for controversial ideas and
provocative statements. His lecture series was carried out in a style de-
signed to shock listeners into thinking about the perils and possibilities of
the subjects at hand. Already an imposing figure at over six feet and three
hundred pounds, he loved to stir up audiences with challenging remarks
and paradoxical insights. He increasingly became a public figure of vast
salience.

In 1961, after becoming dissatisfied with what he perceived as the in-
creasingly bureaucratic working environment at RAND, Kahn went on to
found Hudson Institute, a nonprofit think tank devoted to interdiscipli-
nary research on what he termed “important issues, not just urgent ones.”
Kahn founded Hudson to be a more open and creative operation that
would avoid the academic hierarchy and bureaucracy he saw as endemic
to RAND.

At Hudson, Kahn responded to his critics by publishing two other
books on nuclear strategy called Thinking about the Unthinkable and On Es-
calation. After his third book on nuclear strategy, Kahn shifted his interests
into other fields, mainly in economics, politics, and the influence of new
and as yet undeveloped technologies. In 1967 he coauthored The Year
2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years, which at-
tempted to lay out what the world would be like by the end of the mil-
lennium. Kahn’s writings such as Things to Come: Thinking about the Sev-
enties and Eighties, The Next 200 Years: A Scenario for America and the World,
and The Resourceful Earth: A Response to Global 2000 were an answer to
many of the doomsday scenarios and grim predictions of the late 1960s
and 1970s. In 1970, he wrote The Emerging Japanese Superstate: Challenge
and Response, a book that predicted the unprecedented economic boom
and the rise of Japan as an important world actor more than a decade be-
fore it would became reality in the 1980s. Then in 1979, when Japan was
emerging as a model for economic development and American anxiety
over competition with Japan was rising, Kahn surprised his readers, and
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the Japanese, with The Japanese Challenge. The book presciently argued that
without serious reform, the Japanese system would be unable to sustain
the growth it had enjoyed for years. Even when the U.S. hit a recession in
1981–1982, Kahn optimistically responded with his final book, The Coming
Boom. In this and other books, Kahn expressed his firm belief that unless
poor management or sheer bad luck prevented it, technological advance-
ments would lead to an increase in worldwide prosperity. As Kahn wrote,
“One of the reasons we expect relatively high and sustained growth rates
through the 1980s and 1990s is that a whole host of new technologies and
technological improvements are now ripe for large-scale exploitation.”

In person, Kahn was described as supremely confident and possess-
ing a quick-witted sense of humor. His IQ was said to be “stratos-
pheric” and for most of his life he possessed a photographic memory,
able to recall anything he had heard or read. Despite his amazing intel-
ligence, he had no air of superiority and instead, provoked by curiosity,
sought out conversations with people in all walks of life. Kahn had
scant concern for physical appearance; his clothes were often rumpled
and disheveled and he was unable to maintain a kind of diet regimen
for long. He was no cultural conservative and often found offbeat indi-
viduals more fascinating than their buttoned-up peers. His intellectual
generosity was legendary.

On July 7, 1983, when Herman Kahn died suddenly of a massive stroke
at age sixty-one, both friends and intellectual adversaries recognized that
“the world lost one of its most creative and best minds.” The next day, a
statement issued by President Ronald Reagan honored Kahn as

a futurist who welcomed the future. He brought the lessons of science, his-
tory, and humanity to the study of the future and remained confident of
mankind’s potential for good. All who value independent thinking will
mourn the loss of a man whose intellect and enthusiasm embraced so much.

Kahn’s work was bounded by a spectacular series of paradoxes and
though many of his insights proved accurate, his legacy is not in the spe-
cific studies of events which came to pass. Kahn’s most important contri-
bution was the mindset and methods with which he approached prob-
lems and challenges. Though he could no more read the future than
anyone else, he popularized and drew attention to a method of bold crit-
ical thinking challenging the prejudices, conventional wisdom, taboos,
and traditions that tended to cloud people’s vision. During his lifetime he
was considered: “one of the world’s great intellects,” “a mental mutation”
possessing “an incredibly high, stratospheric IQ,” a “mesmerizing pres-
ence,” “spectacular,” “a provocateur in the sedate world of ideas,” “a re-
former,” “a technological optimist,” or “a futurist who attempted to cope
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with history before it happens.” Kahn described himself as a “free-thinking
intellectual [ . . . ] largely determined by a desire to do policy-oriented
studies with practical applications [ . . . ] pragmatic, eclectic, and synthetic
in thinking.” “I’m against ignorance,” Kahn once said, “I’m against
sloppy, emotional thinking. I’m against fashionable thinking. I am against
the whole cliché of the moment.”
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